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EXPLANATION    OF   ALPHABET    USED   IN    RENDERING    INDIAN    SOUNDS. 

E 

i  e,     1,     e,     a,     6,     o  u 

I  e,    e,     a,     a,     a,     o  u 

E      obscure  e,  as  in  flower. 

i  e    are   probably   the  same  sound,  intermediate  between  the  continental 
values  of  i  and  e. 

\  =  i  in  hill. 

e  =  e  in  fell. 
a      has  its  continental  value. 

6  =  German  o  in  voll. 

o  u  are    probably  the  same  sound,  intermediate  between  the  continental 
values  of  o  and  ̂ l. 

e      a  somewhat  doubtful  sound,  varying  greatly  in  its  pronunciation  among 
different  individuals  between  e  and  el. 

a  =  German  d  in  Bar. 

a  =  aw  in  law. 

u       indicates  that  the  preceding  consonant  is  pronounced  with  u  position 
of  the  mouth. 

Sonans.  Surd.  Fortis.          Splrans.  Nasal. 

Velar          g  q  q!  x 
Palatal   g(w)  k(w)  k!(w)        x(w) 

X'
 

Alveolar  d  t  t!  s  n 

     g q 

q! 

       g(w) 

k(w) 
k!(w) 

r  palatal  ....        g' 

k- 

k-! 
r              d t t! 

(dz) (ts) (ts!) 
.......        b n 

pi 

f 

r- 

L L 

L! Labial 

Lateral 

Laryngeal  catch  .... 

h,  y,  w. 

In  this  whole  series  the  sonans  is  harder  than  the  corresponding  English 
sound.  The  surd  is  pronounced  with  a  full  breath,  while  the  fortis  is  a  surd 

with  increased  stress  and  suddenness  of  articulation.  The  sonans  is  so  strong 

that  it  is  easily  mistaken  for  a  surd. 

The  velar  series  are  k  sounds  pronounced  with  the  soft  palate,  x  corresponds 

to  ch  in  German  Bach.  The  palatal  series  correspond  to  our  g  (hard)  and  k. 
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x  is  like  x,  but  pronounced  farther  forward,  g-  and  k~  sound  almost  like  gy 
and  ky  (with  consonantic  y) ;  x~  is  the  German  ch  in  ich.  d,  t,  and  ̂   are 
almost  dental.  L,  L,  and  L!  are  pronounced  with  tip  of  tongue  touching  the 
lower  teeth,  the  back  of  the  tongue  extending  transversely  across  the  hard 
palate,  so  that  the  air  escapes  suddenly  near  the  first  molars.  In  1  the  tip 
of  the  tongue  is  in  the  same  position,  but  the  back  of  the  tongue  is  narrower, 

so  that  the  air  escapes  near  the'  canine  teeth.  The  sound  is  at  the  same  time 
slightly  less  explosive  than  L.  /  is  the  same  as  the  English  sound.  B  is  a  very 
faint  laryngeal  intonation.  The  exclamation-mark  is  used  throughout  to  indicate 
increased  stress  of  articulation. 



I.  —  INTRODUCTION. 

My  studies  of  the  Kwakiutl  Indians,  part  of  the  results  of  which  I  present 
in  the  following  pages,  remain  a  fragment. 

The  beginning  of  my  researches  dates  back  to  the  year  1885.  At  that 
time,  after  my  return  from  Arctic  America,  where  I  had  devoted  a  year  to 
the  study  of  the  Eskimo,  it  was  my  good  fortune  to  work  in  the  inspiring 
surroundings  of  the  Royal  Ethnographical  Museum  of  Berlin,  in  close  friendship 
with  Albert  Grlinwedel,  whose  painstaking  care  in  elucidating  the  historical 
relations  of  ethnographical  phenomena,  and  whose  artistic  temperament  left  a 
lasting  impression  upon  me ;  with  Felix  von  Luschan,  whose  versatile  genius 
embraces  all  sides  of  anthropological  study  with  equal  ardor ;  with  Wilhelm 
Grube,  whose  studies  of  Chinese  culture  were  carried  on  with  a  fine  appreciation 
of  their  ethnographical  basis;  and  under  the  leadership  of  Adolf  Bastian  and 
Rudolf  Virchow,  whose  fame  attracted  anthropologists  from  all  parts  of  the 
world,  bringing  us  younger  students  into  enviable  contact  with  men  of  the 
most  varied  experience  and  opinions. 

It  so  happened  that  at  that  time  the  extensive  collections  made  by  Captain 
Adrian  Jacobsen  in  British  Columbia  and  Alaska  had  arrived,  and  had  to  be 
catalogued  and  installed  in  the  new  museum  building.  My  Eskimo  studies 
had  attracted  my  attention  to  the  relation  of  this  peculiar  tribe  to  their  southern 
neighbors,  and  my  fancy  was  first  struck  by  the  flight  of  imagination  exhibited 
in  the  works  of  art  of  the  British  Columbians  as  compared  to  the  severe 

sobriety  of  the  eastern  Eskimo.  F_rom  the  fragmentary  notes  furnished  by 

Captain  Jacobsen  we  divined  what~a  wealth  of  thought  lay  hidden  behind  the 
grotesque  masks  and  the  elaborately  decorated  utensils  of  these  tribes.  When, 
during  the  same  year,  Captain  Jacobsen  and  his  brother  Fillip  exhibited  a 
group  of  Bella  Coola  Indians  in  Berlin,  and  opportunity  was  thus  given  to 
cast  a  brief  glance  behind  the  veil  that  covered  the  life  of  those  people,  and 

some  of  the  general  problems  of  the  region  began  to  loom  up;  when,  further- 
more, the  brothers  Aurel  and  Arthur  Krause  fascinated  us  with  the  tales  of 

their  observations  made  in  Alaska  in  1883  and  1884,  the  attraction  became 
irresistible,  and,  with  the  financial  aid  of  personal  friends,  I  was  enabled  to 
visit  the  coast  of  British  Columbia  in  the  fall  of  1886. 

The  first  impression,  however,  was  that  of  bewildering  confusion ;  and 
before  it  was  possible  to  attack  the  more  interesting  problems,  the  relationship 
of  tribes  had  to  be  cleared  up.  The  meagre  results  of  my  first  journey  brought 
me  the  opportunity  to  revisit  British  Columbia  in  1888,  following  an  invitation 
of  Horatio  Hale,  then  Editor  of  the  Committee  of  the  British  Association  for 
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the  Advancement  of  Science  for  the  Study  of  the  Northwestern  Tribes  of 
Canada,  which  had  been  appointed  at  the  Montreal  meeting  in  1884.  The 

definite  programme  of  Horatio  Hale  was  a  continuation  of  his  old  survey  of 
the  Pacific  coast,  made  when  as  a  young  man  he  accompanied  the  Wilkes 
Expedition.  This  programme  restricted  the  freedom  of  choice  of  the  subjects 
of  my  studies,  and  prevented  the  thorough  investigation  of  any  of  the  more 
special  problems  which  stood  out  more  and  more  clearly  in  my  mind  as  requiring 
intensive  study,  and  the  solution  of  which  seemed  likely  to  clear  up  the 
intricate  history  of  the  culture  of  northwestern  America  and  northeastern  Asia, 
and  which  might  also  be  of  importance  for  the  elucidation  of  a  number  of 
fundamental  anthropological  questions. 

The  work  that  I  had  to  do  for  the  Committee  of  the  British  Association 

for  the  Advancement  of  Science  was  always  hurried,  partly  on  account  of  the 
limitation  of  means,  partly  on  account  of  the  great  extent  of  territory  that 

had  to  be  covered  on  each  trip.  Furthermore,  owing  to  the  obligations  im- 
posed upon  me  by  my  position  as  a  university  teacher,  my  visits  had  to  be 

made  during  the  vacation  time,  in  summer,  a  season  not  favorable  for  the 
best  ethnological  work  on  the  North  Pacific  coast. 

During  these  years,  from  1886  to  1892,  the  information  that  was  accu- 
mulating seemed  to  show  that  under  the  present  conditions  the  Kwakiutl  and 

Nootka  offered  the  most  promising  fields  of  research,  partly  because  they  were 
less  affected  by  the  whites  than  other  tribes,  partly  because  they  exhibited 
peculiar  transitional  stages,  in  which  newly  acquired  customs  appeared  to  have 

assumed  novel  significance,  -  -  a  condition  favorable  to  the  study  of  the  psy- 
chological and  historical  processes  which  are  characteristic  of  the  cultural 

development  of  comparatively  primitive  tribes. 

It  seemed  that  the  World's  Fair  of  Chicago  in  1893  would  give  an 
excellent  opportunity  to  further  these  studies,  since  Professor  F.  W.  Putnam, 
Chief  of  the  Department  of  Anthropology,  intrusted  me  with  the  arrangements 
for  an  exhibit  from  Vancouver  Island,  which  was  to  include  the  exhibition  of 
a  group  of  people  from  that  area.  We  had  a  number  of  Kwakiutl  there,  in 
charge  of  my  former  interpreter,  George  Hunt ;  but,  being  overburdened  with 
administrative  duties,  the  summer  passed  without  any  possibility  of  an  adequate 
exploitation  of  the  rare  opportunity  except  in  so  far  as  I  succeeded  in  finding 
time  to  interest  Mr.  Hunt  in  methods  of  recording  and  collecting,  which  have 
yielded  valuable  results  in  later  years. 

In  1895  I  revisited  British  Columbia  under  more  favorable  conditions. 
Through  an  arrangement  with  the  Committee  of  the  British  Association  for 
the  Advancement  of  Science,  referred  to  before,  the  U.  S.  National  Museum, 
and  the  American  Museum  of  Natural  History,  I  was  enabled  to  spend  a  longer 
period  in  British  Columbia,  and  particularly  to  extend  my  visit  over  part  of  the 
winter,  which  gave  me  a  chance  to  see  new  aspects  of  native  life.  I  witnessed 
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the    winter    ceremonial,    a    better    knowledge    of  which    was  obtained  by  later 
correspondence  with   Mr.   Hunt,    and  inquiries  made  on  the  spot  in  later  years. 

In  1897  Mr.  Morris  K.  Jesup  organized,  at  my  suggestion,  a  thorough 
investigation  of  the  tribes  of  the  North  Pacific  coast,  the  results  of  which  are 
embodied  in  the  series  of  volumes  of  which  the  present  paper  forms  a  part. 
It  fell  naturally  to  my  share  to  continue  the  ethnological  investigation  of  the 
tribes  of  Vancouver  Island.  It  seemed  to  me  well  to  make  the  leading  point 
of  view  of  my  discussion,  on  the  one  hand  an  investigation  of  the  historical 
relations  of  the  tribes  to  their  neighbors,  on  the  other  hand  a  presentation  of 
the  culture  as  it  appears  to  the  Indian  himself.  For  this  reason  I  have  spared 
no  trouble  to  collect  descriptions  of  customs  and  beliefs  in  the  language  of 

the  Indian,  because  in  these  the  points  that  seem  important  to  him  are  emphas- 
ized, and  the  almost  unavoidable  distortion  contained  in  the  descriptions  given 

by  the  casual  visitor  and  student  is  eliminated.  For  many  years  I  have 
advocated  a  more  extended  application  of  this  method  in  our  studies  of  the 
American  aborigines.  That  excellent  results  may  be  obtained  in  this  manner 
is  shown,  for  instance,  by  the  description  of  the  Ewe  tribes  of  West  Africa 
given  by  Mr.  Spieth,  and  by  the  records  of  Samoan  industries  and  customs 
published  by  a  number  of  authors  in  recent  years. 

For  the  solution  of  the  problem  of  the  Jesup  Expedition  such  thorough 
inquiry  of  a  few  tribes  seemed  indispensable ;  and,  so  far  as  time  and  funds 
permitted,  no  efforts  have  been  spared  to  conduct  the  researches  on  the 
Kwakiutl  according  to  the  methods  here  outlined.  Since  the  close  of  the  Jesup 
Expedition  I  have  myself  continued  the  inquiry,  with  the  assistance  of  Mr.  Hunt. 

Owing  to  the  limitation  of  the  size  of  the  present  series,  it  is  at  present 
impossible  to  publish  more  than  a  part  of  the  results.  It  has  seemed  best  to 
limit  the  subjects  to  be  discussed,  and  to  present  these  as  fully  as  possible. 
I  am  well  aware  that  many  gaps  and  imperfections  remain  in  this  description. 
These  are  caused  by  the  fact  that  since  1900  I  have  not  been  able  to  revisit 

the  country,  and  to  investigate  certain  questions  that  required  additional  studies. 
Wherever  possible,  I  have  endeavored  to  fill  gaps  by  correspondence ;  but 
this  is  necessarily  an  inadequate  means  of  obtaining  full  and  trustworthy 
information. 

I  have  not  repeated  information  in  regard  to  the  location,  population, 
and  division  of  the  tribe,  which  will  be  found  in  my  previous  publications, 

particularly  in  my  report  on  "The  Social  Organization  and  the  Secret  Societies 
of  the  Kwakiutl  Indians"  (Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895, 
pp.  311-738).  My  previously  published  notes  on  the  Kwakiutl  contained  in 
the  Reports  of  the  British  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science  are 
superseded  by  that  publication  and  the  present  one. 

June   1908.  FRANZ  BOAS. 



II.  —  INDUSTRIES. 

WORK  IN  STONE.  Flaking.  —  There  is  no  evidence  that  any  stone- 
flaking  to  speak  of  was  ever  practised  by  the  Kwakiutl.  The  only  flaked 

specimen  that  I  have  seen  is  a  rude  oval  stone  knife  of  greenish  quartzite  (5-57-3), 
about  35  mm.  wide,  70  mm.  long,  and  8  mm.  thick.  The  faces  of  the  knife 
are  quite  flat,  following  the  natural  cleavage  of  the  material ;  while  the  edges 
are  flaked  down  very  roughly,  evidently  by  blows,  without  any  attempt  at  a 

nice  finishing  of  the  cutting-edge.  While  flaked  implements  are  found  in 
great  numbers  in  the  shell-heaps  and  on  village  and  camp  sites  on  Puget 
Sound,  on  the  west  coast  of  Washington,  in  the  interior  of  British  Columbia 
and  to  a  less  extent  in  the  delta  of  Fraser  River  and  the  adjoining  regions, 
they  are  rather  scarce  on  Vancouver  Island,  although  they  occur  on  the 
Saanich  Peninsula  and  as  far  north  as  Comox.  It  seems  likely  that  they  have 

been  introduced  into  this  area  by  the  immigration  of  Salish  tribes.1  The 
chipped  implements  that  have  been  found  are  rather  large  and  clumsy.  The 
fine  points  of  the  Puget  Sound  region  do  not  occur,  or  are  at  least  rare  here. 
Besides  the  specimen  mentioned  before,  no  chipped  points  have  been  found 
between  central  Vancouver  Island  and  the  coast  of  southern  Alaska,  while 
the  Eskimo  of  Alaska  use  such  points  in  great  numbers. 

Pecking.  —  All  the  stone  implements  of  the  Kwakiutl  with  which  I  am 
familiar  were  made  by  pecking,  cutting,  and  polishing.  Hard,  tough  stones 
that  were  used  for  implements  were  shaped  by  pecking  and  polishing,  while 
some  soft  serpentinoids  and  serpentines  were  cut  with  knives  and  gritstones, 
and  were  later  polished. 

The  Kwakiutl  tribes  of  Fort  Rupert  and  Nimkish  River  used  for  their 

stone  implements  hard  pebbles  of  dolerite  and  similar  rocks  (tsEqu'ls),  which 
are  found,  for  instance,  on  the  east  end  of  Malcolm  Island.  The  hardest  and 

toughest  pebbles  that  can  be  found,  and  that  have  a  handy  form,  -  -  somewhat 
cylindrical,  and  tapering  to  a  rounded  point,  -  -  are  used  for  battering  down 
the  pebbles  that  are  to  be  shaped.  The  battering-pebble  is  held  in  the  hand 
loosely,  and  the  battering-strokes  are  delivered  slowly.  Thus  small  fragments 
are  removed,  and  this  process  is  continued  until  the  object  has  assumed  the 
desired  shape.  Then  the  details  are  worked  out  with  a  smaller  and  lighter 
battering-stone,  with  which  quite  light  strokes  are  given.  The  fragments 
removed  are  so  small,  that  quite  sharp  edges  can  be  produced  (see  Figs.  36,  39); 
and  the  battering-stone  has  a  point  small  enough  to  allow  of  the  making  of 

See  H.  I.  Smith,  Archaeology  of  the  Gulf  of  Georgia  and  Puget  Sound,  Vol.  II  of  this  series,  p.  437. 
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narrow  grooves,  such  as  are  found  in  some  of  the  more  intricate  forms  (see  Figs. 
40  a,  42).  In  carefully  finished  implements  the  remaining  roughness  is  smoothed 

down  with  a  still  lighter  battering-stone.  Then  the  implement  is  polished  with 
wet  sand,  which  on  large  surfaces  is  rubbed  on  with  the  palm  of  the  hand;  and 
the  last  finishing  touches  are  given  with  dried  skin  of  the  tail  of  the  dogfish. 

Hammers  are  also  rubbed  with  catfish-oil,  which  gives  them  a  lustre.  The 
dust  that  is  made  by  pecking  is  very  injurious  to  the  eyes. 

Perforating.  -  To  perforate  a  hard  stone,  a  hole  is  pecked  from  each 
side,  first  with  large  hammer-stones,  then  with  smaller  ones.  A  small  hard 
pebble  of  dolerite  is  placed  in  one  of  the  depressions  so  made,  and  is  struck 

with  a  hammer  until  the  hole  is  completed.  Gambling-stones  (see  Fig.  34) 
and  war-clubs  are  the  only  perforated  stones  used. 

Serpentines  and  other  soft  stones  seem  to  have  been  perforated  by  drilling ; 

at  least,  one  gambling-stone  found  by  Mr.  Smith  has  on  each  side  a  conical 
depression  which  shows  traces  of  drilling ;  and  the  two  depressions  are  con- 

nected by  a  perfectly  round  straight  hole,  which  can  only  have  been  made 
by  a  drill.  The  hole,  however,  looks  so  new,  that  possibly  it  may  have  been 
made  rather  recently. 

Cutting  and  Grinding.  —  Chisels,  axes,  and  adzes  were  made  of  rather 

soft  serpentinoids  (dzE'mswa).  These  were  not  pecked,  but  shaped  by  grinding 
on  gritty  stone,  such  as  gneiss,  disintegrated  traps,  etc.  They  were  given 
their  final  polish  in  the  same  way  as  pecked  implements.  When  in  use,  these 
blades  were  kept  wet,  because  then  the  stone  seems  to  be  tougher. 

War-axes  were  made  of  a  very  soft  serpentinoid  that  was  dug  at  Koskimo. 
This  stone  is  so  soft  that  it  can  be  cut  after  it  has  been  dug,  but  hardens 
later  on. 

Making  of  Stone  Hammers.  The  manufacture  of  stone  hammers 
illustrates  well  the  method  of  procedure  in  shaping  an  implement  to  be  made 

of  hard  stone.  The  process  was  described  to  me  as  follows :  - 

For  a  carpenter's  hammer  (see  Fig.  36)  an  oval  pebble,  round  in  cross- 
section,  is  selected.  It  is  placed  on  the  ground  on  an  old  blanket  of  yellow- 

cedar  bark.  The  length  of  the  hammer  is  one  hand's  breadth  and  two  finger- 
widths  for  the  shaft,  and  one  finger-width  each  for  the  striking-head  and  the 

top.  This  length  —  one  hand's  breadth  and  four  finger-widths  -  -  is  measured 
off,  and  the  upper  and  lower  ends  are  marked  with  charred  fungus  or  a  soft 

marking-stone.  The  pebble  is  then  put  on  end,  and  the  upper  end  is  battered 
down  to  the  line  marking  the  upper  surface  of  the  hammer.  The  end  is  made 
quite  level.  Then  the  stone  is  turned  round,  and  the  opposite  end  is  battered 

down  in  the  same  manner.  Then  a  circle  four  finger-widths  in  diameter  is 
drawn  on  the  flat  top,  and  one  five  finger-widths  in  diameter  is  drawn  on  the 
surface  which  is  to  form  the  striking-head.  These  circles  are  drawn  with  a 
soft  stone  attached  to  the  end  of  a  strip  of  cedar-bark,  which  is  held  in  the 
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centre  of  the  level  surface  by  a  small  stick,  thus  performing  the  services  of  a 

pair  of  compasses.  The  stone  is  next  battered  down  from  the  outside  to  the 

circumference  of  these  circles,  and  two  deep  grooves  are  pecked  all  around 

at  the  upper  and  lower  ends  of  the  shaft.  Then  longitudinal  grooves  are 

pecked  into  the  stone  between  the  circular  grooves  until  that  whole  portion 

which  is  to  form  the  shaft  is  fluted.  Then  the  ridges  between  the  flutings 
are  battered  down  in  the  same  manner  until  the  thickness  is  so  far  reduced 

that  the  hand  can  easily  grasp  the  shaft.  The  shaft  must  be  perfectly  cylin- 
drical and  very  smooth,  so  that  the  hand  can  slide  up  and  down  the  shaft 

when  delivering  the  blow.  For  this  reason  the  length  of  the  shaft  must  be 

two  finger-widths  over  one  hand-breath.  After  the  hammer  has  received  its 
general  shape,  it  is  smoothed  with  a  smaller  hammer.  The  top  is  made  three 

finger-widths  in  diameter;  the  striking-head,  four  finger-widths.  When  the 
hammer  is  finished,  it  is  rubbed  with  catfish-oil,  which  gives  it  a  lustre.  A 
good  stone  hammer  is  worth  about  four  blankets  of  yellow  cedar. 

Mr.  Harlan  I.  Smith  has  collected  at  the  mouth  of  Nimkish  River  a  pebble 
which  corroborates  to  a  considerable  extent  the 

statements  contained  in  the  preceding  description. 

The  specimen  (Fig.  32)  is  a  pebble  which  has 
been  battered  down  at  one  end  so  that  it  is 

perfectly  flat  ;  and  a  groove  has  been  started  all 
round  it,  forming  a  neck.  A  certain  amount  of 

work  may  also  be  observed  along  one  side  of 

the  pebble.  It  seems  to  have  been  discarded 

because  the  opposite  end  was  not  thick  enough 

for  finishing  the  work  properly.  In  this  specimen 

there  is  no  attempt  at  rounding  off  the  flat 

end,  as  stated  in  the  description  of  the  process 

given  by  the  Indians.  A  number  of  completed 

hammers  show  oblong  or  quite  irregular  heads 

at  the  striking-face,  so  that  presumable  the  circle 
indicating  the  outlines  of  the  surface  was  not 

always  made. 

Another  specimen  (Fig.  33)  corresponds  still 
better  with  the  description.  It  shows  flattening 

at  both  ends  and  the  groove  around  one  end. 
The  lower  end,  however,  has  also  been  worked 

tO     *     CGrtain     GXtent'     SO     that     there     is     a    sl'ght 

tapering  from  the  striking-head  to  the  shaft.     It 
is  not  impossible  that  the  implement  in  the  form 

in  which  it  is  found  now  may  have  served  as  a  weight. 

Still    another    specimen    in    the    collection   (^-"--J  illustrates  the  process  of 

Length,  22  cm. 
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making  stone  hammers.     It  is  a  rounded  pebble  about  25  cm.  long,  and  about 

1 3  cm.  by  locm.  thick  in  the  middle,  the  cross-section  being  oval.     Both  ends 
are    flat,    having    been    battered    down    so  as  to  form  the 

striking-head  and  top.    They  are  oval  in  form,  the  diameters 
of  the    one    being    8   cm.   and  6  cm. ;  those  of  the  other, 

6.5  cm.  and  6  cm.     There  is  no  attempt  at  grooving  this 
stone  under  the  places  that  are  to  form  the  striking-heads; 
but  the  sides  are  fluted  by  the  process  of  battering  down 
in  straight  lines,  as  has  been  described  before.     Evidently 
the  attempt  was  made  here  to  reduce  the  thickness  of  this 
stone  in  the  middle  before  beginning  actual  work  on  the  shaft. 

There  is  still  another  incomplete  specimen  from  Kos- 
kimo  (jif;),  made  of  a  pebble,  which  is  perfectly  flattened 
on  one  end,  while  on  the  opposite  end  the  sides  of  the 
pebble  seem  to  have  been  trimmed  down  to  a  cylindrical 
form,  and  meet  the  natural,  rounded  end  of  the  pebble. 

Presumably  this  specimen  represents  the  beginning  of  a 

hammer  with  lateral  striking-head  (see  Fig.  40),  which  was  used  by  the  Koskimo 
and  Kwakiutl. 

The  process  of  grooving  may  also  be  observed  on  a  number  of  peculiar 

gambling-stones,  which  are  found  in  very  great  numbers  on  the  village  sites  of 

Liksl'we8.  Fig.  34  represents  three  of  these  stones.  The  fluting  of  a,  as  shown 

Fig.  34,  <•  GUn),  *  W*r),  <  (*Hr)-     Gambling-Stones      Length,  15  cm.,  10.5  cm.,   I5.5cm
. 

Collected  by  Harlan  I.  Smith. 

in  the  illustration,  particularly  the  transversal  fluting,  is  a  little  stronger  than 

it  appears  in  the  specimen  itself,  the  cross-section  of  which  is  rounded  rectangular, 

one  of  the  edges  being  along  the  line  where  transversal  and  longitudinal  flutings 

40 — JESUP   NORTH   PACIFIC    EXPED.,   VOL.    V. 
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Fig-  35-     Stone  Hammer  (Royal  Ethnographical 
Museum,  Berlin,  No.  IV  A  588).     £  nat.  size. 

meet.  The  specimen  shown  in  Fig.  34,  A,  has  flutings  only  on  the  front  side, 

the  back  being  left  unmodified.  The  fluted  gambling-stone  represented  in 

Fig.  34,  c,  is  also  rounded  rectangular  in  cross-section,  and  shows  flutings 
only  on  the  rather  flat  front.  One  end  of  the  stone  is  flattened  by  battering. 

Stone  carvings  representing  faces  are  all  made  by  battering  grooves  into 

the  surface  of  the  stone,1  or  by  elaborating  the  forms  of  the  whole  object  by 
pecking  and  battering  (see  Fig.  40,  a). 

TYPES  OF  HAMMERS.  -  -  Only  three  types  of  hammers  are  used  by  the 

Kwakiutl.  The  most  common  type  is  the  hand-hammer  (pn'lpElq)  with  flat 
striking-head  and  flat  top ;  but,  besides  this,  a  hand-hammer  with  lateral 

striking-head,  and  a  two-handed  pile-driver, 
are  used.  The  Kwakiutl  claim  that  grooved 

and  preforated  stone  hammers  with  long 

handles  (dexuma'no),  like  those  of  the  Bella 
Bella  and  other  northern  tribes,  were  not 

made.  It  is  said  that  about  1840  a  ham- 

mer of  this  type  was  introduced  through 

the  intermarriage  of  a  Kwakiutl  and  a  Bella 

Bella;  and  the  hammers  are  still  called 

"Do'qwa-is"  hammers,"  from  the  name  of  the 
person  who  first  introduced  them.  Their 

use  has  always  remained  confined  to  Do'qwa-is  and  to  his  descendants.  One 
specimen  of  this  kind  (Fig.  35)  in  the  collections  of  the  Ethnographical  Museum 

in  Berlin  was  obtained  by  Mr.  A. 

Jacobsen  in  1884  in  one  of  the  Kwakiutl 

/  J  \  villages.     It  is  the  only  specimen  that 

\  I  have  seen.     Mauls  made  of  a  piece  of 
a  small  tree,  with  a  branch  for  handle, 

such  as  are  used  by  the  Tlingit,  are 
also  not  used. 

Hand- Hammers  or  Pestles.  -  -  The 

typical  form  of  the  hand-hammer  is 
shown  in  Fig.  36,  a.  The  sizes  of  the 

hammers  vary  considerably,  but  differ- 
ent sizes  are  remarkably  uniform.  Four 

specimens  (2-if-B,  jii,  8-if-  £fc)  are 
all  very  nearly  17  cm.  high,  will  a 

Fig.  36,  «,/'(,',':,)•  Hand-Hammers.  Length  of  *,  17.5  cm.   striking-head  nearly  9  cm.  in  diameter and    a    top    measuring    nearly    7  cm. 

One    of  these   is  shown  in  Fig.   36,  b.     Both  striking-head  and  top  are  often 

See  F.  Hoas,  The  Social  Organization  and  Secret  Societies  of  the  Kwakiutl  Indians  (Report  of  the  U.  S. 
National  Museum  for   1895,  Plates  23-26,  Fig.  61,  p.  441). 
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slightly  convex.  Pestles  which  are  used  in  the  house  for  delicate  wood-work 
are  much  smaller  (Fig.  37).  Three  of  these  measure  from  8  cm.  to  10  cm. 

in  height;  the  heads,  from  5  cm.  to  7  cm.,  and  from  4  cm.  to  5  cm.  respectively, 

Fig.  37,  a  Gilu),  *  Grif?)-     Hand-Hammers 
for  House  Use.     Length,  13.5  cm.,  ncm. 

Fig-  38  (irifff).     Hand-Hammer  with  Con- cave Striking-Head.     Length,   14  cm. 

in    diameter.     These    small    pestles    are    also    used    in    the    house  for  mashing 
berries    and    preparing    various    kinds    of  food    that   has  to  be  pounded.      An 

exceptional  type  of  hand-hammer  is  represented  in  Fig.  37,  a.     Its  striking-end 
is    flat,    and    is    not    set    off  from   the  shaft,  but  tapers 

directly  upwards  towards  a  neck.     The  top  has  the  form 
of  a  truncated  cone,  the  upper  end  being  battered  down 

to  a  slight  extent.     There  is  one  other  small  specimen 
(Fig.  37,  6}  in  the  collection  the  form  of  which  is  slightly 
related    to    that    of  the    preceding   one.      There    is    no 

striking-head ;    and    the    shaft    is   almost  cylindrical,  but 
slightly    narrower    under    the    top,    which  is  conical,  the 
tip   being  formed  by  the  natural  surface  of  the  pebble. 
The  sides  of  the  conical  top  are  made  slightly  concave 
by  a  groove  which  is  pecked  all  around  it. 

There  is  one  rather  remarkable  group  of  hand- 
hammers  or  pestles  which  have  a  deeply  concave  hollow 

in  the  middle  of  the  striking-head,  evidently  the  result 
of  their  being  used  for  battering  chisels  or  wedges.  One 
of  these  specimens  is  represented  in  Fig.  38.  This  specimen 
and  another  one  of  the  same  kind  are  characterized  by  Fig.  39  (s|f „).  Hand-Ham- 

,  ,        „  r     i  i      r  Ji  *_•!•  mer  with  Conical  Top.    Length, 

the  remarkable  flare  of  the  shaft  towards  the  striking-  !9  cm.;  diam.  of  striking-head, 

head.  Both  are  about  13  cm.  in  diameter.  It  would  9-5  cm. ;  diam.  of  head,  6.5  cm. 
seem  that  hammers  of  this  type  are  used  more  commonly  by  the  Koskimo 

than  by  the  people  of  the  east  coast. 

Only  one  specimen  (Fig.  39)  has  been  collected  among  the  Kwakiutl  which 
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is  identical  in  type  with  the  hand-hammers  found  in  the  shell-heaps  of  the  Lower 

Fraser  River  l  except  that  the  nipple  on  the  head  is  more  slender.  According 
to  information  obtained  from  the  natives,  the  nipple  was  used  for  expanding 

the  cedar-withe  crowns  of  wedges ;  while,  according  to  another  statement,  the 
hammer  was  used  in  war.  Both  of  these  statements,  of  course,  may  be  correct. 

Hammers  with  Lateral  Striking-Head.  -  -  Of  quite  different  type  are 

the  hammers  with  lateral  striking-head,  two  of  which  are  represented  in  Fig.  40. 
The  first  of  these  (a)  two  specimens 

is  particularly  interesting.  Its  under 
side  is  perfectly  flat,  except  that  it 

Fig.  40,  a 
Striking-Head. 
I.  Smith. 

(TJ4,).     Hand-Hammers  with  Lateral 
Length,  19  cm.,  1  7  cm.;  b  collected  by  Harlan 

Fig.  41,  a  (Ti«T),  >>  Wfr).  Hand- 
Hammers  with  Lateral  Striking-Head. 
Quinault.  Length,  24  cm.,  27  cm. 

is  concave  about  under  the  middle  of  the  thickened  head.  Presumably  this  con- 
cavity is  due  to  use;  At  the  same  time  the  lowest  end  of  the  hammer  is  some- 

what flattened  and  battered,  giving  evidence  that  it  has  also  been  used  as  a  pestle. 
The  broad  striking-head  of  the  hammer  has  been  given  the  shape  of  an  animal, 
the  two  eyes  and  the  nostrils  being  distinctly  indicated.  The  second  specimen  (ff) 
was  found  in  Llksfwe8.  In  this  specimen  also  the  lower  side  is  slightly  flattened, 
and  shows  evidence  of  use  under  the  broad  striking-head.  At  the  same  time 
the  lower  end  of  the  implement  is  battered,  showing  evidence  of  use.  The 
handle  is  so  thick  that  this  implement  must  have  been  much  less  effective  than 
the  ordinary  hand-hammer  which  is  so  characteristic  of  the  whole  region. 

See  Smith,  Shell-Heaps  of  the  Lower  Fraser  River,  Vol.  II  of  this  series,  Fig.  23,  p.  156. 
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These  hammers  with  lateral  striking-head  are  evidently  related  to  similar 
implements  from  neighboring  regions.  Hand-hammers  with  lateral  striking- 
heads  were  used  by  the  wood-workers  on  the  west  coast  of  Washington, 
where  Professor  Farrand  collected  a  set  of  two  of  these  implements  (Fig.  41). 
The  former  of  these  two  specimens  is  rounded  in  cross-section,  but  shows 

evidence  of  having  been  used  as  a  striking-hammer.  The  second  specimen 

Fig.  42,  a  (f^fs),  *  (rFTTi)i Pile-Drivers.     Diameter:  a,  30  cm.;  <5,  34  cm.;  c,  longest  diameter  37  cm. 

is  carefully  squared,  and  shows  evidences  of  use  particularly  on  two  surfaces 

which  are  opposite  to  each  other.  Other  hand-hammers  with  lateral  striking- 
face  have  been  found  by  Mr.  H.  I.  Smith  on  the  Yakima  Reservation  ;  and 

some  from  the  Lower  Columbia  Valley  have  been  figured  by  him.1  No  hand- 
hammers  with  lateral  faces  are  known  to  me  from  the  region  north  of  Smith 
Inlet,  British  Columbia. 

1   See   American   Anthropologist,  N.  S.,  Vol.  VIII,  pp.  298  et  seq.,  Plate  XXIII. 
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Pile-Drivers.     Pile-drivers    (de'gwayu)    are   two-handed    hammers    
used 

solely  for  driving  stakes  into  the  ground,  -  -  a  kind  of  work  t
hat  is  particularly 

required  in  the  making  of  fish-weirs.  The  pile-drivers  of
  this  area  show 

a  number  of  sharply  localized  types.  Those  of  the  Kwakiutl
  are  made  of 

dolerite.  They  are  all  round  (Fig.  42).  The  lower  surface  is  gene
rally  hollowed 

out,    and    on    the   upper 

side  occur  depressions,  so 

that    the  two  hands  can 
easily    and    firmly   grasp 

the  rim  of  the  stone.    The 

upper    side    of  the    pile- 
driver  is  sometimes  decor- 

ated, as  in  Fig.  42,  b.  The 

weights  of  the  specimens 

here      represented      are 

24.5  Ibs.,   30  Ibs.,   31  Ibs. 

The    pile-drivers    of  the 
Bella  Coola  are  made  of 

serpentinized  trap.    They 

are    elongated   in  shape. 

They     have    depressions 
for    the    fingers    on    the 

lower  side,  for  the  thumb 

on  the  upper  side.     The 

upper  side  is  often  carved 
in    the    shape  of  a  face, 

for  the  eyes  of  which  the 

thumb -depressions       are 
utilized.    These  hammers 

are  cut  off  square  at  the 
end  near  which  they  are 

held     (Fig.    43).       Only 
one    of  them    is    cut   off 

square    at    the    opposite 

end.     Those  here  repre- 
sented   weigh    27.5    Ibs., 

26.5    Ibs.,     30    Ibs.    and 
Fig-  43,  a  dlSo),  *  MW,  <  G1W,  <*  (T^T)-     Pile-Drivers.     Bella  Coola.   24.8      Ibs.         respectively. 

Those    of   the    Quinault 

are  made  of  diabase,  and  have  a  handle  which  is  distinctly  set  off  from  the 

striking-head  (Fig.  44).  The  two  specimens  here  represented  weigh  13  Ibs. 
and  12.5  Ibs.  respectively. 
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),  b  (Ti$T).     Pile-Drivers. Length,  34  cm. 
Quinault. 

TOOLS  FOR  WOOD- WORK.  -      The  principal  tools  used  for  wood-work  are, 
besides    the    hammer,  which  has  been  described,  adzes,  chisels,  drills,  wedges, 
and    carving-knives.      The    material    for 
the  blades  of  adzes  and  chisels  are  ser- 

pentinoids     (dzE'mEwa)     or    bone.      The 
material  for  drill-points  seems  to  be  ex- 

clusively   bone.      Wedges    are    made    of 

yew-wood.    So  far  as  I  am  aware,  wedges 
made  of  elk-antler,  such  as  are  commonly 
found  in  the  Fraser  River  delta  and  also 

among     the     Coast    tribes    of    southern 
Alaska,  were  hardly  ever  used  in  northern 

Vancouver    Island    and    the  neighboring- 
regions.    The  large,  heavy,  grooved  axes 
which  are  tied  to  long  handles,  and  which 
are    characteristic  of  the  northern  tribes   Flg-  ̂   a 
of  British  Columbia,  are  not  found  among 
the  Kwakiutl. 

Adzes  ~and  Chisels.  -   -  It  seems  that  all  adze  blades  were  flat,  and  made 
of   soft    stone    or    bone.      Most    of  them    are  quite  long,  and  sharpened  from 

both  sides  (Fig.  45).  Most  of 
them  are  more  than  14  cm. 

long.  In  some  cases  the  in- 
clination of  the  sharpened  edge 

is  quite  steep.  In  other  cases 
the  sharpening  is  very  gradual 
and  even  on  both  sides.  Chisel- 

blades  (Fig.  45,  c]  are  much 
shorter,  and,  comparatively 

speaking,  stouter,  than  adze- 
blades.  They  varied  from  2  cm. 

to  3.5  cm.  in  width,  and  most 
of  them  were  less  than  7  cm. 

in  length,  although  a  few  long 
and  narrow  blades  are  also 
found.  There  is  no  evidence 
that  these  short  chisels  were 

hafted  in  antler  forehafts,  such 

,  as  have  been  found  in  excava- 
Fig.  45,  a  drj&r))  *  W"a)i  '  (iMir)i  </GilnO-    Chisels,  and  Chisel      .  .  . 

and    Adze   Blades.     Length,   a,  *,  22  cm.;  t,  </,  6.5  cm.,  15.5  cm.;   tions  in  the  r  raser  KlVer  region/ 

thickness  of  ,/,   1.3  cm.  and    guch    Rg    algo    Qccur   among 

'  See  Smith,  Shell-Heaps  of  the  Lower  Fraser  River,  Vol.  II  of  this  series,  p.   164. 

\ 
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the  Alaskan  Eskimo,  and  at  Saanich,  Comox,  and  Puget  Sound.1  It  seems 
that  the  bone  points  were  also  cut  and  shaped  with  gritstone. 

The  handles  of  chisels  (qla'ldayu)  were  made  of  yew-wood ;  the  butt-end 
was  furnished  with  a  crown  of  cedar-twigs  to  prevent  its  splitting.  The  blade- 
end  was  cut  out  on  one  side  (Fig.  45,  a)  to  receive  the  stone  blade,  care 
being  taken  that  the  cut  fitted  the  shape  of  the  particular  stone  as  nearly  as 
possible.  The  side  which  had  been  cut  out  was  then  overlaid  with  a  splint, 

which  also  fitted  the  stone  blade.  This  splijit  extended  some  distance  beyond 
the  lowest  end  of  the  blade,  and  acted  as  a  splice  when  the  wrapping  was 

applied.  The  place  for  the  wrapping  was  generally  trimmed  down  from  the 

outside.  The  wrapping  was  made  either  of  split  spruce-root  or  of  thong  made 
of  deer-hide.  It  was  put  on  in  several  layers,  and  the  ends  were  fastened  by 
being  tucked  under  and  drawn  tight.  The  chisel  had  a  number  of  handles 

of  different  lengths.  In 

starting  work  a  very  short 
handle  was  applied ;  and 
when  a  hole  was  being 
made  in  a  large  tree, 

handles  were  used  of  in- 

creasing length  with  in- 
creasing depth  of  the  hole. 

Since  a  considerable 

length  of  handle  made 
the  strokes  of  the  chisel 

less  effective,  the  attempt 
was  made  to  work  with 

as  short  a  handle  as  pos- 
sible. The  stone  blades 

become  dull  very  easily, 

and  it  was  customary  to 

dip  them  frequently  in 
water  while  they  were 

being  used.  This  was 

supposed  to  make  the 
stone  tougher. 

It  is  claimed  that  only 

one   type  of  handle  was 

used  for  the  adze  (k-!i'mLayu,  Fig.  46).  The  handle  is  generally  made  of  crab-apple 
or  willow  wood.  The  lower  side  of  the  handle  is  flat.  Those  used  with  a  stone 

blade  (Fig.  46,  a)  have  the  whole  lower  surface  flat,  and  a  shoulder  near  the  rear 

1  See  Smith,  Archaeology  of  the  Gulf  of  Georgia  and  Puget  Sound,  Vol.  II  of  this  series,  pp.  314,  342, 
343,  377- 

Fig.  46,  a  (^8,),  *  (sUj),  '  (irif*)-     Adzes  and  Adze-Handles. 
Length,  19  cm.,  13  cm.  (handle),   l8cm. 
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end,  against  which  the  stone  blade  rests.  Those  used  with  a  bone  blade  have 

generally  a  groove  hollowed  out  on  the  lower  surface  at  the  blade-end,  while 
the  extreme  end  towards  the  blade  is  left  flat.  The  bone  blade  is  slightly 
curved  upward,  and  rests  against  the  rear  end  of  the  groove.  It  is  firmly  tied 
to  the  handle  with  sinew  or  other  tough  string ;  and  under  its  lower  side,  quills 
are  tied  in  (Fig.  46,  <$),  which  increase  the  elasticity  of  the  implement.  These 
feathers  were  also  used  with  stone  blades,  as  shown  by  a  specimen  collected 
among  the  Nootka.  In  this  specimen  the  stone  blade  is  further  protected, 
and  the  elasticity  of  the  fastening  increased,  by  the  insertion  of  a  small  cedar 

wedge  under  the  blade  (Fig.  47).  The  feather  fastening  occurs  occasionally, 

Fig.  47.    Adze.    Nootka.    (Royal  Ethnographical  Museum,  Berlin,  No.  IV  A  2020.) 

-^  nat.  size. 

however,  also  in  adzes  with  iron  blades.  The  modern  iron  blades  are  often 

cut  out  of  axe-blades.  The  form  of  the  handle  is  fairly  uniform,  but  the 
decoration  shows  considerable  variation.  I  have,  however,  not  seen  any 
specimens  decorated  with  animal  figures,  which  occur  frequently  among  the 

adze-handles  of  this  type  of  the  Nootka.  These  are  also  made  either  of  hard 
wood  (Fig.  48)  or  of  bone  of  whale  (Fig.  49). 

Drills.  -  -  Drills  (sElE'm)  vary  considerably  in  size.  They  consist  of  a  bone 
point  more  or  less  quadrangular  in  cross-section,  which  is  hafted  in  a  slightly 
tapering  handle  made  of  cedar-wood.  The  tang  of  the  bone  point  is  always 
square ;  so  that  when  the  drill  is  twirled,  it  will  not  become  loose  in  the  haft. 
The  quare  tang  is  inserted  in  the  haft  by  cutting  out  a  square  groove  from  one 
side,  into  which  the  bone  point  is  inserted.  The  open  side  of  the  groove  is 

covered  again  by  a  small  piece  of  cedar-wood  which  has  been  whittled  down 
to  the  proper  shape.  Then  the  end  is  wrapped  with  a  piece  of  bark  of  the 

41 — JESUP    NORTH   PACIFIC   EXPED.,    VOL.    V. 
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Fig.  48,  a-ii.     Adze-Handles  made  of  Wood.     Nootka.     (Royal  Ethnographical  Museum,  Berlin, 
Nos.  IV  A  2015,  2025,  orig.  702,  2016.)     •£  nat.  size. 

49,  a-f.     Adze-Handles  made  of  Bone  of  Whale.     Nootka.     (Royal  Ethnographical  Museum, Berlin,  Nos.  IV  A  2021,   1212,  2019,  orig.   717,  2022,  2018.) 
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red  cedar  (Fig.   50).     The  thickest  drill-point  that  I  have  seen  is  nearly  i  cm. 
in  diameter,  while  finer  points  are  less  than  5  mm.  thick. 

Wedges.  -  -  Wedges  (LK'mg'ayu,  Fig.  5  i)  are  made  of  yew-wood.     One  man 

Fig-   5° 
Drill.     Length  35  cm. 

bends  a  small  yew-tree  to  the  ground,  and  another  one  cuts  it  through  at  the 
bend  with  a  gritstone  which  is  kept  wet.     The  tree  generally  snaps  before  .it  is 

cut  half  through.     Then  the  branches  are  removed,  and  the  tree  is  cut  with  grit- 
stones into  pieces  of  the  desired  length.     The  points  of  these  pieces  are  next 

burned    off   to    harden   them,  and  are  rubbed  down 

with  water  on  a  large  slab  of  sandstone.    The  burning 

of  the   wood  prevents  it  from  warping.      When  the 

point  is  ground  down,  the  lower  side  of  the  wedge 

is  given  a  steeper  slant  than  the  upper  one  ;  so  that 

when  driven  into  a  horizontal  log,  the  wedge  stands 

slanting  upward.    In  other  cases  the  wedge  is  ground 

down  on  one  side  only  (Fig.  51,  6,  c),  and  the  sides 

are  flattened  down  by  chopping  with  an  adze  or  by 

grinding.    The  tip  of  the  wedge  also  generally  tapers 

down  from  the  sides.     The  butt-end  is  tapered  down 

slightly,    and  is  then  provided  with  a  ring  made  of 

cedar-withes.      After    the    ring  has  been  fastened  on 

to    the    wedge,    the    butt-end    is    sometimes    rubbed 
against    a    wetted    gritstone    until    it    is    quite    flat. 

Generally,  however,  it  is  battered  down  on  a  stone 

slab.      Wedges     for     splitting     boards     are     always 

made    in  sets  of  seven  pieces,  the  longest  of  which 

is  four  spans  long,  while  the  others  decrease  in  length 

to  about  two  spans  and  a  half  or  less.     Other  wedges 
are  made  for  hollowing  out  canoes.     These  are  made 
,  ,         -  ,          i-    ,  l,  ^( 

of  crooked    pieces    of  yew-wood,  which  are   bent  so  57 
as  to  conform  to  the  inner  curvature  of  the  canoe. 

They  are  ground  down  to  a  point  on  the  concave  side. 

Besides  these  large  wedges,  quite  small  "ones  are  used  for  work  in  the 
house,  particularly  for  splitting  fire-wood  (Fig.  51,  a).  These  are  only  about 

20  cm.  long,  and  are  generally  ground  down  evenly  from  both  sides,  the  point 

of  the  wedge  being  rounded. 

Fig.  51 

b), 

Wedges.    Length,  24  cm., 

47  cm. 
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Quite  different  from  these,  in  its  use,  is  the  small  marking-wedge  (mae'l- 
bano),  which  is  sometimes  made  of  cedar-wood  (Fig.  52).      It  is  used  for  marking 

the  line  along  which  the  large 

wedges  are  driven  in.  The  butt- 
end  of  the  wedge  is  made  in 

Fig.  52  (»ATI)-    Marking-Wedge.    Length,  25  cm.  the    same    way   as  those  pre- 
viously   described ;    while    the 

point  is  ground  down  or  whittled  down  from  two  sides,  and  has  a  straight  edge. 

The  making  of  canoe  wedges  was  described  to  me  as  follows : 

Now  the  canoe-builder  leaves  his 

(canoe-)building  for  a  short  time  to  go 
and  search  for  a  yew-tree  in  the  woods. 
As  soon  as  he  has  found  a  good  one, 

he  chops  it  at  a  bent  that  is  moderately 

thick.  One  of  them  is  long.  Its  length 

is  three  spans  and  four  finger-widths; 

and  its  thickness  is  three  finger-widths 

[through].  And  he  goes  and  chops 
the  next  one.  It  is  just  three  spans 

long,  that  second  one,  and  it  has  the 
same  thickness  as  the  first  one.  And 

he  chops  one  more,  the  third  one, 

which  is  two  spans  and  four  finger- 
widths.  The  fourth  one  is  just  two 

spans.  And  the  fifth  one  is  one  span 

and  four  finger-widths  long.  The  sixth 
one  is  one  span  long,  and  the  seventh 
has  the  same  length  as  the  sixth. 

Then  he  has  already  taken  his  adze 

and  adzes  the  points  so  that  they  are 

flat  (and  concave  on  one  side,  convex 

on  the  other).  Then  he  adzes  the  butt- 

end  also,  so  that  the  butt-end  is  sharp 
and  pointed. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  pulls 

down  long  ceder-withes ;  and  as  soon 
as  he  has  enough,  he  twists  them  so 

that  they  are  like  sewing-withes  for 
canoe-sewing.  And  then  he  makes 
them  into  crowns  (for  the  wedges). 

As   soon    as    he    has    made  enouo-h o 

Wa,  laEm  ya'wasldeda  Le'qienoxwe 
ba'ses  Le'qasE8we,  qass  le  a'la  LlE'mqIa 

la'xa  a'lJe.  Wa,  g-!'l8mese  qla'xa  e'k'axs 

la'e  so'pled  la'xa  wa'wak'afa.  ha8ya'!8a- 

g'ita.  Wa,  laEm  g'i'ltleda  8nE'mts!aqe. 

Wa,  lafi'm  yu'duxup!Enk-esa  mo'dEne 
la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasex,  yix  wa's- 

gEmasas.  Wa,  la  yu'duxMEnx'sawe 
wa'g'Itasas  8nE'me.  Wa,  le  e'tled  so'- 

pledxa  ma'k'ilaq.  Wa,  la  8nE'x8nEqE'la 

yu'duxup!Enk-,  yix  (2)  wa'sgEmasas  la'- 
xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex.  Wa,  la'8xae 
he'Em  wa'g'ite  (i).  Wa,  le  e'tled  so'- 

plldxa  8nE'mts!aqe,  yix  (3),  maelp!E'nk'. 
Wa,  he'smisa  mo'dEne  la'xEns  q!wa'- 

q!wax'ts!ana8ex.  Wa,  he'8misa  (4)  8nE'x- 
8nEqEla  ma8lp!Enk'a.  Wa,  he"8misa  (5) 

8nE'mp!Enk-,  wa,  he"8misa  mo'dEne  la'- 

xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex.  Wa,  he'smis 

(6)  8nE'mp!Enk-a.  W7a,  he"Em8xaa'wise wa'sgEme  (7). 

Wa,  gwa'tEla8mese  ax8e'dxes  k'lE'm- 
Layuwe  qa8s  k-!E'mk'!Emtbeq  qa  pe'- 
pExbess.  Wa,  la'8xae  k'lE'mLEtodEq  qa 
wE'lxEtayaatsa  wE'lxEtowlLe. 

Wa,  gl'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  he'x'- 
8ldaEm  la  tEta'xElax-8ldxa  g-i'lsg'ilt!a 

dEwe'xa.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  heToLExs  la'e 
he'x-8idaEm  sE'lpIedsq  qa  yuwe's  gwe'sa 

t!E'myaxwa  xwa'klunaxs  t!Ema'sEwa8e. 
Wa,  he'x>8ida8mese  wE'lxEtoweg'llaq. 

Wa,    g-i'Fmese    he'iale    axa'3yas   lax 
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crowns  for  his  wedges,  he  puts  the 
crown  on  the  longest  one.  He  takes 
a  flat  stone  and  puts  it  down  on  his 

left  hand  side,  and  also  [a  puddle  of] 

water.  He  puts  the  crown  on  the  butt- 
end  of  the  wedge.  He  puts  (the  crown) 
into  water.  Then  he  holds  the  wedge 
in  the  middle,  the  bottom  (point)  up, 

and  he  begins  to  strike  the  crown-end 
against  the  stone,  so  that  the  butt-end 
becomes  blunt.  He  continues  to  put 
that  end  into  the  water  and  he  only 
stops  when  the  crown  is  firmly  on. 
When  he  has  finished  this,  he  does 
the  same  to  the  others. 

As  soon  as  they  are  done,  he  ties 
them  together  at  the  ends  with  long 
twisted  cedar-withes.1  Then  he  carries 
them  on  his  back  and  goes  home. 

He  hangs  them  Bright  over  the  fire  so 
that  they  dry  quickly.  Sometimes  they 
hang  over  the  fire  for  twelve  days. 

As  soon  as  they  are  dry  he  takes 
them  down,  puts  them  down  close  to 

the  fire  and  takes  his  carving-knife. 
He  takes  up  the  longest  wedge  and 
puts  the  flat  end  into  the  fire.  As 

soon  as  it  is  hot,  he  takes  his  carving- 
knife  and  shaves  the  end  until  it  is 

sharp.  When  he  has  finished  he  puts 
it  back  into  the  fire.  As  soon  as  it 

is  hot,  he  takes  tallow  and  rubs  it  on 
the  end  to  make  it  really  brittle.  He 
does  so  to  all  the  others. 

wE'lxEta8yasa  Le'lEtng-ayuwaxs  la'e  WE!- 
xEto'ts  la'xa  g'i'lt!Ega8yas.  Wa,  laEm 

ax8e'dxa  pExsE'me  tle'sEma  qa  pa'qlEses 

lax  gE'mxag-a'walasas.  Wa,  he'8misa 
8wa'pe,  yixa  q!o'se.  Wa,  le  q!ox8wuto'tsa 
wEXEta'8e  lax  o'xta8yasa  LE'mg'ayuwe. 

Wa,  le  axstE'nts  laxa  8wa'pe,  wa,  da'- 
yiwexa  LE'mg'ayaxs  e'k'laxsdatae.  Wa, 
he'8mis  la  LlE'mkulalatsesa  wE'lxEta- 

8yaase  la'xa  tle'sEme  qa  tsedzEtox8wldes. 

Wa,  xwa.'xwela'qEla8mise  LJEnxstEnd- 

naxwas  la'xa  8wa'pe.  Wa,  a'ie8mes 

gwa'texs  la'e  a'lak'Iala  la  teklutlaLEleda 

w£lxEta'8e.  Wa,  la  gwa'texs  la'e  e'tled 

he  gwe'x'8ldxa  wao'kwe. 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  8wl'la  gwa'la,  la'e 

yae'bEndalasa  gl'ltla  sE'lbEku  dswe'x 

laq.1  Wa,  le  o'xLalaqexs  la'e  na'8na- 
kwa.  Wa,  le  te'xustots  lax  8nEqosta'- 

wases  lEgwl'le  qa  ha'labales  lE'mx8wlda. 
Wa,  la  8na'l8nEmp!Ena  g'a'g'iwale  8na'- 
las  to'xustE8wexa  lEgwi'le. 

Wa,  g'i'lsmese  la  lE'mwumx'8idExs 

la'e  axa'xodEq  qass  ax8a'llles  la'xa  ma'- 

g-mwallsases  lEgwl'taxs  la'e  axse'dxes 
xE'lxwala.  Wa,  da'x'8ldxa  g-flt!Ega8e 

LE'mg-aya  qa8s  LlE'nxLEndes  pE'xba8e 
o'bess  la'xa  lEgwl'te.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese 

ts!Elx8wl'dExs  la'e  da'x-8ldxa  xE'lxwata 

qa8s  k'!a'x8widex  o'bacyas  qa  ee'x'lax1- 

8ides.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e 
xwe'laqa  Lte'nxLEnts  la'xa  kgwl'le. 

Wa,  g1'!8mese  ts!E'lx8wldExs  la'e  dax-- 
8l'dxa  xE'lxwala  qa8s  k'a'x8wldex  o'ba8yas 

qa  ee'x'lax'8ldes.  Wa,  g-i'lsmese  gwa.'- 
IEXS  la'e  xwe'laqa  Lte'nxLEnts  la'xa 

lEgwl'le.  Wa,  g-i'Fmese  ts!E'lx8wldExs 
la'e  axse'dxa  ya'sEkwe  qass  dzEx'bE'n- 

des  laq,  qa  a'las  LlE'mxwa.  Wa,  le- 
8na'xwaEm  he  gwex>8ldxa  wao'kwe. 

1   So    that    they    hang    parallel,    about    three    finger-widths   apart,    the  middle  part  of  the  withe  forming  a 
carrying  strap  which  is  placed  over  the  forehead. 
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Carving-Knives.  —  For  wood-carving  the  characteristic  crooked-knife  (xi-.'l- 
xwafa)  of  the  North  Pacific  coast  is  used  (Fig.  53).1  In  one  of  the  specimens 
here  illustrated  (a)  the  steel  blade  is  placed  against  one  side  of  the  slightly  curved 
handle,  which  is  cut  off  flat.  On  the  outer  side  of  the  blade  a  thin  strip  of 

cedar-wood  is  applied,  which  is  held  in  place  by  the  wrapping.  The  ends  of 
the  wrapping  are  tucked  under  and  drawn  tight.  The  sheath  of  the  knife  is 
made  apparently  of  the  foot  of  a  fawn,  which  is  tied  up  near  its  end.  The 
sheath  of  a  second  knife,  the  blade  and  handle  of  which  are  much  more 

strongly  curved  than  the  specimen  here  illustrated  (5-^-5-,),  is  made  in  the  same 
way.  The  sheath  of  the  knife  represented  in  Fig.  53,  b,  is  made  of  two 
pieces  of  wood  which  are  lashed  together.  I  do  not  know  what  implement 

-     Carving-Knives.     Length,  24  cm.,  29  cm. 

was  used  in  place  of  the  crooked-knife  before  the  introduction  of  iron  and  steel. 
The  Indians  have  no  information  to  offer  on  this  point,  and  no  evidence  has 

been  obtained  from  archaeological  finds.  In  the  interior  of  the  country,  beaver- 

teeth  and  chipped  stone  knives  were  used  for  this  purpose.3  The  straight-edged 

knife  (nExx'a'fa  k'la'wayu)  is  also  used  in  woodwork,  but  it  is  presumably  of 
modern  origin. 

Special  Adzes.  -  -  Some  rough  preparatory  work  on  wood  was  done  by 
means  of  fire  ;  for  instance,  the  insides  of  canoes  and  of  large  kettles  were 
burned  out.  To  remove  the  charcoal  from  the  surface  of  the  canoe,  a  small 

1  See  Otis  T.  Mason,  The  Man's  Knife  among  the  North  American  Indians  (Report  of  the  U.  S.  National 
Museum  for  1897,  pp.  725  et  seq.). 

*  See  Teit,  The  Thompson  Indians  of  British  Columbia,  Vol.  I  of  this  series,  p.   183. 
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adze  with  bent  handle  (tsa'yu)  was  used.  The  tip  of  this  adze  was  often  made  of 
elk-antler,  while  the  handle  was  made  of  the  penis-bone  of  a  sea-otter.  Adzes 
with  handles  made  of  a  slice  of  the  trunk  of  a  tree  with  an  attached  branch, 

the  slice  of  the  trunk  serving  as  a  haft  for  the  blade,  are  also  in  use  (qt'ndzayu). 
Paddles  and  spoons  are  roughed  out  with  adze  and  knife,  but  their  final  form 
is  given  to  them  with  the  gritstone. 

Polishing  Materials.  -  -  For  polishing  wood,  gritstone  is  used,  with  which 
all  the  adze-marks  are  removed.  The  final  polish  is  given  by  rubbing  the 
wood  with  the  dried  tail  of  the  dogfish.  Sometimes  a  high  polish  is  added 
by  oiling  the  surface  and  by  rubbing  it  with  the  thick  of  the  thumb.  This 
is  done,  for  instance,  with  halibut-hooks.  The  bottom  of  the  canoe,  after  it  has 

been  burned  over,  is  greased  with  dog  fish-oil. 
Tallow  for  greasing  wood  that  is  to  be  made  brittle  and  that  is  to  have 

a  high  polish  is  made  into  cakes.  The  tripe-fat  is  chewed  and  put  into  a 
kettle  in  which  it  is  boiled  with  a  little  water  for  an  hour  or  two.  Then  it 

is  poured  with  a  ladle  into  a  food-tray  such  as  are  used  for  a  single  person. 
The  bottom  of  the  tray  is  filled  with  water,  the  fat  is  poured  on  and  allowed 
to  cool  off  until  it  hardens.  Then  the  tray  is  heated  by  the  fire,  turned  over 
and  the  cake  of  tallow  drops  out.  When  the  tallow  is  used,  the  cake  is  cut 

lengthwise  into  bars  one  or  two  fingers  wide.  The  cuts  pass  about  half  way 
through  and  each  bar  is  broken  off  as  it  is  needed.  The  wood  that  is  to  be 
greased  is  heated  and  rubbed  with  the  end  of  the  bar. 

WOOD-WORK.  The  Red  Cedar.  -  The  principal  kind  of  wood  used  for 

making  large  planks  for  house-building,  for  building  canoes,  and  for  making 
boxes,  is  the  red  cedar.  When  cedar-trees  are  to  be  selected  which  are  to 

be  used  for  canoes  or  for  rafters,  or  for  posts  of  the  house,  a  moss-covered 
trunk  is  selected,  because  this  generally  contains  the  best  wood.  The  work- 

man first  tests  the  wood  to  see  if  it  is  sound  by  making  a  small  hole  in  it 

with  a  long-handled  chisel.  This  is  called  "feeling  into  the  tree"  (ple'wlL). 
For  making  boards  for  boxes,  fallen  trees  are  preferred,  because  it  is  said 

that  the  wood  is  softer  and  more  easily  split.  Coarse-grained  cedars  are  best 
for  roof-beams  because  they  do  not  easily  catch  fire.  Fine-grained  cedar 
catches  fire  very  easily,  and  sparks  burn  holes  in  the  wood.  This  kind  of 
wood  makes  good  canoes  because  it  does  not  split  easily. 

Felling  Trees.  -  -  In  olden  times  cedar-trees  were  not  felled,  but  driftwood 
was  used.  This  was  made  into  pieces  of  the  desired  length  by  means  of  fire. 
A  fire  was  built  on  the  log  at  the  place  where  it  was  to  be  cut.  Stones 

were  put  into  this  fire,  which  burned  the  wood  below.  The  adjoining  parts 
of. the  log  were  kept  wet,  so  that  the  fire  did  not  spread  sideways. 

At  present  cedars  are  cut  in  the  following  manner.  The  place  on  which 

the  three  is  to  fall  is  prepared  by  felling  small  trees,  which  are  laid  on  the 

ground  so  that  the  cedar  will  lie  across  them.  Then  a  deep  cut  reaching 
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to  the  centre  of  the  tree  is  made  with  axes  on  the  side  toward  which  it  is 

to  fall.  Another,  smaller  cut  is  made  on  the  opposite  side,  from  8  cm.  to 
10  cm.  higher  than  the  first  cut.  As  soon  as  this  cut  is  deep  enough,  the 
tree  begins  to  fall.  The  cuts  are  always  so  placed  that  the  weather  side  of 

the  tree,  which  has  no  branches  (the  "belly"  of  the  tree),  is  on  top.  As  soon 
as  the  tree  is  down,  the  limbs  and  branches  are  cut  off;  then  a  piece  of  the 
trunk,  of  the  desired  length,  is  cut  out,  and  the  bark  and  sap  are  removed. 
After  the  log  has  been  trimmed,  it  is  rolled  over  from  the  small  trees  on 
which  it  lies  to  two  other  trees  that  are  placed  not  far  apart  in  the  same 

direction  in  which  the  cedar-log  lies.  Then  rollers  are  put  under  the  cedar, 
and  it  is  rolled  down  into  the  water. 

Making  Planks.  -  -  In  olden  times  planks  were  cut  off  from  standing 
trees.  In  the  butt-end  of  the  tree,  on  the  side  that  has  no  branches,  a  hole 
was  cut,  in  which  a  fire  was  started,  and  carefully  guarded,  that  it  should  not 
spread  upward.  The  charcoal  was  scraped  out  of  the  hole  with  a  stick  of 

hemlock-wood,  and  the  wood  above  the  hole  was  kept  wet  by  means  of  a 
long  stick  wrapped  with  hemlock-branches.  After  this  hole  had  been  made 
at  the  butt-end,  the  workman  would  climb  the  tree  to  a  height  of  about  three 
or  four  fathoms.  There  he  would  work,  standing  on  the  branches  of  a  small 
tree  that  had  been  pulled  over,  so  that  it  leaned  against  the  trunk  of  the 
large  tree  on  which  he  was  working.  Two  places  about  one  cubit  apart 
were  cut  out  of  the  trunk  of  the  tree  with  stone  axes,  and  the  intervening 
wood  was  wedged  out.  In  this  manner  a  deep  cut  was  made.  It  is  said 
that  sometimes  this  upper  cut  was  also  burnt  out ;  but  this  was  probably  not 
done  very  often,  because  the  fire  makes  the  wood  brittle.  Then  planks  were 
split  off  with  wedges  between  these  two  deep  cuts. 

At  present  the  trees  out  of  which  boards  are  to  be  made  are  felled  so 

that  they  lie  with  the  smooth  weather  side  upward.  A  straight  line  is  marked 

with  the  marking-wedge  across  the  tree,  four  finger-widths  above  the  centre. 
At  present,  chisels  are  used  for  this  purpose.  Then  the  set  of  seven  splitting- 
wedges  are  driven  in  along  this  line,  the  largest  farthest  away  from  the  workman, 

Fig.  54.     Splitting  Red  Cedar. 

and  all  slanting  away  from  him  (Fig.   54).     They  are  driven  in  with  the  hand 
hammer,  the  wedges  always  being  struck  in  succession. 

Judging    from    a    common  incident    of  the  test  myths,  in  which  it  is  told 
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that  a  man  throws  his  hand-hammer  into  a  split  tree  and  then  knocks  the 

spreading-stick  (qEdExsta/sya)  out  to  let  it  close,1  it  appears  that  for  spreading 
the  tree  a  stout  stick  was  used  the  ends  of  which  rested  against  the  sides  of 
the  crack. 

When  the  tree  begins  to  open,  a  round  spreading-stick  (dExa'yo)  about 
six  inches  thick,  made  of  crab-apple  or  yew  wood,  is  inserted  crosswise  in 
the  crack,  and  is  driven  in  by  means  of  a  wedge  with  blunt  end,  which  is 

hollowed  out  so  as  to  hold  around  the  horizontal  spreading-stick.  By  driving 
the  spreading-stick  in,  the  tree  is  split  along  a  plane  parallel  to  the  stick  and 
to  the  axis  of  the  tree.  As  the  work  progresses,  the  stick  is  driven  forward 
from  both  sides  of  the  tree  by  two  men,  each  using  one  blunt  wedge. 

Often  the  smooth  side  of  the  tree  is  put  on  one  side,  and  the  tree  is 

split  in  a  vertical  plane.  In  that  case  the  spreading-stick  is  put  in  as  soon 
as  the  tree  is  wide  enough  open.  Then  the  wedges  are  driven  in  again  in 

the  narrow  crack  in  front  of  the  spreading-stick ;  and  when  the  tree  opens 
still  more,  the  spreading-stick  is  taken  out  again  and  inserted  in  front  of  the 
wedges. 

Trees  are  always  split  from  the  upper  end  down  to  the  lower  end,  other- 
wise the  plane  of  fissure  will  turn  outward,  so  that  the  planks  will  be  short 

and  thin  at  one  end. 

After  the  top  of  the  log  has  been  split  off,  it  is  thrown  down  and  laid 
flat  side  upward,  the  upper  end  resting  on  a  log.  Then  the  thickness  of  the 
first  plank  to  be  split  off  is  marked  on  the  end  of  the  log.  It  is  made  three 

finger-widths  thick.  The  plane  of  this  plank  never  runs  quite  parallel  to  the 
first  plane  of  splitting,  because  the  stresses  in  the  wood,  owing  to  the  change 
in  its  position,  have  changed.  The  planes  separating  the  following  planks, 
however,  run  nearly  parallel  with  the  surface  of  the  first  plank.  Therefore 

the  thickness  of  the  second  plank  is  marked  only  two  finger-widths  under  the 
last  line  of  division.  If  in  splitting  this  plank  the  plane  of  separation  should 

begin  to  dip  downward,  the  upper  surface  of  the  log  is  loaded  with  logs  and 
stones.  Then  the  plane  of  separation  rises  again.  If,  on  the  other  hand,  it 
turns  upward,  the  tree  is  turned  over,  and  the  weight  of  the  wood  changes 
the  inner  stresses  so  as  to  cause  the  plane  to  dip  down  again.  The  longest 
planks  that  are  thus  cut  are  three  fathoms  and  a  half  long.  When  planks 
are  split  from  a  horizontal  log,  the  split  face  of  which  lies  upward,  the  outer 
margins  of  the  planks  always  turn  downward,  so  that  the  upper  side  of  the 

plank  is  convex  near  its  sides,  while  the  lower  side  is  concave. 
After  the  planks  have  been  roughed  out,  they  are  tied  together  in  a  raft 

and  towed  home.  Generally,  in  making  the  raft,  several  planks  are  placed 

one  on  top  of  another.  Three  piles  of  planks  are  placed  side  by  side.  The 

i  Vol.  Ill,  pp.  99,  366;  Vol.  X,  p.  203. 
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ends  of  the  planks  are  held  between  two  hemlock-trees,  which  are  tied  firmly 

together  with  cedar-withes. 
The  planks  are  often  somewhat  twisted.  In  order  to  straighten  them, 

they  are  either  placed  in  a  pile  on  a  level  spot  and  weighted  with  heavy- 
stones,  or  two  pairs  of  stakes  are  driven  into  the  ground,  -  -  one  pair  at  each 
end  of  the  plank,  and  slanting  in  opposite  directions.  Then  the  plank  is 
forced  in  between  these  pairs,  of  stakes,  and  is  thus  given  a  twist  in  the 
direction  opposite  to  the  one  it  first  had.  It  is  kept  in  this  position  for  some 
time.  When  it  is  released,  it  remains  flat. 

Next  the  plank  is  planed.  With  one  light  stroke  the  chisel  is  driven 
into  the  surface.  Then  the  chisel  is  laid  down  flat,  and  a  long  splint  is 

separated  from  the  plank  by  shoving  the  tool  down  along  its  surface.  After 
a  distance  of  about  8  cm.  the  chisel  is  raised  again,  and  driven  in  with  a  light 
stroke,  and  the  same  process  of  shaving  off  is  continued.  Thus  long  straight 
splints  are  removed  from  the  rough  surface  of  the  plank,  and  it  becomes 
somewhat  smoother. 

The  final  planing  is  done  with  the  hand-adze.  The  wood  is  always  adzed 
with  the  grain.  Splints  are  cut  off  either  by  moving  the  adze  down  in  a  line 
parallel  to  the  edge  of  the  plank  and  as  long  as  the  arm  will  permit,  or  in 

a  line  sideways  across  the  plank.  .  The  former  method  results  in  an  arrange- 
ment of  the  adze-marks  which  gives  the  plank  a  fluted  appearance,  the  other 

gives  the  impression  of  a  series  of  cross-lines.  Sometimes  the  adze-lines  are 
so  arranged  as  to  form  triangles,  diamonds,  or  other  designs. 

Splitting  Wood.  -  -  In  all  wood-work  particular  care  is  taken  to  split  the 
wood  in  such  a  way  that  it  is  most  serviceable  for  the  purpose  for  which  it 

is  intended.  Two  methods  of  splitting  wood  are  distinguished,  -  -  the  one  in 
which  the  surface  of  the  plank  that  is  cut  out  runs  radially  from  the  outside 

through  the  centre  of  the  tree,  crossing  the  rings  at  right  angles  -,  the  other 
in  which  the  split  surface  is  nearly  tangential,  so  that  the  rings  intersect  the 
face  of  the  board  at  a  very  small  angle.  The  first  of  these  methods  of  cutting 

is  called  LE'n"ya.  The  second  is  called  xau'tslixs.  Boards  are,  on  the  whole, 
cut  tangentially.  Boards  used  for  the  making  of  boxes  are  split  radially  (that 
is  to  say,  they  are  taken  from  the  centre  of  the  tree),  while  those  used  for 
the  bottom  and  for  the  top  are  split  tangentially  (that  is  to  say,  they  are 
taken  from  near  the  outside  of  the  tree).  Very  large  boards  are,  of  course, 
always  taken  from  near  the  middle  of  the  tree,  and  are  therefore  cut  radially. 

In  making  root-diggers,  the  branches  from  which  they  are  made  are 
halved,  and  the  point  is  placed  near  the  outer  side  of  the  branch.  Other 
small  implements  are  made  of  quartered  branches.  This  is  done  whenever 
it  is  desired  to  have  the  harder  part  of  the  wood  at  that  portion  of  the 
implement  which  is  subjected  to  the  greatest  wear.  The  shanks  of  spindles 
and  netting-needes,  for  instance,  are  made  in  this  manner. 
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Bending  Wood.  -  •  It  has  been  stated  before  that  in  the  straightening-out 
of  cedar-planks  the  wood  is  bent  and  given  a  certain  form.  This  process  is 
an  important  feature  of  all  the  wood-work  of  the  Kwakiutl  Indians.  Thus, 
in  the  making  of  boxes,  bending  plays  an  important  role.  The  sides  of  boxes 
are  made  of  a  single  board,  which  is  bent  over  to  form  the  corners.  These 
are  made  in  in  the  following  manner.  A  cut  (Fig.  55)  is  made  in  the  wood 
at  right  angles  to  the  surface  of  the  plank. 
Then  the  wood  is  shaved  off  from  the  right- 
hand  side  so  that  the  surface  slants  down  to 

the  deep  cut  (xu'tEq).  After  these  have  been 
made,  a  shallow  groove  is  made  on  the  op- 

rig.   55.     Diagram  illustrating   Method  of 
posite  side  of  the  plank.     After  these  grooves  Kerfing  and  Bending, 

have  been  made,  the  board  is  placed  in  hot 

water  or  steam  and  put  between  two  level  planks  which  are  weighted  with 

stones.  Thus  it  is  left  over  night.  When  it  is  taken  out  on  the  following 

morning,  the  plank  is  perfectly  level.  When  the  wood  is  to  be  bent  at  the 

kerf,  a  little  ditch  as  wide  as  the  board  is  dug  in  the  ground.  Stones  are 

heated  and  put  into  the  ditch.  Then  fresh  kelp  is  placed  on  the  hot  stones 

and  is  sprinkled  with  water.  Then  the  board  is  placed  across  the  kelp  with 

the  shallow  groove  downward.  Sometimes  the  deeper  kerf  is  covered  with 

moss  or  soft  cedar-bark,  upon  which  hot  water  is  dripped.  Then  that  side 
of  the  plank  which  is  to  be  bent  up  is  grasped  with  a  pair  of  tongs,  while 

the  other  side  is  held  down  by  a  stick  placed  near  the  kerf.  One  man  steps 

on  this  stick,  while  the  other  one,  who  holds  the  board  in  the  tongs,  bends 

it  over  slowly,  so  that  the  shallow  groove  forms  the  outer,  convex  side  of  the 

angle.  The  pressure  on  the  stationary  part  of  the  board  prevents  the  breaking 
of  the  outer  fibres  of  the  wood. 

Wood-bending  is  also  used  in  the  making  of  canoes,  as  will  be  described 
later  on. 

Bending  is  also  used  for  shaping  the  bow,  which  is  made  of  the  root  of 

the  yellow  cedar.  A  straight  piece  of  root  is  cut  out,  the  end  of  which  is 

heated  by  the  fire.  Then  it  is  rubbed  with  mountain-goat  or  deer  tallow, 
which  is  first  held  in  the  mouth.  The  tallow  melts  on  the  hot  stick,  which 

is  thoroughly  soaked  with  it.  Then  the  end  of  the  cedar-root  is  put  into  the 
crack  of  a  drift-log,  and  the  weight  of  the  root  is  allowed  to  bend  over  the 
end.  Thus  it  is  kept  until  it  cools  off,  when  it  is  taken  off.  Before  the  bent 

piece  of  root  is  entirely  cold,  two  lines  are  burned  with  a  red-hot  stone  into 
the  convex  side  of  the  bow  just  above  and  below  the  point  of  strongest  cur- 

vature. This  prevents  the  bend  from  straightening  out  again.  The  opposite 
end  is  treated  in  the  same  way. 

Following  is  a  description  of  the  bending  of  fish-hooks  (see  Fig.    149). 
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When  the  fisherman  gets  ready, 

when  he  first  goes  to  fish  red  cod,  he 

takes  a  branch  of  driftwood  of  fir l  and 
splits  it  into  four  pieces.  The  length 
of  each  is  one  span  of  our  fingers  and 

four  finger-widths.  Then  he  shaves 
them  so  that  they  are  thin  and  .round. 
As  soon  as  he  has  finished,  he  takes 

kelp  and  puts  into  it  the  split  branches 
which  are  to  be  the  four  [branch]  hooks 
for  cod.  He  has  also  four  pieces  of 
kelp.  When  night  comes,  he  digs  a 
hole  in  the  ashes  of  his  fire  and  puts 

into  it  the  four  pieces  of  kelp  in  which 

the  [branch]  hooks  for  red  cod  are.  Then 
he  covers  them  over  and  leaves  them 

the  whole  length  of  the  night  until 
the  morning.  As  soon  as  he  finishes 
covering  them  over,  he  takes  a  short 
board  and  carves  out  a  rounded  mould 
the  same  thickness  as  the  thickness  of 

the  [branch]  hook  for  the  red  cod,  and 
the  carved  mould  has  the  same  depth 
as  the  size  of  the  hook  that  it  to  be 

made.2  After  he  has  finished  four  of 
them,  he  puts  them  away. 

Now  he  is  ready,  when  day  comes 
the  next  morning.  In  the  morning,  as 
soon  as  day  comes,  he  digs  up  what 
has  been  covered  over,  and  he  rips 
open  the  pieces  of  kelp  while  they  are 
still  warm,  and  he  takes  the  round 
branches  and  bends  them  into  the 

carved  moulds  in  the  short  board,  and 
he  pushes  them  into  it.  He  does  so 
with  all  four  of  them.  As  soon  as  he 

has  finished,  he  puts  them  away  in  a 

Yoxs  g-a'lae  xwa'nate'leda  lo'qwaLaq; 

wa,  he'8maaxs  g-a'lae  le'da  na'netslae- 

noxwe,  wa,  la  axse'dxa  quk'nie  L!E- 
na'k'sa  mo'muxude.  Wa,  Ia8me's  xo'- 

xox-sEndEq  qa  mo'xuse.  Wa,  la  8nE'm- 

plsnk'e  wa'sgEmasas  la'xEns  ba'La 
yisE'ns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex ;  wa,  he'- 
8misa  ma'ldEne.  Wa,  la  k'!a'x8wldEq 

qa  wuswu'lbes  la'xes  lae'nae  le'ElxIna. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  gwa'texs  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
wa'wade.  Wa,  la  wuyo'qluqasa  k-!o'- 
kwe  tlEnx-  laq.  Wa,  mo'tslaqeda  na'- 
netslaayoLe  tletlE'nx'sEm  g-a'g'imola. 
Wa,  la/8xaat  mo'tslaqa  wa'wada.  Wa, 

g-i'l8mese  ga'nut8lda,  la'e  ̂ apla'lisa 
la'xa  guna/8yases  lEgwl'te.  Wa,  la 
Lo'xtslodalasa  mo'tslaqe  wa'wade,  yix 

la  asxqE'laxa  t!et!E'nx-sEme  na'netslaa- 

yoLe  g'a'g'imola.  Wa,  la  dzEme'g'in- 
dEq.  Wa,  la  he'x'saEm  lax  wa'sgE- 
masasa  ga'nuLe,  la'laa  la'xa  gaa'la. 
Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwat  dzEme'g'indqexs 
la'e  axse'dxa  tslsklwa'  sao'kwa  qass 

k'!e'yoks!odexa  la  wak'a'la,  he'sm  wa'- 

dzEqe  wa'g'edasasa  tlE'nx'sEme  na'ne- 
tslaayoLe  g'a'g'imola.  Wa,  la  he'Em 
wa'labElale  k'le'yoltswakwa  wa'g'eda- 

sasa g'a'g'imolaLe.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese 

gwa'la  mo'waxs  la'e  g-e'xaq. 

Wa,  laE'm  gwa-'Ma  qo  8na'x-8idLoxa 
gaa'la.  Wa,  g-flsmese  8na'x>8ldxa 
gaa'laxs  la'e  la'plEqalesxes  dzame'sasE- 
8was  la'e  qwa'gEhmdxa  wa'wadaxs  he'- 
8mae  a'les  tslE'lqwe.  Wa,  la  axse'dxa 
le'x'Ene  tls'nx-a  qass  wa'x'tslodes  la'xa 
k'!eo'lts!Ewakwe  la'xa  tslsqlwa'dzowe 
sao'kwa.  Wa,  la  LoxbEtE'ndEq.  Wa, 

la  8na'xwaEm  he  g'we'x-8Itsa  mo'we. 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  axsa'Mas 
la'xa  wudae'te.  Wa,  g'i'lEmese  wudEx'- 

1  Or  a  knot  of  this  wood. 2  Sometimes  the  mould  is  laid  out  on  a  board  with  stout  pegs. 
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cool  place  in  the  house ;  and  when 
they  get  cold,  he  takes  his  hooks  and 
takes  them  out ;  and  he  takes  tallow 
(of  the  deer)  and  chews  it ;  and  when 
it  is  soft,  he  heats  the  hooks  by  the 
fire ;  and  he  only  stops  heating  them 
when  they  are  scorched.  Then  he 
rubs  them  with  the  tallow,  and  he  puts 
them  back  again  into  the  place  where 
they  had  been,  into  the  carved  moulds 
in  the  short  board.  The  reason  why 
he  puts  on  tallow  is  that  they  become 
stiff  and  that  they  do  not  open  again. 
The  next  day,  when  they  are  cold,  he 
takes  them  out  again  from  the  carved 
moulds  in  the  short  board.  Now  the 

hooks  are  brittle. 

Then  he  takes  the  hollow-sided  bone 

of  the  foreleg  of  the  elk  and  breaks 
it  in  pieces,  and  he  sharpens  thin  pieces. 
They  become  round,  and  one  end  is 
sharp.  They  are  to  be  the  bone  barbs 
of  the  hooks.  As  soon  as  he  has 

finished,  he  ties  them  on  to  the  hooks. 
He  has  as  his  means  of  tying  them 

split  spruce-roots. 

When  he  has  finished,  he  takes  sea- 
weed from  the  beach,  and  spruce,  and 

puts  them  into  a  small  kettle.  Then 
he  pours  salt  water  over  them  and 
puts  it  over  the  fire  of  the  house. 
They  boil  for  a  long  time,  and  then 
he  takes  them  off.  When  the  water 

gets  cold,  he  takes  his  four  branch 
hooks  and  puts  them  into  the  kettle. 
They  stay  in  the  kettle  for  four  days. 
Then  he  takes  them  out  and  hangs 
them  up  in  the  corner  of  the  house. 

8l'dExs  la'e  axVdxes  g'a'molaLe  qa8s 

axwuhslo'deq.  Wa,  la  ax8e'dxa  ya'sE- 
kwe  qaEs  male'x8wldeq.  Wa,  g'lTmese 

la  tE'lxswldExs  la'e  pEx-8l'dxa  g'a'mola 
la'xa  kgwl'te.  Wa,  aTmese  gwat 
pEX'a'qexs  la'e  la  k'lo'mla.  Wa,  la 

dzEx-8l'tsa  ya'sEkwe  lax  o'sgEtnasyas. 

Wa,  la'xae  xwe'laqa  wa'x'tslots  la'xes 
axtslEwa'sdeda  k'!eo'lts!Ewakwe  la'xa 

ts!ExusEme'  sao'kwa.  Wa,  he'Em  la'- 

g'itas  axss'mtsa  ya'sEkwe  laq  qa  L!E'ITI- 
xes,  he"8me  qa  k'le'ses  e'tled  dzax8wl'da. 
Wa,  g'i'l8mese  wudEx'Ydxa  la  e't!ed 
8na'x'8ldExs  la'e  axse'dEq  qass  axwul- 

tslo'deq  la'xa  k'leo'ltslEwakwe  tslEklwa- 
dzo'  sao'kwa.  Wa,  las'm  la  LlE'mxwa 
le'da  g-a'mola. 

Wa,  la  axse'dxa  xu'lg'inose,  yix  xa'qas 
g-a'lEmal'g-iwa8yas  g'5'gusyasa  LlEwE'lse. 

Wa,  la  lEle'xsEndEq.  Wa,  he'8mis  la 
g'e'xeldzoseda  8wl's8wule.  Wa,  la  IC'E!- 
x'Enx-8ida.  Wa,  la  pExbe'da  apsba'8yas. 

Wa,  la  le'x-Em  e'x-beda  apsba'8yas. 
Wa,  laE'm  xa'xx'a'LEs  g-a'molas.  Wa, 

g-i'l8mese  gwa'iExs  la'e  yiteaLE'lots  la'xa 
g'a'mola.  Wa,  las'in  yiLE'mnoxusa 
pa'akwe'  Llo'plfik'asa  ale'wase. 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'la  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
LlESLlEkwe'  la'xa  LlEma'ise  LE8wa  ale'- 

wase qass  axtslo'des  la'xa  hasnE'me. 
Wa,  la  guxtslo'tsa  dfi'msx-e  laq.  Wa, 
la  ha'nx-LEnts  la'xa  lEgwl'hses  g'o'kwe. 

Wa,  la  ge'g'iW8Em  maE'mdElqulaxs  la'e 
ha'nx'SEndEq.  Wa,  g-i'lsmese  wuda'- 
8stax-8ldExs  la'e  axse'dxes  mo'sgEme 

tle'Enx'sEm  g-Eg'imo'la  qa8s  axsstE'ndes 
la'xa  ha'nx'Lanowe.  Wa,  la  mo'plEn- 

xwa8se  8na'las  ge'8staM  la'xa  ha'nx'La- 
nowe. Wa,  la  axwu8stE'ndEq  qass  tex'- 

swa'llles  la'xa  o'nogwltases  g'o'kwe. 

Small    bent    hooks    are    made    in  the  same  way  as  halibut  hooks,  of  the 
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underside  of  a  branch  of  an  old,  rotten  fir  tree  (mo'muxude).  The  length  of 
the  stick  that  is  to  be  made  into  a  small  hook  is  a  short  span  (thumb  to  first 

finger).  After  one  lenght  has  been  cut  off,  the  others  are  cut  accordingly. 
These  halved  branches  are  cut  into  a  number  of  square  pieces  which  are  then 
whittled  down  with  the  crooked  knife.  One  end  is  made  a  little  thinner  than 
the  other  and  the  barb  end  is  flattened  on  one  side.  All  the  sticks  are  made 

as  nearly  as  possible  in  the  same  length  and  then  they  are  tied  up  in  bundles 
of  ten  each.  These  bundles  are  soaked  in  fresh  water  in  a  small  box.  The 

patterns  for  bending  the  hooks  are  laid  out  on  a  smooth  board.  First  a 
pattern  is  cut  out  of  a  thin  cedar  board  and  from  seven  to  nine  holes  are 
drilled  into  the  large  board  around  this  pattern.  Pegs  made  of  pine  wood 
are  driven  into  these  holes.  As  many  patterns  as  are  necessary  are  thus 
drilled  into  the  board. 

The  sticks  for  bending  are  not  heated  in  kelpstems,  but  placed  in  an 
oven  which  is  dug  in  a  corner  of  the  house.  The  bottom  of  the  oven  is  filled 

with  red-hot  stones  which  are  covered  with  from  15-20  cm.  of  dulce.  The 
sticks  are  placed  on  it  and  are  covered  with  from  1 5-20  cm.  of  fern  leaves, 
over  which  old  mats  are  spread.  Then  water  is  poured  on.  In  about  fifteen 

minutes  they  are  taken  out  and  bent  inside  the  peg  moulds.  Then  they  are 
heated  again  and  greased. 

Sewing  Wood.  -  •  The  principal 
method  used  for  joining  two  pieces  of 
wood  is  that  of  sewing.  Holes  are 
drilled  in  the  pieces  that  are  to  be 

joined  together,  and  they  are  firmly 
connected  by  means  of  strong  fibre. 
The  only  material  that  is  used  for 

this  purpose  is  twisted  cedar-twigs. 
In  the  illustrations  the  drill-holes  pass- 

ing through  the  wood  are  indicated 

by  shading,  while  the  cedar-twigs  lying 
on  the  opposite  side  of  the  wood  are 

I, 

indicated  by  broken  lines.     It  will  be 

seen  that  almost  everywhere  the  drill- 
holes   are  carried  through  the  wood 

diagonally,  and  that  in  this  way  a  numb- 
er of  alternate  stitches  on  the  upper 

and  lower  side  appear  on  the  surface  of 
the  boards  that  are  joined  together. 

The  simplest  stitches  for  sewing  are  used  in  closing  up  cracks  in  boards 
and    canoes  (Fig.   56).     The  cedar-withes  are  always  placed  in  grooves  which 
are   cut   on  the  surface  of  the  board,  connecting  the  drill-holes;  so  that  after 

77 L 
Fig.  56.     Methods  of  Sewing  Wood. 
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sewing,  the  surface  of  the  board  presents  a  smooth  surface,  and  the  stitches 
are  protected  against  injury  by  friction  or  cutting.  The  simplest  method  of 

stitching  is  shown  in  Fig.  56,  a  and  b.  In  both  of  these  cases  the  cedar- 
withes  cross  on  the  surface  of  the  board  over  the  crack  that  is  to  be  closed. 

Another  principle  is  used  in  the  sewing  illustrated  in  Fig.  56,  c.  Here  the 
diagonal  drilling  crosses  through  the  crack,  and  the  stitches  are  visible  on 
the  board  lying  in  a  direction  parallel  to  the  crack.  Still  another  principle  is 
used  in  Fig.  56,  d,  which  is  employed  particularly  in  sewing  up  small  cracks 
in  canoes,  and  which  is  sometimes  applied  in  single  stitches.  As  will  be  seen 
in  the  illustration,  the  sewing  begins  with  a  diagonal  stitch  carried  through 

the  wood  a  little  distance  away  from  the  crack.  Then  a  groove  (xude'g'e)  is 
made  on  both  the  upper  and  the  lower  side  of  the  board  to  be  sewed.  The 
withe  is  pulled  through  these  grooves  one  turn  and  a  half,  and  then  it  emerges 
on  the  other  side  through  a  diagonal  hole  (ft)  corresponding  to  the  first  diagonal 
hole  (a). 

When    large    cracks    are    to    be    closed,    where    a  considerable  amount  ot 

pressure    is    needed    to  bring  the  sides  of  the  board  together  before  they  are 
finally  sewed  up,  a  method  is  used  which  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  57.     Two  pairs 
of  holes  are  drilled  straight  through  the  wood  on  each  side 

of   the    crack,    and    a  stout  withe  is  pulled  through,  as  in- 
dicated in  the  illustration.     After  it  has  been  closed,  a  wedge 

of  cedar-wood  the  lower  side  of  which  is  levelled  off  so  as 
to  conform  with  the  surface  of  the  board  is  driven  in,  and 

in    this  manner  the  sides  of  the  crack  are  drawn  together. 

This  is  essentially  a  temporary  expedient.     After  the  cracks 
have  been  brought  together  in  this  way,  they  are  sewed  up 
in  accordance  with  the  methods  previously  described. 

In  all  work  of  this  kind  the  workman  proceeds  as 

follows.  The  fine  tip  of  the  cedar-withe  is  pushed  through 

the  hole,  and  is  pulled  through  until  the  thick  end  becomes 

wedged  into  the  drill-hole ;  then  the  withe  is  twisted  again, 

and  the  tip  is  pushed  through  the  next  hole  and  is  pulled 

tight,  so  that  the  withe  lies  in  the  groove  on  the  surface 

of  the  board.  A  small  wedge  with  blunt  end  (de'diqweg-ano)  -  -  often  with 

a  groove  in  the  blunt  end  of  the  same  curvature  as  the  cross-section  of  the 
withe  —  is  used  to  drive  home  the  cedar-withe  with  light  strokes  into  the 

groove  until  it  lies  perfectly  smooth  and  flat.  In  order  to  prevent  any  slipping- 

back  of  the  cedar-withe,  small  splints  of  cedar-wood  are  driven  into  the  drill- 

holes with  small  hard  pebbles  until  the  withe  is  wedged  in  securely.  In  this  way 

the  workman  continues  until  the  whole  sewing  is  completed,  the  tip  of  the 

withe  being  wedged  in  with  particular  care.  The  last  stitch  made  with  the 

thin  end  is  generally  pulled  twice  through  the  same  drill-hole  before  being 

Fig.  57-  Method  of 
closing  Large  Cracks  in Wood. 
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wedged  in,  and  the  last  two  stitches  are  placed  close  together;  so  that  the 
withes  must  be  bent  over  at  sharp  angles,  which  gives  them  a  securer  hold. 

Then  the  butt-end  and  the  tip  are  both  cut  off  close  to  the  surface  of  the 
board.  The  withes,  while  they  are  being  used  for  sewing,  are  kept  wet. 

Sewing  in  also  applied  for  joining  together  boards  that  meet  at  an  angle ; 
for  instance,  thwarts  are  attached  to  the 

canoe  by  sewing.  The  common  method 

applied  by  the  Guasila  is  illustrated  in 
Fig-  58,  #•  It  will  be  seen  that  in  the 

specimen  here  figured  the  butt-end  of 
the  withe  is  knotted  instead  of  being 
wedged  in.  On  the  whole,  however, 

wedging  seems  to  be  used  more  com- 
monly than  knotting.  In  this  specimen 

the  stitches  on  the  face  of  the  thwart 
and  on  the  outside  of  the  canoe  run 

in  the  transversal  plane  of  the  canoe. 
The  specimen  is  so  drawn  that  the  outer 
side  of  the  canoe  is  represented  by  the 
lower  surface  of  the  larger  board.  The 
tip  of  the  withe  is  wedged  into  the 
thwart,  and  is  cut  off  close  to  it  when 
the  work  is  finished.  The  common 

method  of  attaching  the  thwart  which 

is  .used  by  the  Kwakiutl  is  illustrated  in 

Fig.  58,  b.  The  main  difference  in  these 
methods  consists  in  the  application  of  a 

wedge  under  the  thwart,  which  is  intended 

to  keep  the  joint  tight.  This  wedge  is 
provided  with  a  number  of  notches  which 
fit  the  direction  of  the  withes.  Attention 

may  also  be  called  to  the  rather  elaborate 
fastening  of  the  tip  of  the  withe. 

Similar  methods  of  sewing  are  re- 
quired in  sewing  together  the  ends  of 

the  board  forming  the  side  of  a  bent 

box  (see  p.  331).  After  the  board  which  is  to  form  the  sides  of  a  box  has 
been  bent  as  described  before,  the  ends  meet  at  a  right  angle  (Fig.  58,  c]. 
When  they  are  to  be  sewed  together,  the  whole  box  is  tied  up  with  cedar-ropes. 
Before  the  drilling  of  the  holes  for  sewing  is  begun,  three  preliminary  stitches  or 
pegs  are  put  in,  -  -  two  at  the  ends,  and  one  in  the  middle.  The  first  drill- 

hole is  made  near  the  bottom  of  the  box.  It  passes  diagonally  through  the 

Fig.  58.     Sewing  of  Canoe-Thwarts  and  Boxes. 
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corner.  The  next  drill-hole  -begins  at  the  place  where  the  first  drill-hole  emerges 
on  one  side,  and  passes  diagonally  and  slanting  upward  through  the  corner  to 

the  other  side.  The  following  drill-hole  begins  at  the  point  where'  the  last  one 
emerges,  and  passes  back  diagonally  upward  though  the  ends  of  both  boards. 

In  this  way  the  drilling  is  continued,  so  that  the  drill-holes  all  lie  in  the  plane 
of  the  diagonal  of  the  box,  forming  a  zigzag  line  from  bottom  to  top.  Each 

hole  is  sewed  as  soon  as  it  has  been  made,  the  withes  being  twisted  as  soon 

as  they  emerge  from  the  drill-hole,  and  then  being  wedged  in.  The  arrange- 

ment of  the  drill-holes  is  such  that  the  sewing  is  entirely  invisible.  The  holes 
in  which  the  withes  lie  are  soon  filled  with  fat  and  soot,  and  the  corner  looks 

perfectly  smooth.  This  sewing  is  done  with  fine  cedar-withes  dyed  in  urine. 
In  other  cases  the  diagonal  stitches  on  the  corner  of  the  box  are  carried 

through  horizontally ;  and  a  vertical  groove  placed  alternately  on  the  two  ends 

of  the  box  connects  the  diagonal  stitches. 

Pegging.  -  -  Another  method  of  joining  pieces  of  wood  is  by  pegging. 

Pegs  are  made  of  wood,  and  are  wedged  into  drill-holes.  In  every  case  care 
is  taken  that  the  drill-hole  is  not  in  the  direction  in  which  the  pegged  joint 
would  naturally  come  apart.  The  corners  of  modern  boxes  are  almost  all 

pegged,  the  pegs  passing  through  horizontal  diagonal  holes.  The  bottom  of 

the  box  is  also  pegged  to  the  sides,  the  holes  passing  diagonally  from  the 

bottom  outward  through  the  sides. 

Fitting  Boards  together.  -  -  In  some  cases  it  is  necessary  to  fit  boards 
together  with  great  accuracy ;  for  instance,  when  fitting  the  sides  of  a  box  to 

its  bottom.  This  is  done  in  the  following  manner.  The  piece,  of  wood  to 

which  another  piece  is  to  be  fitted  is  smeared  all  along  its  edge  with  wet 

powdered  charcoal,  which  is  kept  in  a  clam-shell.  Then  it  is  pressed  against 
the  other  piece,  which  has  been  fitted  as  near  as  possible  in  the  desired  form. 

Wherever  there  is  an  inaccuracy  in  the  fitting,  the  charcoal  produces  black 

spots.  These  places  are  shaved  off,  until  in  the  final  fitting  the  charcoal  forms 
one  even  continuous  black  line.  When  such  pieces  are  to  be  fitted  together 

so  as  to  be  water-tight,  they  are  first  rubbed  with  tallow  and  rotten  pitch-wood. 
Caulking.  In  cases  where  the  wood  shows  defects,  caulking  may 

become  necessary.  This  is  generally  done  by  driving  shredded  yellow-cedar 
bark  into  the  crack,  sewing  it  together  with  cedar-withes,  and  then  covering 

it  with  gum.  When  there  is  a  knot-hole  in  the  side  of  a  canoe,  it  is  filled 

as  tight  as  possible  with  rushes,  the  inner  bark  of  the  spruce-tree,  or  cedar- 

twigs.  Then  pegs  made  of  red  cedar,  about  15  cm.  long  and  pointed  at  one 

end,  are  driven  in  from  both  sides  until  the  hole  is  completely  filled.  This 

is  an  efficient  temporary  closing  of  a  knot-hole.  For  a  permanent  closing, 

new  pieces  are  sewed  into  the  sides  of  the  canoe. 

In  caulking  canoes,  rotten  pitch-wood  is  used,  which  is  gathered  in  bags. 

This  is  rubbed  until  it  becomes  quite  fine  and  sticky,  and  is  put  over  the 

43 — JESUP   NORTH    PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL.    V. 
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yellow-cedar  bark  which  is  inserted  in  cracks ;  or  when  the  cracks  are  very 
narrow,  the  rotten  wood  is  simply  rubbed  into  them  until  they  are  entirely 

filled  up.  This  renders  the  canoes  perfectly  water-tight. 
Cedar-Bark  Boards.  -  When  planks  are  not  available,  cedar-bark  is 

sometimes  used  as  a  substitute.  The  bark  is  removed  from  trees  of  a  span 
or  two  in  diameter.  The  bark  is  cut  all  around  the  tree  near  the  bottom, 

and  another  cut  is  made  a  fathom  or  two  higher  up.  Then  the  bark  is  slit 
open  lengthwise  down  one  side  of  the  trunk,  and  it  is  either  removed  with 
the  hands  or  pried  off  with  levers  made  of  hemlock  or  bone  of  whale.  The 
pieces  of  bark  are  flattened  out  and  tied  firmly  at  the  ends,  and,  if  necessary, 

also  in  one  or  two  places  near  the  middle,  between  pairs  of  cedar-sticks. 
The  bark  is  allowed  to  dry  in  this  position,  and  is  kept  flat.  Pieces  of  bark 
of  the  same  kind  are  also  used  for  making  the  sides  of  boxes.  The  bark  is 
flattened  in  the  way  just  described.  Then  the  pairs  of  sticks  which  hold  it 
flat  are  removed.  A  number  of  kerfs  are  cut  from  the  inside,  and  the  piece 
of  bark  is  bent  in  the  same  way  as  the  sides  of  the  box,  the  only  difference 
being  that  the  ends  overlap.  Then  the  overlapping  ends  are  sewed  together 
with  thong  or  withes.  The  bent  side  is  sewed  to  a  bottom  in  the  same 
manner  as  the  sides  of  the  wooden  box.  A  specimen  of  this  kind  in  the 

collection  of  the  Museum  (5^-*-,).  is  square,  and  has  sides  45  cm.  high  and 
31  cm.  wide.  Cedar-bark  is  also  used  for  roofing.  Sometimes  it  is  not  held 
firmly  between  sticks,  but  allowed  to  curl  up  somewhat  in  order  to  form 
gutters  for  the  rain  to  run  off  quickly.  This  kind  of  bark  is  also  used  for 

making  canoes  and  bailers.1  In  making  the  bark  bailer  a  piece  of  cedar-bark 
about  70  cm.  long  and  40  cm.  wide  is  cut  out.  The  length  of  the  bottom 
of  the  bailer  is  laid  out  in  the  middle,  the  bottom  being  about  one-half  of  the 

total  length.  Then  a  square  notch  is  cut 
in  the  middle  of  each  short  side,  which 
is  then  bent  up.  Then  the  sides  are 

gathered  fan-like  and  attached  to  the 
handle.  When  the  sides  are  gathered, 
the  bottom  assumes  a  curved  form. 

Structural  Work.  -  In  many  of 
the  structures  erected  by  the  Kwakiutl, 
heavy  logs  are  used,  and  considerable 
skill  has  been  developed  in  handling 
these  heavy  burdens. 

Fig.  59.  Method  of  raising  House-Post.  The  framework  of  the  house,  for 
instance,    consists    of  very  heavy  beams 

and  posts.  The  posts  are  up  to  three  fathoms  long  and  from  three  to  four 
spans  in  diameter.  The  method  of  raising  the  house-post  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  59. 

1  See  Chapter  VI,  Travel  and  Transportation,  Fig.   119,  a. 
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A  hole  is  dug  at  the  place  where  the  post  is  to  stand,  and  it  is  continued 
in  the  form  of  a  ditch  towards  the  centre  of  the  house,  where  no  other  posts 
are  to  be  erected.  The  front  side  of  the  hole  where  the  post  is  to  stand  is 
protected  by  heavy  planks  that  are  driven  into  the  ground.  Then  the  post 
is  shoved  into  this  hole,  and  is  gradually  raised  from  the  slanting  side  of  the 
ditch,  being  supported  by  logs  of  proper  size  as  it  is  being  raised. 

Much  more  complicated  is  the  machinery  used  for  raising  the  heavy  roof- 
beam,  which  is  sometimes  from  eight  to  ten  fathoms  long,  and  five  spans 
thick  at  the  front  end,  and  three  spans  thick  at  the  rear  end  (Fig.  60). 

Fig.  60.     Method  of  raising  Roof-Beam. 

After  the  post  (a)  has  been  raised,  a  strong  slanting  pole  (ff)  is  tied  side- 
ways against  it.  Along  it  the  beam  is  raised,  the  front  end  first.  The  beam 

(c)  is  placed  at  the  foot  of  the  slanting  pole,  a  log  (d)  being  placed  about  a 
fathom  back  from  the  post.  This  serves  as  pivot  for  a  lever  (e),  which  has 
a  mortise  (/)  near  its  short  end,  into  which  a  lifter  (g)  fits  which  raises  the 
beam  when  the  lever  (e)  is  pressed  down.  At  the  same  time  the  beam  is 

guided  so  that  its  end  slides  up  along  the  slanting  pole  (6)  towards  the  top 
of  the  post.  Then  its  raised  end  is  held  in  place  by  a  temporary  support  (^), 

and  the  lever  and  lifter  are  re-adjusted  so  as  to  raise  the  beam  still  higher 
with  the  following  movement. 

Sometimes  two  poles  tied  together  near  their  upper  ends  are  used  as 
guides.  Their  lower  ends,  which  rest  on  the  ground,  are  brought  nearer  and 
nearer  together  as  the  beam  is  raised  up  higher  and  higher. 

When  the  beam  approaches  the  top  of  the  post  (a],  a  stout  plank  is  tied 
on  the  opposite  side  of  the  post,  reaching  a  couple  of  feet  higher  than  the 
post.  It  is  to  prevent  the  beam  from  rolling  down  on  the  other  side.  When 
it  is  in  place,  a  similar  plank  is  tied  on  that  side  of  the  post  where  the  beam 
was  rolled  up.  Then  the  opposite  end  of  the  beam  is  raised  in  the  same 
manner. 

The  wall-beams  of  the  house,  which  are  not  quite  so  heavy,  are  generally 
shored  up,  and  are  guided  by  men  standing  on  top  of  the  post,  who  hold 
the  beams  with  ropes. 

The    cross-piece    on    the    two    door-posts    is    raised  on  boxes.     These  are 
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covered  with  planks,  and  more  boxes  are  put  on  until  a  sufficient  height  has 

been  reached.  Generally  the  heavy  roof-beam  is  first  lifted  so  high  that  the 

cross-piece  can  be  placed  over  the  door-posts  under  it.  This  is  done  to  avoid 
knocking  down  the  cross-piece  when  the  heavy  beam  is  raised.  The  top  of 
the  cross-piece  is  slightly  notched  where  the  beam  rests  on  it.  The  beam  is 
placed  on  the  front  posts  first.  For  this  reason  the  posts  always  tend  to  lean 
slightly  forward  towards  the  front  of  the  house,  the  beam  while  being  raised 
up  in  the  rear  pressing  them  forward. 

In  all  heavy  structural  work  where  simultaneous  effort  is  required,  the 

men  use  rhythmic  cries  to  time  their  movements.  Thus,  in  raising  the  roof- 

beam,  the  leader  of  the  work  gives  the  signal  for  his  men  by  shouting  "Wo!" 
The  men  respond  with  the  shout,  "We,  we,  we,  we,  we!"  uttered  in  quick 
succession.  Then  they  shove  up  the  beam  by  pressing  on  the  lever  as 

described  before,  each  effort  being  accompanied  by  a  shout,  "Ho!"  As  soon 
as  the  beam  rests  on  top  of  the  post  or  of  the  cross-piece,  the  leader  shouts, 

"  Hahaha !"  thus  indicating  that  the  work  is  finished. 
Other  structural  work  is  required  for  'building  dams  across  rivers,  and 

embankments  which  hold  up  the  street  of  the  village.  All  of  these  are  made 

of  interlocked  beams.  Embankments  (xwa'laqe)  are  made  by  placing  heavy 
short  logs  into  the  slope  that  is  .to  be  built  up  so  that  their  ends  stick  out. 
These  logs  are  notched,  and  another  heavy  beam  is  laid  across,  which  is  to 
form  the  front  of  the  embankment.  Over  this  beam  others  are  placed  which 
are  parallel  to  the  first  pair.  These  are  also  notched  so  as  to  fit  the  front 
beam  and  to  support  the  next  higher  beam.  Thus  the  whole  front  of  the 
embankment  is  raised  in  a  manner  similar  to  our  log-cabins.  Then  the  space 
that  is  thus  enclosed  is  filled  in  with  hemlock-branches  and  with  soil.  This 

method  of  building  foundations  is  also  applied  in  building  dams  across  rivers. 
In  some  places  artificial  dams  are  made,  which  are  used  for  purposes  of  fishery 
(see  Fig.  139).  Here  the  foundation  is  made  in  the  manner  just  described. 

Heavy  posts  are  driven  into  the  river-bed  above  the  foundation  logs,  and 
planks  are  tied  against  these.  Then  the  whole  upper  side  of  the  dam  is 
covered  with  hemlock-branches  in  order  to  facilitate  the  desposition  of  gravel 
above  the  dam. 

Evidently  this  method  of  construction  is  very  old,  because  it  appears  as 
one  of  the  characteristic  traits  in  the  Ocmaxt!a'lale  tradition,  one  of  the  most 
important  origin  traditions  of  the  Kwakiutl  Indians.  It  is  stated  in  this  tale 

that  O'maxtla'lale  was  given  a  house  with  interlocked  foundation  by  his  father- 
in-law,  Qa'wadeleqala,  who  belonged  to  the  Knight  Inlet  tribe.1  It  may  also 
be  mentioned  that  the  name  of  the  old  village  Xulku  of  the  NE'mgis,  at  the 
mouth  of  the  Nimkish  River,  means  "interlocked  foundation." 

Here    may    be    mentioned    also    the    old    method  of  erecting  plank  walls. 
1   See   Vol.   Ill  of  this   series,  p.   277. 
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These  were  held  in  place  between  pairs  of  poles,  one  set  of  poles  being 
erected  in  front  of  the  wall,  another  set  behind  it.  These  pairs  of  poles  were 

connected  with  loops  of  cedar-withes  that  were  twined  around  pairs  of  poles. 
The  lowest  plank  was  set  down  horizontally  on  the  ground.  The  loop  of 

cedar-withes  was  attached  just  over  this  plank,  and  the  second  plank  was  put 
up  so  that  it  rested  on  these  cedar-withes  overlapping  the  lower  plank.  Walls 
of  this  kind  were  used  particularly  in  house-building.  They  were  protected 
against  the  pressure  of  the  wind  by  the  heavy  framework  of  the  house. 

In  the  modern  house  the  method  of  wall-building  has  changed  entirely. 
The  planks  are  not  put  up  horizontally,  but  vertically.  A  very  heavy  plank 
is  put  down  edgewise,  and  is  provided  with  ,a  groove  on  its  upper  narrow 
face.  The  boards  are  cut  off  square,  and  are  put  up  in  this  groove ;  while 

on  top  they  are  held  together  by  a  long  cross-plank,  against  which  they  are 
nailed.  The  sides  of  the  houses  are  also  built  of  planks  standing  on  end. 

These  are  put  up  below  in  a  ditch,  while  above  they  fit  into  a  groove  in  the 
lower  side  of  the  side-beam.  Then  the  ditch  is  filled  up  again. 

EXAMPLES  OF  WOOD-WORK.  -  -  The  method  of  wood-work  may  be  illustrated 
a  little  more  fully  by  describing  the  making  of  a  number  of  utensils. 

Digging-Stick.  -   -  For  making  a  clam  digging-stick  (Fig.   61)  a  hemlock- 

,  f>  (jig*)-     Digging-Sticks.     Length,  123  cm.,   Ill   cm. Fig.  6  1,  a 

tree  about  35  cm.  thick  is  selected.  A  straight  branch  about  7  cm.  thick  and 

up  to  1.5  metres  long  serves  for  making  a  long  digging-stick;  one  of  the  same 
thickness  and  about  80  cm.  long,  for  a  short  digging-stick.  The  under  side 
of  the  branch  is  then  cut  off  with  an  adze  until  the  whole  lower  half  of  the 
branch  has  been  removed.  Then  both  sides  of  the  branch  are  trimmed  off 

so  as  to  make  it  nearly  square,  while  the  upper  side  of  the  branch  is  hardly 

trimmed  down  at  all.  This  side  of  the  branch  is  called  "the  back,"  or  "brittle 

back"  (L.'Emwe'g'e8)  ;  while  the  lower  side  is  called  "stomach"  (o'klwaedze9)  or 
"soft  stomach"  (tsE'lqlwedze8).  After  the  branch  has  thus  been  squared,  it  is 
rounded,  and  the  ends  are  sharpened  in  such  a  way  that  the  upper  side  of 

the  branch  forms  the  point  of  the  digging-stick.  The  tapering  end  has  three 
faces,  and  is  about  35  cm.  long.  After  it  is  thus  roughly  shaped,  the  whole 

stick  is  finished  with  fine  adzing  (tsE.xwa').  The  tapering  points  of  the  short 
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stick    are    made    correspondingly  shorter,  about   25   cm.  long.     The  sticks  are 

kept    over    the    fire  for  a  number  of  days,  until  they  are  thoroughly  dry  and 
brittle. 

Tongs.  -  Two  types  of  thongs  are  used,  -  -  the  fire-tongs,  which  serve 

for  handling  fire-wood  and  for  lifting  hot  stones  out  of  the  fire;  and  tongs 

which  are  used  as  roasting-spits  and  for  various  other  purposes.  The  former 

(Fig.  62,  a)  are  used  in  the  hand,  and  for  this  reason  have  a  handle,  which 

Fig.  62,  a  (TiJ,),  /',  c  (,fU7).     Tongs.     Length:  a,   149  cm.;  <*,  c,   100  cm. 

is  cut  off  square.  Small  tongs  which  are  used  with  one  hand  are  about  80  cm. 

long,  while  large  fire-tongs  are  150  cm.  long.  Roasting-tongs  (Fig.  62,  b,  c) 
are  stuck  into  the  ground,  and  have  a  pointed  end.  All  tongs  are  made  of 

red-pine  wood  (wuna'gut).  This  is  generally  taken  from  fallen  trees,  which 
break  up  in  falling  and  make  it  easy  to  pick  out  a  long  straight  piece.  Medium- 
sized  tongs  are  about  a  metre  long.  A  piece  of  wood  about  7  cm.  square  is 
cut  out  and  split  through  the  middle  at  one  end,  about  halfway  down.  Then 
the  handle  end  is  whittled  out,  either  square  or  pointed,  according  to  the 

kind  of  tongs  that  are  to  be  made.  Next  a  twisted  cedar-withe  is  wrapped 
firmly  around  the  piece  of  wood  just  above  the  handle,  beginning  with  the 
thin  end.  The  thick  end  of  the  withe  is  tucked  under  the  wrapping.  After 
this  has  been  done,  the  central  split,  by  means  of  which  the  legs  of  the  tongs 
are  formed,  is  continued  down  to  the  binding. 

Tongs  with  square  end  have  no  ring  of  cedar-withes,  because  the  end  is 
so  thick  that  it  does  not  readily  split. 

Boxes.  -  •  It  has  been  stated  before  that  boxes  are  bent  out  of  wood. 

The  plank  that  is  used  for  an  ordinary  box  is  one  finger  or  a  finger  and  a 
half  in  thickness.  The  plank  is  made  straight  by  sighting  along  the  edge. 
The  method  of  measuring  and  of  laying  off  the  kerfs  will  be  described  in  the 
chapter  on  measurements.  After  the  sides  have  been  laid  out,  the  last  side 
of  the  box,  which  meets  the  first  side  after  it  has  been  bent  over,  is  made 

shorter  than  the  first  side  by  an  amount  almost  equal  to  the  thickness  of  the 
wood ;  so  that  when  the  wood  is  bent  over  and  the  ends  are  joined  together, 

the  opposite  sides  will  be  of  equal  length.  The  laying-out  of  kerfs  to  make 
boxes  of  various  forms  is  a  highly  developed  art.  By  a  combination  of  slanting 

kerfs  the  peculiarly  shaped  hunting-boxes  with  flaring  sides  are  made  (see 
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Fig.  122).  Slanting  kerfs  are  used  also  in  making  the  cradle.  I  have  not 
seen  any  specimens  of  boxes  with  wide  bulging  sides,  such  as  were  made  by 
the  northern  tribes,  and  which  required  kerfs  of  very  complicated  form  to 
secure  accurate  joints.  After  the  kerfs  have  been  made,  the  board  is  steamed. 
A  number  of  small  ditches  are  made  in  the  floor  of  the  house,  as  wide  as 
the  board,  and  each  ditch  under  one  of  the  kerfs.  Stones  are  heated  on  the 

fire,  and  are  taken  up  with  tongs  and  put  into  the  ditches.  Then  water  is 

sprinkled  on  the  hot  stones,  as  described  before  (p.  331).  The  board  is  placed 
on  the  ditches,  and  when  it  is  hot  it  is  bent  over.  The  bend  at  each  kerf 

is  carried  so  far  that  the  sides  form  somewhat  acute  angles ;  so  that  in 
the  final  adjustment  the  wood  does  not  need  to  be  bent  any  more  to  bring 
the  ends  together,  but  may  be  slightly  bent  back.  The  methods  of  sewing  the 
box  have  been  described  (p.  336).  When  the  sides  have  been  finished,  the 

box  is  turned  bottom-side  up,  and  if  necessary  the  bottom  is  planed  with  a 
crooked-knife.  Then  the  board  for  the  bottom  is  made.  It  is  two  fingers  or 
more  thick,  and  is  split  off  from  near  the  outside  of  a  tree,  so  that  the  rings 
of  the  tree  run  nearly  parallel  with  the  surface  of  the  board.  The  sides  ot 
the  box,  which  have  been  sewed  together  and  adjusted  so  that  they  are  square 

in  cross-section,  are  placed  on  this  board,  and  both  the  inner  line  and  the 
outer  are  marked  with  the  back  of  the  knife.  Then  the  bottom  is  cut,  following 
the  outer  line  which  has  thus  been  marked.  Next  the  thickness  outside  of  the 

inner  line  is  reduced  to  one  finger-width ;  so  that  the  sides  of  the  box,  when 
put  on  to  the  bottom,  slide,  over  that  portion  which  is  to  form  the  bottom 
of  the  inside.  The  bottom  inside  is  slightly  hollowed  out.  After  all  this  is  done, 
the  bottom  of  the  sides  is  blackened  as  described  before  (p.  337),  and  is 
pressed  on,  and  the  bottom  board  is  shaved  off  until  a  continuous  black  line 
is  marked  on  it  by  the  blackened  bottom  of  the  sides.  After  this  the  bottom 
is  pegged  on  (see  p.  337).  Next  the  box  is  put  on  its  side,  and  the  carpenter 
kneels  down  and  presses  the  box  against  his  knees  and  shaves  off  the  broken 
fibres  that  stick  out  at  the  edges.  Next  a  rather  deep  line  is  cut  parallel  to 
the  bent  edges  and  to  the  top  of  the  box  at  a  distance  of  from  one  to  three 

finger-widths  from  the  edges  and  top  (see  Fig.  97).  The  space  surrounded 

by  these  lines  is  fluted  by  being  shaved  down  with  a  crooked-knife. 
The  plank  for  the  top  of  a  large  box  is  as  thick  as  the  distance  from 

the  tip  of  the  first  finger  to  the  interstice  between  the  thumb  and  first  finger. 
It  is  so  selected  that  the  high  end  of  the  cover  is  a  radial  section  of  the 
tree,  while  the  surface  of  the  cover  is  a  tangential  section.  After  the  sides 
of  the  plank  have  been  marked  off  in  the  same  way  as  the  sides  of  the 

bottom,  the  peculiar  curve  of  the  top  is  indicated  with  the  marking-wedge 

(see  p.  324  and  Fig.  52).  Then  small  carpenter's  wedges  are  driven  in  slowly 
along  the  line  marked  with  the  marking-wedge  until  the  superfluous  part  of 
the  wood  has  been  split  off.  Then  the  cover  is  completed  by  adzing.  After 
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all  this  has  been  done,  the  top  of  the  sides  of  the  box  is  blackened,  and  the 
lid  is  put  on.  In  this  way  the  outlines  of  the  inner  side  of  the  box  are 
marked.  The  portion  of  the  lid  which  lies  outside  of  this  line  is  whittled  off 
in  the  same  way  as  was  done  with  the  bottom.  Thus  the  lid  is  made  to  fjt 
on  tightly,  and  does  not  wobble  even  when  it  is  not  tied  on. 

Canoes.  -      The  making  of  a  canoe  was  described  to  me  as  follows :  — 

When  a  man  wants  to  make  a  canoe, 

he  goes  into  the  woods  to  look  for  a 

large  cedar-tree.  He  carries  his  chisel. 
As  soon  as  he  finds  a  large  tree,  he 
cuts  a  small  hole  in  it.  He  tries  to 
reach  the  heart  of  the  wood  in  order 
to  see  if  it  is  sound.  That  is  what 

the  canoe-builder  calls  "feeling  into 
it."  If  the  heart  of  the  tree  is  not 
rotten,  he  goes  home  at  once,  and  on 

the  following  day  he  goes  out,  carrying 
his  axe  in  order  to  fell  the  tree. 

When  he  arrives,  he  looks  for  the 
branch  side  of  the  tree,  and  cuts  it, 
that  the  tree  may  fall  on  the  branches. 

The  canoe-maker  takes  his  chips  and 
throws  them  at  the  place  where  he 
wants  the  cedar-tree  to  fall.  As  soon 
as  he  hears  the  wood  cracking,  he 

prays,  "Do  not  fall  too  heavily,  else 
you,  great  magician,  will  be  broken." 
Then  the  cedar  falls. 

At  once  the  canoe-builder  measures 
off  the  length  of  his  intended  canoe, 
and  cuts  the  tree.  Then  he  chops  off 
the  branches,  and  cuts  out  what  is  to 
be  the  stern  of  the  canoe.  This  is 

called  the  "rough  cutting-out."  Now 
he  goes  home. 

Then    the   canoe-maker   stops  lying 
with    his    wife,    for    the   first  men  said 

He'8maasexs  g-a'lae  Leqlexsdeda  bn-     1 

gwa'nEme,    la    qa's8ld  la'xa  a'Lle  a'lax 
LEkwa'     wi'lkwa;     da'laxes     qte'ldayu. 
G'i'Fmes    qla'xa    LEkwe'    wi'lkwa    la'e 
qlE'ltbEtEndxa     t!o'xbida8we,     la'lag'aa     5 

lax    do'maqasa    wi'lkwe.      LaE'm    do'- 

qwax    qo    qlu'lsa   la'xeda  a'8waqasyasa 
wi'lkwe.      He'Em  gw68yo'sa  Le'qlenox" 

ple'wiLe.      He'x'8idasmes    g'a'x    na'8na- 
kwa,  la'e  kles  qlu'lse  a'8waqa8yasa  wi'l-  10 
kwe.      La  LE'nsa  la'e  da'laxes  so'bayu 
qass  le  so'plaxodxa  wi'lkwe. 
Gl'l8mes  la'g-aa  laq,  la'e  do'qwaLax 

wl'kmasa  wi'lkwe.  G'iTmes  qla'xa 
wi'lEmas  la'e  so'plaxod  o'k!waedzasyasa  15 

wi'lkwe  qa  hax8wu'lses  qo  ta'x'8ldLo. 
He"mEnalacmeda  Le'qlenoxwe  da'x-8ld- 

xes  so'yapmute  qass  tslfiqe's  la'xes 
gw68yo'  qa  gwe'xtox8wldaatsa  wi'lkwe. 
G-iTmes  he'fmElqlwa'leda  wi'lkwe,  la'e  20 
ya'q!eg-a8ieda  Le'qlenox11  tsls'lwaqa  qa 
k-le'ses  a'lJElsa,  "a'Las  k-o'x6wElslax, 
nau'alaxudzek-as,"  8ne'k-eda  Le'qleno- 

xwe. La  t!a'x-8!deda  wi'lkwe. 
He'x-8idaEmeseda    Le'qlenoxwe    ba'J-  25 

8ldEx  wa'sgEmasLasa  xwa'klunaLe.     La 

o'xssEndEq.     G-i'l8mes    Ia'xs8a   la'e  so'- 
plldxa  LlEna'k'e.    La  so'plldxa  a'g'iweLe 
LE8wa   aswo'dzeLe.      La  gwa'teda  a'g'i- 
wase    la'e    la'xa    o'xLa8e  qaes  so'plldeq  3Q 
LK8wa     e'wanux8ExLe'Le.       La     gwa'la. 
He'icm  gw68yo'sa  Le'Elqlenoxwe  k'li'm- 
sa.     La  na'8nakwa. 

LaE'm    gwal    kuell'leda    Le'qlenoxwe 
LE8w!s    gEnE'me   qaxs  8ne'k'aeda  g-a'le  35 
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that  canoe-makers  must  not  sleep  with 
their  wives,  lest  they  find  rotten  places 

in  the  cedar-tree ;  people  who  split 
boards  also  do  not  sleep  with  their 
wives.  They  never  comb  their  hair, 
else  the  ends  of  the  canoe  would  split, 
or  the  board  would  split. 

On  the  following  morning  the  canoe- 
builder  starts ;  and,  as  soon  as  he  ar- 

rives, he  chops  out  the  sides  and  ends 
of  the  canoe.  When  this  has  been 

done,  he  chops  the  outer  sides.  As 

soon  as  this  is  done,  he  chops  the  in- 
side, and  makes  it  level  with  the  sides 

of  the  canoe.  Then  he  turns  the  canoe 

over  with  a  lever;  and  when  the  canoe 

is  turned  over,  he  chops  the  outside 
of  the  canoe,  chopping  off  the  sap  of 

the  cedar-tree.  The  first  to  be  chopped 
by  the  canoe-builder  is  the  bottom  of 
the  canoe,  and  all  the  sap  of  the  cedar 
is  off.  Then  he  tries  to  make  (the 
bottom)  straight.  When  this  is  done, 
he  adzes  the  outside  of  the  canoe,  for 
the  outside  of  the  canoe  is  first  finished, 

for  the  inside  is  shaped  according  to 
the  outer  side.  When  the  outside  is 

finished,  the  canoe  is  turned  right-side 
up,  and  is  supported  by  poles  on  each 
side.  Then  he  goes  home. 

In  the  morning  of  the  following  day 

he  walks  and  searches  for  a  yew-tree 
for  his  crooked  wedge.  Its  name  is 

"lifting  up  the  head  of  the  canoe." 
He  finds  a  yew-tree,  chops  it  down, 
and  finishes  twelve  wedges.  Then  he 
takes  cedar-withes  for  the  crown  of  the 

wedges.  He  twists  them.  And  when 
he  has  finished,  he  goes  home.  As 
soon  as  he  arrives  at  his  house,  he 

adzes  the  wedges,  making  the  wedge 

that  is  called  "lifting  up  the  head  of 

bEgwa'nEma  qa  k'le'ses  ku'll'leda  LC'E!- 

qlenoxwe  LE8wIs  gEgEnE'me  a'La  qlul- 
samE'nqulala'xeda  wi'lkwe ;  LE8wa  Ja'- 
tlaenoxwe,  k-|e's8Emsxaa  ku8ll'l  LESW!S 

ganE'me.  K-!e's8Em8xaa  xaple'noxwa  5 
a'Laslae  xo'xobalaxeda  xwa'kluna,  a'La- 
8lae  xa'laeda  sao'kwe. 

La  8na'x<8ldxa  gaa'la,  la'eda  Le'qle- 

noxwe  qaVida.  G'iTmes  la'g'aa,  la'e 
so'plldxa  o'gwaqeLasa  xwa'kluna  LOS  10 
o'basyas.  La  gwa'fa  la'e  so'plldEx 

o'sgEma8yasa  ogwa'qa8e.  G'iTmes 

gwa'ta  la'e  so'plldxa  o'xse  qa  8nEma'- 
g'eqes  LE8wa  ogwa'qasyasa  xwa'kluna. 

La  gwa'la,  la  klwe'tlldEq  qa  qaplE'lses.  15 
G'fPmes  qaplEse'da  xwa'kluna  la'e 
so'pledEx  o'sgEma8yasa  xwa'kluna ;  so- 

palaxa  xo'tsek-a8yasa  wi'lkwe.  He'8mis 
g-il  so'p!ltsossa  Le'qlenoxweda  aswa'ba- 
8yasa  xwa'kluna,  la'e  wl'leda  xo'dze-  20 
qasyasa  wi'lkwe.  LaE'm  8na'8naqElaaq. 
G'l'l8mes  gwa'la  la'e  k'!i'ml8idEx  o'sgE- 

masyasa  xwa'kluna,  qaxs  he'8mae  g'll 
ae'k-asa8weda  o'sgEma8yasa  xwa'kluna 
qaxs  he'8mae  he'8mesosa  o'xseda  o'sgE-  25 

ma8e.  La  gwa'ieda  o'sgEma8e  la'e 
t!a'x8Elsxa  xwa'kluna  qa  qe'qatEnutsEl- 

sex.  La  na'8nakwa. 

La  8na'x-8ldxa  gaa'la  la'e  qa's8ld  qa8s 
le  a'lax  Llfi'mqla  qa8s  LE'mg-asyuxa  30 

qo'LEla.  He'Etn  Le'gadEs  wl'xtoLExs. 
La  qla'xa  LlE'mqle.  La  so'plidEq. 

La  gwa'taxa  ma8ks!a'qEg-u  LE'mg'a8yu. 
La  axse'dxa  dEwe'xe  qa  wu'lxEtawesa 

LE'mg-a8yu.  La  sE'lpledEq.  G'i'l8mes  35 
o-wa'ia  la'e  na'8nakwa.  G'i'l8mes  la'- 

*? 

g-aa  la'xes  g-o'kwe  la'e  k'll'ml^dxa 
LE'mg-asyu.  LaE'm  LE'mg'lla.  He'Em 
wi'xtoLExsLe.  La  wu'lxtotsa  dEwe'xe 

laq  qa  k'le'ses  xo'xtoxswldeda  LE'm-  40 
44— JESUP    NORTH    PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL.    V. 
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the  canoe."  Then  he  puts  on  the  ring 
of  cedar-withes,  that  the  top  of  the 
wedge  may  not  split.  He  finishes 
them,  and  burns  the  end  of  the  wedges, 
and  hangs  them  up  over  the  fire  of 
the  house,  so  that  the  wedges  become 
brittle. 

On  the  morning  of  the  next  day  he 
starts,  and  arrives  at  the  canoe  that 

he  is  making.  Immediately  he  chops 
out  (the  wood)  in  lengths  of  three  spans 
from  the  inside  of  the  canoe.  Some- 

times it  takes  four  days,  and  sometimes 

it  takes  twelve  days,  for  the  canoe- 
builder  to  chop  out  the  blocks  from  a 
large  canoe.  When  he  finishes  chopping 
out  the  blocks,  he  goes  home  to  get 
his  wedges. 

On  the  morning  of  the  following  day 
he  carries  his  wedges,  and  arrives  at 
the  canoe  he  is  making.  Right  away  he 
wedges  out  the  bow  of  the  canoe,  while 

the  canoe-builder  is  saying,  "O  super- 
natural one,  friend,  you  shall  rest  easy 

on  the  ground !"  Thus  the  canoe-builder 
says  while  he  is  at  work  with  his  wedges. 
He  takes  out  the  blocks  and  chops  the 
inside  of  the  canoe.  As  soon  as  the 

canoe  begins  to  be  thin,  the  canoe- 
builder  goes  home.  Immediately  he 
asks  his  friends  (to  help  him)  pushing 
the  canoe  out  of  the  woods. 

On  the  morning  of  the  following  day 
he  starts  with  all  those  whom  he  has 

asked  (to  help  him).  As  soon  as  they 
arrive,  they  push  it;  and  when  they 
get  there,  they  at  once  turn  the  canoe 
over,  and  poles  are  across  the  ends  to 
keep  the  canoe  off  from  the  ground. 
Then  he  adzes  the  outside  of  the  canoe. 
Now  it  is  nice,  for  the  outside  is 
finished. 

g-asyu.  La  gwa'tamasa.  La  klu'mEl- 
bEndxa  LE'mg-a8yu  qass  te'xVallfeq  lax 

e'k'!aeyasa  kgwl'fe  qa  LlE'mx8wldes 
"naxwe'da  LE'mg'a8yu. 

La   8na'x-8ldxa   gaa'la,   la'e  qaVlda.     5 

La  la'g'aa  la'xes  Le'qa.     He'x'8ida8mes 
tE'mkwaxa  yu'duxuplEnk'e  wa'sgEmasas 
tE'mkwa8yas  la'xEns  ba'lax  la'xa  o'xsasa 
xwa'kluna.  8na'i8nEmp!ana  mo'plEnxwa- 
8sa  LOXS  ma'elExsag'ugwllae  tE'mkweda  10 
Le'qlenox"     la'xa     8wa'lase    xwa'kluna. 

La  gwai  tE'mkwa,  la'e  na'8nakwa ;  laEm 
da'xes  LE'mg'a8yu. 

La  8na'x-8idxa  gaa'la,  la'e  o'xLalaxa 

LE'mg-ayu.  La  la'g-aa  la'xes  Le'qa.  15 
He'x-8ida8mes  LE'mx-8ldxa  a'g'iwasyasa 

xwa'kluna.  La  8ne'k'eda  Leqlenoxwe  : 

"  Wa,  nau'alakwe  ;  waLa'8lag'ilsBEmLEs 
qasta',"  8neg'ita'6eda  Le'qlenoxwaxs 
LE'mk'ae.  La  8wl'8lamasxa  tE'mg'ik".  20 

La  so'plldxa  o'xsasa  xwa'kluna.  G'i'l- 
8mes  pE'lpEleda  xwa'kluna,  g-a'xaeda 

Le'q!enoxu  na'8nakwa.  He'x'8ida8mes 
he'laxes  8ne8nEmo'kwe  qa  wixwultla'lo- 
desexa  xwa'kluna.  25 

La  8na'xi8ldxa  gaa'la,  la'e  qaVid 
8wl'la  LE8wes  he'lanEme.  G'i'l8mes  la'- 

g'aa  la'e  wl'x8wldEq.  G'ax  la'g-aa 
gwa'}Elacmes  qaplE'lsxa  xwa'kluna. 
Las'm  qe'qeba'leda  dzo'xum  qa  wl'8sesa  30 

xwa'kluna.  La  k'll'mPldEx  o'sgEma- 
8yasa  xwa'kluna.  LaE'm  e'k'a  qaxs 
lE8ma'e  gwa'teda  o'sgEma8e. 
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As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  drills 

holes  through  the  outside.  The  drill- 
holes are  two  spans  apart.  When  he 

is  through  with  his  drilling,  he  measures 
the  bow  of  the  canoe,  a  length  of  more 
than  a  fathom ;  and  he  measures  the 
stern  of  the  canoe,  also  more  than  one 
fathom ;  and  he  adzes  it  so  that  it  is 
nice.  As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  he 
turns  over  the  canoe.  He  takes  his 

adze  and  chops  down  the  inside  to 
the  ends  of  the  drill-holes.  As  soon 

as  he  reaches  the  drill-holes,  it  is  done. 
He  does  so  at  all  the  holes  that  he 

had  drilled ;  and  as  soon  as  he  sees 

all  the  drill-holes,  he  measures  with  a 

hemlock-twig  through  the  holes.  One 
thickness  of  our  forefinger  is  the  thick- 

ness of  the  sides  of  the  canoe,  and 

two  finger-widths  is  the  thickness  of 
the  bottom ;  and  the  side  of  the  bow 

is  just  the  same  as  the  bottom,  and 
also  the  side  of  the  stern.  He  finishes 

adzing  the  places  between  the  drill- 
holes. He  finishes  when  he  has  made 

nice  and  when  he  has  adzed  the  inside 
of  the  canoe. 

When  it  is  finished,  he  goes  to  get 
much  fire-wood  and  stones,  and  he 
builds  up  the  wood  and  the  stones. 
He  does  not  put  fire  under  it  at  once, 

but  he  splits  cedar-wood.  He  draws 
water  and  pours  it  into  the  canoe,  - 
twelve  bucketfuls  of  water  and  four 
bucketfuls  of  urine.  When  this  is 

finished,  the  canoe-builder  sets  fire  to 
the  wood  and  stones.  The  fire  blazes 

up.  The  canoe-maker  does  not  allow 
any  person  to  look  at  the  canoe,  lest 
the  canoe  crack  when  it  is  spread. 

Then  he  ties  up  the  cedar-wood  to 
burn  the  bottom. 

G-l'l8mes  gwa'fa,  la'e  he'x'sidaEm 
sE'lx'8ldxa  o'sgEma8e.  Hama'8lp!En- 

k'aleda  sEla'e.  La  gwal  la'xes  sE8le'nae 
la  ba'!8ldxa  k'la'xode  e'sEg'iweda  wa's- 

gEtnasas.  La  ba'fsldxa  k'letlExLE'nde  5 
e'sEg-iuEmxaa.  La  so'plldEq  qass  e'k'ix'- 
8ldeq.  G-iTmes  gwa'la  Ia6e  tlaxYdxa 
xwa'kluna.  La  ax8e'dxa  ga'xayu  qa8s 

qE/nssidexa  nEx'a'sa  sEle'x'das.  G'i'l- 
8mes  la'g-aa  la'xa  sEla'8e,  la'e  gwa'ia.  10 
8na'xwa8mes  he  gwe'g'ilaxes  sEle'x'de. 
G-iTmes  8wi'la  do'qulaxes  sEle'x'de, 

Ia8w!s  La  8mE'nsasa  qlwa'xtsEs  la'xa 
sE'la8e.  "nE'mdEn  la'xEns  tslEma'lax- 

ts!ana8ex,  yix  wo'gwasasa  e'wanudza-  15 
8yasa  xwa'kluna.  La  ma/8WEne  wo'gwa- 
sasa  aVa'b^e  LE8we'da  pELase.  8nE- 
ma'xls  LE8wa  a8wa/ba8e  LEswa  e/swanu- 

LlExLa8e.  La  gwal  k'lfmLalaxa  awa'- 
qawa8yasa  sEla/8e.  Gl'^mes  Vl'la  la'e  20 
e'k'ix-8ld  tsExswl'dxa  o'xsasa  xwa'kluna. 

La  gwa'la,  la'e  ane'qaxa  qle'nEme 
kqwa'  LE8wa  tle'sEme.  La  tle'qwaplld. 
K'les  he'x'sld  me'nabodEq.  La  xo'x- 
8wldxa  klwaxLa'we.  La  tse'x-8ldxa  25 

swa'pe  qass  guxna'LExsEles  la'xa  xwa'- 
kluna. Ma'8itsEmag-iu  na'gatsleda 

8wa'pe,  la  mo'sgEm  na'gatsleda  kwa'tse. 

La  gwa'la,  la'eda  Le'qlenoxwe  me'na- 
bodxa  tle'qwape.  La  x'l'xsededa  gu'lta.  30 
K'le'seda  Le'qlenoxwe  he'lqlalaxa  bs- 

gwa'nEme  g'ax  x'l'tsax'ilaxa  xwa'kluna, 
a'La8lae  ho'x8wldeda  xwa'klunaxs  la'e 

LEpa'sE8wa.  La  ya'Lotxa  klwaxLa'we 
qa8s  tse'nabo8yoL.  35 
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When  this  is  done,  he  makes  tongs 

of  red  pine,  for  it  is  hard.  When  this 
is  done,  he  takes  a  rest.  As  soon  as 

all  the  stones  are  red-hot,  the  canoe- 
builder  takes  the  tongs,  picks  up  the 
hot  stones,  and  puts  all  the  stones  into 
the  canoe.  Then  the  water  begins  to 
boil.  He  takes  a  bailer  and  sprinkles 
both  sides  of  the  inside  of  the  canoe 

and  its  ends,  and  he  sets  fire  to  the 
sticks  with  which  to  burn  the  bottom. 

As  soon  as  they  catch  fire,  he  burns 

the  bottom  of  the  canoe,  and  he  con- 
tinually sprinkles  the  inside  with  the 

water.  As  soon  as  the  whole  canoe 

is  hot,  he  spreads  the  inside  of  the 

canoe  with  thin  pieces  of  cedar-wood. 
Then  the  canoe  begins  to  spread  out. 
When  this  is  done,  he  takes  the 

canoe-seats  and  sews  them  on.  When 

this  is  done,  he  takes  the  strip  for  the 
gunwale  and  pegs  it  on.  He  cuts  out 
with  his  adze  the  bow-piece  and  pegs 
it  on,  and  also  the  stern-piece.  Then 
he  grooves  the  bow-piece.  When  this 
is  done,  he  puts  in  the  mast-thwart. 
That  is  the  end. 

La  gwa'fa,  la'e  tsle'sLalag'ilaxa  wuna'- 

guf  qaxs  ple'sae.  La  gwa'la,  la'e 
x-oVlda.  G'i'Fmes  8na'xwa  x'l'x'ixsEm- 
x-8ldeda  de'sEme,  la'eda  Le'qlenoxwe 
da'x<8ldxa  tsle'sLala  qa8s  k'laple'dexa  5 

tste'lqwa  tle'sEm  qa8s  ax8a'LExsEle8s 
la'xa  xwa'kluna.  La  8wl'leda  tle'sEme, 

laE'm  mEdE/lx6wideda  8wa'pe.  La  da'- 
x-8ldxa  tse'xLa  qass  xo's8idex  wa'xsane- 

guxsasa  xwa'kluna  LE8wa  o'ba8yas.  La  10 
me'x'bEndxa  tse'nabo8yuLe.  G'lTmes 
x'l'x8edaxs  la'e  tse'napaxa  xwa'kluna. 

He'mEna}a8mes  la  xo'sasa  tslE'lqwa 

8wap  la'xa  o'xse.  G'tTmes  8na'xwa 
ts!E'lx8Wldeda  xwa'kluna  la'e  qatle'tsa  15 
te'stEse  klwaxLa'we  lax  o'xsasa  xwa'- 

k!una.  He'8mis  la  LEpEcna'ku8latsa xwa'kluna. 

La  gwa'la  la'e  ax8e'dxa  LE'x'lxsLe, 
la  tln'mg-aaLElodEq.  La  ax8e'dxa  xwa'-  20 

xuLaqeLe  qass  LEpla'LElodeq.  La  k'li'ml- 
8ldxa  8mEgug'l'wiLe  qass  LEpla'LElodeq 

LE8wa  o'xLase.  La  xu'lx-8ldxa  8mEgu- 

g'l'wa6e.  La  gwa'ia,  lae  axsa'LElodxa 

kwa'wosyo.  LaE'm  gwa'la.  25 

The   following   detailed  description  of  the  building  of  a  canoe  was  given 

to  Mr.  Hunt  by  a  Na'k!wax'da8xu : 

Now  the  cedar-tree  lies  on  the  ground 
on  its  smooth  side.  That  is  referred 

to  as  the  smooth  side,  —  the  best  side, 
that  has  no  branches.  That  is  the 
belly  of  the  cedar.  And  the  side  with 
branches  is  its  back. 

And  first  the  canoe-builder  chops 
down  a  slim,  long,  young  cedar,  some- 

times three  or  four  fathoms  is  the  size 

(length)  of  the  young  cedar.  He  clears 
off  the  branches  while  it  is  lying  on 

Wa,    Ia8me    hExVlseda    wi'lkwaxes 

wllfi'me.      Wa,   he'Em  gw68yo'  wl'lsme 
e'x-k'lotlEna^'asxa     k'lea'se    iJEna'k'a.  30 

Wa,     he'Em    tEk'le'sa    wi'lkwe.       Wa, 
he'8mes  a8wl'g-eses  L!Enx-k-!ot!Enase. 

Wa,  he'smis  g-ll  e'tled  so'p!Exotsossa 
Le'qlenoxwa     wl'te     g-i'ltla    dzESEqwa', 
yixs  8na'l8nEmp!Enae  yu'duxup!Enk-  LOXS  35 
mo'plEnk-ae    la'xEns    ba'Laqe    awa'sgE- 
masasa  dzESEqwe'.     Wa,  le  e'kwetled- 
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the  ground,  so  that  all  the  branches 
are  off  from  its  body.  As  soon  as  all 
the  branches  are  off,  he  chops  off  the 
top,  so  that  it  comes  off. 

Then    he    shoves    it  into  the  rotten 
hollow    of  the    cedar.     As   soon  as  it 

qexs  la'e  tia'sa  qa  wila'wesa  LE'nk'edE- 
mas.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese  wila'g'ttEne  L!E- 
na'k'asexs  la'e  so'podEx  o'xta8yas  qa la'wles. 

Wa,  le  LJE'ngeLas  lax  axa'yasa  wfl-     5 

kwe.      Wa,     g-fPmese     la'g-aa     la'xa 
-~^ 
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Fig.   63.     Diagram  illustrating  the  Making  of  a  Canoe. 

1.  TiE'mbesa    kw3'w6Eyo    La'sa    Lla'p'.eqe.     Sewing  at 

end  of  "•mast-thwart  with  hole." 

2.  T'.E'mbesa  l-Ex-EgExlexa  kwa'wosyas  Laa'se  Lla'p'.eq. 
Sewing  at  end  of  thwart  aft  of  the  one  with  hole. 

3.  T'.E'mbesa   £nEgo'yawe  LEX-EXS.     Sewing  at  end  of 
middle  thwart. 

4.  Tlfi'mbesa  1-Ex-EqawEweye.   Sewing  at  end  of  thwart 
in  between. 

5.  T'.E'mbesa    LEx'ExstEwIiExse.      Sewing   at    end   of 
bailing-thwart. 

6.  TlE'mbesa  LEx-Eq'.ExLe'6.     Sewing  at  end  of  stern- 
thwart. 

7.  LatiExl.e.     Stern-seat. 

8.  D'xLaEe.     Stern. 

9.  Haguxi.e'.     Stern-piece. 
10.  OstEwItExse.     Bailing-hole  (=  eye  inside  of  canoe). 

11.  K'a'tedEm.     Gunwale  protector. 

12.  LEx-ExstEwI'texse.     Bailing-hole  thwart. 
13.  l.Ex-EqwEwe.      Thwart  in  between. 

14.  EnEgo'yEwerExs  I.EX'E'XS.     Middle  thwart. 

15.  l.Ex'EgKxle'xa  k\vawo£ya's  i.aa'se  L'.a'p!eq.      Thwart 
behind  the  one  with  hole. 

16.  KwawoEyo  Lasa  Lla'p'.eq.     Mast-thwart  with  hole. 

17.  A'xatExsEla.     Slanting  part  of  bow. 
1 8.  O'xi,aatawcc.     Nape  of  neck. 

19.  Hagug-iwe6.     Bow-piece. 

20.  K-Edzasa'gec.     Paddle-stroke  outside. 

21.  ME'lmElxwage.      Twister  outside. 
22.  A'g-iweE.     Bow. 

23.  Awa'bosx-ae6.      Under  chin. 

24.  O'xawe".     Neck. 

2$.  K-le'gEm.      Water-cutter. 
26.  EmEgu'xs.     Mast-step. 
27.  O'xLa'LElasa  k-'.e'gEme.     Rear  end  of  water-cutter. 
28.  E'wanuLEmeE.     Cheek. 

29.  Awa'ba^e.     Bottom. 
30.  Dze'g-ExdzEmeE.     Inner  rounding  of  canoe-bottom. 

31.  E'wawaneq".     High  sides  inside  of  canoe. 

32.  LEx-Eq'.ExLe.     Stern-thwart. 

33.  Awa'boL!Exl.ee.      Under  side  of  stern. 

34.  i.a'dEg'Iwe6.     Bow-seat. 

35.  O'noL!Exi.aeE.     Side  of  stern. 

36.  SEg-ExdzE'm.     Harpoon-place  in  canoe. 

37.  O'nuLEina'e.     Cheek  (see  28). 
38.  Q!ax-q!ax-sa'eE.     Straight-line  mark  inside  of  canoe. 

39.  K'!Et'.ExLe'E.     Extension  of  stern. 

40.  K-!Edabosx-a'eE.     Extension  under  chin. 

41.  O'ts!atg'iweE.     Inside  of  bow. 

42.  £a'teE.     Cut  away. 

43.  Qc'basa  i,a't!Exi,eE.     Cross-piece  of  stern-seat. 

44.  Oe'basa  La'dEg'i'we8.     Cross-piece  of  bow-seat. 

45.  Wl'gumx-a'te.     Strengthening  of  water-cutter. 
46.  Wi'gumxLaSe.     Strengthening  of  stern. 

47.  T'.e'g-ats'.ExLe.     Stern  back-rest. 
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reaches  the  hard  (wood),  he  drives  in 
the    end    of  his  measure  of  the  depth 

of  the  rotten  hollow  of  the  cedar,  - 
for  all  cedars  of  the  woods  have  rotten 
hollows. 

As  soon  as  the  young  cedar  measure 
ceases  to  go  in,  he  pulls  it  out.  Then 
he  places  it  lengthwise  on  the  cedar, 

beginning  at  the  butt-end.  As  soon 
as  he  sees  how  far  the  top  of  the 

young  cedar  measure  goes  in,  he  adds 
one  fathom  to  the  end,  beginning  at 
the  end  of  the  young  cedar  measure. 
Then  he  chops  into  it  at  the  end  with 
his  axe. 

He  does  not  chop  in  deep,  then  he 
chops  off  the  branches  of  the  cedar, 

beginning  at  the  place  where  he  has 
chopped  into  it.  As  soon  as  he  has 
removed  all  the  branches,  he  measures 

the  length  of  the  little  spearsman's 
canoe  that  is  to  be  made.  The  length 

of  the  small  spearsman's  canoe  that  is 
to  be  made  is  just  four  fathoms,  and 
he  chops  into  (the  tree)  at  the  end 
of  the  four  fathoms.  There  he  chops 
it  through.  As  soon  as  it  is  (cut) 
through,  he  goes  to  the  thick  end  of 
the  cedar  and  cuts  it  through  also. 

As  soon  as  it  has  been  cut  apart, 
he  measures  one  fathom  from  the  thick 

end  of  the  cedar  and  chops  into  it. 
As  soon  as  it  is  deep  enough,  he  stops 
chopping  it.  That  is  to  be  the  bow 
of  the  small  canoe. 

As  soon  as  he  has  chopped  in  deep 
enough  at  the  thick  end  of  the  cedar, 
that  is  to  be  the  bow  of  the  canoe 

that  is  being  made,  then  he  measures 
one  fathom  from  the  outer  end  of  the 
thin  end  of  the  cedar  and  chops  into 
that  also.  As  soon  as  that  also  is 

p!e'saxs  la'e  xa'L!Ex-8ldaEm  de' 
o'basyases  8mE'nyayax  wa'sgEmeLEla- 

sasa  axa'8yasa  wi'lkwe,  qaxs  8na'xwa- 
8mae  e'ExEkwa  wl'wilkwaxsa  a'lJex. 

Wa,  g-lTmese  gwai  sE'xuts!a  lae'LEle     5 
dzESEqwe'  8mE'nya8yasexs  la'e  nexEwl'l- 
saq.     Wa,    le  k-a't!Ents  la'xa  wi'lkwe, 
g-a'g-iLEla    lax    d'xLa8yas.      Wa,    g'i'l- 

8mese    la  do'qulax  wE'lg'iLElasas  wl'iE- 

tasyases    dzESExVne    8niE'nya8yaxs  la'e  10 
ba'lbEntsa    8nE'mp!Enk'e   la'xEns  ba'tax 

g-a'g'iLEla     lax    o'ba8yasa    dzEsExsu'ne 
8niE'nyasya.     W'a,  le  so'pbEtEntses  so'- 
bayuwe  laq. 

Wa,  k'le'stla  klwa'bEle  so'pa8yasexs  15 
la'e    g'a'g'iLEla    la'xes    so'bEtEnda8yaxs 
la'e    so'palax    iJE'nk'edEmasa    wi'lkwe. 

Wa,  g-i'Pmese  8wlla'g'ilEne  LJE'nk'edE- 
masexs    la'e    ba'!8ld    qa    wa'sgEmatses 
Le'qaLe  ale'watsle  xwa'xwaguma.     Wa,  20 

le  nE'xnEqsla  mo'plEnk'e  ba'Lasyas  qa 
wa'sgEmg'ig-aatses    Le'qaLe    ale'watsle 
xwa'xwagumaxs  la'e  e't.'ed  so'bEtsndEx 

o'bagyasa  mo'plEnk-e.    Wa,  laE'm  he'x-- 

sEnd  so'pledEq.      Wa,  g'i'l8mese  la'ssl-  25 
SEXS  la'e  la'xa  o'xLa8yasa  wi'lkwe  qass 
le'8xat  he'x-sElsa  so'pledEq. 

Wa,  g-fl8Emsxaa'wise  la'x'SElsExs  la'e 
ba'J8idxa  8nE'mp!Enk'e  la'xsns  ba'Lax 
la'xa  LEkwo'ma8yasa  wi'lkwe.  Wa,  le  30 

so'bEtEndEq.  Wa,  g-l'lcmese  he'TabE- 
taxs  la'e  gwal  so'paq.  Wa,  he'Em 
a'g'iwlhsa  xwa'xwagumLe. 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  he'TabEte  so'pasyas 
la'xa  LEkuma'8yasa  wi'lkwe,  yixa  a'g'i-  35 
wlLasa  Le'qasEEwas;  wa,  le  baTldxa 

8nE'mp!Enk'e  g-a'g'iLEla  lax  ma'x'ba- 
8yasa  wl'tbasyasa  wl'lkwaxs,  la'axat 

so'bEtEndEq.  Wa,  g'i'l8Em8xaa'wise 
he'TabEtaxs  la'e  gwat  so'paq  la'xes  40 
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deep  enough,  he  stops  chopping  it,  for 
he  finishes  his  splitting  beginning  at 
the  outer  end  and  sloping  down. 
And  he  does  also  as  he  has  done        
at  the  bow.     Then  it  is  thus. 

As  soon  as  he  finishes  chopping,  then 

he  measures  off  three  spans,1  and  he 
chops  into  it  there.  As  soon  as  he 

reaches  four  finger-widths  deep  with  his 
chopping,  he  splits  off  the  block  (that 
he  has  made).  And  where  it  is  all 
split  off  down  to  where  he  has  chopped, 
then  he  chops  again  into  it  at  the 
same  place  where  it  was  first  chopped. 
As  soon  as  it  is  down  to  the  depth 
of  the  first  chopping  (of  the  bow),  he 

splits  it  off  again.2 
Then  again  he  measures  three  spans. 

Then  he  chops  in  again,  starting  from 
that  place,  for  every  time  he  splits  off 

two  blocks.  And  as  soon  as  his  chop- 
ping is  deep  enough,  he  splits  it  off 

again.  And  when  it  comes  off,  he 
measures  again  three  spans  from  where 
he  measured  before.  And  he  chops 
into  it  again ;  and  he  chops  it  off  again 
when  it  is  deep  enough.  He  continues 
doing  this,  and  does  not  stop  chopping 
off  until  it  is  thus. 

As  soon  as  the  measuring  goes 
straight  to  a  branch,  then  he  chops 

close  along  the  right-hand  side  of  it, 
for  the  canoe-builder  stands  on  the 

right-hand  side  of  the  cedar,  when  he 
stands  at  the  butt  end,  facing  the  top 

end.  (That  is  where  he  stands  —  by  its 
side,  the  right-hand  side  —  when  he  is 
chopping,  for  all  the  Indians  use  the 

gwa'telaene8me  lata'laq  g-a'g'iLEla  la'xa 
ma'x-ba8e     sesno'qwaia.       Wa,    la'8xae 

he'Em      gwe'x<8ldxa     a'g'iwlLe. 

Wa  la'g-a  gwa'leg'a. 

Wa,  g'i'lsmese  gwat  so'paxs  la'e  b 
ba'l8ldxa  yu'duxup!Enk-e  la'xEns  q!wa'- 
qlwax'tslana^x.1  W%  le  so'bEtEndEq. 

Wa,  g-fFmese  mo'dEnbEte  so'pa8yas 
la'xEn  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasyaqe  so'pa8ya- 
sexs  la'e  ta'todxes  tEmkwa'8e.  Wa,  10 

g'fPmese  8wi'l£  la'todEq,  yixs  la'e  la'x- 
Les  so'pa8e,  wa,  la'8xae  e'tled  so'bEtEn- 
g'Eq  la'8xaaxes  g-1'lx'de  so'bEtalasE8wa. 
Wa,  g-i'l8mese  la'xLa  lax  8wa'labEdasas 
so'pasyas  g'a'la  la'e  e'tled  la'todEq.3  15 

Wa,  le  e'tled  baTldxa  yu'duxup!Enk'e 
la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex.  Wa,  la'- 
8xae  e'tled  so'bEtEndEq  g-a'g'lLElasas 

qaxs  he'mEna}a8mae  ma8lp!Ena  la'todEq. 
Wa,  g'l'Fmese  he'TabEte  so'pasyasexs  20 
la'e  e'tled  k'!e'wax8edEq.  Wa,  g-fl8me- 

se  la'waxs  la'e  e'tled  baTldxa  yu'duxu- 

plEnk'e  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anaeex 
g-a'g'iLEla  lax  g'a'le  so'pa8yas.  Wa, 
la'8xae  so'bEtEndEq.  Wa,  la'sxae  la'-  25 

todqexs  la'e  he'tabEta.  Wa,  he'x'sa- 
smese  gwe'g'ilaq.  Wa,  a'J- 
8mese  gwat  so'palaqexs  la'eg'a 

gwa'teg'a. Wa,    g-!'l8mese    8nEqe'da   8niE'nsaLE-  30 
Ioda8yas  la'xa  LlEna'k'e,  wa,  so'pIedEx 
mag'i'nwa8yas      lax     he'}k'!odEnwasyas 

yixs  La'saeda  Le'qlenoxwe  lax  he'lk'lo- 
t!Enasyasa    wl'lkwaxs    La'saeda    Le'qle- 
noxwe  lax  o'xLa8yas  gwe'gEmala  la'xa  35 
o'xta8e.     (Wa,    he'8mis   Lao'xk'lotlEna- 
8yaatse    he'}k'!ot!Ena8yasexs    la'e  so'pa, 

qaxs  Sna'xwa8maeda  ba'klume  he'tk'Io- 

1  That  is,  towards  the  middle  of  the  canoe  from  the  end  of  the  curved  surface  of  the  bow-piece. 

z  That  is,  he  cuts  down  at  this  place  until  the  curve  of  the  bow  is  continued  towards  the  middle. 
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right  hand  when  chopping.  He  begins 
to  chop  at  the  same  [right]  side  of 
the  branch  at  the  thin  top  end  of  the 
cedar.) 

As  soon  as  what  he  chops  is  four 

fingers  deep,  —  at  his  new  chopping,  — 
then  he  splits  off  both  sides  of  the 
knot  to  start  (the  direction)  of  the 

splitting.  When  the  splitting  reaches 
the  line  of  the  bark,  he  splits  it  off 
under  the  knot.  And  at  once  it  comes 

off,  and  the  block  falls  on  its  back. 
Now   the  whole   branch-side   of  the 

cedar  is  off.     Then  a  cedar-bark  rope 
is   taken    by  the  canoe-builder,  for  he 
wants  to  measure  the  middle  of 
the    bow    of   the    canoe    he    is 

building  and  the  middle  of  the        ̂ ^ 

stem,  for  it  is  in  this  "  ̂  ,  ̂ L 

I  hav't   .uiu<,<_i  it  over  in  the  drawing, 
so   that  YOU  can  see  how  the  rope  is 

stretched   from  the  bow  right  through 
to  the  stern;  but  when  the  little 
canoe  is  upright  it  is  this  way.) 

Then  he  marks  the  place  where  the 
rope  is  stretched  from  tne.  bow  to  the 
stern.  As  soon  as  he  has  finished 

marking  it,  he  takes  off  the  mea?uring- 
rope.  Then  he  measures,  beginning  at 
the  outer  end  of  the  thick  end, 

and  at  (the  distance  of)  half  a 
fathom  he  chops  into  it,  in  this 
manner.  Then  he  narrows  to 

a  point  [squeezes]  the  bow.  As  soon 
as  he  has  finished  bringing  down  to  a 

point  the  left-hand  side  of  the  bow, 
then  he  also  brings  down  to  a  point 
the  right-hand  side,  and  he  does  the 
same  to  it.  After  he  has  done  so,  he 
goes  to  the  stern.  Then  he  measures 
half  a  fathom  from  the  outer  end  of 

tafaxs  so'pae.  Wa,  la  he  so'pletsose 

gwena'8yasa  LlEna'k'e  la'xa  wllEta'8yasa wflkwe). 

Wa,  g'l'Pmese  la  mo'dEnbicte  so'bs- 
tEnda'yas  la'xes  a'le  so'pa'8ya  la'e  k'lE-     5 
waxYdEx   wa'x-sana8yasa  iJEna'k'e  qa- 
8maa'tse  xo'x8wldLa.     Wa,  g'i'Pmese  la 

la'g'ae  k'!e'waqa8yas  lax  awu'nxa8yasa 
tsla'k'Emse  la'e  k'le'waqlExLEndxa  L.'E- 

na'k'e.    Wa,  le  he'x-8idaEm  a'Em  na'8na-  10 

klwaxLa,  nELELE'le  tE/mkwasyas. 
Wa,  lasme  "wl'lawe  LJE'nk'lotlEna 

yisa  wflkwe.  Wa,  he'8mis  la  ax8e'tsosa 
Le'qlenoxwes  8mE'nyayuwe  dE'nsEn 

dEnE'ma,  qaxs  he/8mae  8mE'nsE-  15 
lasexa  8nE/gExsLasa  o'g-iwa8yases 
Le'qasE8we   Lo8  8nEgExsLasa  o'x- 

g'a8e  la  gwa'teda  wi'l- 
kweg'a,  (ylxs  qo'qwj?^'*-  u-!atek-  qa8s 
do'qwalaosax     gwa'laasasa    dEnE'maxs  20 
la'e  do'x8waLElodayu  lax  o'g'iwasyas  la 

he'bEndala    lax  o'xLa8yas,  la'La- 
qexs   he'nalaeda  xwa'xwaguniLe 

g-a  gwa'leg-a). 
Wa,   le  xu'ltledEx  x'i'ma'iaasasa  dE-  25 

nE'me    la'xa    o'g-iwaee    LE8wa    o'xLa8e. 

Wa,    g-i'Pmese    gwa'te    ma'mattlek'la- 
8yasexs    la'e   la'wiyodxes   8mE'nyayowe 

dEnE'ma.     Wa,  le  ba'lsidxa  g'a'g'iLEla 
lax  ma'x-basyasa  Lo'xba8e.    Wa,  30 

la    e'sEg-iyuwe  ba'La8yasexs  la'e 
so'bEtEndEq,  g-a  gwa'leg-a.  Wa, 
laEm  qlwe'sax  o'g-iwasyas.    Wa, 

g'i'Pmese  gwal  qlwe'saxa  gE'mxodEg'I- 
wasyaxs  la'e  o'gwaqa  q!we'ssldxa  he'l-  35 
k'!odEg-Iwa8e.     Wa,  he'Emsxae  gwe'x1- 

8idEq.       WTa.    glTmese    gwa'texs    la'e 
la'xa    o'xLase.      Wa,    la'8xae    ba'ftdxa 

e'sEg'lyuwe    g-a'g'iLEla    la'xa   ma'x'ba- 
8yasa   wl'tEta8e.     Wa,  la'8xae  so'bEtEn-  40 

dEq.     Wa,    g-i'lsrrese    he'labEtaxs   la'e 
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the  thin  end,  and  he  chops  into  it. 
As  soon  as  he  gets  in  far  enough,  he 
brings  it  to  a  point.  And  after  he 
has  done  so,  he  goes  to  the  opposite 
side  of  the  stern  and  does  the  same 
to  it.  As  soon  as  both  ends  have 

been  brought  to  a  point,  the  canoe- 
builder  tries  to  make  both  sides  alike, 
from  end  to  end  of  the  canoe  that  is 

being  built. 
As  soon  as  he  has  done  this,  he 

puts  one  wedged  piece  of  fire-wood  on 
the  ground  near  to  the  side  of  the 
bow  of  the  canoe ;  and  he  also  puts 
another  one  near  the  stern.  Then  he 
turns  over  the  canoe  that  he  is 

making,  so  that  it  lies  bottom  r  I 
up  on  them,  in  this  manner : 

Then  he  measures  one  fathom  and 

one  span  and  a  half,  and  he  chops 
into  the  thick  end  of  the  cedar  (at 

the  bottom  of  the  canoe).  The  chop- 
ping reaches  in  to  the  depth  of  four 

finger-widths.  When  the  chopping  at 
the  bow  goes  in  deep  enough,  he  chops 
off  (the  wood)  at  the  under  side  of 
the  "chin."  As  soon  as  all  under  the 
chin  is  off,  he  goes  to  the  stern  and 
chops  off  under  the  stern,  until  he 
reaches  the  stern  end.  As  soon 

as  it  is  all  off,  it  is  this  way: 

q!we's8edEq.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese  gwa'texs 
la'e  la'k'lotlExLEnda.  Wa,  la  he'Emsxat! 

gweVldEq.  Wa,  g-rTmese  8na'xwa  la 
qlwe'dzEkwe  wa'x'sbasyasexs  la'eda  Le'- 
qlenoxwe  na'8namax1yax  o'gwaga8yas  5 
la'g-aa  lax  wa'x-sbasyases  Le'qasE8we. 

Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'fcxs  la'e  k'a'- 
ttelsxa  8nE'mts!aqe  LE'mg'Ek"  lEqwa' 
la'xa  8nExwa'ta  lax  6no'dza8yasa  o'g'i- 
wase ;  wa,  he'8misa  8nE'mts!aqe  lax  10 
o'xLa8yas.  Wa,  le  qEpte'ntses  Le'qa  laq 

qa  qEpa'fes ;  g'a  gwa'feg'a. 

Then  he  chops  off  the  sides  so  that 
there  are  no  lumps  and  so  that  they 

are  flat,  —  thus :  V,  —  up  to  the  bow, 
beginning  at  the  hole  in  the  middle 
where  the  mast-thwart  is  to  stand. 

As  soon  as  it  has  all  been  chopped 

off,  he  goes  to  the  opposite  side  and 
tries  to  chop  it  off  in  the  same  way, 
so  that  it  is  like  the  other  side.  As 

soon  as  they  are  alike,  he  goes  to  the 

Wa,  laE'm  baTldxa  8nE'mp!Enk'e 
la'xEns  ba'lax.  Wa,  he'8misa  8nE'm- 
plEnk'e  la'xEns  qlwa'qlwax'tslana^x  15 
e'sEg'iwessexs  la'e  so'bEtEndxa  iJEku- 

ma8yasa  wl'lkwe.  Wa,  le  mo'dEnbala 

la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex  8wa'labE- 

dasas  so'pa8yasa.  Wa,  Ia8me  he'TabEte 
so'pa8yax  lax  o'xawa8yas.  Wa,  le  so'-  20 
palax  awa'ba8yasa  awa'bosx'^e.  Wa, 
g-fl8mese  8wl'lawe  awa'ba8yasa  awa'- 
bosx-a8e,  ytxs  la'e  o'xLa8e  le  so'palax 

awa'boxL!ExLa6yas,  la'geaa  la'xa 
5'xLa8e.  Wa,  g-l'!8mese  8wl'laxs  25 

.  ,:  ..'  _ la  e  g'a  gwa  teg'a  : 
Wa,    le    so'palax    o'nuLEmasyas    qa 

k'le'ses    bo'tata    qa  a'8mes  tsa'qEmg'a- 

Elsa    g'a    gwa'leg'a :    V,    la'g'aa  la'xa 
a'g'iwase,     g-a'glLEla     lax     axsa'sLasa  30 
kwa'8woyo,  yix  Laa'stse  Lla'pleqe. 

Wa,    g'i'Pmese   8wl'lawe  so'pasE9wa- 
sexs    la'e    la'k'iodEg'iyod    qass    na'8na- 

max'iyeq  so'palaq  qa  8nEma'x-ises  LE8wa 
apso'dEg'iwase.     Wa,  g-i'lsmese  la  8nE-  35 
ma'x'isExs    la'e   la'xLEnd  qass  o'gwaqe 
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stern  and  chops  it  also,  so  that  its  sides 

are  straight,  --  thus  :  V,  —  beginning 
at  the  stern,  and  down  to  the  place  of 
the  harpoon.  As  soon  as  this  has  been 
done,  he  goes  to  the  other  side  and 
tries  to  do  it  also  the  same  way  as 
(the  other)  was  chopped  before. 

As  soon  as  they  are  alike,  he  stops 

chopping  them.  Then  he  chops  off 
also  the  bark  on  both  sides  of  the 

cedar,  so  that  it  comes  off.  As  soon 
as  it  is  all  off,  he  looks  for  crooked 

places  on  the  cedar,  for  it  may  be 
bent.  That  is  what  it  is  tried  to  chop 
off  entirely.  As  soon  as  it  is  right  all 
around,  he  chops  off  all  the  sap  so  that 
it  comes  off.  Then  the  form  in  which 
it  is  makes  it  clear  that  it  is  to  be  a 

canoe.  Then  he  puts  it  down  flat,  so 

that  it  is  open  (right-side  up)  on  the 

ground. 
Then  he  chops  a  thin  hemlock-tree 

to  support  the  sides  of  the  canoe  he 
is  making.  And  he  also  supports  the 
sides  of  the  stern  with  chopped  hem- 

lock sticks,  so  that  it  does  not  shake 
when  he  cuts  out  the  blocks  from  the 
inside. 

As    soon    as   he    has    done   so,    he 
measures  one  fathom  and  a  half 

from  the  bow  of  the  canoe,  and 

he  chops  blocks  out,  this  way : 
As  soon  as  the  blocks  that  he  is 

chopping  are  deep,  then  he  chops 
slanting  down  (parallel  with  the  sides 
of  the  canoe),  beginning  at  the  bow  (i). 
He  goes  all  the  way  along  inside 
slanting  down  along  the  inside.  As 
soon  as  he  has  everything  off  slanting 
downward,  he  goes  to  the  stern.  Then 
also  he  measures  one  fathom  and  a 
half,  and  he  chops  out  blocks  (2).  As 

so'pledEq  qa  tsaqEmg'aE'lses  g'axat! 

gwa'leg'a :  V,  g'a'glLEla  la'xa  o'xLase 
g'a'xaLEla  la'xa  sEg-ExdzE'm.  Wa, 
g-i'l8mese  gwa'fcxs  la'e  la'k'!ot!ExLEnd 

qass  o'gwaqe  na'8naxts!E8waxes  g'a'le  5 
so'p!etsE8wa. 

Wa,  g-lTmese  la  8nEma'x'isExs  la'e 

gwal  so'paq.  Wa,  la  e'tled  so'palaxa 
ts!a'qEmse  lax  wa'x'sanodza8yasa  wi'l- 
kwe  qa  "wlla'wese.  Wa,  g'iTmese  10 
s\vl'laxs  la'e  do'qwalax  qo'telasasa  wl'l- 

kwe,  yixs  wa'k'alae.  Wa,  he'8mis  la 
8wa'8wllaasos  sopa'lasose.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese  8na'qesstaxs  la'e  8wa'8wllaa  so'pa- 
lax  xo'dzeg-asyas  qa  8wI8la'wise.  Wa,  15 
laE'm  awu'lx'Es8Em  la  xwa'klunaLa  la'- 

xes  gwe'sgEmasa.  Wa,  le  t!a'x-8ldEq 
qa  ha'ng'aElses. 

Wa,  laE'm  so'pledxa  wl'le  qlwa'xasa 
qass  qe'qEdEnoLEmdes  lax  ewanu'LEma-  20 
8yases  Le'qasEswe.  Wa,  la'8xae  qe'qE- 

dEnuLJExLEndEq  yisa  so'psaakwe  qlwa'- 
xasa qa  k'le'ses  nEte'la  qo  tE'mgulExs- 

lax-8ldLEq. 

Wa,  g-fl8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  ba'isldxa  25 
e'sEg-a8yasa    8nEq!Ebo'de  g'a'g'l- 

lax  a'g'iwa8yasaxwa'k!unaxs 
la'e  tE'mx8wldEq  g-a  gwa'teg'a  : 

Wa,  g-lTmese  la  wu'ngEg-lle  tE'm- 
kwasyasexs  la'e  sEqwa'lases  so'bayuwe  30 
laq  g-a'g-iLEla  la'xa  a'g'iwase  (i).  Wa, 
le  ha'xatexsEla  la'xa  a'xatexsEla.  Wa, 
g-i'l8mese  wlla'weda  sEqwa'lasE8wasexs 
la'e  la'xa  o'xLase.  Wa,  la'8xae  ba18idxa 

e'sEg'Eyuwasa  8nEq!Ebo'de.  Wa,  la'8xae  35 
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soon  as  the  chopping-out  of  his  blocks 
reaches  the  place  of  the  harpoon  in 
the  canoe,  he  chops  out  in  a  slanting 
direction  with  his  adze. 

As  soon  as  everything  is  off,  he 
measures  three  spans  at  (3),  and  he 
chops  it  out  in  blocks.  And  when  his 

blocks  reach  down  too  deep,  he  meas- 
ures three  more  fathoms  at  (4).  And 

as  soon  as  his  blocks  reach  again  too 
deep,  he  measures  again  the  same 
length  as  the  size  of  those  before,  of 
the  blocks,  which  he  chopped  out  at  (5) ; 
and  also  at  (6),  (7),  to  and  (8).  As  soon 
as  he  has  chopped  it  all,  he  stops.  .  .  . 

Then  he  takes  his  wedges  and  puts 
them  down  at  the  place  where  he  is 

working  in  the  house.1  First  he  takes 
up  the  marking-wedge  and  puts  it 
standing  into  the  wedge-bag.  Then 
he  takes  also  the  starter-of-the-end-of- 

the-inside-of-the-canoe  and  puts  it  stand- 

ing into  the  wedge-bag.  Then  he  takes 
also  the  lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside-of- 

the-canoe  and  puts  it  standing  into  his 

wedge-bag.  Then  he  takes  also  the 
one-like-the-lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside- 

of-the-canoe  and  puts  it  standing  into 

his  wedge-bag.  Then  he  takes  also 
the  small-lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside- 

of-the-canoe  and  puts  it  standing  into 

his  wedge-bag.  Then  he  takes  also 
the  imitation-lifter-of-the-end-of-the-in- 

side-of-the-canoe  and  puts  it  standing 

into  his  wedge-bag.  Then  he  takes 
also  the  crack-opener  and  puts  it  stand- 

ing into  the  wedge-bag  [of  the  wedges]. 

Then  he  takes  his  canoe-builder's  ham- 
mer and  puts  it  into  the  wedge-bag 

[of  the  wedges].  Now  he  is  ready  for 
the  next  morning. 

tE'mxcwedEx  (2).  Wa,  g'l'Pmese  la'g'ae 
tE'mkwa8yas  la'xa  sEg'ExdzEmaxs  la'e 
sEqwa'lases  so'bayuwe  laq. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  "wl'laxs  la'e  baTldxa 
yu'duxuplEnk-e  la'xEns  qlwa'qlwax-tsla-     5 

na8ex,    lax  (3).     Wa,  la'8xae  tE'mx8wI- 
dEq.     Wa,  g-iTmese  ao'dzak'lala  tE'm- 
kwaqexs    la'e    e'tled  baTldxa  yu'duxu- 
plEnk'e     la'xEns     q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex, 

lax  (4).     Wa,  g-i'l8Em8xaa'wise  ao'dza-  10 
k'lala  tE'mkwaqexs  la'e  wu'nqsla.    Wa, 
la'8xae  e'tled  baTldxa  he'8maxat!  wa'- 

sgEme  awa'sgEmasasas  g-a'g'illse  tE'm- kwasyaxs  la'e  tE'mx8wldEx  (5).     Wa,  le 

e'tledE  (6),  (7),  LOS  (8).    Wa,  g-iTmese  15 
8wl'la    la  ts'mgwEkuxs  la'e  gwa'la.  .  .  . 

Wa,  Ia8mes  ax8e'dxes  L 

yuwe  qa8s  g'a'xe  Lo'x8wallfes l  la'xes 
e'axElase.  Wa,  he'8mis  g'll  da'g'llllEmse 

ma'elbanuwe  qaes  q!wats!o'des  la'xa  20 

q!waa'ts!e.  Wa,  le  e'tled  da'g'tliteix  wl- 

xtalag'itese  qass  q!wats!o'des  la'xa 
q!waa'ts!e.  Wa,  le  e'tled  da'g'iMax 

wixtalag-ltesa  qa8s  q!wats!o'des  la'xa 
qlwaa'tsle.  Wa,  le  e'tled  da'g'illtax  25 
wlxto'texse  qa8s  q!wats!o'des  la'xa  qlwa- 

a'tsle. Wa,  le  e'tled  da'g'illlax  wa'- 

wixtotExsena  qass  q!wats!o'des  la'xa 

qlwaa'tsle.  Wa,  le  da'g-llllax  wa'wlx- 
todzama  qass  qlwatslo'des  la'xa  qlwaa'-  30 

tsle.  Wa,  le  e'tled  da'g'ilrtax  wlxto'- 

jExsbota  qass  qlwatslo'des  la'xa  qlwaa'- 
tsle. Wa,  le  e'tled  da'g'illlax  axa'yowe 

qa8s  qlwatslo'des  la'xa  qlwaa'tslasa 
LEmlE'mg'ayuwe.  Wa,  le  ax8e'dxes  35 

Le'xsa8yase  pE'lpElqa  qass  8mExuts!o'des 
qlwaa'tslasa  LEmlE'mg-ayuwe.  Wa, 

laE'm  gwa'lata  qae'da  la'La  ena'x-sldEL. 
It  has  been  described  before  how  he  makes  the  wedges. 
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As  soon  as  it  gets  day  he  arises. 

He  only  takes  his  breakfast  and  carries 
his  wedge-bag  on  his  back,  and  he 

goes  carrying  his  canoe-builder's  adze in  one  hand.  As  soon  as  he  arrives 

at  the  canoe  that  he  is  making,  he  puts 

the  wedge-bag  down  from  his, back, 
he  takes  out  his  wedges  and  puts  them 
down.  They  are  always  in  their  proper 
order,  from  the  first  to  the  seventh. 

Then  he  takes  out  his  canoe-builder's 
hammer,  carries  it  and  puts  it  into  the 
canoe  that  is  being  built.  Then  he 

takes  the  marking-wedge  and  the  second 
one  and  the  others  and  places  them 
in  the  canoe  that  he  is  making.  He 

takes  the  marking-wedge  and  marks 
around  the  block  that  he  has  chopped 
out  at  the  stern.  He  drives  (the  wedge) 
with  his  hammer.  He  drives  it  in  twice 

only,  then  he  pulls  it  out  and  puts  on 

again  the  marking-wedge  at  the  end 
of  the  place  that  is  now  cracked.  Then 
he  drives  it  in  again  twice  and 
pulls  it  out  again.  He  only  stops 
doing  this  when  he  has  gone 
around  his  work,  thus : 

Then  he  takes  the  seventh  (wedge) 
and  drives  it  in.  And  he  takes  the 
others  and  drives  them  in.  As  soon 

as  all  the  wedges  have  been  put  on, 
he  drives  in  each  once  with  his  canoe- 

builder's  hammer.  Thus  the  blocks  of 
cedar-wood  in  the  canoe  begin  to  crack 

all  at  once.  ("Blocks  of  cedar- wood  in 
the  canoe"  is  the  name  of  the  blocks 
that  are  wedged  off  in  the  canoe  that 

is  being  made  by  the  canoe-builder.) 
As  soon  as  the  block  of  cedar-wood 

in  the  canoe1  is  off,  then  he  does  the 
same  to  the  next  one.  He  goes  on 

Wa,  g-lTmese  la  8na'x-8ldxa  gaa'laxs 
la'e  LaVwlda.  Wa,  a'smese  gaa'xs- 

talax<8lda.  Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'tots  la'e 
o'xLEx-8ldxes  q!waa'ts!axs  la'e  qaVlda 
da'k-IotElaxes  Le'xsa8yase  so'baya.  Wa,  5 

g-iTmese  la'g-aa  la'xes  Le'qaxs  la'e 
o'xLEg'aElsxes  qlwaa'tslaxs  la'e  axwut- 
tsla'laxes  LEmlE'mg'ayuwe  qass  LEX- 
8wE'lsEleq.  He'x'saEm  les  gwe'gwaga- 

wayaase  lax  1-7.  10 

Wa,  le  axwultslo'dxes  Le'xsayase 

ps'lpElqa  qass  le  da'laq  qa8s  le  8mEx- 
"wute'xsas  la'xes  Le'qasE8we.  Wa,  la 
axse'dxa  mae'ibano  LE'mg'ayo  LOS  (2). 

Wa,  he'8mises  wao'kwe  qa8s  le  LO'X-  15 
Svutexsas  la'xes  Le'qasE8we.  Wa,  le 
da'x-8ldxa  mae'lbano  qa8s  mae'lbEndes 
la'xa  tE'mkwa8e  la'xa  o'xLase.  Wa, 

Ia8me  dEguto'tses  pE'lpElqe  laq.  Wa, 
a'8mese  mae'malplEna  dEguto'dqexs  la'e  20 

le'xswldEq  qa8s  xwe'Iaqe  axbE'ntsa 
mae'lbanowe  lax  o'ba8yasa  la  xo'xswida. 

Wa,  la'8xae  ma8tp!Enxto'dEm  dEx8wl'd- 
qexs    la'e    xwe'laqa    le'xewldEq. 

Wa,   aTmese   gwat  he  gwe'g-i-  25 
laxs     la'e    la'cste    axa'8yas,    g'a 

gwa'leg-a. 

Wa,  le  dax-8l'dEx  (7)  qass  dEx8wl'des. 
Wa,  le  e'tled  dax-8l'dEx  wao'kwe  qass 
dEx8wl'des.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  8wllg'aaLE-  30 

leda  LEmlE'mg'ayaxs  la'e  8na'l8nEmp!En- 
xtodala  dEqwa'naqslases  Le'xsayase 

pE'lpElq  laq.  Wa,  he'8mis  la'g-tfas 
nEma8na'kula  xo8na'kuleda  klwa'gEtex- 

sasE8was.  (Wa,  he'Em  Le'gadEs  k!wa'-  35 
gEtexseda  la  LE'mg'Etexsxes  ts'mkwa- 
8yaxs  Le'qasE8waeda  xwa'klunasa  Le'- 

qlenoxwe.)  Wa,  g'i'!8mese  la'8wae 
k!wa'gEtexsasE8wasexs l  la'e  e'tled  he 

1  That  is,  the  second  block  from  the  stern. 
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this  way  to  the  end  of  the  canoe  that 
he  is  building. 

As  soon  as  all  the  blocks  of  cedar- 

wood  in  the  canoe  are  off,  he  begins 
again  to  chop  out  blocks  as  before. 
As  soon  as  he  thinks  that  the  thick- 

ness is  four  finger-widths,  he  stops 
chopping  it.  And  he  chops  it  again, 
all  in  blocks  of  the  same  number  as 

in  his  first  chopping. 

As  soon  as  it  has  all  been  chopped 
into  blocks,  he  takes  his  wedges 
again,  and  he  only  puts  them  in  as 
he  did  before  when  he  split  out  the 
blocks  of  cedar-wood  in  the  canoe 

that  he  is  building.  Then  the  canoe 

that  the  canoe-builder  is  building  has 

the  name  "rough  canoe"  in  the  state 
in  which  it  then  is. 

Then  the  canoe-builder  takes  his 

adze  and  makes  a  trail  for  the  road- 

way of  the  canoe  that  he  is  making. 

He  cuts  thin  young  cedars  and  hem- 
lock-trees and  lays  them  down  cross- 

ways  over  the  trail.  Two  fathoms  is 
the  distance  of  the  young  cedars.  As 
soon  as  they  reach  down  to  the  beach, 
he  hires  young  men  to  push  out  the 
canoe  he  is  building.  The  young  men 
follow  him  at  once.  The  stern  of  the 

canoe  always  goes  out  first,  so  that  it 
goes  backward  when  it  is  pushed  out. 

As  soon  as  they  arrive  where  the 

rough  canoe  stands,  the  canoe-builder 
at  once  takes  cedar  wood  and  splits  it 

(into  pieces)  three  finger- widths  square. 
Their  length  is  the  width  of  the  rough 
canoe.  He  shaves  them  round  on  the 

back,  and  not  round  on  one  side.  Three 
of  these  are  made.  Then  he  twists  six 

cedar-withes.  He  takes  his  largest 
round  drill,  carries  one  of  the  shaved 

gwe'x<sldxa  ma'k'ilaq.     Wa,  le  he'bsn- 

dalaxes  Le'qasEswe. 

Wa,  glTmese  8wl'lawe  klwa'gEtsx- 
sasE8wasexs  la'e  e'tled  *HE<jE/mg*tttft 

tE'mkwaq.  Wa,  g'l'Pmese  k'o'taq  la  5 
mo'dEn  la'xEns  q!wa'qwax'ts!anasex, 

yix  wagwasasexs  la'e  gwat  tE'mkwaq. 
Wa,  la'8xae  9wl'laEm  tE'mgutexsax 
wa'xaasases  g'a'le  tE'mkwasya. 

Wa,    g-i'Pmese  la  8wl'la  tE'mgEkuxs  10 
la'e    e'tled    ax8e'dxes    LEmlE'mg'ayuwe 
qaes  a'8me8xat!  8nEqEmg'tttowexes  g'a'la 

gwe'g'ilasExs  la'x'de  klwa'gEtexsa.   Wa, 
g'i'Pmese  6wllgElExsa  klwa'gEg'ex'dases 

Le'qasE8we,    wa,    laE'm    Le'gadeda   Le'-  15 
qasE8wasa  Le'qlenoxwas  XEtsla'e8  la'xes 
la  wala'Iaasa. 

Wa,  la  ax8e'deda  Le'qlenoxwaxes 

so'bayuwe  qass  t.'Ex'l'le  qa  g'a'magas- 
ttses  Le'qa8e.  Wa,  laE'm  so'paxa  wi's-  20 

wule  dzESEqwa'  LE8wa  qlwa'xase  qa8 

geg-aE'lsEles  la'xa  tlexl'la.  Mae'ma8}- 
p!snk'e  awa'lag'oldzasas  dzEsEqwe'  la'- 
xEns  ba'Lax.  Wa,  gl'Pmese  la'xstalis 
la'xa  L.'Ema'isaxs  la'e  he'laxa  hasyaTa  25 

qass  wlexwult!alodxes  Le'qa8e.  Wa, 
he'x-8idasmesa  haeya'tsa  la  la'g-eq. 

Wa,  he'mEnala8mesa  o'xLasyasa  xwa'- 
k!una  he  g-a'lag'iwa8e  qass  k'!axswul- 
tlalexs  la'e  we'qwasE8wa.  30 

Wa,  g  1'l8mese  la'g'aa  lax  ha'ndza- 
sasa  xEtsla'e8  xwa'klunaxs  la'e  he'x-8i- 

da6ma  Le'qlenoxwe  axse'dxa  klwaxLa'we 

qass  xo'x8wldexa  yaeyiyu'duxudEne  la'- 
xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex  k'lEwE'lxuna.  35 
Wa,  le  he'Em  wa'sgEme  wa'dzEgEg'aa- 
sasa  xEts!a'8e  xwa'kiuna.  Wa,  le  kla'x- 

8wldEq  qa  lene'g'es.  Wa,  le  k'les 
le'x'Ene  apso'tlEnaGyas.  Wa,  la  yu'- 
duxuts!aqe  axa'8yas.  Wa,  le  ss'lpledxa  40 
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cedar  sticks  and  puts  it  across  just  where 

the  mast  is  going  to  be.  And  he  drills 
a  hole  in  the  side  of  the  bow  of  the 
canoe.  And  he  also  drills  two  holes 

at  each  end  (of  the  stick).  Then  he 
sews  the  ends  to  the  sides  of  the  canoe. 

Now  it  has  the  name  "shoving-stick 
of  bow  of  canoe."  And  he  does  the 

same  to  the  second  one,  the  "  shoving- 
stick  of  the  middle  of  the  canoe,"  and 
to  the  third  one,  the  "  shoving-stick  of 
the  stern  of  the  canoe." 

As  soon  as  this  has  been  done,  two 

young  men  go,  one  to  each  end  of  the 
shoving-stick  of  the  bow  of  the  canoe, 
and  take  hold  of  it.  And  two  young 

men  go,  one  to  each  end  of  the  shoving- 
stick  of  the  middle  of  the  canoe,  and 

take  hold  of  it.  And  two  young  men 

go,  one  to  each  end  of  the  shoving- 
stick  of  the  stern  of  the  canoe,  and 
take  hold  of  it.  Then  the  canoe-builder 

pushes  at  the  bow  of  the  canoe. 
It  does  not  take  long  until  they  get 

it  down  to  the  beach.  Then  the  canoe- 

builder  goes  aboard  the  rough  canoe 
which  is  now  floating,  and  punts  it  along 
towards  the  beach  of  his  house.  Im- 

mediately he  hauls  up  the  rough  canoe 
and  puts  it  in  front  of  his  house  on 

the  beach  out  of  reach  of  the  spring- 
tides. 

Then  he  takes  two  blocks  of  fire- 

wood, not  very  thick,  and  places  (one) 
crosswise  on  one  side  (of  the  canoe). 
It  is  to  be  the  crosspiece  under  the  bow 
of  the  rough  canoe.  And  he  places 
the  other  crosswise  under  the  stern. 

As   soon    as   this  is  done,  he  turns 

qlELlEtslaqe  dEwe'xa.  Wa,  le  axVdxes 
LE'kwe  sElE'ma  qa8s  le  da'laxa  8nE'm- 
tslaqe  la'xa  k'lo'kwe  klwaxLa'wa  qa8s 
le  k'atle'ts  lax  8nEqEla's  ax8a'sLasa 
ya'waplexLasa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  le  5 
sE'lx'8ldEx  o'gwaga8yasa  a'g'iwasyasa 

xwa'kluna.  Wa,  la'8xae  sE'lx-8ldxa 
ma8lts!a'qe  lax  wa'x-sba8yas.  Wa,  le 

me'mElxbEndEq  lax  o'gwagasyasa  xwa'- 
kluna. Wa,  laE'm  Le'gadss  wl'gwa-  10 

dzEg'iwexa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  le  he'Em- 
8xat!  gwe'x>8ldEx  wl'gwadzoyEwa8exa 

xwa'kluna ;  le  he'Em8xat!  gwe'x-8idEx 
wi'gwatslEXLexa  xwa'kluna. 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'fcxs  lae'da  ma-  15 
8lo'kwe  ha8ya'f8a  wa'x-sbEndxa  we'gwa- 
dzEg'iwexa  xwa'kluna  da'laq.  Wa, 
le'da  maslo'kwe  hasya'la  wa'x-sbEndxa 

wl'gwadzoyEwayexa  xwa'kluna  da'faq. 
Wa,  le'da  maslo'kwe  ha8yaTa  wa'x-s-  20 

bEndxa  wi'gwatslEXLexa  xwa'kluna  da'- 
laq. Wa,  le'da  Le'qlenoxwe  we'qlug'I- 

wex  a'g'iwa8yasa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  la'x'- 
dasxweda  qlaLla'kwe  hasya'l6a  ne'xaxs 
la'aLal  we'q!ug-Iwa8ya  Le'qlenoxwe.  25 

Wa,  k-le'stla  ge'x-8ldExs  la'e  la'xsta- 
llsa  la'xa  LlEma'ise.  Wa,  le  la'xsa 

Le'qlenoxwe  la'xa  xEts!a'8e  xwa'klunaxs 
la'e  hanwa'la  qa8s  le  tena'esElas  la'laas 

lax  LlEma'isases  g-o'kwe.  Wa,  he'x'-  30 
8ida8mese  wa'twusdesxa  xEts.'a'e  xwa'- 

kluna qa8s  ha'ng-allses  lax  8nEqEnts!e'sas 
LlEma'isases  g'o'kwe  lax  we'g'aaasasa 
swa'lase  ylxwa'. 

Wa,  le  axse'dxa  ma8hs!a'qe  tE'mg'lku  35 
kqwa'    xa    k'le'se    a'laEm    LESLEkwa'. 

Wa,    le    geg'a'lisaq   lax  apsa'xdzasyas. 
LaE'm     xwa'teg'iweLe    lax    awa'ba8yas 
a'g-!wasyasa  xEts!a'8e  xwa'kluna.     Wa, 

le    e'tled    xwa'lalesasa    8nE'mts!aqe  lax  40 xu'lxLe. 

Wa,  g-l'l8mese  gwa'lExs  la'e  qEplE'n- 
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over  the  unfinished  canoe  and  places 
it  upside  down  on  them.  When  this 
is  done,  he  takes  his  adze  and  adzes 

(23)  the  "under-chin"  (Fig.  61)  until  it 
is  straight  to  (24)  the  neck.  And  he 

adzes  also  (25)  the  water-cutter.  As 
soon  as  this  is  done,  he  goes  to  (8) 
the  stern  and  adzes  it,  beginning  at  (33) 

"under  the  stern,"  to  (8)  the  stern. 
When  it  is  straight,  he  stops  adzing 
it  and  begins  to  adze  (35)  the  side  of 
the  stern  and  (10)  the  side  near  the 
stern.  As  soon  as  both  sides  are  alike, 

he  goes  again  to  (22)  the  bow  and 
adzes  (37)  the  side  of  the  bow,  so  that 
there  are  no  irregularities  on  it,  up  to 
the  bow  and  to  (27)  the  stern  end  of 
the  water-cutter. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  goes  to 
the  other  side  of  the  bow  and  adzes 

it,  so  that  it  is  like  the  opposite  side. 
When  this  is  done,  he  begins  at  the 

water-cutter  and  adzes  along  under  (29) 
the  bottom  of  the  canoe,  making  it 

straight  all  along  to  the  lower  part  of 

(39)  the  "turning-out  of  the  stern." 
When  it  is  straight  beginning  at  the 
water-cutter  and  as  far  as  the  lower 

part  of  the  turning-out  of  the  stern, 
he  puts  away  his  adze  and  takes  his 

long-handled  adze,1  the  large  one  for 
two  hands,  when  he  adzes. 

Then  he  adzes  across  the  grain  of 

the  cedar  at  (27)  the  stern  end  of  the 
water-cutter.  Then  his  adzing  is  in 

grooves.  Now  the  canoe-builder  adzes 
off  all  the  sap,  so  that  the  canoe  has 
a  rounded  bottom.  He  reaches  (42) 

the  place  cut  away  under  the  bow  of 

the  harpooneer's  canoe  at  (15)  the 

tsa  xEts!a'8e  xwa'kluna  laq,  qa  qEplEna'- 

eseq.  Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'fcxs  la'e ax8e'dxes  so'bayuwe  qass  so'pledex  (23) 
awa'bosx-a8e  qa  8nEqE'les  la'g'aa  lax  (24) 
o'xawe8.  Wa,  Ia'x8ae  so'paxodEx  (25)  5 

k'le'gEme.  Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'fexs 
la'e  la'xLEnd  la'xa  (8)  o'xLase  qa8s 

so'pledeq  g'a'g'iLEla  la'xa  (33)  awa'bo- 
LlExLe,  la'g'aa  la'xa  o'xLace.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese  la  8nEqE'laxs  la'e  gwai  so'paqexs  10 
la'e  so'pledEx  (35)  o'nuLlExLa8e  LE8wa 
(10)  aso't!ExLase.  Wa,  g'lTmese  la 
8nEma'x'is  LE8wa  apso't!ExLasyaxs  la'e 

e'tled  la'xa  (22)  a'g'iwaee  qass  so'ple- 

dexa  (37)  o'nuLEmase  qa  k'lea'ses  ta'l-  15 
tEnsE'mLEla  laq,  la'g'aa  la'xa  a'g'iwase, 
la'g'aa  la'xa  (27)  o'xLa'LElasa  k'le'gEme. 

Wa,  g'i'l9mese  gwa'texs  la'e  la'k'lo- 
dEnuLEmd     la'xa    a'psanu'LEmase    qa8s 
so'p!edeexaaq  qa  8nEma'x'is  LE8wa  a'p-  20 
sanu'LEmase.     Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'texs 

la'e     g'a'g'iLEla    la'xa    (25)    k'le'gEme 
so'pledEq  qass  le  he'8na'kula  so'pax  (29) 
awa'basyasa     xwa'kluna     8na'8naqElaaq 
la'g'aa  la'xa  bE'nbasyasa  (39)  k'lEtlEx-  25 

La8e.      Wa,    g'i'!8mese  8nEqExla  he'bEn- 
dala  g'a'g'iLEla  la'xa  k'le'gEme  la'g'aa 
la'xa    bE'nba8yasa   k'!EtlExLa'6yaxs  la'e 

g'e'xaxes     so'bayuwe     qa8s     axse'dxes 

qE'ndzayuwe,1    yixa    "wa'lase   wa'x'sot-  30 

tslanasosexs  qE'nsae. 

Wa,  le  gege'x'salax  k!wa'k'asyasa klwaxLa'waxs  la'e  qE'nsaxodEx  (27) 

o'xLaLElasa  k'legE'me.  Wa,  lasme  tlEn- 
tlE'nxEnLEle  qE'nsa8yas.  Wa,  lasme'da  35 

Le'qlenoxwe  8wl'la  qE'nsalax  xo'dzeg'a- 

8yas.  Wa,  he'8mes  qass  le'napledes 
awa'basyasa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  la  la'g'ae 

(42)  Ia'ta8yasa  ale'watsleLe  xwa'xwagum 

tree. 
i  This  is  an  adze-blade  attached  to  a  handle  consisting  of  a  branch  with  attached  part  of  the  trun

k  of  a 

the  latter  being  split  off  so  that  it  has  a  flat  surface,  to  which  the  blade  is  tied. 
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thwart  behind  the  place  where  (the  mast) 
stands.  As  soon  as  he  reaches  (33)  the 
under  side  of  the  stern,  he  stops.  Then 

he  goes  to  the  opposite  side  and  tries 
to  make  his  adzing  the  same  as  the 
adzing  he  has  done  before. 

As  soon  as  all  has  been  adzed,  he 

stands  by  the  bow  of  the  canoe  and 

sights  along  it  (to  see)  if  one  side  of 
the  canoe  he  is  making  is  just  like  the 
other. 

When  it  is  really  even,  he  puts  away 

his  long-handled  adze  and  takes  his 
hand-adze  to  give  it  the  fine  adzing 

beginning  at  (25)  the  water-cutter  of 
the  canoe  straight  along  (29)  under 
the  bottom  to  (33)  the  under  side  of 
the  stern.  As  soon  as  he  comes  to  the 

end  of  the  length  of  the  bottom  and 
to  the  end  of  its  width,  he  starts  adzing 
in  the  middle  of  the  side  and  goes 
towards  the  bow.  Then  he  adzes  all 

over  (37)  the  sides  of  the  bow  and 
over  the  bow. 

As  soon  as  he  has  adzed  it  all,  he 

begins  again  in  the  middle,  adzing  to- 
wards (35)  the  sides  of  the  stern,  and 

he  goes  on  adzing  towards  the  stern 
and  to  the  place  stretching  out  under 
the  stern.  As  soon  as  one  side  is  all 

adzed,  he  goes  to  the  other  side  of 

the  canoe.  And  he  begins  to  adze  it 
at  the  middle,  going  towards  the  bow. 
When  this  is  all  adzed,  he  begins  again 
in  the  middle  and  adzes  towards  the 
stern. 

As  soon  as  the  outside  of  the  canoe 

is  adzed  all  over,  the  canoe-builder 

takes  his  thickest  drill  and  drills  forty- 
seven  holes  all  over  the  outside  of  the 

canoe.  These  have  the  name  "feelers 

lax  (15)  LEx'EgExtaxa  Laa'se.  Wa, 
gl'Fmese  la'g'aa  la'xa  (33)  awa'boiJEx- 
La°yaxs  la'e  gwa'ta.  Wa,  le  la'xdzEnd 

la'xa  apso'taxdza8e.  Wa,  laE'm  8na'- 
8naxts!owax  gwe'x'dzasas  qE'nsa8yas  5 
la'xa  g'a'le  qE'nsasoss. 

Wa,     g'iTmese    8wl'la    qE'ns8edqexs 
la'e   LE'x8walls    lax    a'g'iwa^asa   xwa'- 

kluna qass  k!ulx8edeq  qo  k'le'slax  8nE- 
ma'x'islaxe    wa'x'sadzasyasa    Le'qa8yas  10 

xwa'kluna  LE8wa  apsa'xdzase. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  la  a'lak'lala  la  8nE- 
ma'x'tsExs  la  g'e'xaxes  qE'ndzayuwe. 

Wa,  le  axse'dxes  klE'mLayuwe  qa8s  le 
a'Ek'Ia  k'lE'mLaq  g'a'g'iLEla  lax  (25)  15 

k'le'gEmasa  xwa'kluna  la  he'bEndalax 

(29)  awa'ba6yas,  la'g-aa  lax  (33)  awa'- 
boLlExLa9yas.  Wa,  g'iTmese  la'bEndEx 

wa'sgEmasasa  (29)  awa'ba8yas  LO  wa'- 
dzEwabasas  la'e  g'ayo'yodxa  o'nodza8e  20 

k'lE'mLa  gwayo'tela  la'xa  o'g'iwa8e. 
Wa,  laEm  8wl'la  k!E'mlsldEx  (37)  o'nu- 
LEma8e  LEewa  (22)  o'g'iwa8e. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  8wl'la  gwat  k'lE' 
qexs  la'e  g'a'g'iLEla  la'xes  g'a'g'lLE^asa  25 
8nEg'oya'8e    qass  k'!E'ml6lde  gwa'gwaa- 

qEla    lax    (35)   o'noiJExLa8e.     Wa,  la'- 
g-aa8mes   k'!E'mLa8yas    lax  o'xLa8e  Lo8 

(39)  k-!Et!ExLase.     Wa,  g'i'lsmese  8wl'la 
k'lE'mLaxa  apsaxdza'8yaxs  la'e  la'xdzEnd  30 
la'xa    apsa'xdza8yasa  xwa'kluna.     Wa, 

la'8xae   he'Em  g-ll  k'li'mfttsose  8nEgo'- 

ya8yas  gwayo'lEla  la'xa  o'g'iwase,    Wa, 
g't'lemese    Svl'la    la    k'lE'mLEkuxs    la'e 

la'xes     g-a'glLE8lasa     cnEgo'ya8e     qass  35 
k-!E'm!8lde  gwayo'tela  la'xa  o'xLa8e. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  8wl'lg'ihsEm  la  k'lE'm- 
LEkwe    o'sgEmasyasexs    la'e    axse'deda 
Le'qlenoxwaxes     LEkwe'     sElE'ma    qass 
SE'lx'sldex     o'gwida8yasa     xwa'klunaxa  40 

sayak'IasgEmg'ustalasa        aLEbo'dzEqe. 
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of  the  thickness  of  the  canoe."  As 
soon  as  the  outside  has  been  drilled, 
the  canoe-builder  turns  the  canoe  over 
and  places  it  on  the  two  blocks  of 
fire-wood. 

Then  he  places  a  support  of  split 
cedar-wood  on  each  side  of  the  bow. 

And  he  places  a  support  of  split  cedar- 
wood  also  on  each  side  of  the  stern, 
so  that  it  does  not  shake.  He  takes 

his  adze  and  starts  at  the  bow  adzing, 
so  that  it  gets  a  good  slant  down  to 
(16)  the  hole  in  which  the  mast  stands. 
Then  he  continues  to  (13)  the  thwart 
in  the  middle,  and  he  stops. 

Then  he  goes  to  the  stern  and  adzes 
it  so  that  it  has  a  good  slant  to  the 

bailing-hole.  And  he  goes  on  trying 
to  make  his  adzing  straight  to  the 
middle  thwart,  at  which  he  started. 
Then  he  finishes  one  side  of  the  inside. 

Then  he  goes  to  the  opposite  side  and 
does  the  same  to  it. 

Now  the  canoe-builder  is  getting 
ready  to  put  grooves  on  the  inside  of 
his  canoe  that  is  being  built.  He  takes 

a  thin  piece  of  yew-wood  and  shaves 
it  down  to  the  right  thickness,  so  that  it 

can  pass  through  the  drill-holes  on  the 
outside  of  the  canoe,  and  at  a  distance  of 

two  finger-widths  he  cuts  it  off.  Then 
he  measures  the  measure  to  be  four 

finger-widths  long,  and  he  cuts  it  off 
with  his  knife.  Then  he  measures  one 

finger-width  and  the  thickness  of  a 
finger  at  the  other  end  of  it,  and  cuts 
it  off.  This  will  be  a  measure  for  the 

bottom,  the  length  of  two  finger- 
widths  for  the  thickness  from  the 

bow  to  the  bailing-hole.  That  (thick- 

ness of  i1^  finger-widths)  will  be  the 
measure  for  the  rounding  under  the 

Wa,  he'Em  Le'gadEs  ple'xulax  wa'gwa- 
sasa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  g-i'Pmese  8wi'la  la 
sE'lkwa  o'sgEma8yasexs  la'eda  Le'qleno- 
xwe  t!a'x8edxa  xwa'kluna  qass  les  ha'n- 
k'tents  la'xa  maslts!a'qe  tE'mg'lk" kqwa'.  5 

Wa,  le  qe'qEdEnuLEmtsa  xo'kwe 
klwaxLa'  lax  (28)  e'wanuLEma8yas.  Wa, 

la  qeqEdEnuL!ExLEndasxaasa  xo'kwe 
klwaxLa  laq  qa  k'le'ses  nEte'la.  Wa, 
le  axse'dxes  so'bayuwe.  Wa,  le  g'a'-  10 
g'iLEla  la'xa  a'g'iwa8yaxs  la'e  so'pllda 

qa  e'k'es  qElexasna'kulaenasyas  la'g'aa 
la'xa  (16)  kwa'woyo  La'sa  iJa'pleqe. 

Wa,  le  he'8na'kula  la'xa  (13)  LEx'Ego'- 

yEwasyaxs  la'e  gwa'la.  15 
Wa,  le'  laxa  o'xLase  qass  so'pledeq 

qa  e'k'es  qEle'xsnakulaenasyas  la'g'aa 

lax  o'stEwitexs.  Wa,  le  he'8na'kula 
8na'8naqElaaxes  so'pasE8we  la'xes  g-a'- 

g'iLElase  LEx-Ego'yEwa8e.  Lasme  gwa'la  20 

apso'tagase.  Wa,  le  la'xdzEnd  la'xa 
apsa'xdzase.  Wa,  la'xae  he'Em8xat! 

gwe'x-sldEq. 
Wa,     he'8maaxs    la'e     xwa'nateleda 

Le'qlenoxwe  qa8s  t!Enxt!EnxExsexes  Le'-  25 
qasE8we.    Wa,  le  axse'dxa  wl'te  Llfi'mqla 
qa8s    k'!a'x8wideq    qa   he'adzEqEles  lax 

sEla'8yas   lax   o'sgEma8yasa   xwa'kluna, 
yl'xa  ma'8ldEne  la'xEns  qlwa'qwax'tsla- 

nasyaxs  la'e  qE'mtledEq.    Wa,  le  8mE'ns-  30 
8ldxa  8mE'nyayuwe  qa  mo'dEnese  wa's- 
gEmasasexs     la'e     qE'mttslEndEq    yises 

k'la'wayuwe.     Wa,  le  8mE'ns8ltsa  k-!o'- 
dEnusEla    la'xEns    q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasex 
lax  apsba'Eyasexs  la'e  qE'mtledEq.    Wa,  35 
lasme  8mE'nyayulxa  awa'basya  ma'^dE- 

nas  wa'sgEmase  qa  wa'gwasLEs  he'bEn- 
dala   la'xa  a'g'iwa8^  la'g'aa  la'xa 
o'stEwilExse.  W7a,  le  8mE'nyayu'lxa 

dze'gixdzEmasa  xwa'klune.     Wa,  laE'm  40 

tEk'E'le  qogoyayasa  smE'nyayuwe  la'xa 
sEla'8e     lax     o'sgEma8yasa     xwa'kluna. 
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canoe.  The  middle  part  of  the  measure 

cannot  pass  through  the  drill-holes  on 
the  outside  of  the  canoe.  One  name 

of  the  measure  is  "feeler  of  the  thick- 

ness of  the  canoe  that  is  being  built." 
As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes 

another  piece  of  yew-wood  and  measures 
three  finger-widths  for  its  length ;  then 
he  cuts  it  off.  And  he  makes  a  notch 

at  a  distance  of  one  finger-width,  and 
cuts  into  it.  Then  he  shaves  it  thin 

enough  for  the  distance  of  one  finger- 
width, for  the  drill-holes  on  the  side  of 

the  canoe.  That  is  to  be  the  measure 

for  the  side  of  the  canoe,  for  the  canoes 

made  by  the  canoe-builders  have  three 9 

(measures  for  the)  thickness  (in  different 

parts). 

As  soon  as  his  measures  are  done, 

he  takes  his  large  two-handed  adze, 
and  also  the  two  measures,  and  goes 
into  the  bow  of  the  canoe.  Then  he 
adzes  the  inside  of  the  bow  across  the 

grain,  and  adzes  the  length  of  one 
short  span,  beginning  at  the  bow,  along 
the  inside  of  the  bow. 

As  soon  as  he  comes  to  a  drill-hole 

with  his  adzing,  he  pushes  his  shortest 

measure  into  the  drill-hole,  and  he  puts 
his  first-finger  against  the  hole  from 
the  outside  at  the  place  where  his 
measure  will  come  out.  As  soon  as  he 

feels  its  point,  he  stops  adzing.  And  one 
finger-width  is  the  thickness  at  the  line 
marked  (Fig.  63,  above,  i).  And  one 
finger-width  and  a  half  is  the  thickness 
at  (15),  the  whole  length  of  the  canoe. 

8nEm  Le'gEmsa  6mE'nyayuwe 

ple'wayux  wa'gwasasa  Le'qasE8we  xwa'- k!una. 

Wa,    g'fPmese    gwa'texs    la'e  e't!ed 
axse'dxa    o'gu8le  L.'E'mqla  qa8s  8mE'ns-     5 
8ldexa  yu'duxudEnas  wa'sgEmase  la'xEns 

q!wa'q!wax-ts!anasyaxs    la'e  qE'mttslEn- 

dsq.    Wa,  le  qE'mdaLElodxa  8nE'mdEne 
la'xEns       q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8yaxs       la'e 
qE'mtlldEq.      Wa,    le    k'!ax8wl'dEq    qa  10 

he'adzEqElesa  8nE'mdEne  la'xEns  q!wa'- 

q!wax'ts!anasex  lax  sEla'8yas  awa'nudza- 
8yasa  xwa'kluna.     Wa,  he'Em  8mE'nya- 
yulxa    awa'nudza'yasa    xwa'kluna  qaxs 
yu'dux8wldatae   wa'gwasasa  xwa'xuklu-  15 
naxs  Le'qasE8waasa  Le'Elqlenoxwe. 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'la  8me'8mEnya- 
yaxs  la'e  da'laxes  8wa'lase  wa'x-softsla- 

naso  qE'ndzayu.  Wa,  le  da'laEtn8xaa- 
xes  ma8tts!a'qe  6me/8mEnyaya  qa8s  le  20 
laxs  lax  o'g'iwasyasa  xwa'kluna.  Wa, 

gEgex's8alaxa  k!wa'qa8yasa  o'tslofg'iwa- 
8yasa  xwa'klunaxs  la'e  qE'nssldEq  8nE'm- 
plsnk1  la'xEns  ts!oxuts!a'nayaqe  wa's- 

gEmstowasas  q!E'nsbEtEntsE8was  g-a'x--  25 
8ld  la'xa  6gwa'ga8e  haxatE'xsEla  la'xa 

ots!a'}g<iwa8e. 
Wa,  g1'l8mese  la'g-aa  la'xa  sEla'e8 

qE'nsa£yasexs  la'e  LJE'nstotsa  ts!Ek!wa'- 
gasyas  8mE'nyayas  la'xa  ssla'c8.  Wa,  30 
le  tslEmsElEweses  ts!Emalax'ts!anaee 

la'xa  SEla'8e  la'xa  L!a'sadza8yaxs  la'e 

LlE'nxstayes  EmE'nyayuwe.  Wa,  gl'l- 
8mese  p!exswaLE'lax  o'ba8yasexs  la'e 

gwal  qE'nsaq.  Wa,  he'Em  8nE'mdEn  la'-  35 
xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!anasyaqeda  (i)  xu'l- 
dfikwa  (Fig.  63,  above),  yix  wa'gwasas 
la'bEndEx  wa'sgEmg'Eg'aasasa  xwa'- 

kluna. Wa,  la  k'lo'dEnusEla  la'xEns 
q! wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex,  ylx  wa'gwasas  (15)  40 
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And  two  finger-widths  is  the  thickness 
of  (28)  the  rounding.  And  the  thick- 

ness of  (15)  the  rounding  is  also  the 
thickness  of  (39)  the  bottom. 

As  soon  as  it  has  all  been  grooved, 
for  that  is  how  it  is  after  the  adzing, 

he  adzes  off  again  between  the  drill- 
holes. And  he  adzes  it  off  well,  so 

that  the  inside  becomes  smooth.  As 

soon  as  this  is  done,  he  puts  away  his 

(long-handled)  adze  and  takes  his  hand- 
adze. 

Then  he  first  adzes  (38)  the  straight 

line  (Fig.  63,  below).  Its  width  is  four 

finger-widths.  He  starts  at  (18)  the 
nape  of  the  neck  and  adzes  it.  As 
soon  as  he  comes  to  the  middle,  he 

stops  and  goes  to  the  stern  and  adzes 
it.  The  width  of  his  adzing  is  again 

four  finger-widths.  He  goes  straight 
on  to  where  he  stopped  in  the  middle 
of  the  canoe. 

As  soon  as  one  side  is  done,  he 
does  the  same  to  the  other  side. 

When  the  straight  line  (38)  has  been 
finished,  he  begins  to  adze  it  from  (41) 
the  inside  of  the  bow  at  the  edge  under 
the  straight  line.  He  goes  straight  on 
to  the  middle  of  the  canoe. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  goes 
to  the  stern,  and  he  adzes  it  going  to 
the  middle  of  the  canoe  to  where  he 

stopped  before.  As  soon  as  he  comes 
to  the  place  that  he  has  adzed  well,  he 
stops,  for  one  side  has  been  adzed  to 
the  middle  of  the  bottom  of  the  canoe ; 
and  he  does  the  same  to  the  other 
side. 

he'bEndala  lax  wa'sgEtng'Eg'aasasa 
xwa'k.'una.  Wa,  la  ma'8klEm  la'xEns 

q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex,  ylx  wa'gwasas 

(28)  dze'g'ExdzEme.  Wa,  la'8xae  he'F.m 
wa'kwa  (39)  awa'base  wa'gwasas  (15)  5 
lax  dze'g'ExdzEme. 

Wa,  g'tTmese  la  8wl'la  la  ttenxtlE'nx- 
dzEkux,  qaxs  he'8mae  lagwa'laatsexs 
la'e  gwal  qE'nsasE8wa.  Wa,  le  e'tled 
qEnsa'lax  e'awaga8wa8yasa  sEla'8e.  Wa,  10 
lasme  ae'k'a  qsnsa'laq  qa  8nEma'g'aa- 

hsxses.  Wa,  g'lTmese  gwa'texs  la'e 
g'e'xaxes  qE'ndzayuwe  qacs  ax8e'dexes k'lE'mLayuwe. 

Wa,  he'8me  g-fl  k'!i'rmt8!tso8seda  (38)  15 
q!ax'q!ax'sase   (Fig.    63,  below).     Wa, 

laE'm  mo'dEn  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana- 

8ex,    yix    wa'dzEwasa.      Wa,    Ia8me   he 
g'a'yabale  (18)  o'xLaata8ya  la'e  k!E'ml- 
8!dEq.     Wa,  g-lTmese  la'g'aa  la'xa  8nE-  20 
go'yuwitexse    la'e    8wa'la    qa8s    le    lax 
o'xLase  qa8s  k'!E'mt8ldeq.     Wa,  laE'm- 
8xae  mo'dsn  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana- 
8ex,  yix  wa'dzEwasas  k'!E'mLa8yas.    Wa, 
le  he'8na'kulaEm  la'xes  8wa'laasada  8nE-  25 

goya'8yasa  xwa'kluna. 
Wa,  g-i'lsmese  gwa'la  apsa'xdzasyaxs 

la'e  he'Emsxat!  gwe'x>8ldxa  apsa'xdza8e. 

Wa,  g'l'Pmese  8wl'la  gwa'le  q!a'x-q!ax- 
sa8yasexs  la'e  ae'k'a  k'!E'mt8id  g'a'g'l-  30 

LEla  la'xa  (41)  o'ts!atg'iwase  lax  banE'n- 

xa8yasa  q!a'x-q!axsase.  Wa,  lasme  he'8na'- 
kulaEm  la'xa  8nEgo'ya8yasa  xwa'kluna. 

WTa,  g-i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  la'xLEnd 
la'xa     o'xLa8e.       Wa,     la'xae     ae'k'la  35 

k'!E'ml8ldEq  gwayo'tela  la'xa  8nEgo'ya- 
8yasa  xwa'kiuna,  la'laa  la'xes  8wa'laase. 
Wa,  g'i'Pmese  la'g'aa  la'xa  ae'k'Iaakwe 
k'lE'mLEkuxs    la'e    gwa'ta,    ylxs  apsax- 
dza'ya8e    k-!E'mLasE8was    la'g'aa    la'xa  40 

8nEgExsa'sa  xwa'kluna.     Wa,  la  he'Em- 
8xat!  gwe'x'8ldxa  apsaxdza'8e. 
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As  soon  as  the  whole  inside  and 
outside  of  the  canoe  have  been  adzed, 

he  puts  away  his  adze  and  takes  easily- 
splitting  cedar-wood ;  and  he  takes  his 
straight-edged  knife  and  splits  the  cedar- 
wood  into  thin  square  pieces.  He  shaves 
one  end  down  so  that  it  is  sharp. 
The  width  of  our  hand  with  the  thumb 

is  the  length  of  the  split  cedar-sticks; 
thus  he  cuts  them  off.  As  soon  as 

he  has  forty-eight  of  these,  he  stops 
shaving. 

Then  he  takes  a  stone,  goes  into 
the  canoe,  and,  beginning  at  the  inside 

of  the  bow,  he  takes  one  of  the  closing- 
pegs  of  split  cedar,  and  drives  it  into 
the  drill-hole.  He  drives  them  in 

with  a  stone.  As  soon  as  they  have 
been  driven  in  enough,  he  takes  his 

straight-edged  knife  and  cuts  them  off. 
He  does  this  with  the  whole  number 

of  drill-holes. 

Now  the  canoe-builder  goes  to  get 
fire-wood  to  spread  the  canoe.  As 
soon  as  he  has  enough  fire-wood,  he 
returns  home  and  puts  it  down  close 
to  the  canoe  that  he  is  going  to  spread. 
As  soon  as  he  has  taken  all  the  fire- 

wood out  of  his  [fuel-gathering  recep- 
tacle] canoe,  he  starts  again,  and  goes 

to  gather  new  stones  in  his  [gathering- 
receptacle]  canoe.  As  soon  as  he  has 
gathered  enough,  he  returns  home. 

Then  he  takes  (the  stones)  out  of 
his  canoe  and  puts  them  down  near 
the  canoe  that  is  to  be  spread.  As 
soon  as  he  has  taken  them  all  out, 
he  looks  (to  see)  if  the  inside  of  the 

Wa,  g-lTmese  swl'la  la  ae'k'laak" 
k'lE'mLEkwa  o'xse  LEswa  o'sgEmasyasa 

xwa'klunaxs  la'e  g'e'xaxes  k'lEmLayuwe. 

Wa,  la  axse'dxa  e'g'aqwa  klwaxLa'wa. 
Wa,  la  axse'dxes  8nExx-a'}a  k'la'waya.  5 

Wa,  le  xoxo'x'SEnts  la'xa  klwaxLa'we 
qa  wl'swultowes  k'!e'k'!EwElx8una.  Wa, 
le  k'!a'xswidxa  o'basyas  qa  ee'x'bes. 

Wa,  la  Lo'xdsn  la'xox  wa'dzEwasasEns 
asyaso'x  LE8wEns  qo'max,  yix  awa'sgE-  10 
masasa  k'lo'kwe  klwaxLa'waxs  la'na- 

xwae  qE'mtslEndEq.  Wa,  g'iTmese 
sayak'la'sgEmsalasa  ma8tguna'lts!aqaxs 

la'e  gwal  k'la'xwa. 
Wa,  la  ax8e'dxa  t!e'sEme  qa8s  le  15 

laxs  la'xa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  la  he'Etn 

g'a'yabaleda  o'ts!alg'iwa8yaxs  la'e  da'x-- 
sldxa  8nE'mts!aqe  la'xa  dEdo'xstoyo 

k'!aku  klwaxLa'wa  qass  LEnsto'des  la'xa 
SEla'8e.  Wa,  le  de'xswltsa  tle'sEme  laq.  20 

Wa,  g1'lsmese  gwal  su'xuts!axs  de'- 

qwaaqexs  la'e  ax8e'dxes  8nExx'a'ta  k'!a'- 
wayu  qa8s  k'lEmtlExLE'ndeq.  Wa,  la 

8na'xwaEm  he  gwe'x<8ldxa  se'sEla8e  la'- 
xes  wa'xaase.  25 

Wa,  lasme'da  Le'qlenoxwe  la  ane'qax 

lEqwa'  qa8s  LEpdEina'Lexes  Le'qase. 

Wa,  g-fl8mese  he'Tale  kqwa'sexs  la'e 
na'8naku  la'xes  g'o'kwe  qa8s  le  mogwa'- 

llsaq  la'xa  8nExwa'ta  la'xes  LEpa'soLe  30 

xwa'k'una.  Wa,  g-l'lsmese  8wl'lottawa 
lEqwa'  lax  ane'gatslas  xwa'klunaxs  la'e 
e'tled  LExse'd  qass  le  xEgu'xsElaxa 

a'texsEme  tle'sEma  la'xes  xEgwa'tsle 
xwa'kluna.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  heTale  35 

xEqwa'syasexs  la'e  na'8nakwa  la'xes g'o'kwe. 

Wa,  le  xExwulto'dEq  la'xes  xwa'kluna 
qa8s    le  xExewale'sElaq  la'xa  ma'k'aga- 
8yax    LEpa'soLases   Le'qa8e.      Wa,  gl'l-  4-0 
8mese    8wi'loltaxs   la'e  do'qwafax  qELe- 
La'la  lax  ogwa'gaeyases  Le'qa8e.     Wa, 
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canoe  that  he  is  making  is  bent  inward. 
When  he  discovers  a  place  where  it 

is  bent  inward,  he  lays  down  the  fire- 
wood for  spreading  the  canoe  close  by 

its  side. 

Then  he  puts  the  fire-wood  cross- 
wise. The  fire  on  the  beach  for  spread- 

ing the  canoe  is  half  a  fathom  long 
and  half  a  fathom  wide.  As  soon  as 

there  is  enough  fire-wood,  he  puts  the 
stones  on  top.  Then  he  lights  a  fire 
under  it. 

As  soon  as  it  blazes  up,  the  canoe- 
builder  takes  easily-splitting  cedar-wood 
and  splits  it  into  pieces.  They  are 
half  a  finger  thick  and  one  finger  wide; 
and  they  are  much  longer  than  the 
width  of  the  inside  of  the  canoe.  These 

are  to  be  used  for  spreading  the  canoe 
when  it  gets  warm  when  the  hot  stones 
are  put  into  it. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes 

long  tongs  and  two  large  buckets,  and 
also  a  bailer.  Then  he  takes  also  the 

long  split  cedar-wood  and  ties  it  (in  a 
bundle  tying  it)  in  places.  This  will 
be  used  for  burning  the  bottom  of  the 
outside  of  the  canoe  when  the  water 

inside  begins  to  boil.  As  soon  as  this 
is  done,  he  takes  the  two  large  buckets 
and  draws  fresh  [real]  water,  for  salt 
water  is  not  good  for  [water  inside] 
the  canoe  that  is  to  be  spread.  As 
soon  as  the  depth  of  the  water  in  the 

canoe  is  four  finger-widths,  he  stops 
pouring  into  it. 

Now  the  stones  are  hot.     Then  he 

g'i'Pmese  do'x8waLElaxa  qELe'Lafaxs 
la'e  he'Em  k-atlall'dzasxa  xwa'xunowl- 

Lasa  LEpdEma'Le  lEgwe'sxa  xwa'kluna. 

Wa,  le  ga'yislalaxa  kqwa'xs  e'sEg'E- 
yuasa      8nEq!Ebo'de      la'xEns     ba'Laqe     5 

wa'sgEmasas       LEpdEma'Le      kgwe'sa. 
Wa,     le    8nEq!Ebo'de    wa'dzosgEmasas 
la'xEns  ba'Lax.     Wa,  g-lTmese  heTa- 

le'da  kqwa'xs  la'e  xEqu8ylnda'lasa  t!e'- 

sEme  laq.     Wa,  he'x-8ida8mese  mEna'-  10 
botsa  gu'lta  laq. 

Wa,  g-lTmese  x-l'k-ostaxs  la'eda 
Le'qlenoxwe  ax8e'dxa  e'g'aqwa  k!wax- 
La'wa  qass  xo'xoxusEndeq.  Wa,  le 
k'lo'dEne  wlwa'gwasas  la'xEns  q!wax-  15 

q!wax'ts!anasex.  Wa,  8na'l8nEmdEne 
awa'dzEwasas  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!a- 
nasex.  Wa,  le  awi'laEm  g-flsg'iltagwes 
wa'dzEg'Exdzasasa  xwa'kluna.  He'Em 
qEtEla'Jtsexa  xwa'kluna  qo  lat  ts.'E'lqum-  20 

saLo  qo  lal  k'lEpstala'ltsa  x'l'x'ExsE- 
mala  tle'sEm  laq. 

Wa,  g-l'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxes 
g-fltia  k-lipLa'la;  wa,  he"8mesa  ma8hsE'- 
me  awa'  naE'ngats.'a;  wa,  he'8mesa  tsa-  25 
8la'yuwe.  Wa,  la'8xae  axse'dxa  g'l'ls- 

glltla  xoku  klwaxLa'wa  qass  ylLEte'n- 
dEq.  Wa,  he'Em  tse'nabElaltsex  o'sgE- 
masyasa  xwa'kluna  qo  lal  maE'mdEl- 
qulaLa  8wa'pe  lax  o'xsas.  Wa,  g'1'1-  30 

8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa  ma8ttsE'me 
awa'  naE'ngatsIa  qa8s  le  tsas  la'xa 

8wl'8wap!Eme,  qaxs  k'.'e'sae  e'k-a  dE'm- 
sx'e  lax  8wa'paxsasa  LEpa'sE8we  xwa'- 

kluna. Wa,  le  gugE'xsElas  la'xes  LEpa'-  35 

SOLC  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  g-i'lsmese  mo'dEn 
la'xEns  q!wa'q!ax'ts!anasex  ytx  wa'lae- 
dzasasa  8wa'pe  la'xa  xwa'klunaxs  la'e 

gwal  gugE'xsElaq. Wa,     lasme     ts!E'lxswld,     8na'xweda  40 
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takes  his  tongs,  picks  up  the  red-hot 
stones,  and  puts  them  into  the  canoe. 
As  soon  as  the  water  in  the  little 

canoe  boils  up,  he  takes  his  bailer  and 
goes  from  one  end  of  the  little  canoe 
to  the  other,  sprinkling  the  inside  with 
the  boiling  water,  so  that  the  heat 
goes  really  through  it.  Then  he  lights 
the  ends  of  his  torch  and  burns  the 
bottom  of  the  canoe. 

As  soon  as  the  body  of  the  canoe 
is  heated  through,  he  takes  the  split 

cedar-sticks  and  spreads  the  inside  of 
the  canoe.  That  makes  the  canoe 

open,  so  that  its  back  is  wide. 

As  soon  as  it  is  wide  enough,  he 

stops  spreading  it.  Then  he  takes  the 
thwarts.  The  width  of  the  mast-hole 

thwart  is  four  finger-widths ;  but  all 
the  other  thwarts  have  a  width  each 

of  three  fingers.  The  thickness  of  the 

split  cedar-wood  (for  the  thwarts)  is  one 
finger-width.  After  he  has  split  it,  he 
shaves  it  down.  As  soon  as  he  finishes 

shaving  it,  he  fits  the  end  in  the  inside 
of  the  canoe,  just  under  the  line  (38). 

As  soon  as  he  has  fitted  them  all  in, 
he  takes  his  thickest  drill  and  drills 

one  finger-width  from  the  end  of  the 
thwart  underneath  it,  so  that  it  goes 
through  the  canoe,  four  drill-holes  at 
each  end  of  the  thwart  with  the  mast- 

hole.  And  he  drills  through  the  sides 
of  the  canoe  above  the  [hole]  thwart. 
But  there  are  three  drill-holes  at  the 

t!e'sEme.  Wa,  le  axVdxes  k'tepLa'la 

qass  k'lEpli'des  la'xa  x'l'xIxsEmala  t!e'- 
sEma  qaEs  le  k-tebE'xsElas  lax  to'xsasa 
xwa'kluna.  G'iTmae  mEdElx8wl'deda 

8wa'pe  lax  o'xsasa  xwa'xwagumaxs  la'e  5 
da'x'8ldxes  tsa'6layuwe  qa8s  la'labEndexa 

xwa'xwagume  xo'sasa  man'radslqula 

8wap  lax  o'xsa  qa  a'les  la'x'saweda 

tste'lqwa  laq.  Wa,  le  me'x'bEndxa 
tse'nabayowe  qass  le  tse'nabas  lax  10 
awa'bacyasa  xwa'kiuna. 

Wa,  g'i'Fmese  la  8naxwa  tslE'lqumx1- 
sawe  o'gwlda8yasa  xwa'k.'unaxs  la'e 
axse'dxa  xo'kwe  klwaxLa'wa  qass  qa- 

tI8la'les  lax  o'gwaga8yas  o'xsasa  xwa'-  15 
kluna.  Wa,  he'Em  la  yiFna'kulamas- 
xa  xwa'kluna  qa  le'xEg'es. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  heTadzExs  la'e  gwal 
qatI8la'laq.     Wa,  le  axse'dxa  LC'LEX-EX- 
sLas.      Wa,    la    mo'dEn    la'xEns    q!wa'-  20 
q!wax-ts!anasex  yix  wa'dzEwasasa  kwa- 
wo'yasa  Laa'se.     Wa,  la'La  8na'xwaEm 

yae'yuduxudEn     la'xEns    q!wa'q!ax'ts!a- 

nagex,    ylx    awa'dzEwasasa   wao'k"  LC'- 
LEx-Exts.      Wa,     le    8nE'mdEn    la'xEns  25 
q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex,    yix   wl'wogwasas 
yixa  pa'tslaakwae  klwaxLa'wa.     Wa,  le 
a'{8Em  k'!a'x8wldqexs  la'e  gwat  pa'tslaq. 

Wa,   g-i'lsmese  gwat  k'la'xwaqexs  la'e 
bE'ng-aaLElots    o'ba8yas    lax    o'gwaga-  30 
8yasa      xwa'kluna     lax     banE'nxa8yasa 

q!ax'q!a.'x-sa8e. Wa,  g-i'l8mese  8wl'la  la  bs'nkuxs  la'e 

ax8e'dxes    LEkwe'  sElfi'm  qa8s  sE'lx-9lde 
8nE'mdEne  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex  35 

g-a'g-iLEla   la'xa    o'ba8yasa  LC'LEX-EXSC 
la    hex'sa'la    lax    bEna'dza8yas    qass   le 
he'x'sala    la'xa    xwa'klunaxa   mo'dzsqe 
sEla'8ya  lax  wa'x\sbasyasa  kwa'woyuwe. 

WTa,   la  sElx-YdEx  o'gvvagaeyasa  xwa'-  40 
kluna  lax  e'k'!ot!Ena8yasa  kwa'woyuwe. 

Wa,     la'La    yae'yuduxudzEqe    sEla'8yas 
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ends  of  the  aft-thwarts.  Then  he  takes 
twisted  cedar-withes  and  sews  the 
thwarts  to  the  canoe. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  splits 

long  (chips  of)  cedar-wood.  Their  width 
is  two  finger-widths,  and  their  thickness 
one  finger-width.  Two  of  these  are 
split.  Then  he  takes  his  crooked-knife 
and  shaves  them.  As  soon  as  this  is 

done,  he  puts  them  down  one  on  each 
side  of  the  canoe. 

Then  he  takes  red-pine  wood  and 
splits  it  into  thin  pieces  of  square  shape. 

Then  he  takes  his  straight-bladed  knife 
and  shaves  them  to  a  point  at  one  end. 
When  the  length  of  each  of  them  is 

four  finger-widths,  he  cuts  them  off. 
Now  they  are  sharp  at  one  end  and 
thick  at  the  top. 

Then  the  length-strip  is  put  on, 
reaching  not  quite  to  the  end  of  the 
nape  of  the  neck  (18)  of  the  canoe. 
He  drills  a  hole  in  its  end,  and  pegs 

a  red-pine-wood  peg  into  it.  Then  he 
measures  two  spans  and  drills  another 

hole.  Then  he  takes  another  pine- 
wood  peg  and  drives  it  in,  having  for 
his  hammer  a  stone.  He  goes  along 
doing  this  the  whole  length  of  the 
canoe  as  far  as  the  lower  end  of  the 

stern-block  (9),  and  the  drill-holes  for 
the  pegs  are  all  two  spans  apart.  He 
does  the  same  also  on  the  other  side. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  splits  a 

piece  of  cedar-wood.  When  he  has 

split  it,  he  takes  his  adze  and  adzes 

o'basyasa  gwe'gwatexse  Le'LEX'Exsa. 
Wa,  la  ax8e'dxa  sE'lbEkwe  dEwe'x  qass 
tlE'mg-aaLElodesa  LC'LEX'EXSC  la'xa xwa'kluna. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  gwa'faxs  la'e  xo'xswl-     5 
dxa    g-1'lsg'lltla    klwaxLa'wa.      Wa,    le 
ma'eldEn    la'xEns    q!wa'q!wax<ts!ana8ex, 

yix    awa'dzEwasas.     Wa,    le    8nE'mdEn 
la'xEns    q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex,    yix   wa'- 

gwasas.      Wa,    la    ma8lts!a'qe    xo'yas.  10 
Wa,    le  axse'dxes  xE'lxwa'ia  k'la'waya 
qass  k'la'xSvldeq.    Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'- 
IEXS    la'e    k-ate'tlets    lax    wa'x'sotaga- 

8yasa  xwa'kluna. 
Wa,     le     ax8e'dxa     wuna'gule    qass  15 

xo'xox'SEndeq    qa    wi'swtittowes    k'le'- 
k'lEWElx8una.     Wa,    le  ax8e'dxes  8nEx- 
x-a'la    k'la'waya    qa8s    k'!a'x8wldeq    qa 

ee'x'bes    a'psbasyas.      Wa,  le  mae'mo- 
dEn    la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8yax,  yix  20 

awa'sgEmasasexs     la'e     k'lE'mtslEndEq. 
Wa,  laE'm  ee'x'be  a'psbasyas.     Wa,  la 

LEgutoxes  o'xta8e. Wa,  laE'm  k-a'k'Etaga8eda  k'ate'dE- 
me  ha'lsElaEm  k'les  la'g-ae  o'ba8yas  25 
lax  o'xLaatasyasa  xwa'kluna.  Wa,  le 
sE'lx'8ldEx  o'basyas  qa8s  Laple'desa 

wu'nxsune  La'bEm  laq.  Wa,  la  ba't- 

6ldxa  ma8tp!E'nk'e  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-- 
ts!ana8yaxs  la'e  e'tled  sE'lx'8lda.  Wa,  30 
la'8xae  e'tled  ax8e'dxa  8nE'mts!aqe  wu'n- 
xsun  La'bEma.  Wa,  la'8xae  de'xubEtEnts 

laq  de'gwayunuxusa  tle'ssme.  Wa,  le 
he'bEndalaEmx  wa'sgEmasasa  xwa'- 

kluna, la'g'aa  la'xa  o'ba8yasa  hEgux-  35 
La'8e ;  wa,  lasme  8na/xwaEm  ha'mtdEnga- 

la  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!anasyaqe  awa'- 

laga'laasasa  sEla'8e  qae'da  La'bEme.  Wa, 
le  he'Em8xat!  gwe'x'8ldxa  apsaxdza'8e. 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  pa'tslEx'-  40 
8ldxa     klwaxLa'we8.       Wa,     g'l'Pmese 

gwa'le     pa'ts!asyasexs     la'e     axce'dxes 
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it  on  one  side,  so  that  it  is  smooth. 
After  this  is  done,  he  measures  one 
fathom  and  adzes  it,  so  that  one  end 

is  pointed.  He  measures  it  according 

to  the  inside  of  the  bow  of  the  hunting- 
canoe.  When  it  fits,  he  puts  a  cross- 
piece  at  its  end.  Now  it  is  the  bow- 
seat  for  the  inside  of  the  bow  of  the 

hunting-canoe.  He  cuts  a  hole  through 
it  just  under  the  hole  in  the  thwart 
for  the  mast  to  go  through. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes 

a  piece  of  cedar-wood  three  finger- 
widths  wide,  one  finger-width  thick, 
and  four  finger-widths  long,  and  he 
notches  it  in  the  middle,  in  this 
manner.  He  makes  four  of  them, 

all  this  way.  Then  he  drills  six  holes 
in  them.  These  are  the  supports  of 

the  cross-piece  at  the  end  of  the  bow- 
seat.  (The  bow-seat  has  three  names; 

it  is  also  called  "lying  flat"  and 
"spreader.")  As  soon  as  they  are  done, 
he  puts  in  the  bow-seat  and  he  measures 
where  the  cross-piece  stops  inside  the 
canoe.  Then  he  takes  the  supports, 

puts  them  in  under  the  cross-piece,  and 
drills  through  the  same  holes  (continu- 

ing) through  the  canoe.  Then  he  takes 

pegs  of  split  pine-wood  and  pegs  them 
through  the  support.  He  takes  a  stone 
to  hammer  their  tops.  And  he  does 
the  same  to  all  the  others. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  goes 
to  the  stern  and  does  the  same  again 
for  the  stern-seat.  The  only  difference 
is,  that  the  stern-seat  is  shorter,  the 
cross-piece  reaching  as  far  as  under 
the  stern-thwart. 

k'lE'mLayuwe  qass  k'lEmLEldzodex  ap- 
sa'dzasyas  qa  8nEma'dzowes.  Wa,  le 

gwa'texs  la'e  baTldxa  8nE'mp!Enk'e 
la'xEns  ba'Lax.  Wa,  le  k'!E'misldEx 

qa  wl'tbes.  Wa,  a'naxwasmese  8mE'n-  5 
sslts  la'xa  o'ts!alg-Iwasyasa  ale'watsle 

xwa'kluna.  Wa,  la  bE'ng'aaLElaxs  la'e 

ge'bEndEq.  Wa,  laE'm  La'dEg-Iwa8ya 
(34)  la'xa  o'ts!alg-iwa8yasa  ale'watsle 
xwa'kluna.  Wa,  le  k'le'x'sodxa  kwox1-  10 
sa'we  lax  8nEgaba'8yasa  kwa'woyuwe 

qa  Lax-sa'latsa  Laple'qe. 

Wa,  g'tTmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa 
yu'duxudEne  la'xEn  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasex, 
ytx  wa'dzEwasasa  klwaxLa'we8.    Wa,  le  15 
8nE'mdEne    wa'gwasas.      Wa,    le    mo'- 

-rrj     dEne   wa'sgEmasas.     Wa,  le  qEm- 
—       tle'dEx  8nEgo'yasyas ;  g'a  gwa'teg'a 

Wa,  le  mo' we  axa'8yas  he'x-sa  gwe'x'se. 
Wa,     la     sF/lx-8Itsa     qlaLJEdzE'qe    laq.  20 

Wa,  laE'm  maE'mguxse  qa  k'a'tdEmas 

ge'geba8yasa  La'dEg'iwa8e.     (Yu'duxwe 
Le'gEmasa     La'dEg-lwa8e,     LE8wa    pa's- 
k-Ena;  wa,  he'8mise  k'lExso'we.)     Wa, 

g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axsa'lExsxa  \Jaf-  25 
dEg'Iwa8e    qa8s  8mE'nseldex  wa'lalaasas 

geba'8yas  lax  o'xsasa  xwa'kluna.      Wa, 

le    axse'dxa    maE'mguxse   qass  ax8a'LE- 
lodes  lax  awa'ba8yasa  ge'basyas.     Wa, 
le    sslEmsto'dxa    se'sEla8e  laq  qa  hex--  30 
sa'les  la'xa  xwa'kluna.    Wa,  le  ax8e'dxa 
wl'wune'guJ8Ene     k'!aku    La'bEma    qa8s 
Lapla'texsesa     maE'mguxse.       Wa,     le 
axse'dxa    tle'sEme    qass    deVwldes  lax 

o'xtasyas.    Wa,  le  8na'xwaEm  he  gwe'x--  35 8ldxa  wao'kwe. 

Wa,    g-l'l8mese    gwa'texs    la'e    la'xa 
6'xi,a8e.    Wa.  la'8xae  he"Emsxat!  gwe'x-- 
8ldEq  qa  La'dELes.      Le'x-a8mes  o'guqa- 
layosexs     tslsklwa'es    La'dExLa8e,    ylxs  40 
he'8mae  wa'lale  gEba'8yase  awa'ba8yasa 

LEX'EgE'te. 
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369 As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes  a 
block  of  cedar-wood  and  adzes  it.  It 
is  to  lie  on  the  bow  of  the  canoe. 

As  soon  as  it  is  done,  he  fits  it  on. 
Then  he  takes  his  drill  and  drills  four 
holes  close  under  the  neck  of  the  canoe. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes  pine- 
wood  pegs  and  pegs  them  in.  And 
he  drills  four  holes  between  the  bow- 

piece  and  the  bow  of  the  canoe,  in 
this  manner.  When  this  is  done,  he 
takes  twisted  cedar-withes  and  sews 

(the  piece  to  the  canoe)  crosswise. 
When  this  is  done,  he  cuts  a  groove 

in  it  for  the  harpoon-shaft  to  rest 

in.  This  is  called  "resting-place-of-the- 
harpoon-shaft-groove-in-bow-of-hunting- 

canoe."  If  it  is  a  large  travelling- 
canoe,  it  is  called  "resting-place  of 

mast." 

When  this  is  done,  he  goes  to  the 

stern  to  put  on  the  stern-block,  which 
is  pegged  and  sewed  across  in  the 
same  way.  But  there  is  no  groove  in 

the  stern-piece. 
There  is  also  no  protector  of  the 

water-cutter  of  the  small-canoe,  for  they 
always  shave  it  off,  so  that  its  rounding 

is  sharp,  so  that  no  eel-grass  may  hook 
on  to  it  when  the  harponeer  goes 

hunting  porpoise. 

8e'dxa      tEmk'la'ye 
k-lEmlYdeq.       Wa, 

Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'h-;xs  la'e  ax- 
klwaxLa'wa  qa8s 
lasm  ha8xublltsa 

xwa'kluna.  Wa,  g'flemese  gwa'texs 
la'e  bE'ng-aaLElots.  Wa,  la'8xae  ax-  5 
8e'dxes  SElE'me  qass  sE'lx-8ldexa  mo'sgE- 

me  SE'le8  la'xa  ma'k'!ExLaata8yasa  xwa'- 

kluna. Wa,  g-flsmese  gwa'texs  la'e 
ax8e'dxa  wl'wunxsune  LabE'ma  qass 

Lapll'des  laq.  Wa,  le  sE'lx'8ldxa  mo'-  10 
dzEqe  lax  awu'lgodasyasa  hagug'l'waEe 
LE8wa  og'l'wa8yasa  xwa/klunaxa  g'a 

gwa'leg-a.  Wa,  g-l'l8mese  gwa'lsxs 
la'e  axse'dxa  ss'lbskwe  dEwe'x  qa 

8mE'lx8ldes  laq.  Wa,  g-l'l8mese  15 
gwa'texs  la'e  xElg-Eg'io'dEq  qa  k'a'datsa 
ma'stowexag'a  gwa'feg'a.  Wa,  he'sm 

Le'gadEs  k'a'datsa  ma'stowe  xu'l- 
g'Eg'Iwesa  ale'watsle  xwa'gwagu- 

ma.  Wa,  g-i'lsmese  mEle'xatsle  20 
8wa'lasa  xwa'kluna,  le  Le'gadEs  k-a'- 
datsa  ya'wapleqe. 

Wa,  g1'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  o'xLa8e 
axsa'LElodesa    hEguxLa'8e.       Wa, 

he'Emsxae  gwa'le  i,a'pa8yas  LE8wa  mE'l-  25 

qasyas.       Wa,    la'La    k'lea's    xu'lk'esa 

haguxLa'8e. Wa,  laE'msxaa  k'lea's  wi'gumx'Isa 
xwa'xwagume  qaxs  he'mEnatasmae 
k'!a'xwasE8wa  qa  e'k'es  k'E'lx'afaena-  30 

8yas  qa  k'le'ses  g-a^x'a'labEndeda  tsla'- 

tslayime  la'qexs  la'e  ale'xweda  ale'- 
wlnoxwaxa  k'lo'lotle. 

qass 

PREPARATION  OF  FIBRES.  Bark  of  Yellow  Cedar.  -  The  yellow  cedar 
is  peeled  about  the  last  week  in  July.  The  bark  is  made  to  fall  on  the  sap 
side.  It  is  bent  over  until  the  outer  bark  cracks,  which  is  then  pulled  off;  and 

the  strips  of  bark,  which  are  about  of  the  width  of  a  hand,  are  folded.  These 

bundles  are  placed  in  salt  water,  at  a  place  where  it  is  always  calm,  the  ends 

being  weighted  down  with  stones.  It  is  left  in  the  water  for  from  ten  days  to  a 

month,  until  it  gets  spongy.  Every  now  and  then  it  is  tested  ;  and  when  it 

is  soft  enough,  it  is  taken  out  and  put  into  a  pool  of  salt  water  on  the  beach. 

47  —  JESUP    NORTH    PACIFIC    EXPF.D.,   VOL.    V. 
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Then  a  mat  is  spread  on  the  beach ;  a  round  stick  of  yew-wood,  or  a  board 
as  wide  as  the  cedar-bark,  is  laid  on  it;  and  while  the  bark  is  wet,  it  is 

beaten  across  the  fibre,  the  bark  side  outward,  with  a  bark-beater  of  bone  of 

whale  (Fig.  64).  The  beating-surface  of  these  implements  is  grooved.  They 

Fig.  64  (j}^).     Cedar-Hark  Beater.     Length.  32  cm. 

resemble  in  general  character  the  tapa-beaters  of  Polynesia  and  of  Central 
America.  After  being  beaten,  the  bark  is  hung  over  poles  to  be  bleached 
and  dried.  The  outer  layer  is  pulled  off;  the  inner  part  is  kept  and  put 
away.  Sometimes  the  fibre  is  used  mixed  with  that  of  the  red  cedar. 

Nettles.  -  •  Nettles  are  cut  in  October.  Formerly  a  bone  knife  was  used 
for  this  purpose.  The  plants  are  cut  off  close  to  the  ground.  Fifty  stems 

of  nettles  are  placed  in  a  heap,  .and  are  tied  together  with  split  cedar-bark 
in  four  places,  at  about  equal  distances.  These  bundles  are  taken  home,  the 
tying  is  undone,  and  the  stems  are  split  with  the  nail  of  the  thumb.  Then 

they  are  spread  out  and  coiled  up.  The  coiled  nettle-stems  are  hung  over  a 
long  pole  such  as  is  used  for  punting  canoes,  the  pole  being  laid  with  one 
end  on  the  ground,  while  the  middle  rests  on  the  edge  of  a  box.  Then  the 

pole  with  the  nettles  on  it  is  placed  on  a  drying-frame,  where  it  is  left  exposed 
to  sun  and  wind.  In  the  evening  the  nettles  are  covered  over  with  mats  so 
as  to  keep  the  dew  off.  After  from  four  to  six  days  the  nettles  are  dried 
and  are  taken  to  the  house.  There  they  are  uncoiled  and  placed  on  a  mat 

which  is  spread  on  the  drying-frames  over  the  fire,  but  a  little  aside  from  the 
fire,  so  as  to  prevent  them  from  becoming  too  hot.  Next  the  nettles  are 
broken,  and  the  inner  part  is  pulled  off  from  the  cortical  fibres.  As  soon  as 

the  fibres  are  clean,  they  are  put  down  on  a  mat.  The  fibres  of  fifty  nettle- 
stems  are  thus  placed  together.  Then  they  are  bent  over  in  the  middle  and 
the  two  parts  are  loosely  twisted  together.  They  are  placed  on  a  board  and 
beaten  with  the  butt-end  of  a  small  wedge  until  all  the  fragments  adhering 
to  the  fibres  drop  off,  and  the  fibres  themselves  are  entirely  separated.  Then 
the  nettle  is  placed  in  a  basket,  untwisted,  and  rubbed  thoroughly.  Then  it 
is  combed  over  the  rib-bone  of  a  bear,  which  is  held  in  the  right  hand,  while 
the  lower  end  of  the  fibre  (that  is,  the  end  taken  from  the  lower  end  of  the 
plant)  is  held  in  the  left  hand,  the  second,  third,  and  fourth  fingers  of 
the  right  hand  pressing  the  fibre  at  the  same  time  firmly  against  the  edge  of  the 
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rib-bone.     Then    the    fibre    is    pulled    up    and    down    over  the  edge  until  it  is 
quite  clean  and  well  separated. 

Wool.  -  The  fine  hair  of  the  mountain-goat  is  used  for  spinning.  First 
the  coarse  hair  is  plucked  off,  and  the  skin  is  prepared  so  that  the  hair  can 

easily  be  removed  with  the  nail  of  the  thumb,  with  a  large  mussel-shell,  or 
with  the  sharpened  end  of  a  branch.  The  material  that  is  thus  obtained  is 
used  for  spinning,  as  will  be  described  later  on. 

Red-Cedar  Bark.  -  -  The  bark  of  the  red  cedar  is  gathered  by  the  women. 
They  make  a  cut  in  the  bark  of  a  young  tree,  near  the  bottom,  and  make  a 
split  on  each  side  extending  some  little  distance  upward.  Then  the  bark  is 
pried  up  with  a  large  wedge  made  of  hemlock  or  bone  of  whale.  After  it 
has  been  started,  it  is  pulled  off  upward  in  a  long  strip,  which  finally  tears 
off  from  the  tree.  After  the  material  has  been  obtained  in  this  way,  the 
outer  rough  bark  is  removed ;  and  the  inner  bark  is  dried,  and  folded  up  in 
bundles  about  40  cm.  long,  which  are  tied  near  each  end  with  a  strip  of  bark. 
When  it  is  to  be  further  prepared  for  weaving  mats  and  basketry,  the  bark 

is  split  into  three  layers  with  a  splitter  made  of  a  deer's  ulna.1  While  this  is 
being  done,  the  bark  is  covered  with  mats,  to  keep  the  light  off.  The  outer 
layer  serves  for  making  very  coarse  mattings,  while  the  innermost  layer  is 
used  for  the  finest  mattings.  The  middle  layer  is  used  for  making  ropes. 
When  the  bark  is  to  be  used  for  making  mattings,  it  is  soaked  in  water  and 
split  through  with  the  nail  of  the  thumb  or  with  a  bone  needle. 

The  same  material  serves  for  making  shredded  cedar-bark.  When  this 
is  to  be  made,  the  bundle  of  bark  is  unfolded  and  placed  over  the  edge  of 
a  paddle  (Plate  xxvn,  Fig.  i)  which  is  put  up  so  that  it  rests  with  the  handle 
on  the  ground  and 
with  the  grip  (the  part 
next  to  the  blade)  on 

a  forked  stick.  The  a 
woman  holds  the  bark 

over  the  edge  of  the 

paddle,  sitting  on  the 
handle.  With  the  right 

she  holds  the  shred- 

ding-implement  (Fig. 

65),  with  which  she 

beats      the     bark     right     Fig.  65,  a  (,\^\  l>  (,UT>     Implements  for  shredding
  Cedar-Bark.     «,  Made &  of  bone  of  whale;  £,  Made  of  wood.     Length,  52  cm.,  61  cm. 

along  the  edge  of  the 

paddle,    thus    severing    and    softening    the    fibres.     The    material    that    is   thus 

obtained    is    used    for  towels,  for  infants'  bedding,  and  for  making  cedar-bark 

i  See  Harlan  I.  Smith,  Shell-Heaps  of  the  Lower  Fraser  River,  etc.,  Vol.  II  of  this  series,  p.   171. 
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rings  used  in  purification  ceremonials.  When  dyed  red  in  alder-bark,  this 
material  is  used  for  making  the  cedar-bark  rings  used  in  the  winter  ceremonials. 

The  type  of  shredding-implement  here  represented  is  characteristic  of  the 
Kwakiutl.  Those  used  by  the  Nootka  vary  considerably  in  type  (Fig.  66). 

SPINNING.  -  The  process  of  spinning  is  practically  the  same  for  all  the 
various  kinds  of  fibre  heretofore  described.  As  an  example  of  the  method 

of  treatment  in  spinning,  I  will,  describe  the  making  of  nettle-thread. 

Fig.  66,  a-d.     Implements  for  shredding  Cedar-Bark  (Royal  Ethnographical  Museum,  Berlin, 
No.  IV  A  2000,  2002,  2001,  2003).     ̂   nat.  size. 

When  the  nettle-fibre  has  been  prepared,  a  stake  of  yew-wood  a  little 
over  a  metre  long  and  5  cm.  in  diameter  is  carefully  polished,  and  driven 
into  the  ground  so  that  it  stands  in  a  slanting  position.  The  woman  who 
intends  to  spin  the  fibre  sits  on  the  floor  in  such  a  position  that  the  pole 
slants  away  from  her.  The  nettle-fibre  is  tied  to  the  top  of  the  stake  with 
cedar-bark,  so  that  the  lower  part  of  the  fibre  is  on  top.  Then  she  gathers 
the  loose  fibre  in  her  hands  and  winds  it  around  the  stake  spirally.  A  small 
box  about  25  cm.  long  and  15  cm.  high  is  put  down  on  her  left-hand  side, 
and  a  dish  containing  fine  sand  is  placed  on  her  right-hand  side.  Then  she 
takes  a  number  of  fibres  out  of  the  bunch,  pulling  them  out  from  below,  and 
coils  them  in  the  box  on  her  left.  While  she  is  holding  the  end  of  these 
fibres  in  her  left  hand,  she  takes  out  another  small  bunch  of  fibres,  according 
to  the  thickness  of  the  thread  that  she  intends  to  make,  and  twists  the  ends 
of  the  first  and  of  the  second  bunch  together.  Thus  she  continues  until  a 
long  string  is  coiled  up  in  the  box.  After  about  one  fathom  of  string  has 
been  coiled  up  there,  she  sprinkles  some  sand  over  it.  A  number  of  boxes 
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are    filled    in    this    way.     The    fibre    which    is    thus    prepared  is  then  spun  by 
means  of  a  spindle  (Fig.   67). 

The  shank  of  the  spindle  is  two  spans  and  four  fingers  long.  It  is  made 

of  maple-wood,  which  is  quartered.  The  shank  of  the  spindle  is  made  out  of 
one  quarter.  The  shank  is  a  little  thicker  in  the  middle  than 
at  the  points,  and  is  thoroughly  dried  before  it  is  used.  The 

spindle-whorl  is  made  of  bone  of  whale,  the  anterior  part  of 
the  skull-bone  being  preferred.  It  is  ground  down  on  gritstone. 
Then  it  is  polished,  and  finally  rubbed  with  deer-tallow.  The 

size  of  the  spindle-whorl  differs  somewhat,  according  to  the  size 
of  the  thread  to  be  made.  The  sizes  of  those  in  the  Museum 

collection  range  from  7  cm.  to  8  cm.  in  diameter.  They  are 
not  decorated.  Many  of  the  spindle-whorls  from  the  west 
coast  of  Vancouver  Island  (Fig.  68)  are  decorated  with  geo- 

metrical and  realistic  designs.  Most  of  these  are  also  made  of 
bone  of  whale,  while  a  few  are  made  of  wood  and  of  stone. 

Geometrical  motives,  like  those  represented  in  Fig.  68,  6,  d,  e, 
do  not  seem  to  occur  in  spindles  made  by  the  Kwakiutl.  All 
those  I  have  seen  are  flat,  like  Fig.  68,  /  and  g.  The  human 
figure  on  the  specimen  shown  in  Fig.  68,  a,  corresponds  in 
style  to  other  decorated  tools  of  the  Nootka. 

It  is  remarkable  that  the  spindle-whorls  from  this  whole 
region  are  all  small,  while  the  spindles  used  by  the  tribes  of 

the  Fraser  River  region  are  very  large.1 
When  spinning,  the  woman  holds  the  spindle  in  her  right  hand.  The 

end  of  the  nettle-string  is  hung  over  the  edge  of  the  box,  and  the  end  is 
twisted  around  the  spindle-shank  close  to  the  reel.  Then  she  rubs  the  spindle 
down  the  shin  of  her  right  leg,  first  resting  the  tip  of  the  shank  between 

thumb  and  first-finger  of  her  left  hand,  but  holding  the  thread,  as  soon  as 
the  spindle  begins  to  twirl  around,  at  a  distance  of  about  30  cm.  above  the 
spindle  (Plate  xxvn,  Fig.  2).  Thus  about  30  cm.  of  fibre  are  twisted  into  a 
fine  thread,  which  is  then  wound  up  close  to  the  reel.  Then  she  takes  another 
30  cm.  of  fibre  out  of  the  box,  and  proceeds  in  the  same  manner  until  a  large 
ball  of  thread  has  been  wound  on  the  spindle.  Then  the  ball  of  thread  is 

taken  off  and  put  aside.  In  spinning  nettle-fibre,  four  different  sizes  of  thread 
are  recognized. 

The  thread  that  is  used  for  netting  and  for  other  purposes  is  made  up 
of  two  of  these  single  threads  spun  together.  This  is  done  in  the  following 

manner.  Two  balls  of  the  single  string  are  placed  in  a  box  on  the  left-hand 
side  of  the  woman.  The  ends  of  the  thread  are  tied  on  the  shaft  of  the 

'  See  Teit,  The  Lillooet,  Vol.  II  of  this  series,  pp.  211,  212. 
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spindle  close  to  the  reel.     Then  she  holds  the  two  threads  in  her  left  hand,  - 
one    between    thumb    and    first-finger,    the  other  between  the  third  and  fourth 
fingers.     As    soon    as    she    holds    them    this  way,  the  spindle  is  twirled  along 
the  right  leg  of  the  woman,  but  upward  instead  of  downward.      Thus  the  two 

Fig.  68,  a-g.     Spindles  (Royal  Ethnographical  Museum,  Berlin :  l>-g,  Nos.  IV  A  699,  698,  697, 
2034,  700,  701).     V  nat.  size. 

strings  are  twisted  together,  and  the  twine  which  is  thus  obtained  is  rolled 
up  on  the  shank  of  the  spindle. 

This  method  of  spinning  is  also  used  for  making  thread  of  yellow-cedar 
bark  and  of  mountain-goat  wool.  In  making  the  first  thread  of  yellow-cedar 
bark,  the  beaten  fibre  is  often  hung  over  the  right  arm  instead  of  over  a 
yew-wood  stake.  The  fibres  are  taken  off,  their  ends  twisted  together,  and the  thread  coiled  up  in  a  box. 

Thread  of  mountain-goat  wool  is  either  all  wool  or  made  around  a  central 
thread  of  yellow  cedar.  Often  two  women  join  in  preparing  thread  for  spinning. 
The  loose  wool  is  piled  up  on  a  mat.  One  of  the  women  holds  the  cedar 
thread  and  puts  some  wool  around  it.  The  other  one  takes  the  prepared  fibre 
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out  of  the  hand  of  the  first  one  and  rubs  it  down  her  thigh  with  the  palm 

of  her  hand,  thus  covering  the  cedar-bark  more  firmly  with  the  wool.  This 
thread  is  spun  in  the  same  way  as  described  before. 

I  was  told  that  sometimes  four  women  work  together  to  make  the  double 
thread  very  tight  and  strong.  The  first  of  the  women  spins  the  double  thread 
with  a  spindle  on  her  shin.  The  second  one  sits  at  her  right  side,  but  facing 
her.  She  works  the  same  twine,  rubbing  it  upward  on  her  thigh.  The  third 
one  sits  farther  to  the  right,  facing  the  second  one;  the  fourth  one,  still  farther 
to  the  right  again,  facing  the  third  one.  Each  continues  the  twisting  of  the 

thread  on  her  thigh.  In  olden  times  dog-hair  was  mixed  with  wool  for  making 

yarn.  Thread  for  sewing  and  tying  is  also  made  of  whale-sinew. 
CEDAR-  WITHES.  -  The  thin  twigs  of  the  red  cedar  are  cut  off  and  heated 

fresh  over  a  fire  until  steam  forms  in  the  sap  of  the  wood, 
which  loosens  the  bark.  Then  the  twigs  are  pulled  through 
small  improvised  tongs,  and  thus  the  bark  and  the  leaves 
are  removed.  The  workman  begins  to  twist  each  twig  at 

the  tip  while  it  is  still  warm.  The  cedar-twig  is  held  firmly 
with  the  left  at  the  tip,  with  the  right  at  a  distance  of 
about  half  a  metre  or  less  from  the  end  ;  and  the  part  up 

to  this  point  is  twisted,  the  left  hand  being  held  steady, 
and  the  twist  being  made  with  the  right  hand,  which  holds 

the  twig  firmly  and  turns  it  away  from  the  body.  After 
this  section  has  been  firmly  twisted,  it  is  wound  around 
the  left  hand.  The  right  hand  again  takes  hold  of  the 

twig  a  little  farther  down,  and  continues  to  twist.  When 

the  twig  begins  to  be  too  thick  to  be  readily  twisted,  it  is 
turned  over  at  a  distance  of  from  25  cm.  to  40  cm.  from 

the  butt-end,  according  to  the  strength  and  length  of  the 

twigs.  At  this  point  it  is  sharply  bent  over  by  biting,  so 
that  the  untwisted  thick  end  of  the  twig  lies  close  to  the 

twisted  part.  Then  the  twisted  end  is  taken  off  from  the 

left  hand,  and,  on  being  released,  at  once  twists  itself 

around  the  standing  thick  end  of  the  twig.  When  the  free 

twisted  end  reaches  the  thick  end,  it  turns  over  and  winds 

itself  backward.  Generally  the  twigs  are  made  so  long 

that  the  free  end  twists  up  and  down  four  times.  In  this 

form  the  twigs  are  kept,  and  keep  the  twist  (Fig.  69). 

They  are  generally  kept  in  bundles  of  three  or  four  pieces, 

which  are  tied  up  with  thin  cedar-withe,  often  with  the  Fig.  69 ,      .  .      ,  .1  T-I_ 

end  of  one  of  the  pieces,  and  they  are  tied  together. 

Indians  reckon  that  a  piece  of  withe  as  long  as  the  width  of  the  hand  requires 
four  full  twists. 

-   Twisted 
Cedar-Withes. 
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Cedar- withes  are  also  used  for  making  open-work  baskets  (see  Fig.  79). 
Withes  are  used  particularly  for  large,  roughly-made  baskets  of  this  type, 
which  are  used  for  carrying  clams.  The  withes  are  gathered  by  women,  who 
split  them  in  two.  The  halves  are  split  again.  For  smaller  baskets  these 
quartered  withes  are  used  for  making  the  corner  warp. 

This  process  of  splitting  and  preparing  cedar-withes  to  be  used  for 

basketry  was  described  to  me"  as  follows :  - 

And  this  is  first,  cedar-withes  are 
searched  for  by  the  woman  in  the 
woods.  As  soon  as  she  has  found 

them,  she  pulls  off  the  withes,  which 

hang  down  at  their  ends  [downward]. 
When  she  thinks  that  she  has  obtained 

enough  by  pulling  off  downward,  she 
twists  the  two  slimmest  and  longest 
withes.  When  she  has  done  so  she 

puts  the  two  twisted  withes  on  the 

ground  about  three  spans  apart.  Then 
she  takes  the  withes  one  at  a  time 

and  places  them  on  the  withes  with 
which  the  (others)  are  to  be  tied.  She 
continues  putting  them  on,  and  stops 
only  when  they  are  all  finished.  All 
the  thick  ends  of  the  withes  are  at  the 

place  where  the  woman  is  sitting. 
Then  she  takes  the  ends  of  the 

twisted  withes,  pulls  the  ends  tight, 
and  ties  them  together.  She  also  does 
the  same  at  the  other  end. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  she  goes 
home  carrying  them  on  her  shoulder. 

As  soon  as  she  has 'entered  the  house, 
she  puts  them  down  from  her  shoulder. 
At  once  she  unties  the  tying  at  each 
end.  Then  she  takes  up  one  of  the 
withes,  with  the  slim  end  towards  her- 

self, and  splits  it  in  two,  beginning  at 
the  thin  end.  Then  she  splits  it,  foll- 

owing down  the  heart,  splitting  along 
as  far  as  the  big  end. 

As   soon    as   it   has  been  split,  she 

Wa,  he'Etn  g'il  la  a'lasossa  tsteda'qa 
tExE'masa  wi'lkwe  la'xa  a'lJe.  Wa, 

glTmese  qla'qexs  la'e  teta'xElaxa  tE- 
xfi'maxs  be'bEnbalae.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese 
k'o'taq  la  he'tes  la  fEta'xKlanEma,  wa,  5 
he'x-8ida8mese  sE'lpledxa  ma8h:s!a'qe 

wiVwulta  g'l'lg-iltla  tExE'ma.  Wa, 

g-iTmese  gwa'texs  la'e  iJa'xElsxa  ma8!- 
tsla'qe  sE%Eku  IEXE'ITI  la'xa  awl'na- 
kluse  ;  yu'duxup!Enk-e  awa'lag'Oldzasas.  10 
Wa,  le  8nat8nE'mts!aq!Emk-a  da'x'8idxa 
tExE'me  qass  Lo'xuylndes  la'xa  qeqEx-- 
be'Lasa  tExE'me.  Wa,  hanaTmese 

Lo'xuyindalas.  Wa,  a't8mese  gwa'lExs 
la'ewi'8la.  Wa,  laE'm  8na'xwaEm  gwa's-  15 
ba8e  LeLo'xubacyasa  tExE'me  lax  k!wa'- 

dzasasa  ts.'Eda'qe. 

Wa,  le  dax-8l'dEx  o'ba8yasa  sE%Ekwe 

tExE'ma  qa8s  lEk!ut!ede  ne'x8edEx  o'ba- 
Byas.    Wa,  le  mo'mak'odEq.    Wa,  la'xae  20 
he'Em6xat!  gwe'x-eldxa  a'psba8e. 

Wa,  gl'Fmese  gwa'iExs  g-a'xae  yl'l- 
kulaqexs  g-a'xae  na'8nakwa.  Wa,  g't'l- 
8mese  g-ax  lae'L  la'xes  g-o'kwaxs  la'e 
yl'lxswalllaq.  Wa,  he'x-8da8mese  qwe-  25 

la'lax  qe'qExba8yas.  Wa,  he'x-8idaemese 
da'x-8ldxa  8nE'mts!aqe  la'xa  tExE'me. 

Wa,  le  xwe'tedEq  qa8s  heg'a'g'iLE'le 
pa'x'SEndqes  wi'teta8e.  Wa,  laE'm 

8naq!Eq!EqEndalax  do'maqas ;  he'bsn-  30 
dala  pa'x-sEndEq  la'g-aa  lax  LEklux- i,a'8yas. 

Wa,     g'i'Pmese     pa'x'saakuxs     la'e 
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splits  the  one  side  into  two  again. 
And  when  it  has  been  split  in  two 
again,  she  takes  the  other  side,  and 
splits  it  again.  Now  there  are  four 
pieces  out  of  one  withe.  Now  this  is 
done  with  the  whole  number  of  withes. 

When  all  the  withes  have  been  split, 
she  puts  them  away. 

e'ttslsnd  pa'x'SEndxa  apso'dlle  qass 

ma8lts!E'ndexaak-.  Wa,  g-lTEm8xaa'- 
wise  la  maslts!aa'ku  pa'x'saakuxs  la'e 
e'tled  ax8e'dxa  apso'dlfasa  la'x'de  pa'x'- 
sEntso8  qafis  pa'x'SEndeq.  Wa,  laE'm 
mo'x-seda  8nE'mts!aqe  tExE'ma.  Wa, 

le  8na'xwaEm  he  gwe'x-8ldEx  wa'xaasasa 

tExE'me.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  wl'8la  la  paa'- 
kwa  tExE'maxs  la'e  g'e'xaq. 

SPRUCE-ROOT.  -  •  Long  slender  spruce-roots  are  dug  out  with  the  root- 
digger.  They  are  coiled  up  and  carried  home,  and,  while  still  fresh,  they  are 
split  with  the  nail  first  into  two  parts,  and  each  half  is  again  divided,  so  that 
the  whole  root  is  quartered.  Coarse  material  of  this  kind  is  used  for  the 

warp-strands  of  baskets ;  while  finely  split  spruce-root  is  used  for  various  kinds 
of  binding,  for  the  wrapping  of  open-work  baskets,  for  tying  the  barb  of  the 
hook  to  the  shank,  and  for  strong  twinings. 

The  treatment  of  spruce-root  has  been  described  to  me  as  follows :  - 

She  goes  again  into  the  woods  to 

look  for  spruce-roots.  As  soon  as  she 
has  found  them,  she  digs  them  up  and 
pulls  them  out  of  the  (hole)  she  has 

dug.  And  as  soon  as  she  thinks  [again] 
that  what  she  has  gathered  is  enough, 
she  ties  them  in  the  middle.  And  she 

just  comes  carrying  them  in  her  hand. 
And  she  also  takes  them  into  her  house 

and  puts  them  down  next  to  the  fire. 
Immediately  she  unties  the  band  in 

the  middle.  Then  she  takes  red  pine 

and  measures  three  spans  [of  our  hands]. 

Then  she  cuts  it  off  (there)  -,  and  she 
splits  it  so  that  it  is  like  a  pair  of  fire- 
tongs.  Then  she  takes  the  thinnest 
root  and  winds  it  around  the  lower 

end,  perhaps  four  finger-widths  from 
the  end  is  the  place  of  tying  the  roots. 
She  puts  them  on  firmly  and  ties 
them  on. 

Then  she  whittles  down  the  end  so 

Wa,  le  e'tled  qa's8ld  la'xa  a'lJe,  a'lax  10 
Llo'plEk'asa    ale'wase.     Wa,   g-flsmese 
q!aqexs  la'e  8la'p!ld  qa8s  nex8uqolsEleq 
la'xes    8la'pa8e.     W7a,    g-i'l8Em8xaa'wise 
k'o'taq    la    he'fales    la    axa'nEmxs    la'e 

k-'Elg'oyo'dEq.     Wa,    g-a'xe  a'Em  da'-  15 
kMotElaq.      Wa,    la'8xae    lae'Las    la'xes 
g-o'kwe  qaes  le  ax8a'Illas  la'xa  ma'g'in- 
6wallsases  lEgwl'te. 

Wa,  he'x'8ida8mese  qwe'lodEx  yiLo'- 

yaeyas.  Wa,  le  axee'd  la'xa  wuna'guie  20 
qa8s  baTldexa  yu'duxup!Enk'e  la'xEns 

q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasex.  Wa,  le  k'lE'm- 
tslEndEq.  Wa,  le  xo'x8widEq  qa  yu'wes 
gwe'x'soxda  tsle'sLalax.  Wa,  le  ax- 
8e'dxa  wl'ttowe  Llo'plEk'a  qa8s  qEx-a'-  25 

LElodes  la'xa  bE'nba8yas,  wa'laanawlse 
Lo8  mo'dEn  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex 

g'a'g'iLEla  la'xa  o'basyase  la  qEx'a'LE- 
latsa  L.'o'plEk-e.  Wa,  le  tek!ut!e'da- 
Emxs  la'e  ma'x8waLElots.  30 

Wa,     le     k'!ax8wl'dEx     o'ba8yas    qa 

48  — JKSUP   NORTH    PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL.   V. 
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that  it  is  sharp.     As  soon  as  she  has 
finished,  she  puts  it  up  by  the  side  of 
the  fire.     This  is  to  be  the  means  of 

scraping    off    the    bark    of  the    roots. 
Then   she  takes  one  of  the  roots  and 

puts    it    over  the  fire.      However,  she 

does    not    leave   it  over  the  fir-e  long, 

then  she  takes  it  off  with  the  fire-tongs. 
Then    she    puts    it    down  and  takes 

its    end    in    her  hand  and  puts  it  into 

the   split   of  the  scraping-tongs,  close 
to  where  it  is  being  held.    She  squeezes 
together  with  her  left  hand  the  top  of 

the  scraping-tongs,  and  with  her  right 
hand  she  pulls  the  root.     At  once  the 
bark    begins   to    peel    off.      Then    the 
root    is  white  [bodied].     She  does  the 
same  with  all  the  others. 

As  soon  as  all  the  bark  of  the  roots 

has  been  scraped  off,  the  woman  be- 

gins to  split  them  right  through  the 
heart;  and  when  she  has  gone  to  the 
end  of  the  (whole)  length,  she  splits 
the  one  half  in  two,  so  that  it  is  split 
in  two  split  (pieces).  And  when  she 
has  gone  to  the  end  of  the  (whole) 
length,  she  puts  it  down  and  takes  the 
other  side  of  what  has  first  been  split 
and  splits  it  in  two  also.  Now  she 

has  split  one  root  into  four  parts. 
Then  she  coils  them  up  and  puts 

them  down  on  her  left  side.  And  she 

again  takes  one  and  splits  it  in  two 
as  she  did  with  the  one  that  was  first 
split.  She  does  so  with  all  the  other 
roots. 

This  is  what  is  done  in  making  a 
nice  fish-basket  or  basket.  When  the 
woman  does  not  make  a  nice  fish- 
basket,  she  splits  the  roots  at  once 
with  the  bark  (on). 

e'x'bes.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e 
La'nollsas  la'xes  lEgwl'fe.  Wa,  lan'm 
x'l'x'dEtnaLExa  xo'xuna8yasa  Llo'plEk'e. 

Wa,  le  axse'dxa  8nE'mts!aqe  la'xa  Llo'- 
plEk'e qa8s  axLE'ndes  la'xa  lEgwl'te.  5 

Wa,  k'!e'st!a  ge'x'Lalaxs  la'e  k-hcpll'tses tsle'sLala  laq. 

Wa,    le  k-!ip!a'Maq.     Wa,  le  da'x-- 
8ldEx    o'ba8yas    qaBs   axo'desa  ma'k'ata 

lax  da'tasE8was  la'xa  xEwe'la8yasa  x'e'x'-  10 

dEma.      Wa,    le    qlwe'satases  gE'mxol- 
tslana  lax  o'xta8yasa  x-e'x'dEma.      Wa, 
le  ne'xsetses  he'}k-!ots!ana8e  la'xa  L!O'- 

p!Ek-e.      Wa,    he'x'8ida8mese    saq.'wa'le 
xEx-una'6yas.    Wa,  laE'm  la  "mE'lktenx--  15 
8ld,  leda  L.'o'plEk-e.     Wa,  le  8na'xwaEm 

he  gwe'x-8ldxa  wao'kwe. 
Wa,  g-i'Fmese  8na'xwa  la  x'l'g'Ekwa 

xExuna'8yasa  L'o'plEk'e  lae'da  tslEda'qe 
pa'x-sEnda'laq  8na'q!Eq!Endalax  do'ma-  20 

qas.  W7a,  g-}'l8mese  la'bEndEx  wa'sgE- 
masas  la'e  e'ttslEnd  pa'x'SEndxa  apso'- 
dlle  qa  he'loxcwldes  la  mats!  a  (?)  paa'- 

kwa.  Wa,  g1'lsmese  la'bEndEx  wa'sgE- 
masas  la'e  g'l'g-alUaq  qa8s  ax8e'dex  25 
apsEx'sa'sa  g'a'le  pa'x'sEntso8s  qa8s 

pa'x-sEnde8xaaq.  Wa,  laE'msxae  mo'xu- 
sEn  pa'x'SEndxa  8nE'mts!aqe  L.'o'plEk'a. 

Wa,  le  qEs6!'dEq  qa8s  le  g-l'g-alrtas 
la'xes  gEmxag-a'wallte.  Wa,  la'8xae  30 
e'tled  ax8e'dxa  8nE'mts!aqe  qa8s  pa'x1- 

SEndeq  la'xes  g-a'le  gwe'x'8ldaasxa 
g-a'le  pa'x-sEntsoss.  Wa,  le  8na'xwaEm 

he  gwe'x>8ldxa  wao'kwe  iJo'plEk'a. 

Wa,    he'Em    gwe'g'ilatsa    ae'k-.'axes  35 
LEqe'la  LE8wes  lExe'la.      Wa,  g-fl8mese 
k'les    ae'k'leda    tslEda'qaxes    Leqe'laxs 
la'e  he'x-8idaEm  pa'x'sEndxa 

LE8wIs  xExuna'8e. 
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Some  of  the  warp-strands  used  in  baskets  are  made  of  rather  thick  roots, 
.which  are  split  by  removing  the  outer  part  on  two  opposite  sides,  so  that  the 
split  root  has  two  parallel  faces. 

ROPES.  -  For  making  heavy  rope  of  cedar-withes,  very  long  slender 
twigs  are  selected.  Only  a  few  suitable  twigs  are  found  on  each  tree,  and  it 
requires  considerable  time  to  get  a  sufficient  supply  for  making  a  large  rope. 
The  twigs  are  collected,  and  tied  up  in  bundles  with  thin  cedar-withes,  which 
are  tied  around  the  bundle  in  four  places.  The  man  carries  them  home  on 
his  shoulder,  and  places  them  in  the  corner  of  the  house,  where  they  are 
protected  against  the  heat.  Then  a  pair  of  tongs  are  driven  into  the  ground 
near  the  fire,  so  that  they  slant  towards  the  fire ;  while  the  man  who  is  making 

the  withe-rope  takes  his  seat  facing  the  fire  and  in  front  of  the  tongs,  so 
that  they  slant  away  from  him.  The  withes  are  heated  over  the  fire  by 
moving  them  to  and  fro  until  they  are  thoroughly  heated.  Then  they  are 
pulled  through  the  tongs  with  the  right  hand,  while  the  left  hand  is  used  for 
squeezing  the  legs  of  the  tongs  close  together.  Thus  the  withes  are  pulled 
through  several  times  until  all  the  bark  is  removed.  After  this  is  done,  the 

withes  are  twisted,  the  thin  end  being  held  in  the  left  hand,  while  the  twisting 
is  done  with  the  right  hand ;  and  the  twisted  ends  are  turned  around  the  left, 
as  described  before.  After  the  whole  withe  has  been  twisted,  it  is  not  doubled 

up,  as  described  before,  but  is  put  down  lengthwise  on  the  floor  of  the  house. 

Next  it  is  beaten  with  a  small  wedge  on  a  short  piece  of  cedar-board.  The 
wedge  is  held  at  the  point,  and  the  withes  are  beaten  with  the  thick  end. 
Next  a  fire  for  heating  stones  is  made  near  the  corner  of  the  house,  and 
dulse  and  a  number  of  old  mats  are  piled  up  near  the  door  of  the  house. 

Early  in  the  morning  the  fire  is  lighted ;  and  when  the  stones  are  red-hot, 
they  are  covered  about  25  cm.  thick  with  dulse.  The  cedar- withes  are  placed 
on  top,  and  are  covered  again  with  dulse  about  25  cm.  thick.  Two  large 
bucketfuls  of  fresh  water  which  has  been  warmed  by  the  fire  are  poured  out 

over  the  pile,  which  is  then  covered  with  old  mats,  and  is  left  for  about  ten 
minutes.  Then  one  end  of  the  mats  is  lifted,  the  withes  are  pulled  out  as 

needed,  and  the  man  begins  to  make  his  rope.  Two  pairs  of  cedar-withes 
are  placed  down  on  the  floor,  the  withes  in  each  pair  side  by  side,  so  that  the 
thin  end  of  one  is  next  to  the  thick  end  of  the  other.  Then  the  farther  ends  of 

the  two  pairs  are  tied  together  with  a  piece  of  rope,  which  is  turned  around 

a  forked  hemlock-stick,  about  a  metre  long,  which  has  been  driven  into  the 
ground  near  the  fire.  The  workman  then  takes  hold  of  the  near,  free  ends  of 

the  two  pairs  of  cedar-withes,  -  -  one  pair  in  the  right,  the  other  pair  in  the 
left  hand,  -  -  and  twists  them  to  the  right.  After  each  pair  has  been  twisted, 

they  are  twisted  together  into  a  two-stranded  rope.  When  about  two-thirds 
of  these  withes  have  been  used  up,  another  heated  withe  is  taken  out  of  the 
pile,  and  its  thick  end  is  spliced  to  the  thin  end  of  one  of  the  withes  that  form 
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part  of  the  rope.  When  the  other  withe  gives  out,  the  thin  end  of  a  new 
withe  is  spliced  to  its  thick  end.  After  the  required  length  of  rope  has  thus 
been  completed,  the  workman  begins  again  at  the  beginning,  and  puts  in  a 

third  double  strand.-  This  is  begun  in  the  same  way  by  putting  two  withes 
together,  the  thick  end  of  the  one  being  next  to  the  thin  end  of  the  other. 
These  are  tied  in  at  the  beginning  of  the  rope,  twisted,  and  then  turned  in. 
This  strand  is  spliced  in  the  same  way  as  before  described.  After  the  rope 
has  thus  been  completed,  it  is  stretched  out  between  two  stakes  in  front  of 
the  house,  and  is  left  there  to  dry. 

A  specimen  of  very  rough  cedar-withe  rope  of  this  kind,  collected  at 
Rivers  Inlet,  is  made  in  a  similar  manner.  The  long  withes  are  twisted  as 
here  described,  but  the  rope  consists  of  three  single  strands.  The  three  strands 
are  coiled  together;  and  when  the  thin  end  of  one  of  the  withes  nearly  gives 
out,  a  new  strand  is  simply  put  in.  This  rope  has  a  very  loose  texture. 
Much  better  rope  of  the  same  sort  is  made  by  the  Nootka  and  Quilleyut, 
who  use  it  extensively  for  whaling-lines.  A  few  specimens  that  I  have  examined 
do  not  appear  to  be  made  of  double  withes,  as  here  described,  but  simply 

show  a  very  strong  and  even  twist  of  strong  cedar-twig  withes,  each  withe 
being  about  13  mm.  thick,  and  the  whole  rope  having  a  thickness  of  about 

25  mm. 
Crowns  for  wedges  and  chisels  are  made  of  cedar-withes  in  the  following 

manner:  A  long  withe  is  turned  into  a  ring  about  5  en?  in  diameter,  beginning 
at  the  middle  of  the  withe.  First  the  thick  end  is  twisted  in  and  out  through 
the  ring  until  one  circuit  has  been  completed.  Then  the  thin  end  is  treated 

in  the  same  way,  so  that  a  complete  ring,  consisting  of  a  three-stranded  rope, 
is  made.  This  ring  is  placed  on  the  slightly  sharpened  butt-end  of  the  wedge, 
which  is  battered  down  until  it  is  quite  flat  and  the  ring  is  held  firmly  in 
place  (see  p.  323). 

Cedar-withe  rope  is  also  used  to  make  an  elastic  support  for  the  bedding 
of  the  cradle.  The  cradle  is  made  of  wood,  and  the  two  opposite  long  sides 
are  connected  with  cedar-withe  ropes,  which  are  made  in  the  following  manner : 
Two  holes  are  drilled,  one  above  the  other,  on  opposite  sides  of  the  cradle. 

A  cedar-withe  is  pushed  through  the  upper  hole  on  one  side  of  the  cradle  from 
the  inside,  leaving  the  thick  end  standing  out  on  the  inside  of  the  cradle  for 
a  distance  greater  than  the  width  of  the  cradle.  It  passes  along  the  outside 
of  the  cradle  to  the  drill-hole  just  under  the  first  one,  and  the  thin  end  is 
pushed  through  this  hole  to  the  inside,  and  is  carried  straight  through  the 
cradle  to  the  upper  hole  on  the  opposite  side.  From  there  the  thin  end 
passes  along  the  outside  to  the  lower  drill-hole  on  the  same  side,  and  is 
brought  in  again  through  this  lower  drill-hole;  so  that  now  there  is  one  strand 
of  cedar-withe  connecting  the  two  holes,  and  two  free  ends  on  the  inside  of 
the  cradle,  standing  out  each  from  one  side  and  running  in  opposite  directions. 
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These  are  twisted  over  the  central  strand  into  a  three-stranded  rope,  the  ends 
bring  tucked  in  between  the  two  drill-holes  on  each  side. 

Other  ropes  are  made  of  cedar-bark.  These  are  made  by  women.  The 
bark  of  the  red  cedar  is  cut  into  strips  from  3  mm.  to  5  mm.  wide.  A  bundle 
of  these,  which  is  to  form  one  of  the  strands  of  the  rope,  is  held  firmly  in 
the  left,  and  twisted  to  the  right.  Three  bundles  of  this  kind  are  started, 

and  are  then  tied  together.  About  30-40  cm.  of  each  strand  are  twisted  in 
this  way,  and  then  they  are  coiled  firmly  together; 

the  end  from  which  the  rope-working  begins  being 
generally  held  with  the  big  toe  of  the  right  foot. 

While  the  twisting  of  the  rope  continues,  the  un- 
twisted cedar-bark  which  is  to  be  made  into  the 

strands  is  folded  up  and  tied  in  the  middle  ;  and 
when  the  twisting  of  the  strands  continues,  the 
untwisted  end  of  one  of  the  strands  is  tied  firmly 

around  the  unfinished  rope  to  prevent  it  from  un- 
twisting (Fig.  70).  This  kind  of  rope  is  used 

extensively  for  fish-lines,  carrying-straps,  and  also 
for  heavy  ropes.  These  are  often  made  of  five 
strands.  The  material  is  easily  spliced  by  putting 

in  additional  strands  of  bark.  In  carrying-straps 
the  free  ends  of  the  woven  part  of  the  strap  are 
twisted  directly  into  ropes  (see  Fig.  124).  The 
ends  of  anklets  and  bracelets  often  consist  of  fringe 
made  of  two  strands  twisted  together.  These  are 

generally    held    in    place    by   a  knot 
at  the  end. 

Another  type  of  cedar-bark  rope 
(Fig.  7  1)  is  made  by  braiding  together 
three  strands,  each  consisting  of  three 

layers  of  strong  cedar-bark  about  5  mm. 
wide.     In  some  necklaces  nine-strand 

braidings  occur  (Cat.  No.        -.  Some 

Fig.  7°  dmS*)-     Unfinished Cedar-Rope. 

thin,  wide  ribbons  are  made  of  cedar- 
bark  which  is  woven  like  diagonally- 
woven  belts  and  straps  (see  Fig.  127). 

Thin  fish-lines  are  also  made  of 
human  hair,  which  is  twisted  and 

braided.  These  are  used  particularly  for  the  small  hooks  with  which  kelp-fish 
(Pleurogrammvs  monopterygius)  are  caught. 

Lines    are    also    made    out    of  the    hide    of  sea-lion  and  of  deer.     When 

making  thongs  out  of  sea-lion  hide,  the  piece  of  hide  is  put  down  flat,  and  a  strip 
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about  10-15  mm.  wide  is  cut  off  all  round  the  circumference,  the  cutting 

continuing-  spirally  towards  the  centre.  After  a  long  strip  has  been  removed, 
it  is  pulled  taut.  A  slit  is  cut  through  the  end  and  a  stick  is  pushed  through. 
Then  one  man  takes  hold  of  each  end  and  begins  to  twist.  When  it  is  nearly 
dry,  the  twisting  is  continued  some  more.  Then  the  two  ends  are  held  tight 
by  two  men,  while  a  third  one  drives  a  stake  into  the  ground  at  the  middle 
of  the  twisted  thong,  to  which  it  is  tied.  Then  the  two  men  bring  the  ends 

of  the  twisted  thong  together,  'and  one  of  them  lets  go.  Then  one  end  twists 
itself  around  the  other  one. 

Deer-skin  for  making  lines  is  treated  in  the  same  way,  except  that  it  is 
twisted  at  one  end  only,  one  stick  being  braced  in  the  crack  of  a  rock.  After 

the  deer-skin  rope  has  been  made  in  this  manner,  it  is  plaited. 
Bear-guts  are  also  treated  in  the  same  manner ;  but  it  is  considered  diffi- 
cult to  make  ropes  out  of  them,  because  the  two  opposite  sides  are  of 

uneven  lengths. 

Light  harpoon-lines  are  made  of  the  sinew  of  the  porpoise. 
Trolling-lines  are  made  of  young  kelp  (Fig.  72).     These  lines  are  prepared 

by  men.  The  kelp  is  dried  over  a  fire 
of  alder  picked  up  as  driftwood  on  the 
beach.  The  kelp  shrinks  to  a  very 
even  thickness,  the  fibre  twisting  to  a 
certain  extent.  The  method  of  splicing 

parts  of  the  fish-line  is  shown  in  the 
illustration. 

For  tying,  thread  of  nettle-fibre, 
made  as  described  before,  is  used.  For 

holding  splices  of  wood,  the  bark  of 
Prumis  emarginata,  v.  villosa  Sudw. 

(hiVwum)  is  used.  It  is  peeled  in  spiral 
lines  around  the  tree,  a  cut  slanting 

upward  being  first  made.  It  is  kept 
wound  up  on  reels  (Fig.  73). 

For  tying  harpoon-heads,  nettle- 
fibre  unspun,  or  porpoise-sinew,  is  used. 
Sewing  is  done  with  deer-sinew.  The 
holes  for  passing  the  thread  through 
are  made  with  awls  made  of  the  ulna 

of  the  deer  or  of  splinters  of  bone.1 

BASKETRY.    Square  Weaving  (dza'- 
gwif).  —  Only  coarse  mats  and  coarse 

or    large   baskets    are    woven    in    such  a  way  that  the  strands  run  parallel  to 
1  Sec  Harlan  I.  Smith,  Shell-Heaps  of  the  Lower  Fraser  River  (Vol.  II  of  this  series,  Fig.  35,  p.  171). 

'g-  72  (rtfu)-     Spliced  Piece  of  Kelp  Line. 

Fifi-   73 

T}TH)-     Reels  wilh  Bark  String. 
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Detail  of  Square   Matting. 

the  edges  (Fig.  74).     Thick  cedar-bark  is  used  for  this  purpose;  and  the  width 
of  the    strands  is  considerable,  ranging  from    i  cm.  to    1.5  cm.     In  making  a 
mat    of   this    kind,    the    cedar-bark  is  middled 
and  hung  over  the  batten.     Then  one  side  of 

the    pieces    of   cedar-bark   is  split  into  strands 
of   the    width    that   is  to  be  used  in  weaving. 

A    very    narrow    thin    strip    of   cedar-bark    is 
twined  in  along  the  batten  so  as  to  hold  the 
strands    in    place.      Generally    this    twining    is 
done  so  that  in  each  twist  of  the  twining  two 
strands  are  held  together.     Then  other  pieces 

of   cedar-bark    are    split   in  the  desired  width, 
and  are  woven  in  up  and  down.     The  weaver 

begins  on  the  left-hand  side  and  works  to  the 
right.      In  beginning  the  first  row,  part  of  the     Fig.  74  (^f, 

first    woof-strand  is  doubled  over  the  edge  of 
the    mat,    and    the  double  woof  which  is  thus  originated 
is    woven   in.     The  mat  is  finished  off  below  by  turning 

over    the   warp-strands  and  twining  them  in  with  a  very 
narrow    double    strip    of  cedar-bark  just  over  the  lowest 
woof-strand. 

Other  mats  of  this  kind  are  finished  off  with  a  broad 

strip    of   cedar-bark    (Fig.    75),    and    the    loose   ends  are 
woven  in  at  the  bottom ; 

while  at  the  sides  the  woof- 
strands  are  twisted  around 

the  outermost  warp  and 

turned  back,  thus  forming  the  next  lower  woof- 
strand.  This  method  of  weaving  is  employed 

for  the  long  mats  which  are  used  as  seats  at 
feasts.  The  mats  are  used  doubled  over  along 

the  batten  edge.  They  are  made  in  the  same 
way  as  described  before.  When  the  warp  is 
hung  over  the  batten,  split,  and  twined,  the 
twining  is  left  in,  and  first  a  broad  strip  is 
inserted.  One  of  these  mats,  when  doubled 

over,  is  47  cm.  wide  and  170  cm.  long. 

Diagonal  Weaving.  -  -  Most  of  the  finer 
mats,  baskets,  and  all  woven  belts  and  straps, 
are  woven  diagonally  (Fig.  76).  The  weaving 

is  started  in  the  same  way  as  that  of  the  mats  the  warp  and  woof  of  which 

run  parallel  to  the  edges.     The  cedar-bark  is  hung  over  the  batten  and  twined 

Fig.  75  WSrO-     Border  ot Square  Matting. 

Fig.  76 Detail  of  Diagonal  Matting. 
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as  shown  in  the  illustration.  The  essential  difference  in  the  hanging  of  the 

cedar-bark  in  the  two  cases  lies  in  the  fact  that  in  the  diagonal  mat  the  bark 
is  doubled  in  twining,  because  the  same  piece  has  to  serve  as  woof  and  warp. 

This  stitch  is  called  q.'ule'dzo ;  that  is,  "flat  on  itself."  When  the  edge  of  the 
mat  is  reached,  the  strands  are  turned  over  at  a  right  angle,  and  the  weaving 
is  continued  in  the  same  manner  as  before ;  the  strands  which  ran  first  from 

left  above  to  right  below  running  now  from  right  above  to  left  below.  The 
same  method  is  followed  in  weaving  narrow  straps.  When  the  lower  end  of 
the  mat  is  reached,  the  strands  that  run  from  right  above  to  left  below  are 
left  standing,  while  those  that  turn  from  left  above  to  right  below  are  turned 
over  and  woven  in  for  about  three  or  four  stitches.  In  this  manner  the  whole 

lower  edge  is  finished  off;  and  after  the  mat  has  been  completed,  all  the 

loose  strands  are  cut  off.  The  edge  of  this  matting  is  called  ma'lagaxstEnd. 
When  making  mats  of  this  kind,  the  weaver  finishes  a  space  that  can  easily 
be  reached  without  moving  from  the  place  where  she  is  sitting.  In  order  to 
avoid  the  entangling  of  the  strands,  the  loose  ends  that  are  not  in  use  are 
tied  up.  A  small  dish  of  water  is  kept  next  to  the  worker,  from  which  she 
fills  her  mouth  and  blows  the  water  over  the  mat  (Plate  xxvm,  Fig.  i). 

Open-Mesh     Weaving.  -   -  A    third    stitch  which  is  used  for  open  matting 

is  called  yibElo'  (Fig.   77,  a].     In  this  stitch  the  cedar-bark  is  split  into  strips of  the  desired  width, 
which  are  twined  together 
with  another  double  strip 
of  cedar-bark.  The  lines 

of  twining  are  from  i  cm. 

to  3  cm.  apart,  so  that 
the  whole  mat  is  quite 

open.  Bags  are  made 
in  the  same  stitch  (Fig. 

77,  ff).  Larger  bags  of 
this  kind  are  started  in 

the  same  way  as  a  mat, 

the  upper  end  of  the 

warp-strips  of  the  cedar- 
bark  being  turned  over 
and  twined  in.  The  first 
few  rows  are  made  in 

this  manner.  Generally 
the  first  and  second  lines 

F'g-  77,  a  (4**),  Detail  of  Open-Work  Matting;  <5 
melting  Spruce-Root  (width,  14  cm.). 

Bag  for 

of  twining  are  quite  close  together.  The  second  and  third  may  be  from  5  cm.  to 
7  cm.  apart,  while  towards  the  bottom  of  the  bag  the  distance  between  the 
lines  is  decreased.  While  the  bag  is  making,  the  strip  of  cedar-bark  which 
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is  used  for  twining  is  folded  up  on  the  left-hand  side  of  the  mat,  and  is 
generally  tied  to  the  loose  ends  of  the  next  higher  line  of  twining,  so  as  to 
be  out  of  the  way  while  the  work  is  being  carried  on.  As  soon  as  the  work 
on  the  mat  has  proceeded  so  far  that  the  bottom  of  the  bag  is  reached,  the 

warp-strands  are  turned  over  completely ;  and  the  twining  is  now  continued 
on  the  opposite  side,  the  ends  of  the  twining  which  have  been  folded  up  being 
undone  and  used  for  continuing  the  work.  In  all  the  lower  rows  the  twining 
is  carried  back  so  that  it  joins  the  next  higher  row  of  twining ;  and  in  this 
way  the  rows  of  twining  are  made  into  a  continuous  spiral. 

This  stitch  is  used  for  food-mats,  covers  to  protect  the  canoe  against  the 
sun,  covers  used  in  steaming  food.  They  are  used 
under  salmon  that  are  being  cut,  and  very  large  mats 

of  this  kind  are  used  for  the  sides  of  camping-tents. 
Bags  of  this  kind  are  used  for  holding  clam-muscles, 
fern-roots,  and  clover-roots. 

A  similar  kind  of  open  matting  is  made  by  crossing 

two  adjoining  warp-strands  once  between  two  lines  of 
twining  (Fig.  78). 

Bird-Cage  Weaving.  -  -  Spruce-root  baskets  are 

made  in  bird-cage  stitch  (k'!ilg-iku)  (Fig.  79).  Some- 
times the  spruce-root  with  which  it  is  tied  is  wrapped 

around  twice,  as  shown  in  Fig.  79,  &;  but  generally 

the  wrapping  between  the  warp-strands  is  single,  as 

Fig-  78  GiSiO-    Details  of  Twisted 

Open  Mat. 

Fig-  79)  a  (si"*)i  Spruce-Root  Basket  (height,   25  cm.;  length,  28  cm.); ),   Detail  of  Weaving. 

shown  in  Fig.  79,  a.  The  direction  of  the  wrapping  alternates,  one  line 

turning  to  the  left,  the  next  one  to  the  right.  In  some  of  the  fine  baskets 

of  this  kind,  a  number  of  lines  -  -  from  two  to  five  -  -  turn  to  the  left,  then 

a  number  of  lines  to  the  right.  At  the  corners  the  wrapping  is  carried  twice 

49 — JESUP   NORTH    PACIFIC    EXPED.,   VOL.    V. 
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around  the  corner-rod,  -  -  once  to  the  left,  and  once  to  the  right.  At  one 
of  these  corner-rods  the  direction  of  the  wrapping  is  changed,  as  just  described. 

In  order  to  give  greater  stiffness  to  the  basket,  these  corner-rods  and  a  warp- 
strand  near  the  middle  of  the  long  side  are  made  of  cedar-twigs.  The  spruce- 
root  woof  which  is  tied  to  the  warp  runs  spirally  around  the  basket.  In  order 

to    give    added    strength  to  the  bottom,  three 

or    more    of  the    middle    warp-strands    of   the 
short  sides  are  joined  together,  and  are  firmly 

tied  with  spruce-root.     In  some  of  the  baskets 
the    bottom    of  which    is    rather    narrow,    the 

bird-cage  stitch  continues  down  to  the  bottom 
bar,    while    in    others   the  spruce-root  warp  of 
the  long  sides  and  that  of  the  short  sides  are 
interwoven    (Fig.  80).     The  upper  rim  of  the 

basket  is  made  by  turning  over  all  the  warp- 

strands  along  a  stout  spruce-root,  and  tying  the  whole  with  spruce-root  wrapping. 

The    warp    of  this    basket    is    called    e'k'Iebala-,  the  woof,  xwem ;  the  corner- 

branches,  Lla'LlEXEnutslExsde ;  the  bottom  stick,  g1'lg-aslis  k-!i'lx'dE8ma. 
Carrying-baskets  of  this  type  have  sometimes  a  very  fine  weave,  and  are 

provided  all  along  the  rim  with  a  continuous  series  of  small  loops  made  of 

cedar-withes,  and  used  for  lacing  the  top  of  the  basket  with  cedar-bark  rope. 
The  Kwakiutl  put  the  basket  upside  down  on  a  stake  when  weaving  (see 
Plate  xxvm,  Fig.  2),  while  the  Koskimo  put  the  basket  down  on  the  ground. 

The  making  of  a  fish-trap  by  this  method  of  weaving  is  described  in  the 
following  lines  (see  Fig.  147):  — 

Fig.  80  (W|g7).    Detail  of  Bottom  of  Spruce- 
Root  Basket. 

As  soon  as  all  (the  spruce-root  and 

cedar-withes)  have  been  split,  she  takes 
the  split  withes  and  puts  them  down 
at  the  place  where  she  is  going  to 
weave  the  fish-basket  that  she  is  going 
to  make ;  and  also  the  split  root  which 

is  to  be  the  means .  of  tying  them  to- 
gether; that  also  she  puts  down  at  her 

place  where  she  is  about  to  weave  the 

fish-basket  that  she  is  going  to  make. 
First  four  thick  split  roots  are  taken. 

She  puts  them  down  this  way.1  This 
has  the  name  of  "beginning  of  the  stiff 
side,"  these  four  long  ones  with  their 

Wa,  g-lTmese  wl/8la  la  paa'kuxs  la'e 
axse'dxa  paa'kwe  tEXE'ma  qass  g-a'xe 
g'l'g-alrt  la'xes  k'li'lg'asLaxes  LEqe'laLe. 

Wa,  he'8miseda  k-fi'lg-EmLeda  dzEdE'- 

kwe  Llo'plEk'a.  He'Em8xat!  g-ax  g-i'-  5 
g'alelEms  la'xes  k!wae'lasLe  qo  laL 

LEqe'laLe. 

Wa,    he'8me    g'il    axse'tso8seda   mo'- 
ts!aqe  LESLEkluge'sa  paa'kwe  Llo'plEk'a. 
Wa,    le  axsa'l!laqg-a  gwa'teg'a.1     Wa,  10 
he'Em  Le'gadEs  g'a'laedzEm  L!a/L!axEn- 

1  Crossing  at  right  angles. 
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tips  apart.  Then  she  takes  a  pliable 
root  and  puts  the  (thin)  end  on  one 
of  the  stiff-sided  ones ;  and  she  takes 
a  split  root  and  ties  it  with  a  knot  to 

the  stiff-sided  one,  with  the  means  of 

tying  the  stiff-sided  ones. 

And  first  the  ends  of  the  stiff-sided 

ones  are  tied  together.  As  soon  as 
this  is  done,  she  puts  on  the  means  of 

tying  the  stiff-sided  ones,  and  she  ties 
them  on.  She  continues  to  add  warp- 

strands  in  this  way.1  Now  she  ties  (the 
woof)  around  the  warp-strands.  She 
only  stops  adding  warp-strands  when 
she  arrives  at  the  widest  part  in  the 
middle  of  the  fish-basket. 

As  soon  as  her  tying  arrives  near 

the  narrow  neck,  then  she  takes  warp- 
strands  of  the  fish-basket  out  again, 
one  by  one,  and  the  mouth  of  the  fish- 
basket  gradually  narrows. 

As  soon  as  the  place  where  the 

kelp-fish  are  to  enter  is  of  the  size  of 
one  of  our  flat  hands,  it  is  finished. 

Then  the  place  where  the  kelp-fish  are 
to  enter  the  inside  of  the  fish-basket 
is  of  the  size  of  a  flat  hand. 

Immediately  she  goes  into  the  woods 

to  look  for  a  maple-tree.  As  soon 
as  she  finds  one  that  grows  straight 
up,  she  pulls  off  the  bark.  Then  she 
also  splits  off  the  bark  on  the  [back] 
outside,  and  removes  it.  But  she  keeps 
the  white  inner  bark.  When  she  has 

enough,  she  goes  home  to  her  house. 
Immediately  she  splits  it  into  narrow 
strips,  and  she  ties  the  ends  of  three 
of  them  together. 

wace,  yi'xa  mo'tslaqe  la  wa'x'sbata. 

Wa,  le  ax8e'dxa  pEqwa'  qacs  ax8a'LE- 
lodes  o'ba8yas  la'xa  8nE'mts!aqe  la'xa 

L!a'xEnwase.  Wa,  le  axse'dxa  8nE'm- 
tslaqe  paa'ku  Llo'plEk'a  qa°s  qludzEm-  5 
k'li'ndes  la'xa  Lla'xEnwase  LE8wa  k'li'lx-- 

dEmasa  Lla'xEnwa8e. 

Wa,     he'xoi,    g-Jl    yaLoVwltso^eda 
o'basyasa  mo'tslaqe  Lla'xEnwa8ya.    Wa, 

g-i'lsmese     gwa'texs     la'e     ax8a'LElotsa  10 
K'!I  lx*dEmasa    L'a  xEnwa  e    qa  s  Ic'Iilx'- 
sa'LElodales.     Wa,  le  g1nwa8na'kulaxa 

q!wa'sgEmasyasg'a     gwa'leg'a.1       Wa, 
Ia6me     k-!i'lx'se8stalasa     q!wa'sgEma8e. 

Wa,    le    a'tem    gwat  g'i'nwa8na'kulaxa  15 

q!wa'sgEma8yaxs  la'e  la'g'aa  la  LEg-o'- 
ya8yasa  LEgE'me. 

Wa,  g-l'l8Emsxaa'wise  la'g'ae  k'll'l- 
k-asyas  la'xa  la  e'x'afa  lax  tlo'gwaanu- 

dasyas  awa'xstasyasexs  la'aexat!  k'llqa'-  20 
laxa  8na'l8nEmts!aqe  lax  qlwa'sgEma- 

8yasa  LEgE'me  qa  wl'tExsta8na'kulisa 
o'xawa8yasa  LEgE'me. 

Wa,    g-flsmese  La'xdEn  la'xEns  eya- 
sa'qe    wa'sgEmasas    g-a'poLasasa   pEx--  25 
8l'taxs  la'e  gwa'ta.    Wa,  la'8xae  La'xdEn 
la'xEns      eyasa'qe      wa'dzEgExstaasasa 

g-a'poLasasa    pEx-8l'te    lax    o'tsla'wasa 

Wa,  he'x-8ida8mese  la  a'Leesta  la'xa  30 
a'Lle  qass  le  a'lax  sa'qlwaEmsa.  Wa, 

gl'Fmese  qla'xa  e'k'etElaxs  la'e  he'x-- 
6ldaEm  saq!ux'8l'dEx  xo'xuna8yas.  Wa, 
la'8xae  pa'x-8ldEx  xEgwe'g-a8yas  qa8s 

lawa'leq.  Wa,  la'La  axe'lax  8mE'ldzowe  35 

dEna'ts.  Wa,  g'i'!8mese  he'lale  axa'nE- 
masexs  g'a'xae  na'8nakwa  la'xes  g'o'- 
kwe.  Wa,  he'x-8idaemese  dzEtle'deq  qa 

ts!e'itslEq!asto'we8s.  Wa,  he'x'8idasmese 
mo'makodEx  o'basyasa  yu'duxuts!aqe.  40 

1   Putting    in    warps    between    the    foundation    of  roots    that  cross  at  right  angles,  and  tying  on  the  woof 
spirally. 
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After  she  has  tied  the  ends  together, 
she  twists  two  of  them  together;  and 
when  (the  piece)  is  eight  spans  long, 
she  twists  the  (third)  one  on  to  it. 
Now  the  twisting  of  the  thin  string  is 
in  three  strands. 

As  soon  as  she  has  finished,  she 
twists  one  more  of  the  same  thickness 

and  also  the  same  length.  These  are 

to  be  the  suspenders  of  the  fish-basket. 
As  soon  as  the  rope-making  is  finished, 
she  takes  her  fish-basket  and  pulls  the 

end  of  the  suspender  —  for  that  is  the 
name  of  the  two  ropes  -  -  through  at 
one  side  of  the  fish-basket,  beginning 
at  the  place  where  it  first  bends  inward 

toward  the  place  where  the  kelp-fish 
go  in.  She  ties  the  end  of  the  suspender 
there  firmly;  and  she  ties  also  the  other 

end  to  the  opposite  side  of  the  fish- 
basket. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  she  takes 

the  other  (rope)  and  ties  one  end  to 

the  other  side  l  of  the  fish-basket ;  and 
she  also  ties  the  other  end  at  the  op- 

posite side.  Then  they  are  measured 

so  that  the  suspenders  are  equal  dis- 
tances apart  on  the  sides  of  the  fish- 

basket,  so  that  it  does  not  tilt  over 

when  it  is  put  into  the  water  at  the 

place  where  kelp-fish  are  caught. 
As  soon  as  this  is  done,  she  takes 

cedar-bark  and  splits  it  into  narrow 
strips.  They  are  long.  As  soon  as 
they  are  in  thin  strips,  she  twists  them 
so  that  they  are  a  twofold  twisted  thin 

rope.  When  it  is  four  fathoms  long, 
it  is  finished. 

Then  she  ties  (this)  float-line  to 
the  suspenders.  When  it  is  done,  she 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwaf  moguxLalabE'n- 
dsqexs  la'e  mE/lx-sldxa  maelts!a'qe. 

Wa,  g'iTmese  mac}guna'hplEnk'  la'xEns 
q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8yaxs  la'e  mEle'g'intsa 
"nE'mtslaqe  laq.  Wa,  las'm  ya'yuduxu-  5 

tslagese  mEla'8yasa  wl'fe  dEnE'ma. 

Wa,  g'iTmese  gwa'ta  la'e  e'tled 
mE/lx-cldxa  8nE'mts!aqexa  he'masxat! 

wa'g'ite.  Wa,  la'xae  he'Em8xat  wa's- 

gEme.  Wa,  laE'm  te'k'lLEsa  LEgE'me.  10 
Wa,  g'lTmese  gwa'feda  mEla'8yasexs 
la'e  axse'dxes  LEgE'me,  wa,  le  ne'x'sots 

oba'8yasa  te'k'la,  -  -  qaxs  he'8mae  Le'- 

gEmasa  ma8fts!a'qe  mEla'Eyas,  -  -  lax 
apsa'no8yasa  LEgF/me  g'a'g'lLEla  lax  15 
g'a'le  gwa'nag-lLats  g-a'poLasasa  pEx-- 
8l'te.  Wa,  le  a'fila  mox8waLE'lots  o'ba- 
8yaseda  te'k'la  laq.  Wa,  le  e'tled 
mo'xswaLElots  a'psbasyas  la'xa  apsana'- 

8yasa  LEgF/me.  20 

Wa,  g-lTmese  gwa'ia  la'e  e't.'ed 
axee'dxa  8nE'mts!aqe  qa8s  mo'xswaLElo- 

des  o'basyas  la'xa  apsana'8yasa  LEgE'me. 
Wa,  le  e'tled  mo'xswaLElots  a'psba8yas 

qa  naqa'totas.  Wa,  Ia8me'  8mEnsl8la'-  25 
lakwa  qa  8nE'm8mes  awa'lagalaasasa 
te'k'la  lax  ewana'8yasa  LEgE'me  qa 
k'le'ses  tse'tslaxs  la'e  ax8sta'no  la'xa 

LEg-a'saxa  pEx-8i'te. 

Wa,    g-l'lemese   gwa'texs   la'e  e'tled  30 
axse'dxa  dEna'sasas  we'lkwe  qass  dzEx- 
8e'deq    tsle'ttslsqlastogwllaq.      Wa,    le 

g-flsg'ilsta.      Wa,    g'i'Pmese    wi'wubr- 
SEXS  la'e  mE'lx-8ldEq  qa  ma'maclts!ag'e- 
ses    mEla^yas    wl'ten    dEnp/ma.      Wa,  35 

g'i'lsmese    la    mo'plEnk'e    wa'sgEmasas 

la'e  gwa'la. 
Wa,  le  ma'x8waLElotsa  e'madzEtalaLe 

la'xa    te'k'la.      Wa,    g-JTmese 
1  Crossing  the  first  rope. 
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takes  dry  cedar-wood  and  whittles  it 
with  her  knife.  Its  length  is  one  span 

and  four  finger-widths.  The  lower  end 
is  thin,  but  it  has  a  round  knot  at  the 

end.  And  the  top  of  that  float  is  bottle- 

shaped.1  When  it  is  done,  she  ties 
it  to  the  end  of  the  float-line  just  over 
the  knot  at  the  end.  That  is  all  about 
this. 

gwa'texs  la'e  ax8e'dxa  lE'mxwa  k!wax- 
La/swe  qa*s  k'!5'x8wideses  k'la'wayuwe 

laq.  Wa,  le  mo'dEnbala  la'xsns  ba'- 
wa'sgEmasas. 

Wa,    la    wl'tbaxa 

\ 

Laqe 

bE'nbasyas.  Wa,  la  lo'xsEme  mo'xu- 
bacyas ;  wa,  la  po'xbe  o'xta'yas,  ytxa 
e'mase.1  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'fcxs  la'e 
mo'x8waLElots  o'basyasa  e'madzEtalaLe 
dEnE'm  lax  e'k'leLElasa  mo'xuba8e.  Wa, 

laE'm  gwat  la'xeq. 

Twilled  Weaving.  -  The  finest  baskets  of  the  Kwakiutl  are  made  of 
twilled  weaving  in  cedar-bark.  A  variety  of  methods  of  twilling  are  used. 
In  some  rather  coarse  mats  and  baskets  the  stitch  shown  in  Fig.  81  is  employed 

(ma'waqik11).  The  specimen  here  illustrated  shows  the  bottom  of  a  basket  and 
the  adjoining  portion  of  the  sides.  The  bottom  is  made  by  a  simple  inter- 

weaving of  broad  strips  of  cedar-bark.  After  the  bottom  is  completed,  it  is 
twined  together  with  a  narrow  strip  of  cedar-bark,  and  then  each  strip  is  divided 
with  the  nail  of  the  thumb  into  three  parts.  The  weaving  of  the  woof  is 
done  spirally ;  and  the  particular  method  of  twilling  here  described  consists  in 
weaving  two  down  and  one  up.  In  the  present  specimen  this  method  originates 
through  the  endeavor  to  keep  the  central  one  of 

the  three  strips  into  which  each  wide  cedar-strip 
has  been  divided  over  the  woof-strand.  Diagonal 
mats  are  made  in  the  same  manner.  This  weave 

is  used  for  mats  for  bedding,  for  pillow-bags, 
and  for  sacks  in  which  dry 

salmon  and  herring-roe  are 
kept.  Most  of  the  baskets 

made  in  this  way  are  nar- 
row and  high.  They  are 

used  like  boxes,  but  are 

considered  as  more  con- 
venient to  handle  when 

travelling  by  canoe. 
The  ordinary  method 

of  diagonal  twilling  is 
shown  in  Fig.  82,  a.  It  will 
readily  be  seen  that  this 

method  of  twilling  is  prac- 
tically the  same  as  that  used  in  making  diagonal  mats;  and  the  lateral  edges 

1  e'mas    is    also   the  name  for  a  grave-front  pul  up  for  a  person  whose  body  has  been  lost  owing  to  his 
death  by  accident. 

Fig-  8 1   W?T)-     Detail  of 
Twilled  Weaving. 

Fig.   82,  a  (TMT),  *  G1JT). 
of  Twilled  Weaving. 

Details 

10 
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and  the  bottom  are  also  treated  in  the  same  way  as  those  of  the  ordinary 

diagonal  mats.  A  sitting-mat  of  this  kind,  when  doubled  up  for  use,  is  60  cm. 
wide  and  about  180  cm.  long.  The  width  of  strips  in  large  twilled  mats  is 
about  5  mm.  In  bags  the  diagonal  bottom  is  often  made  of  wider  strips  of 
bark,  which  are  split  on  the  sides  and  twilled  (Fig.  82,  t>). 

Ornamented  Grass  Baskets.  -  The  ornamented  grass  baskets  of  the 

Makah,  which  have  been  described  in  detail  by  Professor  Mason,1  are  not 

used  by  the  Kwakiutl,  altho'ugh  a  few  rough  specimens  of  this  kind  are  made 
by  the  Koskimo.  The  few  baskets  of  this  kind  that  I  have  seen  are  very 

small.  They  have  no  inner  rod,  like  the  lattice-work  of  the  Makah,  but  are 
made  by  regular  twining  of  grass  around  a  cedar-bark  warp.  Ornamentation 
is  made  by  inserting  twilled  woofs  of  cedar-bark  dyed  black.  A  thin  strand 
of  white  grass  is  wrapped  around  each  strand  of  black  cedar-bark,  passing 
always  diagonally  over  the  two  warp-strands  under  which  the  black  cedar- 
bark  passes. 

Spoon- Baskets.  A  peculiar  kind  of  stitch  is  used  for  the  baskets  in  which 
spoons  are  kept.  All  of  these  are  made  of  cedar-bark,  with  warp  running 
straight  up  and  down,  and  horizontal  woof  (Fig.  83).  The  baskets  are  quite 

wide  and  very  narrow,  with  flat 
sides.  One  specimen  (jyf-3),  for 
instance,  is  about  36  cm.  wide 
and  quite  flat.  The  lowest  part 
of  the  basket  is  always  made  in 

the  ordinary  up-and-down  weave, 
while  the  sides  are  made  in  open- 

work. This  is  made  by  crossing 

two  warp-strands,  and  then 

weaving  them  together,  as  be- 

fore, by  two  or  more  woof- 
strands.  A  repetition  of  this 

device  gives  an  open-work  effect 
to  the  whole  side  of  the  basket. 
The  rim  of  the  basket  is  also 

Fig.  83  (,ji57).     Spoon^Basket.     Height,  34  cm.;  length,  36  cm.;      jn     open-WOrk          The     last    WOof width,   1 6  cm. 
row    is    regular    twining.     Then 

the  warp-strands  are  twisted,  crossed,  and  woven  into  the  border  presently  to 
be  described. 

Varying  effects  in  this  open-work  are  brought  about  by  inserting  a  greater 
or  less  number  of  solid  lines  between  the  twisted  open  meshes.  While  the 
specimen  here  illustrated  has  four  rows  of  solid  weaving  between  the  open 

meshes,  another  specimen  (;yf-8)  has  the  bottom  made  of  checker-work,  each 
>  Aborginal  American  Basketry  (Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for   1902,  p.  417). 
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strip  of  which  is  split  into  two  parts  for  the  sides.  The  sides  begin  with  nine 
rows  of  solid  weaving,  followed  by  thirteen  rows,  each  consisting  of  three  solid 
lines  separated  by  open  meshes.  The  top  of  the  basket  is  formed  by  nine 

rows  of  solid  checker-work,  followed  by  the  regular  type  of  border. 
Still  another  basket  of  this  kind  (jff-,)  has  also  wide  strips  in  the  bottom. 

The  sides  begin  with  eight  rows  of  solid  weaving,  followed  by  six  lines,  each 
consisting  of  two  rows  of  solid  weaving  separated  by  very  open  meshes.  The 
top  consists  of  six  lines  of  solid  weaving  followed  by  the  same  kind  of  border. 

The  specimen  j^-,  has  a  very  coarse  bottom,  each  strand  of  which  is  split 
into  three  parts  for  forming  the  sides.  These  begin  again  with  eight  solid 
lines,  followed  by  four  bands,  each  consisting  of  two  solid  rows  and  a  line  of 
meshes.  The  top  has  six  solid  lines  and  the  same  finish,  except  that  the 

twisted  warp-lines  are  not  crossed.  The  specimen  ̂ -Q  is  quite  similar  to  the 
last.  It  begins  again  with  eight  lines,  followed  by  fifteen  solid  double  lines 
separated  by  meshes.  The  top  is  finished  off  with  a  solid  weaving  of  eight 
lines  and  the  same  uncrossed  border. 

Somewhat  exceptional  is  a  square  basket  from  the  Koskimo  (jy^),  in 
which  the  sides  give  an  irregular  appearance  owing  to  the  fact  that  the  twisted 
strands  are  sometimes  turned  in  the  wrong  direction,  which  has  the  effect  of 

making  the  last  woof-strand  seem  to  be  enclosed  in  the  open  meshes.  The 
general  plan  of  the  side  of  this  basket  consists  of  a  beginning  with  four  solid 
rows,  followed  by  six  solid  rows  of  three  each,  divided  by  lines  of  open 
meshes.  The  basket  is  finished  off  on  top  with  three  rows  of  solid  work  and 
untwisted  border. 

A  large  wedge-basket  of  the  Koskimo  (j-j-§-7)  is  quite  similar  to  those 
heretofore  described.  The  bottom  is  narrow,  and  made  of  broad  strips  of 

cedar-bark,  which  are  split  into  three  parts  on  the  sides.  The  sides  begin 
with  nine  lines  of  solid  work,  followed  by  nine  rows  of  solid  weaving,  con- 

sisting of  two  lines  each,  and  divided  by  open  meshes.  The  top  is  finished 
off  by  five  rows  of  solid  weaving ;  and  the  border  is  as  usual,  with  crossing 

warp-strands. 
It  appears  from  these  examples  that  the  general  design  of  the  spoon- 

basket  consists  of  a  rather  wide  beginning,  followed  by  a  regular  alternation 
of  open  meshes  and  solid  work,  and  generally  finished  off  by  a  broader  strip 
of  solid  work ;  while  the  meshes  on  top  are  formed  by  the  twisted  warp, 
which  is  either  crossed  or  uncrossed.  It  is  worth  noticing  that  exactly  the 
same  number  of  stitches  occurs  in  a  number  of  these  baskets,  which  shows 

clearly  that  the  type  of  decoration  is  handed  down  by  a  strict  tradition. 
Borders.  -  The  border  of  these  baskets  is  made  by  a  simple  kind  of 

wrapping  (Fig.  84).  The  warp-strand  is  twisted  for  some  distance,  and  a  rope 
consisting  of  a  number  of  untwisted  strands  of  cedar-bark  in  five  or  six  layers 
is  laid  against  these  strands  on  the  inner  side  of  the  basket.  The  strands 
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are  held  by  a  wrapping  (a),  by  means  of  which  the  warp-strand  is  tied  firmly 
from    the    outside    against    the  rope.     Then  it  is  turned  over  to  the  left  over 

the  wrapping.  The  wrapping  is  carried 

over  the  rope,  and  catches  the  next  warp- 
strand,  which  is  then  laid  over  to  the 

left  in  the  same  manner.  In  this  way  a 
peculiar  braided  effect  is  obtained  on  the 
outside,  while  on  the  inside  a  simple 

wrapping  appears.  In  some  cases  where 
the  cedar-bark  is  rather  thick,  only  a  part 

of  the  twisted  warp-strands  is  braided  into 
the  border,  while  part  is  cut  off.  The 
effect  of  the  border  differs  considerably, 
according  to  the  width  of  the  binding  that 
is  employed. 

Double     Basket.  There     is    one 

double  square  basket  in  the  collection 

(Fig.  85)  which  was  obtained  at  Knight 
Inlet.  It  is  made  in  the  following  manner. 
The    b°ttOm    °f    the    tWO    basketS    h*S    °een 

woven  in  one  piece.  In  the  middle,  where 

the  two  baskets  join,  a  set  of  additional  cedar-bark  strips  of  about  the  same 

length  as  the  bottom-strands  have  been  laid  on,  and  are  woven  in  two  rows, 
so  that  the  warp  of  the  bottom  at  this  point  is  double.  After  the  bottom 

Fig.  84 Detail  of  Border  of  Basket. 

Fi6-  85  G}JT)-    Double  Basket.    Knight  Inlet.    Height,  14  cm. ;  length  of  bottom,  340111. 

was  completed,  these  warp-strands  were  turned  up,  and  in  this  way  warp 
material  was  supplied  for  finishing  each  basket  separately  all  around  in  the 
same  way  as  an  ordinary  square  basket.  The  sides  of  these  baskets  are 
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ordinary  checker-work.  The  top  is  finished  off  with  a  twining  of  spruce-root, 
over  which  the  warp-ends  are  strongly  twisted,  and  braided  over  a  rope,  as 
described  before.  The  effect  of  this  braiding  is  a  little  different  from  the 

usual  style,  on  account  of  the  appearance  of  the  spruce-root  which  was  used 
for  the  wrapping. 

Rain-Coat.  —  The  ordinary  method  of  square-mat  weaving  is  also  used 
for  the  manufacture  of  the  rain-coat.  This  is  ordinarily  made  in  the  style  of 
a  long  double  mat  (see  Plate  xxxm),  the  upper  part  of  the  mat  being  cut 
out  in  the  middle  so  as  to  form  the  two  shoulder-pieces  of  the  garment,  the 
lower  portion  of  which  forms  a  large  square  sheet,  which  is  worn  on  the  back. 

Decoration  of  Basketry.  —  Designs  made  by  twilling  are  arranged  in  such 
a  way  that  on  part  of  the  surface  the  twilling  runs  in  vertical  lines,  while  on 

adjoining  parts  the  twilling  runs  in  horizontal  lines  (Fig.  86).  Fields  of  this 
kind  are  fitted  together  in  various  ways.  In 
one  mat  broad  zigzag  bands  (Fig.  87,  a)  are 

produced  by  this  method;  another  one  is  deco- 
rated with  an  alternation  of  squares  (Fig.  87,  K]\ 

while  in  a  basket  the  series  of  squares  are  ar- 
ranged diagonally  (Fig.  87,  c).  Since  the 

contrast  of  these  fields  appears  only  in  reflected 

light,  the  grouping  of  squares  gives  just  as 

much  the  impression  of  groups  of  right-angled 
triangles  meeting  at  the  right  angles.  A  small 

pouch  of  this  kind  (Fig.  87,  d]  is  decorated 
•jji  T       F'g-  86  («4!rr)-     Details  of  Twilling,  showing with  a  broad  vertical  band  in  the  middle.     In  Method  of  producing  Designs, 

the  finest  old  baskets  made  by  the  employment 

of  these  methods,  the  width  of  the  cedar-bark  strip  is  sometimes  less  than  2  mm. 

The    occurrence    of  these    patterns    is    interesting  in  view  of  the  theories 

relating  to  the  origin  of  patterns  that  have  recently  been  propounded.     There 

is  a  certain  similarity  between  the  surface-ornaments  brought  about  by  adzing, 

which    were    referred    to    before    (p.    330),    and    those  made  by  twilling.     The 

distinction  of  the  adzed  surfaces  is  also  seen,  in  reflected  .light  only ;  and  the 

difference    between    adjoining   surfaces  lies  in  the  fact  that  the  lines  of  adzing 

are    at    right    angles    to    each    other,  -  -  one    set    running   with  the  grain,  the 

other    across    the    grain.     Although    the    carpenter-work    is    done  by  men,  the 

basketry-work  by  women,  it  may  be  that  these  two  styles  of  surface-decoration 

are    related.      It    is    certainly   just    as    conceivable    that    they   have    exerted    a 

mutual    influence    as  that  pottery-decoration  depends  upon  basketry-decoration, 

as  has  so  often  been  claimed.     In  joining  the  vertical  and  horizontal  rows  of 

twilling,  the  square  patterns  divided  by  diagonals  appear  which  have  been  so 

fully  discussed  by  Max  Schmidt.1     It  seems  to  me  obvious  that  the  occurrence 
i   Indianerstudien  in  Zentralbrasilien,  pp.  3JO  et  seq. 

50 — JESUP    NORTH   PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL     V. 
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of  these  patterns  in  cedar-bark  basketry  and  in  adzing  shows  clearly  that  their 
origin  is  not  necessarily  given  by  the  technique  of  palm-leaf  weaving,  — although 
their  origin  in  South  America  may  have  been  facilitated  by  it, --but  that  they 
easily  develop  in  all  kinds  of  twilling.  The  use  of  the  motive  also  shows 

that  Schmidt's  square  is  -  -  at  least  among  the  Kwakiutl  -  -  not  at  all  felt  as 
a  decorative  unit. 

I  have  not  seen  any  mats  of  square  weave  among  the  Kwakiutl  that  are 

decorated,  while  mats  of  diagonal  weave  sometimes  show  geometrical  designs. 

Fig.  87 Designs  in  Twilled  Matting  and  Basketry,     a,  b  (n^),  Designs  on  mats; 
Designs  on  Baskets. 

These  are  made  in  cedar-bark  which  is  dyed  black  in  mud  (see  p.  404).  An 
additional  decoration  is  sometimes  made  with  cedar-bark  which  is  dyed  red. 
Almost  the  only  kind  of  decoration  used  by  the  Kwakiutl  consists  in  designs 
made  by  weaving  in  black  strips  alternating  with  undyed  strips.  In  this  manner 
black  checkers  are  produced  on  the  surface,  which  stand  in  rows  (Fig.  88).  By 
intercrossing  designs  of  this  type,  diagonal  squares  are  produced.  I  have  also 
seen  a  few  mats  with  chevron  designs  made  in  the  same  way.  On  baskets 
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made    in  square  weaving,  designs  are  sometimes  formed  in  a  similar  manner. 
In    one  twilled  basket  made  by  carrying  a  woof-strand  over  two  warp-strands 
and  under  one,  a  design  is  made  by  an  alternation  of  three  undyed  strands  and 
two  blackened  strands,  thirteen  such  double  rows 
of  blackened  strands  occurring  on  the  side  of  the 
basket. 

The    decoration    of   mats    of  this  kind  made 

by    the    Nootka    is   much  more  elaborate.     Some 

square    mats    are    found    the    edges    of  which  are  :.          ; :     v/y*"*  :>:  •'  • 

finished  off  in  the  same  way  as  the  baskets,  and  ̂^§':--;»*^X^;:Vt***tv-:.-: which  are  surrounded  by  one  broad  strip  of  cedar- 
bark,  followed  by  three  black  lines  made  by  weaving       ̂ «*Rcxx»c<?s»ssKJSfi5  •x®K*r 
in    three    single    black    strands    separated    by  two 
undyed    strands.     Other   square  mats  are  divided  Fig  88  (H^).  checker  Design  in  Mat. 
into    squares    by    broad    color-bands   consisting  of 
narrow  black  and  red  strips  of  cedar-bark.  In  still  others  both  warp  and 
woof  consist  of  alternate  black  and  undyed  strands,  by  the  interweaving  of  which 
continuous  vertical  and  horizontal  black  stripes  are  produced.  These  are  some- 

times worked  out  in  more  complex  designs  consisting  of  squares  and  right  angles. 
WEAVING.  Methods  and  Materials.  -  -  The  only  method  of  weaving  used 

by  the  Kwakiutl  consists  in  the  twining  of  loose  material  with  thread,  and  in 
the  simple  interweaving  of  coarse  threads.  The  material  most  commonly  used 
for  weaving  is  the  fibre  of  the  yellow  cedar,  from  which  blankets,  capes,  and 
aprons  are  made. 

Cedar-Bark  Blankets.  -  The  blanket  is  woven  on  a  loom  similar  to 

that  used  by  the  Tlingit  for  weaving  their  woollen  blankets.1  It  consists  of 
two  stakes  about  60  cm.  high,  which  are  put  up  a  little  farther  apart  than 

the  width  of  the  blanket.  They  are  sometimes  carved.  The  stakes  are  con- 
nected by  a  batten  four  fingers  wide,  with  a  groove  in  the  upper  edge,  and 

holes  in  the  lower  edge.  The  ends  of  the  batten  are  fastened  to  the  tops  of 

the  stakes  with  loops  of  cedar-withes.  A  narrow  strip  of  cedar-bark  is  hung 
from  stake  to  stake,  and  the  ends  of  the  loose  yellow-cedar  bark  which  is  to  be 
used  as  the  warp  are  hung  over  it,  and  are  held  in  place  by  a  twining  of  two 

coarse  threads  of  yellow-cedar  bark,  which  is  applied  just  under  the  strip  over 
which  the  warp  is  hung.  The  warp  is  long  in  the  middle,  short  at  the  sides, 
so  as  to  give  the  lower  border  of  the  blanket  a  curvature.  Generally  one 

finger-width  or  more  of  the  warp  at  each  end  consists  of  thread  of  mountain- 
goat  wool.  The  strip  over  which  the  bark  has  been  hung  is  taken  off,  pressed 

tightly  into  the  groove  of  the  batten,  and  sewed  on,  the  sewing-thread  passing 
through  the  holes  in  the  batten.  Next  a  fine  double  thread  of  yellow-cedar 

1  See  G.  T.  Emmons,  The  Chilkat  Blanket  (Memoirs  American  Museum  of  Natural  History,  Vol.  Ill, 
Part  IV,  pp.  337  et  seq.). 
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bark  is  twined  around  the  cedar-bark  about  5  mm.  under  the  top  thread. 
Each  bundle  that  is  enclosed  in  the  twining  is  about  one  finger  in  width. 
The  bundles  are  twisted  a  little,  to  make  it  easier  to  separate  them.  The 

successive  lines  of  twining  are  about  a  finger-width  apart.  Every  two  fine 
threads  are  followed  by  one  coarse  thread.  When  working  the  blanket,  it  is 
gradually  rolled  up  over  the  batten.  In  order  to  make  the  curvature  at  the 

lower  part  of  the  blanket,  the  twining-threads  are  placed  farther  apart  in  the 
middle,  and  a  sufficient  number  of  additional  ones  are  added  there.  Finally 

a  strip  of  skin  -  -  often  mink-skin  -  -  is  sewed  to  the  upper  edge.  The  lower 

border  is  called  "the  wood  edge."  Sometimes  it  is  made  of  wool.  The  lower 
edge  consists  generally  of  four  lines  of  twining,  which  are  close  together. 
At  each  lower  corner  a  woollen  tassel  is  attached,  which  hangs  down  to  the 
level  of  the  lowest  part  in  the  middle  of  the  blanket.  Finally  a  leather 
strip  is  sewed  to  each  upper  corner  for  tying  the  blanket  together. 

From  an  examination  of  the  specimens  in  the  Museum,  some  additions 

to  this  description  may  be  given.  The  lateral  borders  of  all  the  cedar-bark 
blankets  are  woven  of  thread  made  either  entirely  of  mountain-goat  wool  or 
of  an  inner  body  of  cedar-bark  covered  over  with  mountain-goat  wool.  The 
border  consists  of  a  number  of  warp-strands  which  are  hung  in  the  same  way 

as  the  body  of  the  whole  blanket.  The 
method  of  weaving  is  illustrated  in 

Fig.  89,  and  corresponds  exactly  to 
the  method  of  weaving  the  border  ol 
the  Chilkat  blanket  described  by  G.  T. 

Emmons,1  the  only  difference  being  that 
there  is  no  border-string  passing  through 
the  terminal  loops,  which  appear  in  the 

general  view  of  the  blanket  like  a  finish- 
ing cord.  The  texture  of  the  border- 

strip  differs  considerably  in  various 
specimens.  In  some  the  border  is  very 

coarse,  and  consists  of  a  few  warp- 
strands  only,  eight  being  the  smallest 
number  that  I  have  counted ;  while  in 

the  more  elaborate  specimens  I  have 

counted  thirty  and  more.  It  is  only  in  these  elaborate  specimens  that  the 
edge  is  set  off  distinctly  in  the  form  of  a  rope. 

In  some  cases  this  edge  is  further  ornamented  by  running  down  one  line 
of  weaving,  skipping  two  strands ;  while  others  are  run  down,  skipping  one 

F'g-  89, 

yWO-     Detail  of  Border  of 
Cedar-Bark  Blanket. 

1  Emmons,   The    Chilkat    Blanket    (Memoirs    of   the    American    Museum   of   Natural    History,    Vol.     III. Part  IV,  p.  341). 
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strand.     In  the  illustration  to  the  left,  in  Fig.   89,  a  border  is  shown  in  which 
three  ridges  are  brought  about  by  this  procedure. 

In  most  specimens  the  head-line  (the  first  woof-line  seems  to  consist  of  a 
stout  band  of  cedar-bark,  over  which  the  warp-lines  are  hung,  being  twined 
immediately  under  the  head-line  with  a  strong  string.  About  half  a  centimetre 
under  this  twining  is  another  twining  made  of  coarse  stout  cedar-bark.  Under 
this  is  a  series  of  four  lines  of  twining  made  of  mountain-goat  yarn.  While  in 
the  upper  twinings  larger  bundles  of  warp  are  held  together,  the  wool  twining 
starts  the  division  of  the  warp  material  into  bundles  of  the  same  width  as  is 
carried  down  through  the  blanket.  The  lower  border  consists  also  of  four 
lines  of  wool  twining.  Sometimes  there  are  as  many  as  three  of  these  borders. 
The  fur  border  around  the  neck  is  made  of  skin  cut  into  a  long  narrow  strip, 
which  is  passed  through  the  meshes  between  the  first  and  second  twining,  and 

wrapped  around  the  head-line. 
There  is  one  blanket  made  of  red-cedar  bark  in  the  collection  which  differs 

from  all  the  others.  The  head-line  consists  of  a  rope  of  red-cedar  bark,  over 
which  shredded  red-cedar  bark  is  hung  and  twined  in,  the  ends  of  the  shredded 
cedar-bark  bundles  being  quite  near  to  the  twining.  This  material  is  woven 

in  exactly  the  same  way  as  the  diagonal  cedar-bark  mats,  and  is  held  together 
at  the  lower  end  by  twining  with  very  coarse  cedar-bark  string,  the  loose 
ends  of  the  shredded  bark  hanging  down  as  a  fringe.  This  specimen  is  a 
ceremonial  blanket,  and  was  evidently  made  very  hastily. 

Cedar-Bark  Cape.  —  In  weaving  a  cedar-bark  cape,  two  posts  are  driven 
into  the  ground,  converging  upward.  The  distance  between  the  poles  at  the 
top  is  just  large  enough  to  allow  the  head  to  pass  through  the  finished  cape 

(Plate  xxix,  Fig.  2).  The  length  of  the  side  equals  the  distance  from  the 
elbow  to  the  shoulder.  The  inclination  is  determined  by  the  spread  of  the 

elbows  in  paddling.  A  strip  of  bark  of  red  cedar,  which  forms  the  upper  edge 

of  the  cape,  is  tied  around  the  top  of  the  frame.  The  work  proceeds  as 

described  before.  As  the  cape  widens  downward,  new  strips  of  cedar-bark  are 

inserted.  To  the  lower  edge  a  number  of  woollen  tassels  are  attached. 

The  capes  in  the  collection  of  the  Museum  are  all  made  in  the  same 

manner  as  the  blankets.  Many  of  them  have  throughout  a  twining  of  wool. 

The  twining  is  carried  spirally  around  the  cape.  The  fur  around  the  neck  is 

applied  in  the  same  manner  as  the  fur  of  the  blankets.  One  of  the  capes 

is  lined  with  long  fur,  which  is  slit  into  very  narrow  long  strips,  which  are  put 

on  the  inner  side  over  the  bundles  of  cedar-bark,  and  are  thus  twined  in. 

Not  all  capes  begin  with  the  four  lines  of  twining  just  under  the  upper  end 

which  are  characteristic  of  most  cedar-bark  blankets. 

Garments  of  the  same  kind  are  described  by  Vancouver.  He  says,  "The 

clothing  of  the  natives  here  was  either  skins  of  the  sea  otter,  or  garments 

made  from  the  pine  bark ;  some  of  these  latter  have  the  fur  of  the  sea  otter, 
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very  neatly  wrought  into  them,  and  have  a  border  to  the  sides  and  bottom, 
decorated  with  various  colours.  In  this  only  they  use  woollen  yarn,  very  fine, 

well  spun,  and  dyed  for  that  purpose ;  particularly  with  a  very  lively  and 

beautiful  yellow."  1  It  seems  from  this  that  in  former  times  the  borders  which 
are  now  plain  white,  or  sometimes  decorated  with  a  single  line  made  of  red 

yarn,  were  made  in  designs  of  dyed  mountain-goat  wool.  I  think  there  can 
be  little  doubt  that  the  two  .blankets  in  the  British  Museum  described  by 

George  T.  Emmons  in  his  discussion  of  the  Chilkat  blanket  were  old  blankets 

from  this  region.3 
Aprons.  -  -  Aprons  are  made  of  coarse  double  thread  of  yellow-cedar 

bark  or  of  yarn  of  mountain-goat  wool,  which  is  wrapped  tightly  around  a 
board  equalling  in  length  the  distance  from  the  elbow  to  the  knuckles  of  the 
bent  fingers.  This  is  the  length  of  the  apron.  Then  the  first  turn  is  taken 
off  from  the  board,  the  rope  which  is  to  form  the  waistband  is  pulled  through, 

and  just  under  it  a  twining  is  inserted.  Thus  they  continue  taking  off  one 
turn  after  another,  at  the  same  time  pulling  the  belt  through  the  turns.  The 
belt  is  long  enough  to  go  one  and  a  half  times  around  the  waist.  The  apron 
is  made  wide  enough  to  cover  the  whole  front  of  the  body.  After  the  whole 
apron  is  done,  the  lower  ends  are  cut  open  and  knotted.  Generally  there  is 

only  one  twining  at  the  upper  end,  but  as  many  as  three  twinings  are  some- 
times used. 

All  the  aprons  in  the  Museum  are  made  of  shredded  red  or  yellow  cedar- 
bark  or  of  wool.  In  the  better  specimens  the  shredding  is  not  carried  quite 

so  far  as  in  cedar-bark  that  is  to  be  used  for  towels.  Each  shredded  piece 
is  from  2  cm.  to  3  cm.  wide,  and  these  are  strung  on  the  braided  waistband, 
and  are  twined  together.  Immediately  under  the  twining  the  shredded  pieces 
are  divided  up  into  a  considerable  number  of  small  bundles,  each  of  which 

is  twisted  to  the  left,  while  the  lower  ends  are  loose.  A  few  very  coarse 
specimens  are  strung  on  a  waistband  of  shredded  red  cedar ;  and  the  part  of 
each  bundle  under  the  twining  is  allowed  to  hang  down  loose,  without  being 
twisted  into  strings. 

Waistbands  of  mountain-goat  wool  are  made  in  the  same  way,  a  number 
of  threads  being  kept  together  immediately  under  the  waistband  by  twining. 
The  thread  consists  of  two  strands,  and  is  sometimes  left  unknotted  at  the 
lower  end. 

In  one  specimen  in  the  Museum  collections  (^-§-5),  each  bundle  that  is 
held  together  by  twining  consists  of  from  three  to  four  pairs  of  warp-strands, 
which  are  middled  by  the  belt-line.  There  are  three  lines  of  twining  imme- 

diately under  the  belt-line,  very  close  together.  The  belt-line  of  another 

1  George  Vancouver,  A  Voyage  of  Discovery  to  the  North  Pacific  Ocean,  and  round  the  World  (London, 
1798),  Vol.  II,  p.  281. 

2  Memoirs  of  the  American   Museum  of  Natural   History,  Vol.  Ill,  Part  IV,  Plate  XXIV. 
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specimen  (j-}-f-2)  consists  of  a  three-strand  braid  of  mountain-goat-wool  yarn. 
By  means  of  four  lines  of  twining  a  band  about  5  cm.  wide  is  woven  just 

under  the  belt-line,  while  the  lower  part  consists  of  loose  fringe. 

A  man's  apron  (j^-^)  is  made  of  yellow-cedar  bark  woven  in  the  same 
way  as  the  ordinary  diagonal  mat.  It  is  about  25  cm.  square,  and  is  finished 
off  at  the  lower  end  by  two  lines  of  twining,  so  that  the  loose  ends  of  the 

cedar-bark  stand  out  at  the  lower  end  like  a  short  stiff  fringe. 
NETTING.  —  Netting-needles  are  made  of  alder  or  willow.  A  piece 

of  wood  between  two  branches  is  cut  off,  and  is  halved  for  large  netting- 
needles,  while  the  smallest  ones  are  made  out  of  quartered  wood.  The 

largest  size  is  one  span  and  one  hand-width  long  and  two  fingers  wide ;  the 
next  size  is  one  span  long  and  one  finger  and  a  half  wide ;  the  third  size,  a 
short  span  and  one  finger  wide ;  and  the  smallest  size  is  as  long  as  the 
width  of  the  hand  and  as  wide  as  the  little  finger.  The  middle  part  of  the 

netting-needle  is  made  very  thin,  so  that  the  light  shines  through  (Fig.  90). 
Large    mesh-measures   are  made  of  maple.     These  are  simply  flat  pieces 

of     wood     with     long 
rounded  edges,  cut  off 
square     at    the    ends, 
about  4  cm.  wide  and 

7  cm.  long ;  while  the 
next     size    is    a    little 
smaller.     The  smallest 

ones  are  made  of  rib- 

bones    of  deer,    which    are    cut    off  in    suitable  lengths.     The  larger  of  these 
sizes    is    made    of   the    large    ribs,    while   the  smallest  consist  of  pieces  of  the 
smallest  ribs. 

In  making  the  large  olachen-net,  the  woman  begins  with  the  finest  nettle- 

twine,  using  the  small  netting-needle,  on  which  the  thread  is  wound.  First 

the  twine  is  turned  twice  around  the  smallest  net-measure.  Then  it  is  tied 

and  pulled  off  from  the  measure.  With  this  mesh  the  net  is  started.  A  string 

is  tied  to  the  first  mesh,  and  is  attached  to  the  end  of  a  short  stake  which  is 

driven  into  the  ground.  The.  woman  nets  sitting  in  front  of  this  stake.  In 

netting,  the  woman  puts  the  shuttle  through  the  mesh  downward,  and  every 

mesh  is  secured  by  a  half-hitch  knot.  In  this  way  a  circle  of  forty  meshes  is 

made.  This  is  to  form  the  end  of  the  olachen-net.  When  the  net  is  about 

twenty  rows  of  meshes  long,  a  cedar-stick  about  30  cm.  in  length  is  pushed 

through  every  other  mesh  of  the  first  row.  A  line  is  tied  to  the  middle  of 

the  stick,  and  it  is  hung  from  the  poles  on  which  the  salmon  are  dried  in  the 

house.  When  the  net  gets  longer,  it  is  hauled  up  by  means  of  this  line,  and 

finally  it  is  thrown  over  the  poles.  The  work  is  then  continued  with  the  next 

larger  net-measure  and  with  a  little  heavier  twine.  In  beginning  work  with 

Fig.  90,  a Netting-Needles.     Length,  22  cm.,  27  cm. 
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the  heavier  twine  and  the  larger  net-measure,  a  piece  of  red-cedar  bark  is 
tied  in  to  indicate  the  beginning  of  this  portion  of  the  net.  Two  fathoms  and 
a  half  are  made  in  this  manner.  Then  the  third  net-measure  and  a  still  heavier 
twine  are  used  for  continuing.  After  two  fathoms  of  this  size  have  been 

made,  the  largest  netting-needle,  the  heaviest  twine,  and  the  largest  measure 
are  used,  and  three  fathoms  more  are  made.  The  edge  of  the  large  net  is 

made  of  double  twine  with  the  large  netting-needle,  the  size  of  the  mesh  being 
the  same  as  that  of  the  end  of  the  net.  After  one  round  of  these  meshes 

has  been  made,  they  are  tied  up  with  a  double  knot  and  cut  off.  A  further 

description  of  nets  will  be  found  in  the  chapter  on  fishing. 

PREPARATION  OF  SKINS.  -  -  All  work  on  skins  is  done  by  the  men.  Elk- 
skin  which  is  to  be  softened  is  placed  in  a  brackish  pool  on  the  beach  into 
which  fresh  water  runs,  but  into  which  kelp  also  drifts  at  high  water.  There 
it  is  left  for  four  days.  Then  it  is  taken  out ;  and  if  the  hair  comes  off 

readily,  a  board  is  put  up  edge  downward,  under  which  the  hide  is  pulled 
through,  so  that  the  hair  is  all  scraped  off.  Then  the  skin  is  put  up  on  a 

frame  of  the  same  shape  as  that  used  by  the  inland  tribes.1  The  edge  ot 
the  hide  is  perforated,  and  it  is  tied  to  the  frame  with  cedar-withes.  First  it 
is  stretched  from  head  to  tail,  then  crosswise.  After  it  has  been  stretched, 

it  is  left  for  a  short  while  in  the  sun  to  dry  a  little.  The  frame  is  put  up  in 
a  somewhat  slanting  position ;  and  the  woman  takes  a  scraper,  consisting  of  a 

wedge  of  yew-wood,  and  scrapes  it  downward  on  the  hair  side.  Thus  all  the 
water  is  squeezed  out.  Then  the  flesh  side  is  scraped  with  the  back  of  a 

cockle-shell  which  is  fastened  to  a  long  handle.  When  all  the  fat  and  tissue 
have  been  scraped  off  and  all  the  water  has  been  pressed  out,  it  is  scraped 
down  once  more  with  the  shell  scraper.  Next  the  whole  hair  side  is  rubbed 
thoroughly  with  a  little  oil  of  the  silver  perch,  and  is  scraped  once  more  with 

the  yew-wood  wedge  until  all  the  oil  has  been  pressed  out  again.  The  skin 
is  put  in  the  sun ;  and  after  this,  it  is  scraped  once  more  until  it  is  quite  dry. 

Next  it  is  taken  out  of  the  frame.  A  stake  with  wedge-shaped  top,  about 
six  inches  wide,  is  put  up,  and  it  is  pulled  over  this  to  soften  it.  Then  it  is 

rubbed  between  the  hands.  Elk-skin  is  never  smoked  by  the  Kwakiutl,  although 
the  coast  tribes  farther  to  the  north  do  so.  Bear-skin  that  is  to  be  prepared 
so  that  it  will  retain  the  hair  is  placed  in  fresh  water,  where  it  is  weighted 
down  with  stones.  After  three  days  it  is  taken  out  of  the  water  and  put  into 

the  drying-frame,  being  spanned  as  tight  as  possible.  Next  the  flesh  side  is 
thoroughly  cleaned  with  a  knife  made  of  a  mussel-shell.  Then  it  is  scraped 
with  a  cockle-shell.  A  mixture  of  two  thirds  urine  and  one  third  fresh  water 

is  heated  so  that  the  hand  will  just  stand  the  heat.  This  is  sprinkled  over  the 

flesh  side  of  the  skin,  which  is  scraped  again  with  the  cockle-shell.  The  skin 
is  stretched  still  tighter,  because  the  stretching  and  scraping  have  expanded 

1  See  Vol.  I  of  this  series,  Plate  xiv. 
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it  somewhat.  Next  the  hair  side  is  turned  upward  and  is  thoroughly  wetted. 
A  scaffold  is  put  up,  on  which  the  drying-frame  is  placed  horizontally,  the 
hair  side  upward.  Stones  are  put  on  it  to  stretch  it  still  more.  Water  is 
thrown  up  against  the  flesh  side  from  below.  On  the  following  morning  the 
stones  are  taken  off,  and  the  skin  is  stretched  again.  First  the  head-end  is 
drawn  towards  one  side  of  the  frame,  then  the  tail-end  towards  the  opposite 
side,  and  finally  the  two  sides  are  spanned  firmly.  Two  people  always  pull 
on  opposite  sides  at  the  same  time.  Now  the  frame  is  put  up  with  the  tail- 
end  downward,  and  the  flesh  side  is  scraped  once  more  with  a  cockle  scraper 
after  having  been  wetted  with  urine.  This  is  continued  until  water  which  is 

sprinkled  upon  it  runs  off  perfectly  clean.  After  this,  it  is  scraped  with  the 

yew-wood  scraper.  When  no  more  liquid  can  be  pressed  out,  it  is  rubbed  down 
with  the  back  of  the  cockle-shell  scraper.  It  is  put  in  the  sun  for  a  couple 
of  hours,  and  then  placed  in  the  shade,  where  it  is  worked  again  with  a  yew 
wedge  to  soften  it.  Then  the  flesh  side  is  oiled  and  once  more  scraped  with 
the  yew  wedge.  When  the  end  of  the  yew  scraper  remains  entirely  dry,  the 

skin  is  taken  out  of  the  frame  and  pulled  over  the  wedge-shaped  stake,  like 
the  elk-skin.  Bear-skins,  after  being  prepared  in  this  manner,  are  generally 
cut  square. 

Small  skins  are  scraped  in  the  same  way.  The  scraping  is  generally 
continued  until  the  roots  of  the  hairs  show  on  the  flesh  side. 

While  at  present  the  skins  of  sea-otters  and  land-otters  are  cased,  in 
former  times  the  sea-otters  were  treated  differently.  The  process  was  described 
to  me  as  follows :  The  man  who  works  on  the  sea-otter  skin  has  the  hair 

over  his  forehead  tied  up  with  hemlock.  After  the  sea-otter  has  been  flayed, 
the  skin  is  cut  square  and  put  into  water.  The  whole  layer  of  fat  remains 
attached  to  the  skin.  While  it  is  in  the  water,  the  hair  is  placed  upward. 
On  the  following  morning  a  board  is  put  up,  which  leans  against  two  slanting 
stakes.  Then  the  skin  is  thrown  over  it  so  that  the  head  hangs  down  in 

front  and  the  tail-end  hangs  over  the  upper  edge  of  the  board.  A  mat  is 
spread  in  front  of  the  board.  Then  the  workman  cuts  down  through  the  fat 
until  the  blue  color  of  the  skin  begins  to  show ;  and  the  whole  layer  of  fat  is 
removed,  dropping  down  on  the  mat  in  front  of  the  board.  Then  the  skin 
is  turned  over,  and  the  fat  is  removed  from  the  other  half.  A  cedar-withe 
rope  is  pulled  through  the  eyes,  and  the  skin  is  hung  by  it  to  a  horizontal 

pole.  The  legs  and  the  tail  are  also  tied  together  with  strong  ropes  of  cedar- 
withes.  Next  four  heavy  stones  are  tied  with  loops  to  cedar-withes,  and  these 
are  hung  to  the  tail-end.  While  being  tied  on,  the  stones  rest  on  a  box  just 
under  the  otter-skin.  After  they  are  tied  to  it,  the  box  is  removed.  The 

skin  is  left  to  stretch  for  a  whole  day.  Then  a  frame  of  hemlock-poles  about 
locm.  in  diameter,  tied  with  cedar-withes,  is  made.  The  skin  is  taken  down, 
placed  on  a  board,  and  holes  are  cut  near  the  edge.  Then  carefully  smoothed 

JI — JESUP   NORTH   PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL.   V. 
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hemlock-sticks  about  a  finger  thick  are  pushed  through  these  holes ;  thin  curved 
sticks  being  pushed  through  the  tail-end  and  head-end,  while  straight  sticks  are 
placed  along  the  sides.  The  head-end,  and  then  the  tail-end,  are  tied  to  the 
frame  with  a  soaked  kelp  line.  These  are  pulled  alternately  until  the  skin 
is  well  stretched.  Then  the  sides  are  stretched  in  the  same  way.  The  sides 
are  tied  to  the  frame  in  two  places.  The  skin  is  stretched  so  tight,  that  the 

liquid  begins  to  ooze  out  of  it.  Then  the  flesh  side  is  scraped  with  the  cockle- 
shell scraper.  It  is  also  soaked  in  a  mixture  of  two  thirds  urine  and  one 

third  water.  When  all  this  has  been  scraped  off,  it  is  soaked  again  in 
water.  It  is  stretched  still  more ;  and  heavy  stones  are  put  on  one  end  of 
the  skin,  while  the  other  end  is  scraped  again.  Then  the  stones  are  pushed 
over  to  the  other  side,  and  the  side  that  was  before  weighted  down  is  scraped, 
first  lengthwise,  then  crosswise.  Then  the  stones  are  taken  off  and  the  skin 

is  again  tightened.  First  one  side,  then  the  other,  is  pulled  so  that  it  presents 
a  perfectly  straight  edge.  After  the  whole  skin  has  again  been  wetted,  the 
frame  is  put  up  horizontally  and  the  skin  is  weighted  down  with  stones. 
Thus  it  is  left  every  night.  On  the  following  morning  the  weights  are  taken 
off,  the  skin  is  tightened  and  scraped  again,  and  finally  smoothed  with  the 

back  of  the  cockle-shell.  After  all  this,  it  is  scraped  with  a  mussel-shell  knife, 
from  the  head  downward.  If  there,  should  be  any  blood  left,  it  will  be  pushed 
out  by  this  procedure.  Then  the  skin  is  put  outside  the  house  to  dry,  but 
every  evening  it  is  taken  in.  A  small  fire  is  kept  burning  during  the  night, 
and  the  skin  is  placed  some  distance  away  from  it.  It  is  covered  with  a  mat 

to  keep  off  the  soot.  When  the  nose-end  is  dry,  the  whole  skin  is  ready. 
PAINTING,  DECORATING,  AND  DYEING.  Painting.  -  -  The  following  materials 

are  used  for  paints.  Powdered  coal  is  used  for  black.  Graphite  is  also  used 
for  painting  wood.  It  is  mixed  with  about  one-third  of  its  own  amount  of 
salmon-roe.  Sometimes  coal  is  mixed  in. 

For  painting  coppers,  graphite,  which  is  found  in  Knight  Inlet,  mixed 
with  mica  and  coal,  is  used.  First  some  water  is  put  into  a  paint-dish,  and 
mica  is  rubbed  into  it.  Then  coal  and  graphite  are  rubbed  in.  Finally  this 
is  mixed  with  salmon-roe. 

Red  is  obtained  from  red  ochre  found  in  Knight  Inlet,  Koskimo,  and  in 
a  few  other  places.  It  is  roasted  in  the  fire;  and  when  red-hot,  water  is 
poured  over  it,  and  it  is  covered  over  with  mats.  By  this  process  the  large 
pieces  of  ochre  are  broken  up.  The  material  is  put  first  in  a  high  pile;  and 
when  it  is  done,  the  pieces  fall  apart,  and  the  mat  which  covers  it  sinks  down. 
This  is  an  indication  that  the  process  of  preparation  has  been  completed. 
It  is  taken  out,  powdered,  and  kept  in  a  long  slender  skin  bag  (Fig.  91). 
Another  kind  of  red  paint  is  made  by  steaming  in  a  pit  a  fungus  (k'lets!) 
which  grows  on  alder.  The  fungus  is  placed  on  hot  stones  which  are  covered 
with  leaves  of  Asplenium  cyclostrum  Rupr.  (gems).  Then  water  is  poured 
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on,  and  it  is  covered  with  another  layer  of  the  same  kind  of  leaves.  Over 
these,  mats  are  placed.  Thus  it  is  left  all  night.  Then  it  assumes  a  red 
color.  After  this,  it  is  scraped  fine  or  rubbed  on  a  gritstone. 

Green  is  made  of  a  copper  salt  found  in  Knight  Inlet.  Generally  a  fine 
clay  is  mixed  with  this  salt.  A  green  is  also  obtained  from  the  rotten  wood 
taken  out  of  the  knot-holes  of  old  alder-trees. 

A  light  dull  blue  is  obtained  from  a  bluish  clay  found  in  Koskimo,  where 
it  occurs  in  a  broad  vein  in  which  pieces  of  metallic  lustre  are  embedded. 
This  bed  is  about  three  metres  wide,  and  on  each  side  of  it  ochre  is  found. 

91 

1'aint-Bag.     Length,  42  cm. 

White  is  obtained  from  burnt  shells.  Although  all  kinds  of  shells  are 
used  for  this  purpose,  those  of  small  clams  are  considered  best.  They  are 
put  on  logs  and  covered  over  with  other  logs.  These  are  burnt,  so  that  the 
shells  come  to  a  white  heat.  Then  all  the  coal  is  carefully  removed,  and 
the  shells  are  taken  out.  They  are  placed  on  wet  moss  and  sprinkled  with 
water,  so  that  they  fall  to  pieces.  The  paint  is  kept  in  boxes. 

Another  white  paint,  which  is  used  particularly  for  painting  paddles,  is 
made  from  a  black  soil  found  at  the  head  of  Drury  Inlet.  When  it  is  burned, 

it  becomes  white,  and  is  used  in  this  condition.  -  -  Brown  paint  is  obtained 
from  sepia,  which  is  dried. 

All  these  paints  are  mixed  in  paint-dishes.  Those  for  black  paint  are 
generally  made  of  dolerite,  while  those  for 
green  paints  are  often  made  of  serpentinoids 

(Fig.  92).  The  painter  keeps  in  his  mouth 

a  piece  of  dried  salmon-roe  which  is 
wrapped  up  in  some  shredded  bark  of  the 
red  cedar.  He  chews  this,  and  spits  the 
saliva  which  gathers  in  his  mouth  into 

.         ...   .  ™  .          .  ,  i      j     •  FiB-  92  G4!h)-     Paint-Dish.     Length,  22  cm. 
the    paint-dish.       The    paint    is    rubbed    in 

this  fluid.  The  painter  ascertains  whether  the  paint  is  thick  enough  by  putting 

a  little  with  a  brush  on  a  piece  of  wood.  If  the  wood  should  show  through, 

he  continues  to  rub  more  paint  into  the  dish. 

Brushes    are    made    of  split    cedar-sticks    which    are   cut  off  in  a  slanting 
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direction  (Fig.   93).     Stiff  bristles  are  inserted  in  the  split  stick,  which  is  then 

wrapped  with  spruce-root. 
Decorating.   -    -  Inlaying  is  used  particularly  in  the  decoration  of  the  rims 

of  dishes,  and  sometimes  in  decorating  wood  with  abelone-shells.     The  places 

Fig.  93.     Paint-Brushes  (Royal  Ethnographical  Museum,  Berlin,  No.  IV  A  1843). 
\   nat.   size. 

to  be  decorated  are  cut  out  carefully  in  the  form  of  the  piece  of  shell  or  of 
the  opercula  to  be  inserted.  The  inlaid  pieces  are  fastened  with  gum.  Glue 
made  by  boiling  skin  of  old  dog-salmon  in  water  is  used  for  fastening  mica 
on  surfaces  to  be  decorated. 

Dyeing.  -  Young  alder  is  used  for  black  and  red  dyes.  To  obtain  a 
black  dye,  the  bark  is  boiled  until  the  water  gets  black.  Then  the  cedar-bark 
and  skins  to  be  dyed  are  soaked  in  it. 

Alder-bark  to  be  used  for  dyeing  cedar-bark  red  is  first  chewed.  Then 
it  is  rubbed  in  the  hand,  mixed  with  water,  and  after  it  has  been  rubbed 
well,  it  is  thrown  into  a  large  dish.  Then  urine  is  poured  upon  it,  which 
makes  it  thick,  and  brings  out  the  dark-red  color.  Then  it  is  rubbed  again 
in  the  hands.  Hot  stones  are  thrown  in  until  it  is  as  hot  as  the  hand  will 
stand.  Then  the  alder-bark  is  removed  from  the  dish,  and  the  cedar-bark 
which  is  to  be  dyed  is  rolled  up  in  loose  coils  and  put  in.  The  alder-bark 
is  spread  over  the  coils  until  they  are  all  covered  with  it.  After  it  has  been 
in  the  solution  for  a  short  time,  the  cedar-bark  is  rubbed  as  hard  as  possible, 
and  it  is  squeezed  with  the  hands  to  make  sure  that  the  fluid  soaks  in  well. 
Then  an  old  blanket  is  spread  over  the  dish  in  which  the  cedar-bark  is  steeping, 
and  is  wetted.  After  a  little  while  the  fluid  is  poured  off,  and  the  dish  is 
placed  near  the  fire,,  leaning  on  its  side,  so  that  the  fire  strikes  the  wet  cover. 
It  is  left  there  for  a  couple  of  hours,  and  is  watched  until  the  cedar-bark 
assumes  a  dark-red  color.  Then  it  is  hung  up  and  dried  slowly.  The  quicker 
the  cedar-bark  dries,  the  darker  it  will  be.  For  making  cedar-bark  striped 
white  and  red,  those  portions  which  are  to  remain  white  are  tied  around  firmly 
with  shredded  bark.  This  protects  them  against  the  fluid,  and  they  remain 
unaffected  by  the  dye.  -  -  Cedar-bark  is  also  dyed  black  by  being  placed  in the  mud  of  ponds. 

Cedar-withes  are  dyed  in  urine.  -  •  Fresh  grass  is  gathered  in  spring 
and  rubbed  on  abelone-shells  to  give  them  a  brighter  color.  Hats  made  of 
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spruce-roots  are  also  dyed  with  it  until  they  attain  a  light-green  color,  which, 
however,  is  not  permanent. 

OBJECTS  MADE  OF  SHELL.  —  Mussel-shells  (lae's  and  xo'sle)  are  used  as 
tweezers.  They  are  used  to  scrape  hemlock-sap  and  cedar-bark  and  to  clean 

spruce-roots  to  be  used  for  making  baskets.  Large  shells  of  this  kind  are 
also  used  for  scaling  fish.  When  provided  with  a  wooden  handle  attached 
to  the  concave  side  of  the  shell,  they  are  used  as  knives  to  split  salmon. 

The  shells  of  small  clams  (Saxidoimis]  are  cut  off  along  the  convex  side, 
and  are  used  as  spoons  (see  Fig.  1 1 1).  The  shells  of  large  clams  (Tresus} 

are  used  for  loosening  the  soil  in  clover-root  beds,  for  digging  the  sand  away 
in  clam-digging,  and  also  for  skimming  fat.  They  are  never  used  with  handles. 

Cockle-shells  (dza/le)  are  used  for  scraping  kelp  bottles  (see  below),  and, 
when  hafted  in  long  handles,  for  skin-scrapers  (see  p.  400).  Shells  of  various 

sizes  are  also  used  as  measures  for  medicines.  The  shells  of  Acmcea  (hamo'- 
dzEna)  are  placed  on  the  breasts  of  adolescent  girls. 

The  edge  of  the  large  clam  Tresus  is  used  as  a  knife  for  opening  clam- 
shells. A  large  shell  is  placed  on  a  piece  of  driftwood,  and  the  whole  thick 

part  from  the  hinge  on  is  knocked  off,  leaving  only  a  crescent-shaped  piece 

of  the  edge,  which  is  used  as  a  knife  (slg'ayu). 
Abelone-shell  is  used  particularly  for  nose-ornaments.  Some  spoons  inlaid 

with  abelone-shell  have  been  collected  among  the  Kwakiutl,  but  these  are 

probably  of  northern  manufacture.  Shells  are  also  used  as  rattles,  which  are 

put  up  near  salmon-weirs  for  the  purpose  of  frightening  away  bears  and  wolves. 

KELP  BOTTLES.  -  The  best  kelp  (wa'wade)  for  making  oil-bottles  grows 
on  rocks  where  there  is  a  swift  tide.  The  kelp  is  collected  by  women  in  the 

fall,  after  the  berrying-season  is  over.  They  go  out  in  their  canoes,  carrying 

a  long  salmon-hook  shaft  which  is  made  of  red  pine.  To  the  end  of  the 

shaft  a  bone  knife  such  as  is  used  for  splitting  cedar  is  tied  crosswise  with 

a  long  strip  of  cedar-bark.  The  Kwakiutl  generally  go  to  Green  Point  to 

gather  kelp  for  making  bottles.  They  try  to  reach  the  place  at  low  water. 
Then  the  canoe  is  anchored  about  ten  or  twelve  fathoms  above  the  kelp, 

which  is  slowly  drifting  with  the  tide.  The  anchor-line  is  slackened  until  the 

canoe  is  just  above  the  kelp.  Then  the  kelp  is  cut  off  from  the  rock  with 

the  bone  knife  attached  to  the  pole.  It  is  taken  into  the  canoe,  and  the  long 

leaves  are  cut  off  with  another  knife.  This  work  generally  takes  so  long  that 

it  is  high  water  when  the  women  get  home.  The  kelp  is  dragged  ashore  by 

the  head,  and  is  placed  on  the  beach  with  the  head  towards  the  house,  the  thin 

end  towards  the  sea.  Next  the  kelp  is  scraped  (k'la'xwa)  with  a  scraper  made 

of  cockle-shells.  To  make  the  scraper,  a  large  cockle-shell  is  placed  on  a 

stone,  and  a  concave  section  is  cut  out  of  its  outer  side,  so  that  it  fits  as 

nearly  as  possible  the  rounded  shape  of  the  kelp.  Then  the  woman  sits  down 

on  the  left-hand  side  of  the  kelp,  looking  up  from  the  beach,  and  scrapes  it, 
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beginning  at  the  head,  down  to  the  thin  end,  scraping  with  the  right  hand, 
in  which  she  holds  the  cockle-shell  scraper,  and  holding  the  kelp  with  the 
left  hand.  While  doing  so,  she  turns  the  kelp  around,  scraping  all  sides,  and 

pushes  it  up  towards  the  house.  The  scraped  kelp  is  called  "k-owe'ku." 
While  the  woman  is  doing  this,  her  husband  gathers  fire-wood  and  makes  a 
frame  of  hemlock-poles,  on  which  the  kelp  is  to  be  dried.  This  frame  is  put 
up  in  the  house,  or,  if  the  weather  is  still  fair,  outside.  It  consists  of  two 

pairs  of  poles  six  metres  apart,  and  connected  on  top  by  a  cross-pole.  The 
distance  of  the  one  pair  of  poles  from  the  other  pair  is  nearly  five  metres. 

The  kelp  is  placed  side  by  side  over  the  horizontal  cross-poles  connecting  each 
pair  of  uprights.  All  the  heads  are  directed  one  way.  Then  a  long  fire  is 
built  under  them.  The  man  takes  his  place  at  the  head-end  of  the  kelp. 
The  woman  takes  her  place  at  the  thin  end  of  the  kelp,  and  they  watch  them 
and  pull  them  along  over  the  frame,  if  one  part  of  the  kelp  should  shrink 
too  much.  The  fire  is  kept  up  for  about  two  days,  until  all  the  kelp  is 
properly  shrunk.  Then  it  is  taken  down  and  laid  out  on  the  floor.  The  man 

next  cuts  some  pieces  of  cedar-wood  about  5  mm.  thick  and  3  mm.  wide,  and 
breaks  them  into  pieces  about  6-8  cm.  long,  which  are  thrown  into  a  small 
root-basket.  The  man  and  the  woman  each  coil  up  one  of  the  pieces  of 
kelp  on  the  floor,  so  that  the  head  lies  in  the  middle,  and  the  thin  end  on 

top.  They  each  take  one  of  the  short  cedar-sticks,  take  up  the  thin  end  of 

the  kelp  with  the  right,  and  begin  to  blow  into  it.  WThen  it  is  as  full  of  air 
as  they  can  get  it,  they  close  the  end  with  the  left  hand  and  push  the  air 
down  with  the  right  hand,  taking  hold  of  the  kelp  between  the  thumb  and 
first  finger,  squeezing  the  tube  together  firmly,  and  pushing  the  hand  down 
towards  the  thick  end.  Then  more  air  is  blown  in,  and  this  is  continued 

until  the  whole  kelp  tube  is  as  full  as  possible.  Then  the  small  cedar-stick 
is  put  crosswise  over  the  thin  end  of  the  kelp,  and  a  few  turns  of  the  thin 

end  are  wrapped  around  it  so  as  to '  close  it  tightly.  Then  it  is  tied  up  with 
a  strip  of  cedar-bark.  This  makes  the  closure  perfectly  air-tight.  In  this  way 
any  leaks  in  the  kelp,  either  made  by  animals  that  live  on  it  or  that  have  been 
made  in  the  process  of  scraping,  are  discovered.  After  the  stems  of  kelp  are 
filled  with  air,  those  that  are  found  to  be  good  are  taken  outside  on  a  day  when 

the  sun  is  shining.  They  are.  scattered  in  coils  on  the  gravel  above  high- 
water  mark,  or  are  hung  up  on  poles  (see  Plate  xxix,  Fig.  i)  and  dried  by 
the  sun  and  wind.  About  noon  they  are  turned  over.  When  they  get  dry, 
they  are  quite  white  from  an  efflorescence  of  salt.  In  the  evening  they  are 
gathered  together  and  covered  up  with  mats  to  keep  the  dew  off.  On  the 
following  morning  they  are  washed  with  a  rag  of  an  old  mat  or  with  soft 

red-cedar  bark  dipped  in  salt  water  to  remove  the  efflorescence.  This  is  done 
as  quickly  as  possible  to  prevent  them  from  being  soaked  with  water  again. 

Then  they  are  dried  again  above  high-water  mark.  Next  a  peeled  yew-wood 
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stake  is  driven  into  the  ground  on  the  beach,  close  to  the  place  where  the 
kelp  is  drying.  The  stake  is  about  60  cm.  long,  and  it  is  driven  about  30  cm. 
deep  into  the  ground.  The  woman  dampens  the  kelp  with  shredded  cedar- 
bark.  The  cross-piece  with  which  the  kelp  is  tied  up  is  cut  off,  and  the  air 
is  let  out.  The  husband  next  places  the  kelp  around  the  stake  and  pulls  it 
back  and  forth  over  it  until  all  the  salt  comes  off  and  it  is  quite  soft.  Then 
it  is  folded  up  in  four  turns  and  tied  in  the  middle  with  the  thin  end,  and  is 
thus  ready  for  use. 

When  a  kelp  tube  is  torn,  it  is  cut  off  straight  at  both  ends  near  the  cut, 

and  a  tube  cut  of  elderberry-wood  and  called  tsIeVmEsala  (Fig.  94)  is  inserted. 
The  kelp  is  tied  firmly  around  the  tube  with  split  kelp.  The 

joint  is  rubbed  with  ashes,  and  is  then  covered  with  spruce-gum, 
which  in  its  turn  is  covered  with  pulverized  coal  to  make  it 
smooth. 

Funnels  (a'nalas)  for  pouring  oil  into  bottles  are  made  of 
the  head  of  a  large  kelp  with  a  short  piece  of  the  stem  attached. 
The  upper  part  of  the  head  is  cut  off,  and  the  stem  is  inserted 
in  the  mouth  of  the  bottle  that  is  to  be  filled. 

Kelp  bottles  provided  with  a  mouthpiece  of  elderberry  are 

also  used  for  giving  injections  of  salt  water,  catfish-oil,  or  dog-  F'g-  94  (JW- 
TubeofElderberry- 

nsh-Oll.  Wood,    for    raend- 

FIRE-MAKING.  -  -  Fire  is  made  with  a  fire-drill,  which  is  Legngfh'lpg  c^ttles' 
made  entirely  of  cedar-wood.  The  drill  itself  is  a  long  piece 
of  wood  a  little  thicker  at  the  point  than  at  the  upper  end.  It  is  used 

with  a  hearth  consisting  of  a  long  and  broad  piece  of  cedar-wood  provided  with 
a  number  of  holes  along  its  edge,  in  which  the  drill  is  twirled.  A  notch  is  cut 

out  along  the  side  of  the  hearth,  and  tinder  made  of  shredded  cedar- bark  is  kept 
under  it,  so  that  the  sparks  drop  in  and  ignite  it.  Sometimes  the  hearth  is 
made  of  a  very  soft  driftwood,  which  is  claimed  not  to  be  indigenous.  When 
the  shredded  bark  begins  to  smoulder,  it  is  put  into  a  hollow  piece  of  stiff 
cedar-bark.  Then  it  is  covered  with  more  shredded  cedar-bark,  and  is  blown 

upon  until  it  bursts  into  flame.  Rotten  bark  of  cedar  is  used  for  starting 
the  fire. 

The  best  fire-wood  is  obtained  from  fallen  trees  that  are  found  in  the 

woods.  These  are  considered  better  than  driftwood,  which,  however,  is  generally 

used.  Spruce-wood  furnishes  the  best  fuel,  but  alder  is  also  used  to  a  great 
extent.  When  a  fire  is  built,  one  end  of  the  logs  is  generally  supported 

by  a  wet  log  or  by  a  stone. 
Particular  care  is  taken  in  building  fires  in  which  stones  are  heated  that 

are  used  for  cooking.  For  ordinary  cooking,  the  fire  is  built  on  the  ground, 

generally  of  crossing  layers  of  wood.  Stones  of  about  the  size  of  a  fist, 

preferably  a  tough  stone  that  does  not  crumble  and  crack  when  heated  and 
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thrown  into  water,  are  placed  on  top  of  the  fire-wood.  When  red-hot,  they 

are  taken  out  of  the  fire  with  tongs.  It  has  been  stated  before  that  red-hot 
stones  are  used  for  burning  through  wood  (see  p.  327).  They  are  most 
extensively  used  for  cooking. 

Ovens  in  which  roots  or  other  food  is  to  be  prepared  are  made  by  digging 

a  hole  in  the  ground.  The  following  description  of  an  oven  in  which  fern-root 
is  cooked  was  given  to  me  by,  Mr.  Hunt. 

She  takes  her  yew-wood  digging-stick 
and  a  large  clam-shell,  and  she  digs 
a  hole  in  the  corner  of  the  house,  at 

the  place  where  men  do  not  walk. 
The  length  of  the  hole  is  one  fathom, 
and  its  width  is  half  a  fathom,  and  its 

depth  is  three  spans.  The  hole  has 
square  corners.  As  soon  as  she  has 

done  so,  she  takes  dry  split  cedar-wood 
and  she  puts  it  in  the  bottom  of  the 
hole,  and  she  takes  large  pieces  and 

puts  them  crosswise  over  these.  She 
does  not  stop  until  the  hole  is  full  of 

fire-wood.  Then  she  goes  down  to 
the  beach  and  carries  stones  on  her 

back,  and  pours  them  over  the  fire- 
wood. Thus  she  has  made  a  pile  of 

stones  on  the  fire.  Now  it  is  ready 
for  the  next  day.  In  the  morning,  as 
soon  as  day  comes,  she  lights  the  fire 
under  the  stones.  .  .  .  Now  she  watches 

for  all  the  stones  to  be  red-hot.  As 

soon  as  they  all  get  red-hot,  the  woman 
takes  the  tongs  and  takes  the  fire  out 
of  the  hole,  and  puts  it  down  in  the 
middle  of  the  house. . . .  Then  she  levels 

down  the  stones  in  the  place  where 
she  is  going  to  bake. 

Wa,  la  axce'dxes  iJE'mqlEk'lEne  k'!i- 
la'kwa  LE8wa  xa'laesasa  niEt!a'na8e. 

Wa,  la  8lap!a'lita.,  lax  one'gwelases 
g'o'kwe  la'xa  k'le'se  qa'yatsa  bEgwa'- 

nEme.  Wa,  la  6nE'mp!Eng'Eg'e  wa'sgE-  5 
masas  8la'pa8yas  la'xEns  ba'Lax.  Wa, 

la  6nEq!Ebo'd  la'xEns  ba'Laqe  wa'dzE- 

g'asa.  Wa,  la  yii'duxup!Enk'  la'xEns 
q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex  ytx  Sva'labEtalasas. 
LaE'm  k'!EwElxustowe'da  8la'pa8e.  Wa,  10 

g-iTmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa  k'ni- 
xwa  mE'ndzaak"  klwaxLa'wa  qass  le 
Luxtsla'las  la'xes  ela'pa8e.  Wa,  la  ax- 
8e'dxa  awa'wastala  qa8s  ga'yi8lales  lax 

o'kwEya8yas.  Wa,  a'l8mese  gwa'texs  15 
la'e  k-o't!e  8la'pa8yasexa  lEqwa'.  Wa, 

le  lE'ntsIes  la'xa  iJEma'ise  qa*s  la'xat! 
o'xLosdesElaxa  tle'sEme  qa8s  le  guqE- 

yindalas  la'xa  lEqwa'.  Wa,  laE'm  t!e'- 
qwabskwa.  Wa,  laE'm  gwa'lala  qa5'da  20 
la'La  e'tledEl  8na'x-8ldEL.  Wa,  gl'l- 
Brnese    8na'x'cldxa    gaa'laxs   la'e  tse'na- 
botsa  gu'lta  la'xes  t!e'qwapase.  .  .  .   Wa, 
a'6mese    la  q!a'q!alala  qa  8na'xwese  la 
me'mEnttsEmx-8ldeda     tle'sEme.       Wa,  25 

g'lTmese  la  8na'xwa  mE'tthsEmx^'ldExs 
la'eda  tslEda'qe  axse'dxa  k'llpLa'la  qass 

k'lipwuttsla'lexa  gu'lta  qa8s  k'ip!a'lltEles 
la'xa  awa'g'awalllasa  g-o'kwe.  .  .  .  Wa, 

le  8nEma'k-Eymdxa  tle'sEme  lax  o'tsla-  30 
wases  ku'nyasLe. 

Slow-matches  consist  of  ropes  made  of  soft  shredded  cedar-bark,  which  is 
wound  around  spirally  and  loosely  with  strips  of  the  same  material.    The  end  of  this 
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slow-match  is  lighted,  and  the  fire  keeps  in  it  for  a  long  time.  Fern-root 

(sa'gum)  and  a  fungus  growing  on  fir  (mo'muxude)  are  used  for  the  same 
purpose. 

Torches  are  made  of  pitch-wood,  which  is  split  up  and  tied  into  bundles. 
These  are  generally  used  when  walking  at  night  on  the  street.  In  some 
traditions  it  is  mentioned  that  the  people  go  out  in  search  of  a  lost  person 

in  the  woods,  carrying  torches.1  Torches  for  burning  off  the  rough  splints 
of  the  outside  of  canoes  are  made  of  bundles  of  split  cedar-stick. 

i  See  Vol.  X  of  this  series,  pp.  433,  434. 
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III.  —  MEASUREMENTS. 

MEASUREMENT   OF   SPACE.  The    measures    all    depend    upon  the  body, 

the  longer  measurements  being -derived  from  the  fathom;  that  is  to  say,  the 
distances  of  the  tips  of  the  fingers  of  the  left  and  right  hands,  the  arms  being 
held  extended  horizontally.  Shorter  measurements  are  derived  from  the  span 
of  the  hand,  and  still  shorter  ones  from  the  width  of  the  hand  and  thickness 

of  the  fingers.  The  series  of  measurements  of  length  is  as  follows : 

k-lo'dEn   
8nE'mdEn  .  .   .   . 

sEg'ino'dze  .  .  . ma'sidE'n  .   .  .   . 

sa'g'ino'dzegala 
yu'duxudEn  .   .  . 
mo'dsn   

sEk'la'dEn 
La'qwa 

Lla'kwa  .  .   . 

sExuts!a'  . 

ts!Exuts!a'ne 
g'i'ltslane  ba'La ... 
La'qwabala 
Lla'kwabala 

tslExuts!a'nebala   ba' 

Lla'kwagala  ba'La    . 

maslplE'nk- 
hamo'dEngala 
Lla'kwa   

8nEqlEbo't 
ba'La 

e  sEg-u   
ba'bELala   

ba'bELalasa  Lla'kwa 

thickness  of  finger  from  palm  to  back, 

i   finger-width. 

2 

21/, 

(literally,   "one-half  between  two"). 

thumb  put  alongside  of  first  finger  and 
measured  across  hand. 

span  from  thumb  to  first  finger  bent  in  at  first  joint, 
from  interstise  between  thumb  and  first  finger  to  tip 

of  first  finger. 

short  span,  thumb  to  tip  of  first  finger, 
long  span,  thumb  to  tip  of  second  finger, 
long  span  and  full  width  of  hand, 

long  span  and   "bent"  span  (Lla'kwa). 
long  span  and  short  span, 

two  spans  and  one   "bent"  span, 
two  spans. 

two  spans  and  four  finger-widths, 
point  of  fingers  to  bent  elbow  of  other  arm. 

half  a  fathom  (literally,   "middle  of  chest"), 
fathom. 
a  little  over  a  fathom. 
a  little  over  two  fathoms, 

two   fathoms  and  stretch  from  fingers  to  bent  elbow 
of  other  arm. 

These    measurements    are    used    in  all  industries.     The  length  and  thick- 
ness of  the  stone  hammer,  the  sizes  of  the  box,  the  length  of  cedar-withes,  - 

[410] 
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all  are  measured  by  these  means.  It  seems  that  no  account  is  taken  of  the 
difference  of  these  measurements  in  tall  and  short  individuals. 

In  laying  down  measurements,  pieces  of  wood  are  used  as  standards  of 

length.  For  longer  measurements,  ropes  are  used  in  the  same  way.  Some 
of  the  methods  of  measurement  that  are  used  at  the  present  time  are  quite 
complicated.  Thus  in  making  the  sides  of  a  box,  devices  are  employed  to 
obtain  an  exact  rectangular  form  for  the  side.  These  boxes  are  bent  of  wood, 
as  already  described  (p.  342).  The  sides  consist  of  a  single  board,  which  is 
kerfed  and  bent  over  in  the  kerfs  so  that  the  two  ends  come  together.  In 
doing  this  work  it  is  necessary  to  lay  out  the  sides  accurately,  so  that  they 
are  of  equal  size  and  exactly  rectangular.  In  preparing  the  board  that  is 
used  for  making  the  sides  of  a  box,  one  edge  is  made  straight  by  sighting 
along  the  edge  and  cutting  off  all  irregularities  until  the  straightness  of  the 
edge  is  satisfactory.  Then  the  width  is  marked  at  two  points  with  a  strip 

of  cedar-bark,  and  the  opposite  edge  is  marked  by  joining  the  points  thus 
determined  by  a  line  cut  along  a  straight-edge  of  yew-wood.  The  ends  are 
cut  as  near  as  possible  at  right  angles  to  the  long  edges.  The  rules  for  the 
sizes  of  the  sides  are  as  follows :  If  the  sides  of  the  box  are  to  be  one  span 

high,  the  long  side  is  one  span  and  four  finger-widths  wide,  while  the  short 
side  is  one  span  wide.  If  the  long  side  is  a  long  span  (thumb  to  middle 
finger)  wide,  the  width  of  the  short  side  is  the  distance  from  the  tip  of  the 
first  finger  to  the  interstice  between  thumb  and  first  finger. 

In  laying  out  the  sides,  a  strip  of  cedar-bark  is  laid  lengthwise  across 
the  plank.  It  is  divided  in  the  middle,  and  thus  the  position  of  the  middle 

of  the  length  of  the  box  is  marked.  A  cross-line  at  right  angles  to  the  edges 
is  marked  at  this  point,  and  the  middle  of  this  line  is  found  by  measuring 

the  total  width  by  a  strip  of  cedar-bark,  which  is  then  divided  in  the  middle. 
Then  the  length  of  one  half  of  the  long  side  of  the  box  is  marked  off  on 

one  of  the  long  edges,  and  a  small  cedar-stick  is  laid  from  the  centre  of  the 
line  to  the  corner  that  has  been  marked  off,  and  is  cut  off  this  length.  Its 

length  is  therefore  one-half  of  the  diagonal  of  one  of  the  long  sides  of  the 
box.  The  three  other  corners  of  the  long  side  are  then  marked  off  by  turning 

this  stick  around  the  centre  of  the  box  and  marking  the  points  were  it  inter- 
sects with  the  long  edges.  In  this  way  an  exact  rectangle  is  obtained.  The 

three  other  sides  are  laid  off  in  the  same  way. 
After  the  sides  of  the  box  have  been  laid  out,  the  kerfs  cut,  and  the 

wood  bent  so  that  the  ends  of  the  board  come  together,  it  is  necessary  to 

make  the  cross-s«=>-  of  the  bent  board  exactly  rectangular.  This  is  done 

in  the  follow'  rwo  cedar-sticks  of  equal  length  are  cut,  and  tied 
together  in  "ir  ends  are  pointed,  so  that  they  will  fit  into  the 
angles  of  &s  long  as  the  box  is  not  exactly  rectangular, 
this  crc  lei  to  the  edge  of  the  box,  and  the  adjustment 
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is  continued  until  the  cross  is  as  nearly  as  possible  parallel  to  the  upper  edge 
of  the  box. 

Similar  methods  of  measuring  are  used  in  laying  out  the  plan  of  a  house. 
The  houses  of  the  Kwakiutl  Indians  are  square  (see  plan,  Fig.  95).  In  laying 
out  a  house  nine  fathoms  square,  for  instance,  a  line  running  from  the  centre 
of  the  door  back  to  the  centre  of  the  rear  of  the  house  is  measured  with  a 

cedar-bark  rope  and  staked  off.  Then  the  rope  is  middled.  The  half-length 
is  staked  off  to  the  right  and  to  the  left  from  the  middle  of  the  front  of  the 
house.  Then  the  distance  of  these  stakes  to  the  one  in  the  centre  of  the  rear 

of  the  house  is  measured,  and  the  distances  are  made  equal.  In  this  way 
the  front  line  is  made  to  be  exactly  at  right  angles  to  the  medial  line.  The 
rear  corners  are  determined  in  the  same  manner  in  reference  to  the  stake 
in  the  middle  of  the  front  of  the  house. 

In  other  cases  where  complicated  figures  are  to  be  reproduced,  patterns 
are  applied.  For  instance,  when  a  heavy  beam  is  to  be  placed  on  top  of  a 

post  which  is  notched  so  as  to  receive  the  beam,  an  expert  wood-worker 
makes  a  pattern  of  cedar-bark  by  bending  a  piece  of  bark  around  the  beam 
and  securing  it  in  its  curved  position.  Then  this  pattern  is  placed  on  top  of 
the  post,  and  the  outlines  of  the  notch  are  marked  with  a  chisel  in  accordance, 
with  this  pattern.  After  the  pattern  has  been  marked  on  one  side  of  the 

post,  the  opposite  side  is  marked  by  measuring  the  proper  distances  from  the 
top  of  the  post  to  the  bottom  of  the  groove  with  a  strip  of  cedar-bark,  and 
laying  them  off  on  the  opposite  side.  Patterns  are  also  used  in  wood-bending ; 
for  instance,  bent  halibut-hooks  are  steamed  and  bent  in  patterns,  so  that  all 
those  made  in  the  same  pattern  have  exactly  the  same  shape.  Sometimes 
four  hooks  are  made  in  the  same  pattern  at  the  same  time  (see  p.  332). 

Patterns  are  also  used  for  laying  off  complicated  painted  designs.  These 

patterns  are  generally  cut  out  of  cedar-bark,  which  may  be  used  right  and  left, 
so  that  symmetrical  forms  of  exactly  the  same  shape  can  be  produced. 

For  measuring  liquids  clam-shells,  and  for  larger  quantities  buckets,  of 
various  sizes,  are  used. 

MEASUREMENT  OF  TIME.  -  -  Here  may  be  mentioned  the  division  of  the 
year  into  months.  I  have  not  been  able  to  obtain  quite  satisfactory  information 
on  this  point.  On  the  whole,  I  have  received  twelve  names  which  indicate 

that  the  name  of  one  moon  covers  really  two.  It  seems  that  the  re-adjust- 

ment is  made  in  midwinter.  The  solstice  moons  are  called  ts!a'tap!a,  which 
means  probably  "split  both  ways."  The  knowledge'  of  the  moons  seems  to 

be  disappearing,  and  it  was  difficult  to  obtain  quite/''  •  ~*ory  evidence.  I 
give  here  the  names  as  obtained  from  several,  trir-  /  -kish,  Mama- 
lelekala,    Nakwartok,    and    Koskimo  -   -  without  T    that    the 
arrangement  is  quite  accurate :  — 
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IV.  —  HOUSE  AND  HOUSE-FURNISHINGS. 

HOUSES.      Permanent    Houses.  I    have    described    the    houses    of  the 

Kwakiutl  Indians  elsewhere,1  so  that  it  will  be  sufficient  to  give  here  a  few 
supplementary  notes.  The  method  of  laying  out  the  plan  of  the  house  was 
described  on  p.  412.  The  method  of  raising  the  heavy  framework  has  also 

been  described.3  The  posts  are  placed  vertical  by  the  eye.  All  the  notches 
in  the  posts  are  cut  before  they  are  erected.  The  side-beams  on  which  the 
lower  ends  of  the  rafters  rest  are  high  and  rather  narrow.  They  are  raised 

in  the  same  way  as  the  central  roof-beams.  The  clear  space  between  the 
two  heavy  door-posts  is  one  fathom  and  one  cubit.  The  posts  stand  one 
fathom  back  from  the  line  of  the  house-front.  The  height  of  these  posts  is 
about  two  fathoms  and  a  half  above  ground,  and  the  buried  portion  is  as 
long  as  the  distance  from  the  sole  of  the  foot  to  the  navel.  The  thickness 

of  the  beam  is  about  five  spans  in  front,  and  three  spans  in  the  rear  -,  while 
among  the  Koskimo  it  is  customary  to  place  the  thick  end  in  the  rear.  The 

door-posts  have  also  five  spans  'diameter.  The  beam  is  so  laid  that  its  top 
is  horizontal.  The  height  of  the  ridge  of  the  house  is  about  three  fathoms 
(Plate  xxx). 

It  is  claimed  that  the  pitch  of  the  roof  of  old  houses  was  steeper  than 
that  of  modern  houses. 

After  the  side-beams  have  been  raised,  and  the  rafters  put  in  position, 
the  side-walls  of  the  house  are  put  up.  These  are  made  of  heavy  planks 

(tsa'qEm,  "plank;"  tsa'gEnoe,  "side-plank").  The  back  is  either  made  in  the 
same  manner  as  the  sides,  or  a  long  crosspiece  is  put  down  on  the  bottom, 
to  which  the  boards  are  nailed. 

Next    the    roof  is    put    on.      It    is  supported  by  rafters  running  from  the 

ridge-beam    to    the    side-beams,    over    which  a  number  of  horizontal  poles  are 
laid.     The  roof-boards  are  split  so  that  their  edges  turn  up.     The  lower  roof- 
boards  are  turned  concave  side  up,  forming  in  this  way  gutters  through  which 
the   rain    runs    off.     These  are  placed  about  three  finger-widths  apart.     Then 

the    upper   roof-boards    are    placed   over  the  lower  ones,  convex  side  up,  and 

covering  the  spaces  between  the  bottom  boards.     The  best  ones  are  put  o- 
the  places  where  the  seats  of  the  families  are.     The  r'— 
rest   on  the  side-beams  and  form  the  lowest  part  o 

fathoms    long  (ts!a'ts!axusEms).     Next  to  these,  tr 

1  The  Social  Organization  and  the  Secret  Societies  of  the  V 
Museum  for   1895,  pp.  316  et  seq.). 1  See  p.  339. 

•* 
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is    placed    a    row    of   roof-boards    about  a  fathom  and  a  half  long  (se/8stowe). 
Along  the  ridge  of  the  house,  boards  that  are  still  shorter  (ma'xwi^e)  are  used. 

After  the  framework  of  the  roof  has  been  finished,  the  embankments 
which  run  around  the  house  are  built.  The  rear  embankment  is  from  one 

to  two  fathoms  wide.  The  side  and  front  platforms  are  a  fathom  or  less  in 
width.  The  inner  wall  of  the  embankment  is  formed  of  planks  about  half  a 
fathom  in  width,  but  in  some  of  the  houses  the  embankments  are  much  higher. 
In  one  house  in  Koskimo  they  are  nearly  one  fathom  high.  The  boards  are 
put  down  edgewise,  in  a  ditch  as  deep  as  half  the  width  of  the  planks.  Then 
the  middle  of  the  house  is  levelled  down  to  the  depth  of  this  ditch,  and  the 
dirt  that  is  thus  removed  is  thrown  behind  the  planks  and  levelled  down.  If 
there  is  more  than  is  required  for  making  the  embankment,  it  is  carried  out 
of  the  house.  After  all  this  has  been  done,  the  front  of  the  house  is  built. 

These  houses  had  no  wooden  floors.  In  winter  the  walls  were  sometimes 

covered  with  mats  as  a  protection  against  snowdrifts. 
It  is  claimed  that  no  houses  were  erected  on  piles ;  but  this  is  an  error, 

since  Vancouver  expressly  describes  pile-dwillings.1  In  a  tradition  of  the 
Nimkish,  pile-dwellings  are  also  distinctly  mentioned.2  Houses  erected  at  least 
partly  on  piles  occur  among  the  more  northern  tribes ;  for  instance,  among 
the  Bella  Coola.  Summer  seats 

are  almost  always  erected  on 
piles  (see  Plate  xxx,  Fig.  i). 

The  parts  of  the  house  are 
named  right  and  left  (Fig.  95), 

according  to  the  positions  they 
have  in  relation  to  a  person 

looking  in  at  the  door.  The 
rear  of  the  house  is  called  its 

"forehead."  Thus  we  have  the 

terms  8nEqe'wallt  ("middle  fore- 
head of  house")  for  the  middle 

of  the  rear  part  (a);  helk;!ote'- 

wallt  and  gEmxote'walil  respec- 
tively for  the  right  (6}  and  left  (c) 

of  the  rear  part;  heftrlodEne'gwll 
and  gEmxodEne'gwll:  for  right  (d] 
and  left  (e)  rear  corners.  The 
rear  part  of  the  sides  (/)  is 

called  "up  river;"  the  front  par 
8nElk'!odo'yaM  and  gwak'lod 

1  Vancouver,  V 
2  F.  Boas,  I 

Jc 

Jc 

m- 

Fig.  95,     Plan  of  House. 

sides,   "  down  river ;"  and  we  have 
down-river  middle  of  house," 
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and  more  specifically  these  terms  combined  with  helk'lodo'yalit  and  gE'mxodo'- 
yalif  ("right  and  left  sides").  Right  and  left  sides  of  the  door  (k,  f)  are 

heflc-Iotsa'M  and  gEmxotsa'lrt  respectively.  The  four  fires  (/)  are  called  accord- 
ingly right  and  left,  front  and  rear,  house  fires  (for  instance,  gEmxote'walrt 

lEgwl'i,  "left-hand  rear  fire").  The  fire  in  the  middle  of  the  house,  which  is 

used  at  feasts,  is  called  lEqa'wahl. 
The  place  of  honor  is  the, middle  rear  of  the  house,  then  the  right  side, 

next  the  left,  and  finally  the  door-side.  The  bedrooms  (K)  which  stand  on 
the  embankments  are  arranged  accordingly,  the  owner  having  the  middle  room 
in  the  rear.  It  is  said  that  in  former  times  there  were  no  rooms  in  the  rear, 

which  tends  to  be  smoky,  but  the  owner  lived  on  the  right-hand  side.  In 
former  times  the  doorway  of  the  bedrooms  were  as  low  as  a  box.  They  had 

sliding-doors  attached  to  a  rope  which  passed  along  the  walls  of  the  house  to 
the  bedroom,  in  which  the  house-owner  lived.  When  the  rooms  were  closed, 
the  door  was  tied  to  a  post  in  this  room. 

For  novices,  hunters,  and  others  who  had  to  be  guarded  against  defile- 
ment by  chance  contact  with  impure  persons,  or  against  any  one  stepping 

over  their  belongings,  rooms  were  erected  on  a  staging  in  the  rear  of  the 
house,  which  were  reached  by  a  ladder  that  was  pulled .  up  by  the  occupant 
when  he  was  in  his  room. 

Fire-wood  is  kept  between  the  bedrooms  (/)  and  at  the  sides  of  the  door. 
Boxes  containing  provisions  are  kept  on  the  side  and  rear  embankments  (?#). 

There  are  also  separate  sheds  (g'o'yatsle)  on  the  embankment,  in  which 
personal  poperty  is  kept.  Provisions  that  must  be  protected  against  dampness 

are  kept  on  platforms  of  poles  which  are  suspended  from  the  rafters  (da'g'illl 
or  q!afili't).  Clover-root  and  cinquefoil-root  are  kept  in  a  deep  hole  made 
under  the  settee  near  the  fire.  This  hole  is  about  one  metre  wide  and  two 

metres  long,  and  is  lined  with  fern-leaves,  on  which  the  basket  containing  the 
clover  and  cinquefoil-roots  are  placed. 

In  the  house  are  kept  also  the  long  frames  on  which  berries,  salmon-roe, 
etc.  are  dried.  These  will  be)  more  fully  described  in  connection  with  the 
treatment  of  food. 

There  are  seats  on  three  sides  of  the  fire.  The  seat  of  the  housewife 

is  generally  in  the  rear  of  the  front  fires  (ri)  and  on  the  medial  sides  of  the 

rear  fires  (o).  Her  cooking-utensils  (pj  ̂ tand  on  the  left-hand  side  of  her  seat. 
The  other  seats  (q]  are  generally  so  Arranged  that  the  medial  side  of  the 
front  fires  is  open,  while  the  front  side  of  the  rear  fires  is  open.  The  seat 
for  guests  is  opposite  that  of  the  housewife.  The  seats  are  either  settees  (see 

Fig.  113)  or  planks  supported  bv^"*"  -;ven  into  the  ground  so  that  they 
slant  slightly  backward,  and  m-  nlaced  in  front  of  these.  The 

divisions    of  the    house  ar.^  "«  hung  from  horizontal 
poles  which  are  tied-*-'  -  of  the  house. r 
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During  the  celebration  of  festivals  all  these  divisions,  the  family  fires  and  the 
family  seats  are  removed. 

In  olden  times  houses  with  many  embankments  (tso'yagik)  were  also  built. 
The  platforms  were  covered  with  planks,  and  only  the  fireplace  in  the  middle 
of  the  house  remained  free.  These  houses  must  have  been  quite  similar  to 
those  of  the  Haida  and  other  northern  tribes. 

Temporary  Houses.  -  The  houses  in  Knight  Inlet,  which  are  occupied 
only  during  the  olachen-fishing  seasons,  are  built  like  winter  houses,  but  they 
are  only  about  two  fathoms  square  and  a  fathom  and  a  half  high.  The  roof- 
boards  for  these  houses  are  brought  along  in  the  canoes  of  the  fishermen. 

Often  they  travel  on  rafts  made  of  two  canoes  tied  together.  Then  these 
boards  form  the  platform  of  the  raft.  The  sides  of  the  houses  are  made  of 

old  mats.  The  beds,  which  are  made  of  grass  spread  over  boards,  are  at 
the  sides.  The  man  sleeps  on  one  side  of  the  door,  his  wife  on  the  other 

side.  Houses  of  similar  kind  are  used  by  clam-diggers. 
In  bad  weather,  hunters  will  sometimes  build  small  houses  for  their 

protection.  A  framework  is  put  up  similar  to  that  of  the  permanent  house ; 

the  side-posts  being  about  one  metre  high,  the  middle  post  about  a  metre 
and  a  half  high,  and  the  beams  about  three  metres  long.  The  width  of  the 

house  is  about  the  same.  Then  pieces  of  cedar-bark  are  placed  on  the  roof, 
the  under  row  with  the  sap-side  up.  The  joints  of  this  row  are  covered  with 
pieces  with  the  sap-side  down.  Then  a  fire  is  built  under  this  shelter;  and 
as  soon  as  the  cedar-bark  becomes  hot,  it  begins  to  curl,  and  the  upper  piece 
hooks  firmly  into  the  turned-up  rim  of  the  lower  piece.  The  sides  are  left  open. 

Another  kind  of  shelter  is  built  over  a  similar  frame,  only  with  a  steeper 

roof-frame,  which  is  covered  with  four  or  five  layers  of  spruce-branches. 
The  shamans  of  the  Koskimo  build  a  shelter  with  a  steep  roof  made  of 

four  or  five  layers  of  spruce-branches,  like  a  hunter's  shelter.  The  ground  is 
covered  with  the  same  kind  of  branches,  which  are  so  arranged  that  the  tips 
are  at  the  place  where  the  men  lie  down. 

When  sea-hunters  are  overtaken  by  bad  weather,  they  will  turn  the  canoe 
upside  down  and  use  it  as  a  shelter. 

Women  who  go  berrying,  and  hunters,  may  also  protect  themselves  by 

building  a  lean-to.  A  number  of  poles  are  laid  against  a  low  horizontal  branch 
of  a  tree,  and  are  than  covered  with  matting. 

HOUSEHOLD  UTENSILS  AND  FURNISHINGS.  Boxes,  Baskets  and  Bottles.  - 
For  keeping  provisions,  blankets,  and  other  valuable  property,  large  boxes 
are  used,  the  sides  of  which  are  bent  of  cedar-wood,  as  described  before 

(see  pp.  331,  342).  The  old  type  of  box  is  represented  in  Fig.  96.  The 
peculiar  designs  on  the  sides  of  this  box  are  all  made  by  adzing,  only  the 
upper  rim  is  carved.  The  carving  is  confined  to  the  front  of  the  box  and  to 
the  front  part  of  the  one  side  shown  in  the  illustration.  The  type  of  modern 
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boxes  is  shown  in  Fig.  97.  All  these  are  made  in  the  same  manner  a  des- 
cribed before.  The  top  has  always  the  characteristic  high  edge  shown  in 

Fig.  97,  a.  The  boxes  are  always  tied  up  with  cedar-bark  netting,  as  shown 
in  the  same  figure.  The  upper  loops  of  this 
netting  serve  for  tying  the  top  down.  Some  of 
the  carefully  made  old  boxes  have  a  curved  top 
like  the  one  shown  in  Fig.  97,  b.  The  sizes  of 
these  boxes  differ  considerably,  according  to  their 
use.  Some  are  quite  large,  about  80  cm.  high, 
while  others  are  only  1 5  cm.  high.  Small  boxes  $ 

'    t  I 

F'g-  96  (ntW-     Ancient  Type  of  Box.     Height,  67  cm. 
length,  71  cm.,  width,  46cm. 

Fig-  97,  «  WW,  b  WW-  Small  Boxes. 
Height,  29  cm.,  25cm.;  length,  30  cm.,  25  cm.; 
width,  30  cm.,  20  cm. 

of  this  kind  are  used  as  work-boxes,  for  keeping  small  household  utensils,  etc. 
Open  boxes  almost  square  in  cross-section,  and  somewhat  higher  than 

the  storage-boxes  just  described  but  similar  to  the  cooking-boxes,  are  often 
used  for  work-boxes.  The  top  of  two  opposite  sides  is  generally  curved 
(Figs.  98,  99),  and  the  upper  part  of  the  better  class  of  these  boxes  is  painted. 
They  are  provided  with  a  top  made  of  basketry. 

Large  cedar-bark  baskets  also  serve  for  keeping  dried  provisions  and 
clothing  in  (Fig.  100).  These  have  a  square  bottom  and  are  quite  large. 
One  of  them  measures  53  cm.  by  40  cm.,  and  40  cm.  in  height.  Another 
measures  53  cm.  by  35  cm.  and  is  35  cm.  high.  The  top  of  this  kind  of 
basket  is  always  made  with  a  strong  rope  of  cedar-bark  and  the  open  meshes 
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described    before    (see  p.   392,   Fig.   84).     These    meshes    serve    to  pull  cedar- 
bark  rope  through,  by  means  of  which  the  full  basket  is  laced  up. 

Most  kinds  of  winter  pro- 
visions are  kept  in  boxes,  but 

sometimes  dried  salmon  and 

other  staple  foods  that  are  kept 
without  difficulty  are  placed  in 

cedar-bark  baskets.  Herring- 
roe  is  always  kept  in  large 
baskets. 

Olachen-oil  (L!e'Ena),  dog- 
fish-oil (xu'lqlwes),  and  oil  made 

of  seal  (me'gwatles),  porpoise 

(k'o'lotles),  whale  (gwe'g'Is), 
and  bear  (LE'ntses),  are  also 
kept  in  kelp  bottles.  Catfish- 

oil  (dze'klwls)  is  kept  in  small 
kelp  bottles.  The  method  of 
filling  and  keeping  the  kelp 
bottles  may  be  described  here. 

First    a    small    amount    of   oil   is          Fig.  98  GUn)-     Woman's  Work-Box.     Height,  23  cm. ;  length, 
,,  ,      21  cm.;   widlh,  21  cm.     The  extension  to  the  right  represents  the 

poured     into     the    small    end.  side  of'the  bo'x. 

Woman's  Work-Box.     Greatest  height,  39.5  cm.;  length,  33  cm.;  width,  27.5  cm. 

The  extension  to  the  right  represents  the  sides  of  the  box. 

VA 
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Fig.   100 Storage-Basket.     Heigth,  39  cm.;  length,   58  cm.; 
width,  36  cm. 

This  is  pushed  down  between  the  fingers  to  the  closed  end  of  the  bottle,  and 

then  it  is  pushed  back  again  and  poured  out.     This  is  to  remove  the  peculiar taste    of   the  kelp,  and 
the     bottle     is    cleaned 

Hi     out    thoroughly    in    this 
WjSfe manner.  Generally  the 

oil  is  poured  in  through 
a  funnel  (see  p.  407),  • 

being  dipped  out  of  the 
kettle  with  a  large  clam- 

shell, the  contents  of 
which  are  poured  into 
the  bottle  by  letting  the 
oil  run  along  the  finger. 

In  filling  the  bottle,  the 
oil  is  always  pushed 
down  to  the  closed  end 

with  the  hand.  The  mouth  of  the  bottle  to  be  filled  is  held  about  a  metre 

above  the  ground.  The  woman  who  fills  in  the  oil  generally  sits  on  a  box. 

When  the  bottle  is  full,  the  mouth  is  twisted  and  tied  up  with  cedar-bark. 

The  bottles  are  kept  in  a  box  (qla'lwas,  "coiled  into"),  the  bottom  of  which 
is  covered  with  mats,  and  in  the  middle  of  the  box  a  large  clam-shell  is 

placed.  The  kelp  bottles  are  coiled  up  in  the  box,  the  mouth  lying'  in  the 
centre,  just  over  the  clam-shell ;  so  that  if  they  should  leak,  the  oil  would 
collect  in  the  shell.  A  large  box  will  hold  as  many  as  twelve  bottles.  The 
oil  should  keep  sweet  in  the  bottles ;  but  if  they  are  not  carefully  washed  out, 
the  oil  will  take  the  taste  of  the  kelp.  Then  it  is  generally  sold  to  other 
tribes  who  are  short  of  oil. 

When  the  oil-bottle  is  empty,  it  is  heated  over  the  fire,  so  that  all  the 
the  grease  melts.  Then  it  is  pulled  firmly  over  the  edge  of  a  small  box, 
beginning  at  the  closed  end,  and  pressing  it  down  against  the  edge  with  the 

palm  of  the  hand.  This  is  continued  until  all  the  oil  is  squeezed  out  (dsna'). 
After  this  procedure,  they  are  perfectly  dry  inside.  They  are  folded  again 
and  put  away  in  a  dry  box.  When  kelp  bottles  get  moist,  they  begin  to 
rot :  therefore  they  are  always  kept  near  the  fire. 

Spoons  are  kept  in  open-work  baskets,  which  have  been  described  (see 

Fig-  83,  p.  390).  Small  cedar-bark  pouches  (Fig.  101)  serve  for  keeping 
ornaments,  and  other  valuable  objects. 

Food  and  Water  Receptacles.  -  -  Ordinary  food-dishes  are  carved  out  of 
a  single  block  of  wood,  and  have  the  characteristic  form  shown  in  Fig.  102. 

The  smallest  kind  (^-f^)  are  only  28  cm.  long,  while  the  longest  dishes  measure 
76  cm.  in  length.  They  all  have  the  same  characteristics  of  form.  The  bottom 
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Fig.  101 
Cedar-Bark  Pouch.    Height,  14  cm. ; 

length,  1 5  cm.:  width,  4 cm. 

is  flat,  and  the  ends  curve  up  somewhat  towards  the  point,  and  are  flattened. 
Often  the  outer  sides  are  set  off  sharply 
from  the  narrow  ends,  and  bulge  very  con- 

siderably   in    the    middle    of  the  sides  of 
the    dish,    where    they    are    lowest.      The 
outside    is    generally  adzed  off  somewhat 

irregularly  ;    and    three    or    four    grooved 
lines,    according    to    the  size  of  the  dish, 

run  along  the  upper  outer  rim.    The  edge 
in  almost  all  the  specimens  shows  groov- 
ings    in    a  transversal  direction,  although 
in    some    the    long    sides    of  the  rim  are 
rubbed  down  so  that  they  show  no  adzing, 
while    in    others   designs  are  made  along 
the    edge    by    an    alternation    of  grooved 
parts    and  smoothed  parts  (Fig.    102,  d}. 
On  the  inner  side  the  ends 

form    a    sharp    angle    with 
the  sides,  and  the  inner  side 
of  the  ends  shows  dinstinct 

grooving.    This  is  generally 
continued    over  about  one- 
fourth  of  the  bottom  of  the 

dish,  where  it  is  sharply  set 
off  from  the  middle  part  by 

a    straight  transversal  line. 
The    middle    part   is  either 

left  smooth  or  grooved  dia- 
gonally.    In  old  specimens 

the    edge  is  often  set  with 

opercula,  the  place  of  which 

is    taken    in    modern  speci- 

mens      by       brass  -  headed 
tacks. 

Small  dishes  of  this 

kind  are  used  by  a  single 

person  or  by  husband  and 
wife,  while  large  dishes  are 

used  by  as  many  as  three 
nnlp    at    a    time      all   three 

people    at    at      1C,    < 

sitting  in  front  of  the  dish. 

For  children  very  small  dishes  with  thick  walls  are  used. 

F'g-   I02  a 
GiWi  b  Win)>  c  (=rt"n)i  rf(frtTT)-     Food-Trays. Length,  33  cm.,  35  cm.,  30  cm.,  69  cm. 
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Oil-dishes    called    dznba'tsle  (Fig.    103),  which  are  used  for  dipping  dried 
halibut    and    salmon    in    olachen-oil,    are    similar    in    form    to    the    large    trays 

Fig.   103,  a  (si4T),  c  (li*T)i  d  GUn)-     Oil-Dishes.     Length  and  height:   <;,   19  cm.,    locm.; 
c,   lacm.,  6cm.;  rf,   19  cm.,  9  cm. 

just  described.  Some  of  them  are  as  short  as  1 1  cm.  They  are  correspond- 
ingly wider  than  the  large  dishes,  the  inner  bowl  being  sometimes  nearly 

square.  I  have  also  found  a  single  shallow  oil-dish  made  of  mountain-goat 
horn  (Fig.  104). 

Bent  boxes  are  also  sometimes  used  as  dishes  (Fig.  105),  particularly  for 
holding  water.  Dishes  of  this  kind  are  used, 

for  instance,  by  the  mat-maker  to  keep 
water  in  with  which  the  cedar-bark  is  kept 
moist.  The  type  of  these  dishes  resembles 
somewhat  the  type  of  the  bucket,  but  the 

Fig.   104  (u!5 &)•     Oil-Dish  made  of  Horn. 
Length,   15  cm. 

Fig.   105  (H^T,).     Food-Box.     Greatest  height, 
14  cm. ;  length,  19  cm.;  width,   i6cm. 

high  ends  are  much  more  strongly  curved  than  the  ends  of  the  bucket. 
The  bucket  also  consists  of  a  box,  two  opposite  sides  of  which  generally 

show  a  slight  curve  upward  (Fig.   106).     These  buckets  also  vary  consideraW 

in    size.     Large   buckets,  about  40  cm.  high,  are  used  for  carrying  water  ' n 
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the    house,   while  small  drinking-buckets  are  only  from    locm.  to    15  cm.  high 
at  the  corners. 

Open  boxes  are  used  for  boiling  food.  These  are  rather  high.  The 
sides  are  bent  in  the  usual 

way,  and  the  surface  is  fluted 
horizontally  except  a  narrow 
rim  all  around  each  side. 

When  in  use,  these  boxes  are 
half  filled  with  water,  then 
red-hot  stones  are  thrown  in 

with  fire-tongs,  and  the  water 
is  brought  to  a  boil. 

Fig.  1 06  (ji?^)-     1'ucket.     Height,  25  cm.; 
length,   19  cm.;  width,   19  cm. 

Fig.   107.     Wooden  Spoons,     a  (^j^),  b 

^  Gtfr),  '  GiW,/(>in,)-     I  "at.  size. 

Three    kinds    of  spoons    are    used,  wooden    spoons    carved    of  alder, 

hemlock,  or  yew  wood  (Fig.  107),  spoons  made  of  the  horn  of  the  mountain- 
goat  (Fig.  1 08),  and  shell  spoons.  The 
form  of  the  spoon  depends  upon  its  use. 

Men's  spoons  are  large;  while  those  used 
by  girls,  particularly  by  girls  belonging  to 

the  nobility,  are  shallow  and  sharp-pointed, 
because  it  is  considered  bad  manners  for  a 

young  girl  to  open  her  mouth  wide.  The 
illustrations  show  that  the  form  of  the  spoons 

is  fairly  uniform.  The  principal  differences 
in  type  are  in  the  form  of  the  handle. Fig.   1 08,  <r,  /' ,  c  (.T||C).     Horn  Spoons, nat.  size. 
sVhile  most  of  the  wooden  spoons  have  the 
Foiflattened  off  on  the  upper  side  (Fig.    107),  most  of  the  horn  spoons  have 
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the  tip  of  the  horn  for  the  handle  (Fig.  108).  I  have  not  made  particular 
inquiries  regarding  the  method  of  making  horn  spoons,  but  probably  these 
were  made  in  the  same  manner  as  the  horn  spoons  of  the  northern  Indians,  the 

horn  being  split,  steamed,  and 

pressed  in  a  mould  while  hot. 
A  very  well  carved  spoon 

mode    of  yew- wood  is  shown 
in   Fig.    109,  a.     In  the  same 
figure  is  shown  a  horn  spoon 
which  was  inlaid  with  abelone- 

shell.     This  specimen  is  pro- 
bably of  northern  manufacture. 

There    is  also  a  spoon  made 

of  mountain-sheep  horn  in  the 
collection,  which  was  probably 

made     by    the    inland    tribes 
northeast  of  the  Gulf  of  Georgia 

(Fig.  1 10).  The  Koskimo,  and 
in    olden    times    presumably  other  Kwakiutl 
tribes  also,  use  shell  spoons  very  extensively 

(Fig.    111).     These    are  made  of  the  shells 
of   Saxidomus,    the    outer  edge  of  which  is 
ground  off.     Sometimes  carved  horn  spoons 
made     by     the     tribes    of    northern    British 
Columbia  are  also  found  among  the  Kwakiutl, 
but    these    are    rather    rare.      All    kinds    of 

spoons     are     kept     in     spoon-baskets     (see 
p.  420),  each  of  which  holds  from  twenty  to  twenty-four  spoons. 

Large  long-handled  ladles  are  used  almost  exclusively  at  feasts,  and  most 
of  them  are  elaborately  decorated.     These  will  be  described  later  on. 

Fig.  109,  a  (ri4T).     Wooden  Spoon;  l> 
Length,  33  cm.,  23  cm. 

Horn  Spoon. 

Fig.   no  (T^STS)-     Spoon  made  of  Horn  of  the 
Big-Horn  Sheep.     Length,   l8cm. 

Fig.    in   (ajS,).     Spoon  made  of 
Clam-Shell.     Top  and  side  views. 

Fig.   112  (ff|?y).     Strainer  made  of  Ribs. 
Length,   1 7  cm. 

For  lifting  fish  and  meat  out  of  the  kettle,  the  Koskimo  use  strainers  made 
of  rib-bones  of  the  seal,  which  are  tied  together  along  three  sticks  (Fig.  1 1  2). 
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Arrangement  of  Living-Rooms.  -  The  general  arrangement  of  the  fire- 
places and  the  settees  around  the  fireplaces  has  been  described  before.  The 

family  seat  consists  often  of  a  large  settee  (Fig.  113),  which  is  generally 
carved  with  the  emblems  of  the  family.  On  the  other  sides  of  the  fire,  planks 
are  spread  on  the  floor;  while  the  back-rest  is  formed  by  a  plank  which  rests 
against  two  or  more  short  posts  driven  into  the  ground,  leaning  slightly  back- ward from  the  fire. 

Fig-   "3  (si's)-     Settee.     Length,  242  cm.;  width,  98  cm.;  height  of  back,  74  cm. 

When  these  settees  and  planks  are  used,  mats  are  spread  over  them. 

The  settee-mats  are  almost  all  diagonal  mats.  Those  used  by  a  single  person 
are  almost  square,  and  when  in  use  are  doubled  over  in  the  middle.  When 
friends  are  invited  in,  a  single  long  mat  is  spread  for  them,  which  is  also 
doubled  over,  and  is  wide  enough  to  afford  a  comfortable  seat  for  the  people, 
who  sit  leaning  back,  with  the  knees  drawn  up.  Another  kind  of  seat  used 

in  the  house  is  the  wood-carver's  working-chair  (t!e'x'dzE8was),  which  is  made 
like  a  settee,  but  so  narrow  that  the  person  sitting  in  it  with  knees  drawn 
up  rests  his  elbows  on  the  sides  of  the  chair.  The  same  kind  of  chair  is 
used  by  the  cannibal  in  his  ceremonial  purification  when  he  must  sit  for  a 

long  time  without  moving.1  The  bare  floor  of  the  house  serves  as  fireplace. 
Generally  a  few  stones  are  put  on  one  side  so  as  to  keep  the  logs  in  a 
slanting  position  and  to  insure  a  draught  from  below.  The  housewife  generally 

has  a  small  food-box  at  hand  for  every-day  use.  Berries,  clover-root,  and  dried 
salmon  are  kept  in  it.  A  kelp  bottle  containing  olachen-oil  is  kept  by  the  side 
of  the  box.  The  box  is  generally  filled  in  the  evening,  and  the  food  is  used 
on  the  next  morning.  A  number  of  implements  are  always  kept  near  the  seat 

These  are  the  stone  hammer,  house  wedges  for  splitting  fire-wood,  and  formerly 
the  fire-drill,  hand-tongs  of  two  sizes  for  handling  the  fire  and  hot  stones,  a 
dish  with  water  into  which  the  tongs  are  immersed  every  time  before  they 
are  used,  stones  for  cooking,  and  pointed  tongs  for  roasting.  A  long  pole  for 

1  Compare  F.  Boas,  Secret  Societies,  etc.,  p.  537. 
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pushing  the  roof-boards  aside  is  also  kept  near  at  hand.  In  the  evening, 
when  people  retire,  the  roof-boards  are  closed  with  this  pole.  As  soon  as 
the  fire  is  started,  the  roof-boards  over  it  are  pushed  aside,  and  a  temporary 
smoke-escape  is  made  in  this  manner.  Small  buckets  are  also  kept  near  by. 

There  are  a  number  of  coarse  mats  on  which  kettles  and  dishes  are 

placed.  Another  coarse  mat  of  cedar-bark,  woven  with  strands  parallel  to  the 
edges,  is  used  for  all  kinds  of  dirty  work.  Some  soft  shredded  bark  of  the 
red  cedar  is  kept  in  pouches  and  used  as  towels. 

Open-work  mats  serve  as  dish-mats.  The 
common  dish-mat  is  80  cm.  long  and  about 
25  cm.  wide.  When  in  use,  it  is  doubled  up 
crosswise.  Dried  salmon  and  similar  kinds  of 

food  are  served  simply  on  these  mattings. 
The  bed  consists  of  cedar-branches  which 

are  covered  with  deer-skin,  the  tail-end  of 
which  is  placed  at  the  head-end  of  the  bed, 
so  that  the  hair  runs  upward.  Otherwise  the 

sleeper  glides  down.  Mountain-goat  skins  and 
bear-skins  are  used  as  quilts.  Pillows  are  made 
of  skin  filled  with  the  down  of  the  sea-parrot. 
These  are  considered  very  expensive,  and  poor 

people  used  down  of  ducks  and  geese  instead.  Small  square  boxes  (Fig.  1 1 4) 
with  wide  rim  serve  as  chamber-vessels. 

Fig.   114  (,rf?,,)-     Chamber-Vessel.     Height, 
width,  and  length,   13  cm. 



V.  —  MEALS. 

It  has  been  stated  that  the  housewife  sits  on  one  side  of  the  fire,  her 
cooking-utensils  standing  on  her  left.  After  the  meal  has  been  cooked,  she 
spreads  a  food-mat  before  her  husband  and  guests  who  may  be  present,  and 
the  food  is  served.  Dry  food  is  simply  put  down  on  the  food-mat,  while 
liquid  or  mushy  dishes  and  such  as  consist  of  small  fragments  are  served  in 
food-trays.  When  olachen-oil  is  served  with  the  food,  it  is  placed  in  small 
oil-dishes  (dipping-dishes),  which  are  placed  in  the  inside  of  the  food-trays,  on 
the  side  away  from  the  person  eating.  Then  the  housewife  herself,  or  one 
of  her  children,  draws  fresh  water,  which  is  offered  to  the  guests  in  small 

drinking-buckets,  out  of  which  they  drink  from  one  corner.  At  breakfast  the 
guests  first  rinse  their  mouths.  Then  they  drink.  After  drinking  they  eat. 
Then  the  housewife,  or  one  of  her  children,  draws  fresh  water,  and  the  guests 
drink  again. 

In  eating  with  a  spoon,  the  people  squat  down,  the  right  elbow  resting 
on  the  right  knee  (Plate  xxxi).  The  food  is  taken  up  on  the  point  of  the 
spoon,  and  is  sipped.  After  eating,  most  people  dip  the  point  of  the  spoon 
in  water  that  is  passed  about.  Then  the  spoon  cannot  /t>e  used  for  purposes 
of  witchcraft. 

While  eating,  the  left  hand  is  kept  under  the  blanket.  It  is  considered 
improper  to  eat  with  both  hands. 

Noblemen,  and  particularly  girls  of  noble  descent,  must  not  eat  much. 
When  eating,  they  hardly  open  the  mouth.  They  use  pointed  spoons,  from 
which  they  sip.  They  must  not  show  their  teeth  when  chewing.  Girls,  while 
eating,  must  look  into  the  fire  and  avoid  looking  about  in  the  house. 

When  the  food  that  has  been  served  is  eaten  with  the  fingers,  rubbed 

shredded  cedar-bark  is  passed  about,  with  which  the  guests  clean  their  hands. 
Then  trays  filled  with  water  are  passed  about,  and  the  guests  wash  their 

hands,  and  dry  them  by  the  fire  or  with  some  clean  shredded  cedar-bark. 
Finally  they  drink  some  more  water  which  is  passed  about. 

It  is  considered  improper  to  drink  water  during  meal-time.  Therefore 
people  who  stand  on  their  dignity,  like  middle-aged  men  and  members  of  the 
nobility,  do  not  eat  certain  kinds  of  food  that  irritate  the  throat  and  induce 

spells  of  coughing.  Thus  roasted  salmon-backs  are  eaten  only  by  young  men. 
I  received  the  following  remarks  on  this  subject :  - 

There  is  always  a  bucket  of  water 
standing  in  front  of  those  who  are 

eating  the  roasted  salmon-backs ;  for,  as 

Wa,  la  he'mEnll8Emxat!  ha8ne'fa. 

na'gatsle  lax  Lla'sEx'tslamaMtsa  ha- 
8ma'pxa  Llo'bEdzowe  xa'k'ladza,  qaEs 

[427] 
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soon  as  those  who  are  eating  it  get 

choked,  they  take  some  water  and  wash 
down  what  chokes  them. 

After  they  have  finished  drinking, 

they  eat  again  of  their  food ;  and  when 
they  are  again  choking,  they  wash  it 

down  again ;  and  they  only  finish  .drink- 
ing when  they  are  all  satiated.  They 

do  this  way  only  for  brittle  roasted 
salmon-backs ;  and  also  (only)  young 
men  eat  it,  for  the  young  men  do  not 

care ;  and  those  who  have  a  man's mind  would  not  do  this  in  this  manner 

when  they  get  choked,  for  they  would 
be  ashamed  to  show  that  they  are 
choking,  for,  if  they  should  get  choked, 
they  would  have  to  drink  water  in  the 
middle  (of  the  meal)  before  they  finish 

eating.  Then  they  would  at  once  pro- 
mise a  potlatch.  Therefore  they  would 

rather  choke  to  death. 

g'iTmae  BmEk'!i<:xo'weda  hacma'paqexs 
la'e  he'x'8idaEm  tsa'x'8id  la'xa  8wa'pe 

qa  "mEkwa'xes  8mEk'lExa'wa8yas. 

Wa,     g'iTmese    gwat    na'qaxs    la'e e'tled  hamx-8i'd  la'xes  ha8ma'8e.     Wa,     5 

g'i'l8Emxaa'wise  e'tled  niEk'lExo'nukuxs 

la'e    e'tled  mEkwa'xoda.      Wa,  a'l'mes 

gwat  na'qaxs  la'e  8wl'8la  poTlda.     Wa, 
le'x'aEm  he  gwe'g'llag'ita  tso'sa  Llo'bE- 
dzo    xa'k'ladza.      Wa,    he'8mesexs    ha-  10 
8ya'l8aeda     hasma'qaq,    qaxs    k'lea'sae 

awl'lag'l'lasosso     hasya'8l8a ;     la    k- lea's 

gwe'x-8ldaats    he    gwe'g'lleda    wunE'm- 
tElas  na'qaseda  bEgwa'nEmaxs  8mEk'lE- 
xa'e,  qaxs  ma'x'tslae  awE'lx'i8yaxs  8mE-  15 
k'lExa'e,  qaxs  gl'Pmelaxe  mEk'lExa'lax,     . 

wa,  la'laxe  na'goyodExs  k'leVmae  gwat 
ha8ma'pa.        Wa,      he'x'eidaEmlaxwise, 

g'e'qEmx-8ldlax.      Wa,   he'8mis  la'g'ilas 
wa'x'motaEm  8mEgwa'lisEme.  20 

The  housewife  herself  does  not  eat  until  her  husband  or  her  guests  have 
nearly  finished  their  meal.  When  the  guests  have  finished,  she  takes  the 
dishes  back  and  cleans  them.  When  guests  have  been  invited,  larger  dishes 
are  used. 

As  long  as  there  are  not  more  than  four  men  present,  the  procedure  is 

about  the  same  as  at  a  family  meal,  and  the  woman  passes  the  food-trays 
and  the  water  about.  When  there  are  as  many  as  six  guests,  the  meal  is 
more  formal.  The  guests  are  given  a  drum.  The  man  highest  in  rank  sits 
in  the  middle,  and  the  others  according  to  rank,  at  his  right  and  left  sides. 
The  person  who  sits  at  the  righthand  end  of  the  row  of  guests  has  the  drum. 
Before  the  meal  a  number  of  songs,  not  less  than  four,  are  sung.  The 

singing  is  accompanied  by  beating  of  the  drum  and  by  hand-clapping  of  the 
guests.  At  small  feasts  of  this  kind  the  host  himself  passes  the  dishes  about 
and  draws  water,  while  his  wife  attends  only  to  the  cooking.  When  the 
guests  have  finished  eating,  they  take  the  rest  of  the  food  home  to  their 
wives  and  children. 

I  will  insert  here  a  few  characteristic  descriptions  of  meals.  The  first  is 
a  description  of  the  cooking  of  quarter-dried  salmon.  After  an  account  of 
the  manner  in  which  the  woman  prepares  the  meal,  the  description  continues :  - 
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429 And  after  she  has  done  so,  she  puts 
(the  food)  in  front  of  the  one  to  whom 
she  is  going  to  give  breakfast.  Then 
she  takes  water  and  gives  it  to  the 
one  to  whom  she  gives  breakfast.  Then 
the  man  takes  the  water  and  rinses  his 

mouth ;  and  after  he  has  done  so,  he 
drinks  of  it.  Then,  after  he  has  finished, 

he  begins  to  eat  the  quarter-dried  sal- 
mon with  oil  poured  on  it;  and  after 

he  has  eaten,  the  woman  takes  some 

rubbed  shredded  cedar-bark  and  gives 
it  to  the  man  to  wipe  his  hands  with, 
for  there  is  really  much  oil  on  his 
hands ;  and  after  he  has  wiped  his 
hands,  the  woman  pours  some  water 
into  another  dish,  and  she  puts  that 
down  before  the  man,  and  he  washes 
his  hands ;  and  after  he  has  done  so, 
he  dries  his  hands  by  the  fire  of  her 
who  gave  him  food.  When  his  hands 
are  dry,  the  woman  takes  some  water 
and  gives  it  to  him,  and  he  drinks 
much  of  it.  That  is  all  about  the 

quarter-dried  salmon. 

Another   description   is  that  of  a  family  breakfast.     First  the  preparation 
of  the  food  by  the  housewife  is  described. 

Wa,    g'lTmese   gwa'lExs   la'e  k'ax'- tslamo'ts    la'xa    hasma'pLaq.      Wa,    la- 

Wa,  laE'm  gwa'texs  la'e  k'aVtslamots 
la'xes  gaa'xstalama'tsE8we.  Wa,  laEm- 
8xaa'wise  ax8e'dxa  8wa'pe  qass  le  tslas 

la'xes  gwa'xstalama'tsE6we.  Wa,  laF/m 
axse'deda  bEgwa'nEmaxa  8wa'pe  qass  5 

tslEwe'iJExodes.  Wa,  g-iTmese  gwa'- 
lExs la'e  hamx-8l'da,  la'xa  klu'nqlEgEkwe 

dze'dzEiamala.  Wa,  g1'!8mese  gwat 
hasma'pExs  la'eda  tslEda'qe  axee'dxa 
qlo'yaakwe  k'a'dzEkwa  qa8s  tsla'wes  10 
la'xa  bEgwa'nEme  qa  dedEx'tslanEnda- 

yas  qaxs  a'lae  qle'nEme  qlE'lqlEltsIa- 

nasyas.  Wa,  g'l'Pmese  gwat  de'dEx'- 
tslanaxs  la'eda  tslEda'qe  guxtslo'tsa 
8wa'pe  la'xa  o'gu8lame  fo'qlwa  qa8s  le  15 
k'a'x'tsamots  la'xa  bEgwa'nEme.  Wa, 

laE'm  ts!E'nts!Enxsweda.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese 

gwa'teq  la'e  pe'pEx-ts!anax-8ld  la'xa 
lEgwi'iases  ha'8maase.  Wa,  la  hi'mx- 
8wide  e'8esyasa's  la'eda  tslsda'qe  ax8e'd 
la'xa  8wa'pe  qa8s  le  tsa'x'8Its  laq.  Wa,  20 

laE'm  qle'k'lEs  na'x8ld  laq.  Wa,  laE'm 

gwat  la'xa  dze'dzElamala. 

After  she  has  done  so,  she  places 

it  before  him  who  is  going  to  eat.  The 

woman  spreads  the  dish-mat  and  puts 
the  dish  on  it,  and  then  she  puts  it 

before  him  who  is  going  to  eat.  Then 

she  puts  the  oil-dish  down  inside  of  the 
dish,  away  (from  the  one  who  eats) ; 
and  as  soon  as  all  this  has  been  put 
down,  the  woman  draws  water  and 

gives  it  to  the  one  who  is  going  to 
eat ;  and  the  one  who  is  going  to  eat 
takes  the  bucket  of  water  and  takes  a 
mouthful  of  it  and  rinses  his  mouth ; 
and  after  he  has  rinsed  his  mouth,  he 

25 8me'da  tslEda'qe  LEpIa'Waxa  he'texsta- 

llle  le'swasya.  Wa,  la'wisLa  k'a'g-llllxa 
lo'qlwe  qa9s  lek'a'x*ts!amots  la'xa  ha- 
8ma'pLaq.  Wa,  la'xae  k-a.'x>8ltsa  dzE- 
ba'tsle  lax  Lla'sasyasa  to'q.'wa.  Wii, 
g-i'lsmese  Vi'lg'alitexs  la'e  tsa'x-sldeda  30 

tslEda'qaxa  8wa'pe  qass  le  tslas  la'xa 
hasma'pLe.  Wa,  le'da  hasma'pLe  da'x-- 
8ldxa  k!wa8stats!a'la  swa'pa  qa8s  ha'm- 

sgEmde  laq  qass  tslEwe'L.'Exode.  WTa, 
la  gwal  tslEwe'LJExodExs  la'e  na'x8lda. 

Wa,  g'iTmese  gwal  na'qaxs  la'e  hamx'- 

35 
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drinks;  and  when  he  finishes  tirinking, 
he  eats   When  he  has  finished  eating, 
she  washes  the  dish.  As  soon  as  it  is 

clean,  she  pours  water  into  it,  and  she 
takes  it  back  and  places  it  before  the 
man.  Then  he  washes  his  hands  in  it. 

As  soon  as  he  has  finished,  he  dries  his 

hands  by  the  fire,  so  that  his  hands 
become  dry;  and  after  he  has  done  so, 

he  goes  back  and  sits  down. 

El'da ....  Wa,  la  gwal  hamx^l'dicxs 
la'e  tsio'xwEg'indxa  fo'qlwe.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese  la  e'g'ig'axs  la'e  qaptslo'tsa 

Ewa'pe  laq.  Wa,  la  xwe'laqa  k'ax'tsla- 
mo'litas  la'xa  bEgwa'nEme.  Wa,  las'm  5 

ts!E'nts!EnxEwld  laq.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese 

gwa'la  la'e  pe'pEx'tslanEnd  la'xa  lEgwl'te 
qa8s  lE'mlEmxuts!anax-Elde.  Wa,  g'i'1- 

8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  xwe'laqa  klwa'g'alll. 

When  a  family  has  a  supply  of  fresh  provisions,  visitors  will  sometimes 
drop  in  of  their  own  accord  to  get  a  taste  of  the  food.  When  middle  parts 
of  salmon  have  been  dried  by  a  family,  the  housemates  will  appear  to  get  a 
meal.  This  was  described  to  me  as  follows :  — 

Now  I  will  talk  about  the  way  in 

which  she  gives  it  to  eat  to  her  house- 
fellows.  When  the  men  come,  they 
sit  down  near  the  woman  who,  as  they 

know,  owns  middle-parts  (of  salmon). 
Immediately  the  woman  takes  a  mat 
and  spreads  it  at  the  place  where  she 
thinks  the  men  should  sit  when  she 

gives  them  to  eat.  After  she  has 
spread  the  mat,  she  requests  the  men 
to  move  away  from  the  place  where 
they  had  been  sitting,  and  sit  down  on 

the  seat-mat  that  has  been  spread  out. 
The  men  rise  at  once  and  sit  down  on 

the  mat  that  has  been  spread  out. 

Wa,    lasme'sEn    gwa'gwex's8alaf    la'-  10 
qexs    la'e    ha8mg'l'layo    la'xa  8nEma'el- 
wute.     Wa,    he'8maaxs    g-a'xae   k!wa'- 
g-allleda    bEgwa'nEme    la'xa    tslEda'qe, 

yiqe'xs  qla'le  axno'gwatsa  q!a'q!aq!a8e. 
Wa,    he'x'8ida8mesa  tslEda'qe  ax8e'dxa  15 
Ie'8wa8e  qaes  LEpla'llles  la'xes  gwosyo'we 

qa  k!wae'latsa  bEgwa'nEme  qo  hacmg'l'- 
laso8Lo.    Wa,  g'l'!8mese  gwat  LEpla'lltxa 
Ie'8wa8y,ixs  la'e  axk'la'laxa  bEgwa'nEme 

qa  Le'qwaMes  la'xes  g'i'lx'de  k!wa'g-a-  20 

lllasa  qa  les  kJwa'dzolrtxa  klwa'e8  }e'9we8 
la    LEbEgwl'lkwa.     Wa,    he'x-f:ida8mesa 
bEgwa'nEme    La'xulrt  qass  le  klwadzo'- 

lllxa  la  LEbsgwi't  le'8wasya. 
When    there    are    four    guests    the    procedure    is    similar    to    those    just 

described :  — 

(And  after  she  has  done  so,)  she 

takes  a  food-mat  and  spreads  it  in 
front  of  those  to  whom  she  is  going 
to  give  to  eat.  After  she  has  done 
so,  she  takes  up  the  dishes  and  puts 
them  down  in  front  of  the  four  men, 
and  the  woman  tells  each  two  of  them 

to  eat  out  of  one  dish.  Thus  she  says 

when  she  takes  two  oil-dishes  and  puts 

( Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'texs)  la'e  ax8e'dxa  25 
hasmadzo/we  le'Sva^ya  qa9s  le  LEp.'a'Maq 

lax     L!a'sasyases     hamg'l'lasoLe.      Wa, 

g'i'l8mese    gwa'texs    la'e   k'a'g'ilibca  le- 
lo'qlwe     qa8s     le     k'a'x'tslamots    la'xa 
mo'kwe    be'bEgwa'nEma.     Wa,  la  he'-  30 

8meda    tslEda'qe    8ne'k-a,    mae'ma8telas 
la'xwa  £na'}8nEmexLax  lo'qlwa,  8ne'k-exs 
la'e     axce'dxa    dzedzEba'tsle 
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one  into  each  dish  at  the  far  side  (from 
the  eaters).  Then  the  woman  takes 
water  and  gives  it  to  those  who  are 
going  to  eat.  The  men  rinse  their 
mouths ;  and  after  they  have  rinsed 
their  mouths,  they  drink  water ;  .  .  .  and 
when  they  have  nearly  finished  eating, 
the  woman  draws  fresh  water,  for,  as 

soon  as  the  men  have  finished  eating, 
the  woman  gives  them  fresh  water. 
Then  the  woman  takes  the  dishes  and 

the  oil-dishes  to  the  place  where  she  sits. 

When  the  man  inviies  six  friends, 
as  soon  as  he  comes  home,  he  tells 

his  wife  about  having  invited  his  six 
friends.  His  wife  at  once  takes  a  mat 

and  spreads  it  out  in  the  rear  of  the 
fireplace.  As  soon  as  she  has  done 
so,  the  man  goes  again  (to  call)  his 

friends ;  but  he  does  not  stay  long  be- 
fore his  friends  come  in.  Then  the 

woman  leads  them  up  to  their  seats, 
to  the  place  where  the  mat  has  been 

spread.  Immediately  they  sit  down  on 
the  mat.  Now,  six  men  are  enough 
to  sing.  Immediately  the  host  takes 
the  drum,  and  he  puts  it  down  on  the 
righthand  side  of  his  six  guests.  One 
of  them  begins  to  sing  the  songs  of 
their  ancestors.  As  soon  as  they  begin 

to  sing,  the  woman  takes  the  kettle 
and  puts  it  down  near  the  place  where 
she  is  sitting,  and  her  husband  takes 
a  bucket  and  goes  to  draw  water.  .  .  . 
As  soon  as  (the  food)  is  all  out  of  the 
water  (of  the  kettle),  the  woman  counts 

six  pieces  of  soaked  middle-parts  of 
salmon,  and  puts  them  into  one  dish; 

qass  le  k-a'tslotsa  8naTnEmexLa  lax 

LleiJa'saneqwasa  felo'qlwa.  Wa,  le'da 
tslEda'qe  ax6e'dxa  8wa'pe  qacs  le  tsla'x-- 
8Its  la'xa  ha8ma'pLe.  Wa,  le'da  bE- 

gwa'nEme  tslEwe'iJExoda.  Wa,  g-1'1-  5 
8mese  gwal  tslEwe'iJExodExs  la'e  naVld 
la'xa  8wa'pe  ;  .  .  .  g'lTmese  Ela'q  8wl'- 
8laxs  la'e  gwat  hasma'pa,  la 
deda  tslEda'qe  tsax  a'ha  8wa'pa.  Wa, 
g-i'lg-ilda8mas  gwat  ha8ma'pa  be'bs-  10 
gwanEmaxs  la'asa  tslEda'qe  tsaVltsa 
a'ha  8wap  laq.  Wa,  lasme'da  tslEda'qe 
k'asto'lltelasa  leio'qlwe  LE8wa  dzedzE- 
ba'tsle  la'xes  klwae'lase. 

Wa,  he'8maaxs  la'e  Le'lanEmeda  15 

bEgwa'nEmaxes  qlaLlo'kwe  8ne8nEmo'- 
kwa.  Wa,  gl'Pmese  g-ax  na'8nakuxs 
la'e  ne'taxes  gEnE'mases  Le'8lalaenasyaxa 
qlaLlo'kwe  la'xes  8nesnEmo'ku.  Wa, 
he'x-8ida8mese  la  axse'de  gEnE'masexa  20 
te'8wa8e  qa8s  le  LEp.'a'liJas  lax  o'gwiwa- 

Wases  lEgwl'te.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs 
la'e  e'tse8steda  bEgwa'nEmaxes  8ne8nE- 

mo'kwe.  Wa,  k'le'stla  ga'laxs  g-a'xae 
hogwl'LEle  8ne8nEmo'kwas.  Wa,  la-  25 
8me'seda  tslEda'qe  qla'x-sldzeq  qa  les 

klusa'llt  la'xa  la  LEbEgwe'lxusa  te'8wase. 
Wa,  he'x-8ida8mese  la'x>8dasxu  kludzE- 

dzo'lltaq.  Wa,  laE'm  he'laleda  qlatlo'- 
kwe  be'bEgwa'nEm  lax  dE'nxEla.  Wa,  30 
he'x>8ida8mesa  klwe'lasLe  axce'dxa  mE- 

na'tsle  qaes  le  axa'lllas  lax  he'tk'lotE- 

malllasa  qlaLlo'kwe  klwe'L  Wa,  he'x-- 
8ida8mese  da'qaleda  8nEmo'kwasa  g'i'l- 
ts!E8yala  qlE'mdEma.  Wa,  g1'l8mese  35 
dE'nx8its  la'e  axse'deda  tslEda'qaxa 

ha'nx'Lanowe  qass  ha'ng-aliteq  la'xes 
klwae'lase.  Wa,  la  }a'8wunEmas  ax- 

ce'dxa  na'gatsle  qass  le  tsa  la'xa  8wa'pe. 

.  .  .  Wa,  g'i'Fmese  8wl'slostaxs  la'eda  40 
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and  she  puts  also  six  pieces  into  the 
other  dish.  The  guests  finish  singing; 

for  they  do  not  sing  only  four  songs ; 
sometimes  there  are  twelve  songs  that 

the  guests  sing,  for  the  songs  of  the 
first  people  are  very  short.  That  is 
when  they  learn  the  songs  of  the  first 

people,  for  they  do  not  want  to  forget 
them ;  and  that  is  when  the  young  men 

hear  them,  -  -  when  the  old  men  are 
singing  at  a  feast.  Then  the  man 
takes  the  drum  and  puts  it  down  near 
the  door  of  the  house,  and  the  woman 

gives  the  food-mat  to  her  husband  to 
go  and  spread  it  in  front  of  his  friends. 
Then  he  takes  up  the  dish  and  puts 
it  down  in  front  of  three  men,  and 

again  he  picks  up  the  other  dish  and 
puts  it  down  in  front  of  the  other  three. 
Then  the  man  draws  some  water.  Then 

the  men  rinse  their  mouths ;  and  after 

they  have  finished  rinsing  their  mouths, 
they  all  drink  water ;  and  after  they 
have  finished  drinking,  they  eat ;  and 
after  they  have  eaten,  the  man  takes 
the  bucket  and  draws  some  fresh  water ; 

and  then  the  guests  drink  afterwards 
when  they  have  finished  eating.  As 
soon  as  he  comes  after  having  drawn 
water,  his  friends  stop  eating;  then  he 
at  once  takes  up  the  two  dishes  and 
puts  them  down  at  tne  place  where 
his  wife  is  sitting,  and  he  takes  the 
freshly  drawn  water  and  puts  it  down 
in  front  of  his  friends.  Then  he  gives 
a  cup  to  them,  and  they  drink.  The 
woman  washes  out  one  of  the  dishes 

from  which  they  have  been  eating,  and 
she  pours  water  into  it ;  and  the  man 

tslEda'qe  hoVldxa  qlaiJExsa  t!elku  qla'- 

qlaqle8  qa  axtslo'ts  la'xa  8nEme'xLa 
lo'qlwa.  Wa,  la'xaa  axtslo'tsa  qlaiJEx- 
sa'8maxat!  la'xa  8nEme'xLa  lo'qlwa,  la'e 

gwal  dE'nxsleda  klwe'te,  qaxs  k'le'sae  5 
a'Em  mo'sgEm  qlE'mdEme  dE'nx9lda8yas. 
8na.'l8nEmplEnae  ma8ltsEmag'iyowe  qln'm- 

dEme  dE'nx8ldayosa  klwe'le,  qaxs  XE'II- 

LElae  tslEhslEkwe'  qlE'mdEmasa  g-a'le 
bEgwa'nEma.  Wa,  he'8mesexs  qla'qla-  10 

Llaaxa  g-fltslEse  qlE'mqlEmdEma  gwa'- 
qlriae  tene/8staq.  Wa,  he'8mis  qa 
wuLE'lesa  a'lostaxa  qlu'lsqlulyakwaxs 

klwg'lalae.  Wa,  le'da  bEgwa'nEme 
ax8e'dxa  msna'tsle  qass  le  axsto'Maq  15 

la'xa  osta'litasa  g'o'kwe.  Wa,  le'da 

tslEda'qe  tsla'sa  hasma'dzowe  Je'Ve8 
la'xes  la'8wunEme  qa  less  LEptsIa'molllas 

la'xes  8ne8nEmo'kwe.  Wa,  la  k'a'g'i- 

lllxa  lo'qlwa  qass  le  k'a'x'tslEmo'lilas  20 
la'xa  yu'dukwe.  Wa,  laEmsxaa'wise 
k'a'g'ililxa  8nEme'xLa  lo'qlwa  qass  le 
k'a'x-tslEmo'lllas  la'xa  yu'dukwe.  Wa, 

laEm6xaa'wise  bEgwa'nEme  tsa'x-EItsa 
6wa'pe  laq.  Wa,  lacme'sa  be'bEgwa'-  25 
nEme  tslEwe'LlExoda.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese 

gwal  tslEwe'LlExodExs  la'e  sna'xwa 
na'xsld  la'xa  swa'pe.  Wa,  g'i'lemese 

gwat  na'qaxs  la'e  hamx*sl'da.  Wa, 
g'lTmese  hamx-YdExs  la'eda  bEgwa'-  30 
nEme  ax8e'dxa  na'gatsle  qa8s  le  tsa'x'- 
8idEx  a'ita  8wa'pa  qa  nage'g-eltses  Le'- 

lanEme  qo  gwateL  hasma'pLo.  Wa, 
g'l'l8mese  g'a'xa  la'x'de  tsaxs  la'as  gwal 

ha8ma'pe  8ne9nEmo'kwas.  Wa,  le  he'x'-  35 

8ldEm  la  k'a'g'alllxa  maslExLa'  leto'qlwa 
qacs  le  k'a'g'alilas  lax  klwae'lasases 

gEnE'me.  Wa,  la  axse'dxes  a'l^me 
tsa'nEm  cwa'pa  qass  le  ha'ngEmlllas 
la'xes  8nesnEmo'kwe.  Wa,  la  tsla'sa  40 

k!wassta'  laq.  Wa,  Ia'x-dacxu8me  na'x- 
8lda.  Wa,  le'da  tslEda'qe  tslo'xug'lndxa 
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puts    it    down    in   front    of  his  friends, 

and  they  wash  their  hands. 

Now  we  will  talk  about  the  split- 

down1  when  it  is  dried;  and  then  I 
will  talk  about  the  way  in  which  it  is 

given  to  eat  to  eight  men  who  are 

invited.  Early  in  the  morning,  when 
the  man  arises,  he  desires  to  invite  his 

clan,  and  he  goes  out  to  invite  eight  men 
of  his  clan.  As  soon  as  he  has  invited 

them  to  come  into  his  house,  he  says 

to  his  wife,  "Don't  stay  there  in  this 
manner,  but  clear  out  the  rear  of  the 

house,  for  I  have  invited  my  clan !" 
Thus  he  says,  and  goes  to  get  an  eagle- 
wing  broom  and  sweeps  out  the  rear 
of  the  fireplace.  Then  his  wife  takes 

a  mat  and  spreads  it  out  there.  Then 

her  husband  goes  to  get  fire-wood,  and 
splits  it  and  makes  a  fire.  As  soon 

as  he  has  done  so,  he  goes  to  call  his 

clan  again ;  and  it  is  not  long  before 

he  comes  back,  and  it  is  not  long  be- 
fore the  men  of  his  clan  come  in.  As 

soon  as  they  all  come  and  sit  down, 

the  man  takes  a  drum  and  puts  it 

down  at  the  right-hand  side  of  his 
guests ;  and  when  he  goes  to  the  door, 

he  does  not  say  aloud  "Go  ahead!" 
to  those  whom  he  has  invited,  [that 

they  go  ahead  and  sing].  At  once  the 

one  song-leader  begins  to  sing ;  and  as 
soon  as  they  begin  to  sing,  the  woman 

goes  back  to  where  the  basket  with 

the  split-down  is,  and  she  counts  six- 

teen pieces  of  split-down.  She  carries 

8nEme'xLa  la'xa  ha'8maats!ex-de  Jo'qlwa, 
qass  guxtslo'desa  cwa'pe  laq.  Wa, 
laE'mxaa'wise  bebEgwa'nEme  k'aVtsla- 

mots  la'xes  8ne8nEmo'kwe.  Wa,  la'x1- 
dasxwe  ts!Exnts!Enx8wlda. 

Wa,  laE'mLEns  gwal  gwa'gwex-sala 
la'qexs  la'e  lE'mxwasE8wa  Le'qwaxa. 

Wa,  la8me'sEn  gwa'gwex-salat  la'qexs 
la'e  ha8mg'l'layo  la'xa  ma8tguna'lokwe 

be'bEgwanEms  Le'lanEme.  Wa,  he'-  10 

smaaxs  la'e  gaa'la  la'e  La'x8wldeda 
Le'lalaexsdaxes  8nE8me'mote.  Wa,  la 

qa's8ld  qa8s  le  Le'8lalaxes  ma8Jguna'lo- 

kwe  8nE8memota.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  8we'lx- 

tod  la  Le'8lalaqexs  g-a'xae  lae'L  la'xes  15 

g'o'kwe.  Wa,  la  "ne'x'xes  gEnE'me : 
"Gwa'llas  he  gwae'l  qa8s  e'x8wldaosa- 

xEns  o'gwlwalrtex  qaxg'in  Le'8laleg-axEn 
8nE8me'motaq!En,?'  8ne'k'Exs  la'e  axse'dxa 

k'a'masa  kwe'kwe  qass  xe'xswidexa  20 

o'gwiwalllases  lEgwi'le.  Wa,  le  gEnE'- 
mas  ax8e'dxa  le'8wase  qa8s  le  LEpla'lllas 

laq.  Wa,  la'Le  ta'8wunEmas  ax8e'dxa 
lEqwa'  qa8s  LE'mlEx-sEndeq  qass  lEqwe'- 

lax-8lde.  Wa,  g'l'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  25 
e'tse8staxes  8nE8me'mote.  Wa,  k'le'stla 

ga'taxs  g'a'xae  ae'daaqa.  Wa,  la 
k'!e's8Emxat!  ga'laxs  g'a'xae  ho'gwlLEles 

8nE8me'mote.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  8wl'8la 

k!us8a'lltExs  la'eda  bEgwa'nEme  ax8e'dxa  30 

mEna'tsIe  qa8s  le  axca'lllas  lax  he'lk'.'o- 
dEnoLEma'lilases  Le'8lanEme.  Wa,  g-fl- 
8mese  la'stolllaxs  la'e  k'les  ha'sEla  wa'- 

xaxes  Le'lanEme  qa  wa'g'Is  dE'nxseda. 
Wa,  he'x-8ida8meseda  8nEmo'kwe  na'-  35 

qlages  doqa'la.  Wa,  g-l'lsmese  ds'nx- 
8edExs  la'asa  ts.'Eda'qe  a'Lessta  lax 
hasne'lasases  Le'qwaxaa'tsle  Lla'bata, 

qa8s  ho'wEltsIodexa  qla'iJExsag'iyowe 
A  kind  of  preserved  salmon. 
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them  in  her  arms  and  puts  them  down 
at  the  place  where  she  is  sitting.     Then 
she  takes  two  dishes  and  two  oil-dishes, 
and  she  puts  them  down  at  the  place 
where   she   is   sitting.     Then  she  also 
takes  her  oil  and  puts  it  down  at  her 
place.     Then   she   sits  down  and  puts 

eight    pieces    of  split-down    into    each 
dish,  and  her  husband  breaks  them  to 

pieces,    and    the   woman    breaks  other 
eight  pieces  into  the  other  dish.     After 
they   have  done  so,  the  woman  takes 

the  oil-dishes  and  pours  oil  into  them. 
After  she    has   done   so,  her  husband 

orders  his  guests  to  stop  singing.      He 
takes   the   drum   and  puts  it  down  by 
the  door  of  his  house.    Then  the  woman 

takes  the  food-mat  and  spreads  it  out 
in  front  of  the  guests.    Then  she  takes 
one  dish  and  puts  it  down  in  front  pf 

four  men ;  then  she  takes  up  the  other 
dish  and  puts  it  down  in  front  of  the 
other  four ;  and  she  also  takes  the  two 

oil-dishes,  one  in  each  hand,  and  puts 
them    down    on    the   outer  side  in  the 

dishes,   and   then   he  goes  and  draws 
water   for   them.     The  one  of  highest 
rank  first  takes  the  cup  with  water  in 
it  and  rinses  his  mouth;  and  after  he 
has  done  so,  he  drinks  of  it,  and  then 

he  gives  it  to  his  friends,  and  they  all 
do    the   same   way.     After  they  have 
finished,  the  one  highest  in  rank  takes 

the  split-down  and  folds  it  up  and  dips 
it    into    the    oil    and    puts    it    into    his 
mouth ;  and  the  guests  all  do  the  same 

way    when    they    are    eating;    and    as 
soon   as   they   begin    to   eat,   the  man 
takes   up  a  bucket  and  goes  to  draw 
fresh  water;  and  as  soon  as  he  enters 

his  house,  he  puts  down  the  water  that 
he    has   drawn ;    and  when  the  guests 

Le'qwaxa.     Wa,  lasmes  gF/mxElaq  qass 
le    ax8a'lllas    la'xes    klwae'lase.       Wa, 
laE'msxaa'wise  axE€'dxa  ma^ExLa'  lelo'- 

q!wa    LE8wa'    mafitexLa'    dzedzEba'tsIa, 
qass  g'a'xe  k'a'g'alllas  la'xes  klwae'lase.     5 

Wa,     laEm8xaa'wise    axse'dxes    Lle'8na 
qa8s  g'a'xe  g'l'g'alllas  la'xes  klwae'lase. 

Wa,    la'wisLa    klwa'g'alil    qass   axtslo'- 
desa     ma8lguna'lExsa     Le'qwaxa    la'xa 
8nEme'xLa    lo'qlwa.      Wa,    la  la'swunE-  10 

mas     p!o'p!oxsalax'8ldEq.       Wa,     le'da 
tslEda'qe  plo'ploxsEndxa  ma8lguna'lExsa 

qa8s  o'gwaqe  axtslo'ts  la'xa  8nEme'xLa 
lo'qlwa.    W7a,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'lsxs  la'eda 
tslEda'qe     ax'e'dxa    dzedzEba'tsle    qass  15 
klu'nxtslodesa    Lle'8na    laq.     Wa,  gl'l- 

8mese     gwa'lalilEx     la'as    la'8wunEmas 

bEla'xa  klwe'le  qa  gwa'llag'Is  dE'nxEla. 
Wa,    Ia8me'se    axse'dxa    mEna'tsle  qaes 

le  ha'ng'alltas  la'xa  tlex'i'lases  g'o'kwe.  20 

Wa,  Ia8me'sa  tslEda'qe  axse'dxa  ha8ma'- 
dzowe  le'8wasya  qass  le  LEptslamo'lilas 
la'xa    klwe'le.      Wa,    la    axse'dxa    8nE- 

me'xLa  lo'qlwa  qass  le  k'ax'tslamo'lltas 
la'xa    mo'kwe.      Wa,  la  e'tled  k-a'g-a-  25 
lihca     8nEme'xLa     lo'qlwa    qaes    le'xat! 
k'ax'tslamo'lllas      la'xa     mo'xu8maxatl. 

Wa,  la  e'tled  wa'x-sEnx8wldxa  ma8lExLa' 

dzedzEba'tsIa  qa8s  le  k'a'x>8lts  lax  Lla'- 
saneqwasa  lelo'qlwa.     Wa,  la'wisLa  la  30 
tsa'x-8Itsa    8wa'pe    laq.      Wa,    he'8mise 

na'xsalagasya   g'il    da'x-8ldxa    k!wassta' 
8wa'bEts!a'la    qass    tslEwe'LlExode    laq. 

WTa,    g-fl8mese    gwa'texs    la'e    na'x8ld 
laq.     Wa,   lawl'sLa  tslas  la'xes  8necnE-  35 
mo'kwe.     Wa,  la  8na'xwaEm  he  gwex'- 

8lde.      Wa,    g'i'l8mese    gwa'lExs    la'eda 
na'xsalagasyas    da'x'8ld   la'xa  Le'qwaxa 
qass    k'!o'xusEmdeq.     Wa,    la  dzEpll'ts 
la'xa   Lle'8na  qass  tslo'qluses.      Wa,  la  40 

8na'xwaEm  he  gwe'g'ileda  klwe'laxs  ha- 

8ma'pae.      Wa,    g'i'lsmese  hamx'8l'dExs 
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finish  eating,  he  takes  the  dishes  and 
puts  them  down  on  the  door-side  of 
the  fire.  Then  he  draws  water  and 

gives  it  to  them. 

When  a  man  wishes  to  invite  ten 

men  of  his  clan,  he  asks  his  wife  to 

put  some  backbones  into  the  soaking- 
box  in  the  evening.  Then  the  woman 

opens  the  backbone-receptacle  and 
counts  twenty  pieces  of  backbones  out 

of  it.  She  puts  them  as  well  as  pos- 
sible into  the  soaking-box,  which  stands 

in  the  corner  of  the  house.  As  soon 

as  they  are  in,  she  pours  water  over 
them,  and  she  only  stops  pouring  water 
over  them  when  it  begins  to  overflow. 
Now  she  is  ready  for  the  man  when 
he  invites  in  the  morning.  Therefore, 
as  soon  as  daylight  comes,  the  man 
arises  and  wedges  fire  wood  to  pieces 
and  builds  the  fire;  and  as  soon  as  he 

finishes,  he  goes  out  and  calls  the 
members  of  his  clan.  When  the  man 

goes  out  of  the  house,  his  wife  gets 

ready  and  cleans  the  rear  of  the  fire- 
place. Sometimes  the  woman  spreads 

the  mat  for  the  guests  to  sit  on  when 
they  come  in.  Sometimes  the  man 
clears  the  house,  when  his  wife  is  bad ; 
but  the  man  goes  to  draw  water,  and 
also  the  kettle  is  washed  out  by  the 
man.  As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  the 

man  goes  to  call  his  ten  friends  again, 
and  it  is  not  long  before  they  come 
in.  Then  the  woman  leads  them  to 

their  seats ;  and  as  soon  as  they  sit 

la'eda  bEgwa'nEme  axVdxa  na'gatsle 
qass  le  tsax  a'ita  8wa'pa.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese  g'ax  lae'L  la'xes  g'o'kwaxs  la'e 
ha'ng-allltses  tsa'nEme.  Wa,  g-iTmese 

gwal  ha8ma'pe  k!we'8lekwasexs  la'e  5 
axce'dxa  leto'qlwe  qass  le  k'a'g'aMas 
la'xa  osta'Mases  kgwl'le.  Wa,  la'wisLa 
la  tsa'x<8ldxa  8wa'pe  qass  le  tsa'x'8Its  laq. 

Wa,  he"8maaxs  la'e  8ne'k'eda 

qa8s    Le'8lalexes    "nEqo'kwe    8nE-  10 
8me'mota;      wa,     lasme's     axk'Ia'laxes 

gEnE'me  qa  axstE'ndeses  xa'k'ladza 
la'xes  tle'latslaxa  dza'qwa.  Wa,  la- 
sme'sa  tslEda'qe  x'o'x8wldxes  xa'kladza- 

ts!e.  Wa,  Ia8me's  ho'swultslodxa  ma8f-  15 
tsE'mg-ustowe  xa'k'Iadza.  Wa,  Ia8me's 
ae'k'lamotslalas  la'xa  t!e'lats!axs  hacne'- 

tae  la'xa  one'gwltases  g'o'kwe.  Wa, 
g-i'lsmese  gwal  ha'ntslalas  la'qexs  la'e 
k'ip.'Eqa'sa  swa'pe  laq.  WTa,  aTmese  20 

gwat  qspa'sa  swa'paxs  la'e  tsetsExu'la. 
Wa,  laE'm  gwa'lll  qae'da  bEgwa'nE- 
maxs  Le'8lalllxa  gaa'laLe.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
g-rtsmas  8na'x-8ldxa  gaa'laxs  la'e  La'x- 
8wld  qass  LE'mlEmx-sEndexa  kqwa'.  25 

Wa,  lasme's  lEqwe'lax-8lda,  wa,  g'i'l- 

8mese  gwa'la  la'e  qa's8ld  qa8s  le  Le'- 
8lalaxe  8nE8me'mote.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  la 

la'wElseda  bEgwa'nEmaxs  la'e  gEnE'mas 
xwa'na!8lda.  Wa,  laE'm  e'x8wldxa  30 

o'gwiwalilases  lEgwe'lase.  Wa,  Ia8me'se 
8na'tsnEmp!EnaEm  he'8meda  tslEda'qe 

LEpIa'lrtxa  Ie'8wa6e  qa  k!wa'dzE8wesohsa 

klwe'tao  g'axL  hogwl'Lo.  Wa,  lasme's 
8na't8nEmp!Ena  he'8ma  bEgwa'nEme  e'x-  35 

8widxa  g-o'kwaxs  ya'x-sE8maes  gEnE'me. 

Wa,  laE'mLeda  bEgwa'nEme  tsa'x-8ldxa 
8wa'pe.  Wa,  he'8mesa  ha'nx-Lanowe 
laa'xat!  ts!o'xug'intsE8wa,  yi'sa  bEgwa'- 

Wa, g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'eda  40 
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down,  the  man  at  once  takes  the  drum 

and   puts    it    down    on    the    right-hand 
side    of  his   guests.      Then   the   song- 
leader  at  once  begins  to  sing;  and  as 
soon  as  they  begin  to  sing,  the  woman 
and   her   husband  take  the  kettle  and 

take    it    to    the    place    where    she    is 
sitting.  .  .  .    The  woman  at  once  divides 
the  backbones  which  were  broken  into 

three   pieces,   into   equal   lots,  so  that 

there  are  twelve  pieces  of  broken  back- 
bone   in    each    dish.      When    it    is    all 

done,    the   woman    pours   oil    into   the 
five  oil-dishes,  and  her  husband  takes 

a  long  food-mat  and  spreads  it  in  front 
of  his  friends.    Then  he  takes  the  drum 

and   puts  it  down  by  the  door  of  the 
house.     Only  four  songs  are  sung  by 
the   guests,    for   there   are  ten  guests; 
and    when    the    man    comes   back,    he 
takes  two  dishes  and  puts  each  down 
in  front  of  two  men.      Now  there  are 

only  two  men  (to  each  dish)  when  there 
are   ten   men  and  five  dishes.     When 

he  finishes,  he  takes  up  two  oil-dishes 
and   puts   them  on  the  farther  side  in 
the  dishes ;  and  then  he  also  takes  up 
the  others  and  puts  them  on  the  farther 
side  of  the  other  dishes.     As  soon  as 
he  has   done  so,  he  takes  the  bucket 
with  water  in  it  and  places  it  in  front 
of  the  guests.    Then  the  one  of  highest 
rank  takes  the  cup  first  and  dips  into 
it,  and  rinses  his  mouth;  and  after  he 

bEgwa'nEme  e'tsesstaxes  8nEqo'kwe 
8nefe'nEmo'kwa.  Wa,  k'le'stla  ga'laxs 

g'a'xae  ho'gwlLE'la.  Wa,  lasme'sa 
tslEda'qe  qla'x'sldzeq.  Wa,  g'iTmese 
sw!/8la  k!usfia'lrtExs  la'e  he'x-8ldasma  5 

bEgwa'nEm  la  ax8e'dxa  mEna'tsle  qafis 
le  ax8a'lllas  la'xa  he'lk-JodEnQLEma, 

yi'sa  klwe'le.  Wa,  Ia8me'se  no'gadas 
he'x-8idaEm  da'qala.  W'a,  g'iTmese 

dE'nx8ed£xs  la'eda  tslEda'qe  ax8e'dxa  10 
ha'nx'Lanowe  LE8wl's  la'9wunEme  qacs 
g-a'xes  la'xes  klwae'lase.  .  .  .  Wa,  laE'm 
he'x-8ida8ma  tslEda'qe  ha'wasi8lalaxa  la 

ya'fyu'duxusaaku  k'o'gEk"  xa'k'ladzo. 
W7a,  laE'm  mae'matEg'EyotslE8wa  8na'i-  15 
6nEinexLa  lo'q.'waxa  k'o'gEkwe  xa'k'Ia- 

dzo.      Wa,    g'iTmese    8wl/8la    gwa'tExs 
la'eda  tslEda'qe  klu'nxtslodalasa  L!e/ena 
la'xa     SEk'Ie'xLa    dzedzEba'tsla.       Wa, 

la'Le    }a'8wunEmas    axse'dxa    g'i'ldEdzo  20 
hasma'dzo    te'8wa8ya    qa8s  le  LEpla'lllas 
lax  L.'a'sEx'idallhses  8neenEmo'kwe.   Wa, 
laE'mLax'de  ax8e'dxa  mEna'tsle  qaes  le 
axa'lllas  la'xa  tlex'i'lasa  g-o'kwe.     Wa, 

he'smisexs    la'e    a'Em    mo'sgEm,  qlE'm-  25 
dsme   k!we'8lalayosa  klwe'te,  qaxs  la'e 
8nEqa'kwa  klwe'le.    Wa,  g'iTmese  g'ax 

ae'daaqeda   bEgwa'nEmaxs  la'e  k'a'gl- 
lllxa  ma8texLa'  lo'Elqlwa  qa8s  le  k'a'x'- 
tslamolltas    la'xa  mae'ma8lo'kwe  be'bE-  30 

gwanEma.      Wa,    laE'm    mae'malEleda 
8nEqa'kwe    be'bEgwanEmaxa    sEk'.'a'xLa 

lo'slqlwa.      Wa,    g'i'l8mese    gwa'lk'axs 
la'e  k-a'g'ilitxa  ma8fExLa'  dzedzEba'tsle 

qaes    le    k'ane'qwas    lax    iJasaneqwasa  35 

to'slqlwe.     Wa,  laE'mxaa'wise  axce'dxa 
wao'kwe    qass  la'xat!  k'a'neqwas  la'xa 
wao'kwe     lo'Elqlwa.       Wa,     glTmese 

gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa  na'gatsle  8wa'bE- 
tslala     qa8s    le    ha'nxpts!amolllas    la'xa  40 
klwe'le.     Wa,  le'da  na'xsalaga8yas  g-il 
da'x-8!dxa     k!wassta'     qa8s     tsax'Ydes. 
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has  finished,  he  drinks ;  and  then  all 
the  others  do  the  same  who  are  going 
to  eat  with  him.  After  they  have 
finished  drinking  water,  they  all  begin 
to  eat.  At  once  the  man  goes  to 
draw  fresh  water  for  them  to  drink 

after  they  finish  eating.  When  he 
comes  back  from  drawing  water,  he 
waits  for  his  friends  to  finish  eating ; 
and  when  they  finish  eating,  the  man 
takes  up  the  dishes  and  puts  them 
down  at  the  place  where  his  wife  is 

sitting ;  and  so  he  puts  the  bucket  with 
water  in  it  in  front  of  the  guests. 
Then  they  drink  water.  After  they 
have  finished  drinking,  the  woman 
washes  two  dishes.  As  soon  as  they 
are  clean,  she  pours  water  into  them, 
and  the  man  places  them  before  those 
whom  he  has  given  to  eat.  Then  they 
wash  their  hands. 

Now  I  will  talk  about  roasted  back- 

bone (of  salmon)  that  is  to  be  fed  to 
twelve  men.  When  the  man  goes  to 
invite  his  twelve  friends  in  the  morn- 

ing, then  as  soon  as  he  comes  back, 
he  asks  his  wife  to  get  ready  and  help 
him  clear  the  rear  of  the  fireplace. 
After  he  has  cleared  it,  he  spreads 
out  three  mats.  Then  the  woman  goes 
and  takes  four  dishes  and  four  oil- 
dishes,  and  kelp  with  oil  in  it,  and  puts 
them  down  at  the  place  where  she  sits 
at  the  doorside  of  the  fireplace  of  the 
house.  Then  the  man  goes  again  for 
those  whom  he  is  going  to  invite.  It 

Wa,  lasme'se  tslEwe'iJExoda.  Wa, 

g'lTmese  gwa'texs  la'e  na'xslda.  Wa, 
la  8na'xwaEm  la  o'gwaqa  he  gwe'x-8lde 
ha8mo'tLas.  Wa,  g-fl8mese  gwal  na'- 
qaxa  8wa'paxs  la'e  8wl'8la  hamx'Yda.  5 
Wa,  he'x-8idasmeseda  bEgwa'nEme  la 
tsax  a'lta  8wa'pa  qa  na'geg'lLes  qo 

gwalLE  ha8ma'pLo.  Wa,  g-iTmese 
g'a'xa  tsa'x'daxs  la'e  e'sEla  qa  gwa'Ies 
ha8ma'pes  8ne8nEmo'kwe.  Wa,  g'i'l-  10 

8mese  gwal  ha8ma'pExs  la'eda  bEgwa'- 
nEme  k'a'g'illlxa  lo'Elqlwe  qass  le  k-a'- 
g'alltas  lax  klwae'lasases  gEnE'me. 
Wa,  la'wisLa  la  ha'ng'aliksa  8wa'bEts!ala 
na'gatsle  lax  Lla'sasyasa  klwe'le.  Wa,  15 
la'x'dasxwe  na'x8ld  la'xa  8wa'pe.  W7a, 

g-i'l8mese  gwat  na'qaxs  la'eda  tslEda'qe 
tslo'xug'indxa  ma8lExLa'  to'Elqlwa.  Wa, 

gl'Fmese  e'g'lg'axs  la'e  qEptsIo'tsa 
8wa'pe  laq.  Wra,  le'da  bEgwa'nEme  20 
k'a'x'tslamoWas  la'xes  hamg-l'lasE6we. 

Wa,  la'x'da^^mese  ts!E'nts!Enx8wlda. 

Wa,  la8me'sEn  gwa'gwex-s8alat  la'- 

qexs  la'e  hamg'l'laya  Llo'bEdzo  xa'k'Ia- 
dzo  la'xa  malo'gwfg'Eyowe  be'bEgwa-  25 

nEtna.  W7a,  he'smaaxs  la'e  Le'8laleda 

bEgwa'nEmaxes  malo'gwig'Eyowe  8ne- 
8nEmo'kwaxa  gaa'la.  Wa,  gl'Pmese 

g-ax  ae'daaqeda  bEgwa'nEmaxs  la'e 
he'x-8idaEm  axk'Ia'laxes  gEnE'me  qa  30 

gwa'nat8ldes  qa  g'iwa'leseqexs  la'e 
e'kwaxa  o'gwlwalltases  lEgwl'8lasa.  Wa, 

g-flsmese  gwat  e'kwaxs  la'e  LEp'a'llhsa 
yu'duxwe  te'Elswa8ya.  Wa,  Ia8me'sa 
tslEda'qe  ax8e'dxa  mo'wexLa  to'slqlwa  35 
LE8wa'  mo'wexLa  dzedzEba'ts!a  LE8wl's 

wa'wade  L!e'8nats!ala  qaes  g-a'xe  ax8a'- 
llias  la'xes  k!wae'laseda  osta'lllasa  IE- 

gwl'8lasasa  lEgwl'lasa  g-o'kwe.  Wa, 
lacme'sa  bEgwa'nEme  e'tsesstaxes  Le'la-  40 
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is  not  long  before  he  comes  back. 

Then  he  wedges  the  fire-wood  and 
builds  up  a  fire.  Then  the  fire-wood 
in  the  house  is  piled  up.  When  all  his 
twelve  friends  have  come  in,  and  after 

they  have  sat  down,  the  man  takes  a 

drum  and  puts  it  down  at  the  .right- 
hand  side  of  the  guests,  and  the  song- 
leader  begins  to  sing ;  then  all  the 
twelve  men  begin  to  sing ;  and  as  soon 
as  they  begin  to  sing,  the  woman  takes 
the  fresh  roasted  salmon-back,  and  her 
husband  takes  the  roasted  salmon-back 
out  of  the  tongs.  He  takes  out  twelve 

salmon-backs  and  puts  them  on  the 

mats  that  are  spread  at  his  wife's  seat. 
Then  the  woman  puts  down  the  four 
dishes,  and  her  husband  breaks  the 
roasted  salmon-backs  into  the  dishes. 
Then  he  takes  off  the  flesh  of  the 

backs  and  puts  what  is  taken  off  of 
three  salmon-backs  into  one  dish. 
Then  the  woman  puts  oil  into  the  four 

oil-dishes ;  and  as  soon  as  she  has 
finished,  she  waits  for  the  end  of  the 

four  songs  that  are  sung.  They  are 
traditional  songs ;  and  after  they  finish 
the  four  songs,  the  man  takes  the  drum 
and  puts  it  down  by  the  door  of  the 

house.  Then  he  takes  along  a  food- 
mat  and  unfolds  it  in  front  of  his  guests. 
After  he  has  done  so,  he  takes  up  two 
dishes  and  puts  one  dish  in  front  of 
each  three  men,  and  he  only  stops 
when  he  has  put  down  the  two  others 
before  the  other  guests. 

nEmLe.  Wa,  k'le'stla  ga'taxs  g-a'xae 
ae'daaqa.  Wa,  la  LE'mlF.mx'SEndxa 

lEqwa'  qa6s  lEqwe'lax'8lde.  Wa,  laE''m 
la  L.'a'gawasLale  Isgwl'las.  WTa,  g'a'x- 
8mese  8na'xwa  ho'gwlLEle  malo'gug'E-  5 

yowe  BnesnEmo'xus,  wa,  g-i'l8mese  8wl'8la 
g'ax  k!us8a'lllExs  la'eda  bEgwa'nEme 
ax8e'dxa  mEna'tsle  qa8s  le  axsa'lllas  lax 
he'lk'!odEniiLEma8yasa  klwe'te.  Wa, 
he"x-sida8mese  na'q!Eq!a8yas  da'qala.  10 
La8me'se  8na'xwa  dE/nx8edEx'dasxwa 

ma8lo'gug'iyowe  be'bEgwanEma.  Wa, 
g't'Fmese  dE'nx8edExs  la'asa  tslEda'qe 
axa'xodxa  a'lxwase  iJd'bEdza.  Wa, 

lasme'se  la'8wunEmas  x-ik'!Ex'8ldxa  L!O'-  15 

bsdzowe  la'xes  iJo'psayo.  W7a,  laE'm 
x'ik'!Ex-8ldEx  masteg-iyowe  iJo'bEdza 

qa8s  axdzo'des  la'xa  le/8wase  la  LEbe'fa 
lax  klwae'lases  gEnE'me.  Wa,  Ia8me/- 
seda  tslEda'q  mEx^'Mxa  mEwe'xLa  20 

lo'slqlwa.  Wa,  le  la/swunEmas  LE'nx- 
tslalasa  L.'o'bEdzowe  la'xa  fo'Elqlwe. 
Wa,  laE'm  axa'lax  qlE'mEltsI^yasa  q!o'- 

qluya  qass  axtsla'lesa  yu'dux^e  L!O'DE- 
dzo  la'xa  8naTnEmexLa  lo'Elqlwa.  Wa,  25 

la'Leda  tslEda'qe  kluxtsla'lasa  L!e'8na 
la'xa  mowe'xLa  dzedzEba'tsla.  Wa, 

g-i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  e'ssalll  qa 
8wi'8les  dE'nx8edayuwe  mo'sgEine  qlE'm- 

qlEmdEmaxa  nenswl'lala  qlEmqlEmdE-  30 

ma.  Wa,  gl'Pmese  8wl'8la  la  dE'nx8etsa 

mo'sgEme  qlE'mqlEmdExs  la'e  he'x'8ida- 
8meda  bEgwa'nEme  axse'dxa  mEna'tsle 

qa8s  le  axa'lllas  la'xa  tlexl'lases  g'o'kwe. 
Wa,  la  axse'dxa  gl'ldfidzowe  le'8we8  35 
hasmadza'  qass  le  da'laliJas  lax  oxuts!a- 

ma'lllasa  klwe'le.  G'iTmese  gwa'texs 
la'e  k'a'g'alilxa  ma8l:EXLa'  lo'slqiwa  qa8s 
le  k'a'x-tslamollltsa  cna't8nEme'xLa  la'xa 

yaeyu'dukwe  be'bEgwa'nEma.  A'i8mese  40 
gwa'lExs  la'e  8wl'8laEm  la  k'a'x-8ltsa  ma- 
8}ExLa8maxa't!  la'xa  wao'kwe  klwe'Ja. 
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When  all  the  four  dishes  have  been 

put  down,  the  man  takes  a  bucket 
with  water  in  it  and  places  it  in  front 
of  the  one  who  is  of  the  highest  rank 

among  (his  guests) ;  to  him  the  cup  is 
given  first ;  then  he  draws  water  and 
rinses  his  mouth ;  and  after  he  has  done 

so,  he  drinks  •,  and  after  he  has  finish- 
ed, those  who  are  going  to  eat  with 

him  do  the  same.  (I  have  forgotten 
about  the  four  oil-dishes.  The  man 

takes  them  up  and  puts  them  down 
in  the  farther  side  of  the  dishes.  Then 

he  takes  the  bucket  with  water  in  it.) 
After  they  have  finished  drinking  the 
water,  they  begin  to  eat.  Then  the 
man  takes  the  two  buckets  and  goes 
to  get  fresh  water ;  and  it  is  not  long 
before  the  man  comes  into  his  house, 

carrying  in  each  hand  a  bucket  with 
water  in  it.  He  just  puts  them  down 
and  waits  for  his  guest  to  finish  eating. 
As  soon  as  the  guests  finish  eating, 
the  man  takes  the  dishes  and  puts 

them  down  at  the  place  where  his  wife 
is  sitting.  As  soon  as  he  has  brought 
all  the  dishes,  he  takes  up  one  of  the 
buckets  and  puts  it  down  in  front  of 
the  one  highest  in  rank  among  his 
guests.  Then  he  takes  a  cup  and  gives 
it  to  the  one  highest  in  rank  among 
those  whom  he  had  invited,  and  he 
drinks  first.  After  he  has  finished 

drinking,  he  gives  the  cup  to  those 
who  have  eaten  with  him,  and  they 
all  drink  water;  and  after  they  have 

finished  drinking,  the  woman  takes 
cedar-bark  rubbed  soft  and  gives  it  to 

the  guests  to  wipe  their  hands;  and 
after  they  have  wiped  their  hands,  they 

just  wait  for  the  second  course. 

Wa,  g-lTmese  la  swl'8la  k'ae'la  mE- 
we'xLa  lo'Elqlwaxs  la'eda  bEgwa'nEme 
axse'dxa  8wa'bEts!ala  na'gatsla  qass  le 

ha'nx'tslamolllas  lax  na'xsalaga8ya.  Wa, 
he'8mis  g-ll  tsla'sosa  k!wa8sta'.  Wa,  5 

la  tsa'x<8ld  la'xa  8wa'pe  qa"s  tslEwe'- 

LlExode.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'fcxs  la'e 
na'x8lda.  Wa,  g'lTmese  gwa'tecs  la'e 
o'gwaqe  ha8mo'tLas.  (Wa,  he'xoLeda 
mEwe'xLa  dzedzEba'tsla.  La8me'  bE-  10 

gwa'nEme  k-a'g'illlaq  qa8s  le  k-a'tslots 
lax  Lla'saneqwasa  lo'slqlwa.  Wa,  la- 

wl'sLa  la'sa  8wa'bEts!a  la  na'gatsla  la'- 

xeq.)  Wa,  g'iTmese  gwal  na'qaxa 
8wa'paxs  la'e  hamx-8l'dEx'dasxwa.  Wa,  15 

Ia8me'sa  bEgwa'nEme  axse'dxa  masftsE'- 

me  na'gatsla  qass  le  tsax  a'lta  8wa'pa. 
V/a,  k'!e'st!a  ga'faxs  g'a'xaeda  bsgwa'- 
nEme  g'a'xeLEla  la'xes  g'o'kwe  wa'x'- 
sgEmxa  na'gatsle  6wa'bEts!ala.  Wa,  20 
a'8mese  hanEmg-a'llitaq,  qa8s  e'sslexa 

klwe'le  qa  gwa'les  ha8ma'pa.  Wa, 

g'l'Fmese  gwal  hasma'pa  klwe'iaxs 
la'asa  bEgwa'nEme  ax8e'dxa  l"o'Elq!we 
qa8s  g'a'xe  k'a'g'alllas  lax  k.'wae'lasa-  25 

ses  gEnE'me.  Wa,  g-i'lsmese  8wi'8lg-a- 
lileda  lo'Elqlwaxs  la'e  k'lo'quyoWxa 

8nE'msgEme  na'gatsla  qass  le  hanx'tsla- 
mo'lltas  la'xa  naxsa'lagasyasa  klwe'le. 
Wa,  lasme'se  axse'dxa  k!wa8sta'  qa  30 

tslEwe's  la'xa  naxsa'laga8yases  Le'lanE- 
me.  Wa,  he'8mis  g'll  na'x8eda.  Wa, 

g'i'lsmese  gwal  na'qaxs  la'e  tsla'sa  klwa- 
8sta'  la'xes  hacmo'tde.  Wa,  lax'dasxu- 
8mese  8wl'8la  na'xsedEx-dasxuxa  8wa'pe.  35 

Wa,  g'l'Pmese  gwat  na'qaxs  la'eda 
tslEda'qe  axse'dxa  qlo'yaakwe  tElqu 

k'a'dznkwa  qass  tslEwe's  Ia'x'da8xuxa 
klwe'le  qa  de'dEnxswidayos.  Wa,  g'1'1- 
8mese  gwal  de'dsnkwaxs  la'e  a'Em  la  40 

awu'lgEmg'allt  qa8s  he'leg'intsE8we. 
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Now  we  will  talk  about  roasted 

salmon-back  when  it  is  brittle.  In 

winter  it  is  really  dry,  and  it  is  still 

(called)  roasted  back  of  dog-salmon. 
This  is  also  done  in  the  same  way  as 
we  first  talked  about  the  fresh  roasted 

salmon-back,  when  young  men  are  in- 
vited to  a  feast.  When  old  men  are 

invited  by  the  person,  old  dried  roasted 

salmon-back  is  soaked  in  the  soaking- 
box,  which  stands  in  the  corner  of  the 
house.  Then  the  man  makes  a  request 
of  his  wife  when  he  is  going  to  invite 

sixteen  old  men,  -  -  in  the  evening, 
when  he  thinks  that  he  will  invite  them 

on  the  coming  morning.  The  woman 
at  once  takes  the  basket  in  which  the 

old  roasted  salmon-backs  are  kept.  It 
is  in  the  corner  of  the  house.  Then 

she  counts  out  of  it  sixteen  pieces-  of 

old  roasted  salmon-backs ;  and  she  puts 
them  into  the  soaking-box,  which  stands 
in  the  corner  of  the  house.  Then  it 

soaks  in  it  during  the  evening,  that  it 
may  be  soft  the  next  morning.  As 
soon  as  day  comes,  in  the  morning, 

the  man  arises  and  splits  fire-wood  for 
his  fire;  and  when  the  fire  that  he 

makes  blazes  up,  he  awakens  his  wife 
(and  asks  her)  to  arise,  then  the  man 
goes  out  of  the  house  to  call  the  old 

men.  Immediately  his  wife  takes  the 
wing  of  an  eagle  to  sweep  out  the 
rear  of  the  fireplace.  After  she  has 
finished  sweeping,  she  takes  four  mats 
and  spreads  them  ;  and  after  she  has 
finished  doing  so,  she  goes  and  takes 
four  dishes  and  four  oil-dishes,  and  also 
kelp  with  oil  in  it,  to  put  them  down 
at  her  seat  by  the  door-side  of  the 
fire.  Her  husband  does  not  stay  out 
long  before  he  comes  back,  and  he 

Wa,  la8me'sEns  gwa'gwex-sBalat  la'xa 
Llo'bEdzo  xa'k'adzaxs  la'e  tso'sa.  Wa, 
laE'm  a'lak'ala  la  iF/mxwaxa  la  tsia- 

wu'nxa.  Wa,  he'x'sa8ma  Llo'bEdzo 
xa'k'ladzasa  gwa'xnise.  Wa,  he'Em8xaa  5 

gweg'l'lasEwe  g'i'lx'dEn  gwa'gwex's8a- 
lasaxa  a'lxwase  L.'o'bEdzo  xa'k'ladza, 

ylxs  hasya'lae  Le'8lanEmasa  klwe'lase. 

Wa,  glTmese  la  qlulsqluTyakwa  LC'- 
8lalasoLasa  bEgwa'nEmaxs  la'e  tleTldxa  10 

ge'mase  Llo'bEdzo  xa'k'ladza  la'xa  tle'- 
latsle  hasne'l  lax  o'negwilases  g-o'kwe. 
Wa,  laE'm  axk'la'leda  bEgwa'nEmaxes 
gEnE'maxs  Le'8laleLaxa  qla'Llogug'iyowe 

q!ulsq!u'leyakwaxa  dza'qwaxs  la'e  8ne8n-  15 
k-le'qEla  qa8s  Le'8la8lflxa  la'La  8na'x-- 

8!dElxa  gaa'laLa.  Wa,  he'x>8idai:mese 
gEnE'mas  la  ax8e'dxa  Lla'bate,  yix 

g-I/ts!E8wasasa  ge'mase  Llo'bEdzo  xa'- 
k-ladzaxs  la'e  ha8nl't  la'xa  one'gwrtasa  20 
g-o'kwas.  Wa,  laE'm  ho's8uh:s!odxa 

qlELlEtsla'gEg-iyowe  ge'mas  Llo'bEdzo 
xa'k'ladza  qaes  le  gE'mxstEndEq  la'xes 

tle'latslaxs  hasne'fae  la'x  one'gwrtas 
g-o'kwas.  Wa,  laE'm  tle'haMaqxa  25 

dza'qwa  qaEs  peVwidel  la'laal  la'xa 

gaa'laLa.  Wa,  glTmese  8na'x-8ldxa 
gaa'laxs  la'eda  bEgwa'nEme  La'x8wld 
qass  k'!Ek-!Ewa'xs8Endexa  kqwa'  qass 

lEgwl'te.  Wa,  g-iTmese  xEqo'stawe  30 
lEqwe'lasyasex  la'e  gwe'x'8ldxes  gEnE'me 
qa  Lo'xewides.  Wa,  la'wisLa  la  la'wEl- 

seda  bEgwa'nEme  la'xes  g-okwe  qa8s 
le  Le'8lalaxa  qlulsqluTyakwe.  Wa, 
he'x'8ida8mese  gEnE'mas  ax8e'dxa  xe'-  35 

gwayowe  k'a'masa  kwe'kwe  qass  xe'- 
kulltes  lax  o'gwlwallfases  lEgwi'le.  Wa, 
g-i'l8mese  gwaJ  xe'kwaxs  la'e  axce'dxa 
mo'we  le'Elswa8ya  qa8s  le  LEpla'llfas  laq. 

Wa,  gl'Fmese  gwa'ialltexs  la'e  k'lE'nx--  40 
8ldxa  mowe'xLa  la'xes  te'Elqlwa,  LE8\va' 

mowe'xLa  dzedzEba'tsla.  Wa,  he'8mes- 
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goes  at  once  to  draw  water.  When 
he  comes  back,  he  takes  the  kettle 

and  puts  it  on  the  floor  at  his  wife's 
seat.  When  everything  is  ready,  the 
man  goes  again  for  those  whom  he 
has  invited ;  and  it  is  not  long  before 
he  returns,  and  following  him  come  the 
sixteen  guests.  Then  his  wife  leads 
them  to  their  places,  and  the  men  of 
lower  rank  sit  on  both  sides  of  those 

of  high  rank  [among  them].  Imme- 
diately the  man  takes  the  drum  and  puts 

it  down  at  the  right-hand  side  of  the 

guests.  Then  the  song-leaders  begin 
to  sing  the  old  songs. 

The  woman  takes  out  of  the  water 

in  which  they  are  soaking  the  sixteen 

pieces  of  soaked  roasted  salmon-backs, 
and  she  puts  them  down  on  the  mat 

spread  by  her  seat.  Her  husband 
breaks  them  into  three  pieces  and  puts 
them  into  the  kettle.  After  they  are 
all  broken,  the  man  takes  up  the  kettle 
and  puts  it  on  the  fire ;  and  when  the 
kettle  is  on  the  fire,  he  takes  a  bucket 

with  water  in  it  and  pours  (the  water) 
into  the  kettle.  After  the  guests  finish 

singing  the  four  songs  which  are  sung, 
the  man  at  once  cakes  the  drum  and 

puts  it  down  near  the  door  of  the  house, 
and  that  which  is  being  cooked  does 
not  boil  long  before  he  takes  it  off. 

LCS  wa'wadetslala  L!e'8na  qass  g-a'xe 
ax8a'Mas  la'xes  k!wae'lase,  lax  osta'll- 

tases  lEgwl'te.  Wa,  k-!e'st!a  ge'wiclsEle 
ta'8wunEmasexs  g'a'xae  ae'daaqa.  Wa, 
he'x'8idacmese  la  tsax  8wa'pa.  Wa,  5 

g-iTmese  g'ax  ae'daaqaxs  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
ha'nx'Lanowe  qass  g-a'xe  ha'ng'alifas 

lax  klwae'lasases  gEiiE'me.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese  8wl/8la  la  gwa'lllaxs  la'eda  bE- 

gwa'nKme  e'tse6staxes  Le'8lalasE8we.  10 
Wa,  k'le'stla  ga'laxs  g'a'xae  ae'daaqa, 

wa,  g-a'x8mese  E'lxLa8eda  qiaiJa'gug'i- 

yowe  Le'lanEms.  Wa,  Ia8me'se  gEnE'- 
mas  qla'x-sideq.  Wa,  laE'm  k!us8a'll- 
la,  be'bEgwanKmqlalaEm  lax  wa'x'sa-  15 
lllases  na'xsalaga^.  Wa,  he'x-8ida8mesa 
bEgwa'nEme  la  axse'dxa  mEna'tsle  qa8s 
le  axea'Mas  lax  he'tk-!odEnoLEma8yasa 

klwe'le.  Wa,  la  he/x-9ida8me  na'qlEga- 
8yas  da'qalasa  g'i'lts!E8yala  qlE'mdEma.  20 

Lasme'sa  ts!Eda'qe  ax£ustE'ndxes 

t!e'lasE8we  q!aL!a'ts!agEg-iyuwe  t!elku 
LJo'bEdzowe  xa'k'ladza.  Wa,  g'a'x- 
8mese  axdzo'ts  la'xa  }e'8wa8e  LEbl't  lax 

klwae'lasas.  Wa,  lasme'se  la'8wunEmas  25 

ya'iyuduxuseala  k'o'qoxs8alaq  qass  ax- 
tsla'les  la'xa  ha'nx'Lanowe.  Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese  8wl'8la  la  k'o'gEkuxs  la'aseda 

bEgwa'nEme  k'o'qwalilxa  ha'nx'Lanowe 
qa8s  hanx'LE'ndes  la'xa  lEgwl'ie.  Wa,  30 
g'i'l8mese  E'lx'Laleda  ha'nx'Lanaxs  la 
ax8e'dxa  8wa'bEts!ala  na'gatsla  qaes 

guqlEk'e's  laq.  Wa,  Ia8me's  gwat  ds'n- 
xsleda  klwe'iaxs  la'e  mo'sgEmes  ds'nx- 
8eda'yuwe  qlE'mqlEmdEma.  Wa,  he'x--  35 
9idasmesa  bEgwa'nEme  la  axse'dxa  mE- 

na'tsle qass  le  axsa'lllaq  la'xa  ma'x'sta- 
8yas  tlex'i'lases  g'o'kwe.  Wa,  la  k'les 

ge'g'iM  maE'mdElquleda  ha'nLEntsE8wa- 
sexs  la'e  ha'nx'ssdEq.  Wa,  he'x'8ida-  40 

8mesa  bEgwa'nEme  ax8e'dxa  mowe'xLa 
to'slqlwa  qa8s  mExsa'lileq.  Wa,  la 
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Immediately   he  takes  the  four  dishes 
and    puts    them    down    on    the    floor. 
He  takes  the  tongs  and  takes  out  of 
the  water  what  has  been  cooked.     He 

counts  sixteen  pieces  of  salmon-backs. 
In    each    dish,    after    they    have    been 
broken  into  three  pieces,  there  is  one 
roasted   salmon-back.      After   the    four 
dishes  are  filled,  the  woman  takes  the 

four   oil-dishes   and    pours  the  oil  into 
them  ;  and  after  the  oil  has  been  poured 

in,    the   man    takes  the  long  food-mat 
and  spreads  it  in  front  of  his  guests ; 
and   after   he   has  spread  it,  he  takes 

up  the  dishes  and  places  them  in  front 
of  his  guests ;  and  after  he  has  taken 

up   the   four  dishes,   he  takes  the  oil- 
dishes    and    puts   them    in    the    farther 
corner  of  the  dishes.     As  soon  as  this 

is   done,  he  draws  water  and  gives .  it 
to  the  one  highest  in  rank  among  the 
guests.     Immediately   the   one  highest 
in  rank  among  the  invited  ones  takes 
the  cup  with  water  in  it  and  rinses  his 
mouth  with  it ;  and  after  he  has  rinsed 
his  mouth,   he  drinks  of  it ;  and  after 

he  finishes  drinking,  he  gives  it  to  the 
one  next  to  him,  and  they  pass  along 
the   cup    to   the    other   guests.     After 
they  finish  drinking,  the  one  who  drank 
first,    the    one    of  noblest  rank  among 
them,  begins  to  eat,  and  then  the  host 

takes  up  two  buckets  and  goes  to  draw 
water;   and   when  he  comes  back,  he 
puts  down  the  water  that  he  has  drawn, 

for   his   guests   have    not   yet    finished 
eating.      After   they    have   eaten,    the 

man    takes  "away    the  dishes  and  puts 
them  down  at  his  wife's  seat,  and  the 
woman  pours  out  the  food  that  is  left 

by   the   guests.      Now   the  two  dishes 

axse'dxes    tsle'sLala.      Wa,    laE'm    IEX- 
8ustE'ndxes  ha'nx-LEntsE8we.    Wa,  laE'm 

q.'eqla'iJagiyowe    ho'stsloyas    iJo'bEdzo 
xa'k'Iadzo    la'xa    8na'{8nEmexLa  lo'qlwa 

lax   Iae'na8yas  ya'lyuduxusaa'kwa  cna't-     5 
8nEme  iJd'bEdzd  xa'k'Iadza.      Wa,  g'i'l- 
8mese    8wl/cla    la    qo'qutleda   mowe'xLa 

to'Elqlwaxs     la'eda    tslEda'qe    ax8e'dxa 
mowe'xLa  dzedzEba'tsIa.    Wa,  la  k.'u'nx- 
tslotsa     L!e'8na     laq.       Wa,     gl'Pmese  10 
8w!/sla  la  klu'nxtslEwa'kwexs  la'eda  bE- 

gwa'nEme  axee'dxa  g'i'ldEdzowe  ha8ma'- 
dzo    Ie'8wa8ya    qa8s    le    LEpla'llfas    lax 
L!a'sasyases  Le'8lanEtne.     Wa,  gl'Fmese 

gwat  LEpa'qexs  la'e  k'a'g'iMxa  lo'Elqlwe  15 
qass  le  k'a'x'tslamolilas  la'xes  Le'lanEme. 

Wa,     g'l'Pmese     gwaik-asa     niEwe'xLa 
lo'Elqlwaxs    la'e   ax8e'dEx  dze'dzEbatsIe 
qa8s    le    k'ane'qwas    lax  Lla'saneqwasa 

lo'Elqlwe.      Wa,  g1'l8mese  8wl'sla  gwa'-  20 
IEXS    la'e   tsa'x'8ld  la'xa  8wa'pe  qass  le 

tsa'x'8lts    lax    na'xsalaga8yasa    klwe'le. 

Wa,  he'x'8ida8mesa  na'xsalaga8yasa  Le'- 
lanEme da'dalaxa  8wa'bEts!ala  k!wa8sta' 

qass  tslEwe'iJExode  laq.    Wa,  g-i'l8mese  25 

gwat  tslEwe'LlExodExs  la'e  na'xslde  laq. 
Wa,  g-i'Fmese  gwal  na'qaxs  la'e  tslas 
la'xes  apsa'lile.      Wa,  Ia8me'se  a'Em  la 
hana'qElaya    k!wa8sta'    lax    wa'xaasasa 

klwe'le.      Wa,    g-i'l8mese    8wl'8la    gwat  30 
na'qaxs    la'e  he'8ma  g'i'lx'de  na'x£eda, 

yi'xa    na'xsalaga8yas   hamx'8l'da.     Wa, 
lasme'sa  k.'we'lase  k'lo'qull^xa  mafihsE'- 

me    na'sngatsla,    qass    le    tsax    8wa'pa. 
Wa,    g-fl8mese    g-ax    ae'daaqaxs    la'e  35 
hanE'mg'allhses    tsa'nEme,    yixs    k'!e's- 
8mae  gwat  ha8ma'pes  klwele'kwe.    Wa, 

g'i'Pmese    gwat    hasma'pExs  la'eda  bE- 
gwa'nEme     k'a'g'illlxa     to'Elqlwe     qa8s 
g'a'xe    k-a'g'alltelas    lax    klwae'lasases  40 

gEnE'me.      Wa,    he'x'8ida8meseda    tsJE- 

da'qe      qEpluttslo'dxa      hemaxLa!;ya'sa 
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are  emptied.  Then  she  washes  the 
inside  and  she  pours  water  into  them; 
and  her  husband  takes  them  up  and 

puts  them  down,  --  one  before  the  one 
highest  in  rank  among  his  guests,  the 
other  one  before  his  other  guests.  As 
soon  as  the  two  dishes  for  washing 
the  hands  have  been  put  down,  they 
wash  their  hands ;  and  when  they  finish 
washing  their  hands,  the  woman  gives 

them  a  towel  (made  of  soft  cedar-bark); 
and  after  the  guests  have  wiped  their 
hands,  the  host  takes  up  the  water 
that  he  has  drawn  and  places  it  before 
the  one  highest  in  rank  among  his 

guests,  and  he  drinks.  After  he  finishes 
drinking,  he  gives  the  cup  to  the  next 
one,  and  he  drinks ;  and  they  pass  the 

cup  along  to  the  other  guests.  After 
this  has  been  done,  they  wait  for  the 
next  course. 

klwe'le ;  la  lo'pEmts!ax-8ldesa  maslExLa' 
lo'Elqlwa.  Wa,  Ia8me'se  tslo'xug'lndEq. 
Wa,  la  qsptslo'tsa  swa'pe  laq.  Wa, 
le  la'8wunEmas  k-a'g'ilifaq  qa8s  le  ha'n- 
g-aMesa  "nEme'xLa  lax  nExtsIama'Mtsa  5 
na'xsalaga8yases  k!we'lekwe.  Wa,  la'sa 
8nEtne'xLa  la'xa  wao'kwe  klwe'la.  Wa, 

g-iTmese  8wi'slg'allleda  ma8texLa'  ts!o'- 

tslEngwatsle  lo'Elqlwaxs  la'e  tslo'tslEnx- 
cwldEx'da8xwa.  Wa,  g-fI8mese  gwal  10 

ts!o'ts!Enkwaxs  la'eda  tslEda'qe  tsla'sa 

de'gEmyowe  laq.  Wa,  gl'^mese  gwal 
de'dEnkwaxs  la'eda  Le'lanEmaq  k'lo'ku- 
llbces  tsa'nEme  Ewa'pa  qass  le  ha'ngEm- 

lllas  lax  ̂ Extslama'lllasa  na'xsalaga-  15 
syases  Le'lanEme.  Wa,  le  naVlda. 

Wa,  g-f  I8mese  gwal  na'qaxs  la'e  tsla'sa 
k!wa8sta'  la'xa  mak'a'laq.  Wa,  la'xae 
na'xelda.  Wa,  a'8mese  la  ha'yanaqE- 
leda  k!wassta'  lax  wa'xaasasa  klwe'le.  20 

Wa,  g-i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  awu'lgEm- 
g-alll  qass  he'leg-intsE8we. 



VI. TRAVEL  AND  TRANSPORTATION. 

The  most  important  means  of  transportation  is  the  canoe.  The  method 
of  making  the  canoe  has  been  described  before.  At  present  two  types  of 

canoe  are  in  common  use,  the  northern  canoe  (xwe'dick"),  with  slanting 

stern  and  sharp*  vertical  bow  under  the  water-line,  and  with  a  long  prow  cor- 
responding in  form  to  the 

stern  ;  and  the  Chinook  canoe 

which  is  originally  character- 
istic of  the  Nootka,  with  ver- 

tical  stern  and  long  bow,  which 
is  often  worked  out  in  the  form 

of  a  bird's  head.1  Two  mo- 
dels of  the  Chinook  canoe 

(ku'mtsafa)  are  show  in  Fig. 
115.  Like  all  models,  these 
are  out  of  proportion,  being 

too  wide  as  compared  to  the 

length.  The  one  shown  in 
Fig.  115,  6,  has  a  modern  rudder  attached  to  the  stern. 

The  Kwakiutl,  however,  claim  that  in  olden  times  their  canoes  were  of 

a  different  style.  Fig.  1 1 6  represents  what  is  claimed  to  be  the  typical  old 

Fig.    115,  a.  (<,(",,),  /'.  (sin)-     Models  of  Chinook  Canoes. 
Length,   28  cm. 

Fig..  116 
Model  of  Old-Style  Canoe.     Length,  84  cm. 

Kwakiutl  canoe,  called  g-a/8la.  It  is  characterized  by  a  very  heavy  bow  and 

a  large  high  stern.  The  exact  proportions  'of  this  canoe  are  of  course  unknown. 

Fig.  117  represents  a  model  of  the  ancient  war-canoe  (mE'nga).  The  type 
of  this  canoe  is  evidently  somewhat  similar  to  the  Chinook  canoe,  although 

the  stern  is  more  slanting.  The  bow  is  worked  out  in  the  form  of  a  bird's 
head,  and  the  two  perforations  are  claimed  to  be  characteristic  of  this 

1  See    Albert    P.    Niblack,  The  Coast  Indians  of  Southern  Alaska  and  Northern  British  Columbia  (Report 

of  the   I".  S.  National   Museum  for   1888,  Plate  XXXIV). 

[444] 
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type   of  canoe.      It    looks    very    much  like  the  LkungEn  (Songish)  war-canoe.1 
The  paddles  of  the  Kwakiutl  (Fig.    118)  are  pointed,  and  have  an  angle 

at   the    widest  part  of  the  blade.     In  this  they  differ  from  the  more  northern 
paddles,    which    are    always   rounded.     The   paddle   is  used  with  one  hand  on 
the   grip,    while   the    other   hands   holds   the   shaft  around  its  narrowest  place, 
which  is  rounded.     The  paddlers  sit  on  the  thwarts;  close  to  the  side  on  the 
canoe,    and    the    paddle    is 
dipped  deep  into  the  water. 
The    steersman    sits   in  the 

stern,     and     uses     a     long 
paddle,    of  the   same   kind 
as     the     ordinary    paddles. 
Generally     he     holds     the 

paddle  on  the  left-hand  side  Fig>  "7  ̂ ^-    Model  of  w<»"Canoe.    Length,  64  cm. 

of  the    canoe;    but   when   turning  sharply  to  the  right,  the  paddle  is  held  on 
the  right-hand  side  of  the  canoe. 

Small    canoes    are   sometimes    propelled   by  a  single  paddler,  who  sits  in 
the   stern    and    paddles,    generally   on    the   left-hand  side.     After  every  stroke 

Fig.   118,  a  Qirtr))  Paddle  (length,   171   cm.);  b  G44,),  Method  of  mending  Broken  Paddle 

(length,   162  cm.);  c  (^$5),  Hunter's  Paddle  (length,   187  cm.) 

of  the  paddle,  the  paddle  is  turned  in  the  water  so  as  to  bring  the  bow  back 
into  the  right  direction. 

Modern  canoes  are  propelled  by  spritsails,  the  sail  being  made  of  canvas. 
It  is  extended  by  means  of  a  sprit,  the  lower  end  of  which  is  inserted  in  a 
loop  attached  to  the  lower  part  of  the  mast.  The  sail  is  managed  by  means 
of  sheets  attached  to  the  clews.  It  seems  that  the  Northwest  coast  Indians  had 

sails  before  the  advent  of  the  whites.  During  the  middle  of  the  last  century 
the  people  of  the  west  coast  of  Vancouver  Island  used  mats  for  sails.  These 

were  made  of  regular  square  matting,  and  had  the  open-work  border  at  the 
1  See  model  figured  by  me  in  Sixth  Report  of  the  Committee  on  the  North-Western  Tribes  of  Canada 

(Report  of  the  British  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science,  1890,  p.  566). 
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upper  end  which  has  been  described  on  p.  391.  A  rope  was  passed  through 
the  meshes  of  the  border,  by  means  of  which  the  sail  was  attached  to  a  yard. 
The  clews  of  the  sail  had  very  large  meshes  of  the  same  kind,  while  the 
whole  lower  border  was  finished  off  like  an  ordinary  mat.  These  meshes  in 
the  clews  serve  for  attaching  the  sheets.  Sails  were  also  made  of  thin  boards 
which  were  sewed  together. 

Sometimes  the  gunwale  of  the  canoe  was  raised  by  the  attachment  of  a 
board  intended  to  prevent  the  waves  from  swamping  the  canoe. 

In  the  bottom  of  the  canoe  there  are  generally  some  boards  and  mats  to 

keep  the  freight  dry,  and  intended  to  protect  the  walls  of  the  canoe.  When 
not  in  use,  the  canoe  is  kept  wet,  and  is  protected  against  the  sun  by 
spreading  branches,  boards,  and  old  mats  over  it.  In  summer  some  water  is 
poured  into  the  canoe  every  morning,  while  in  winter,  when  the  water  is  liable 
to  freeze,  the  canoe  is  kept  dry. 

The  canoes  are  kept  on  the  beach,  in  front  of  the  house  (Plate  xxxn, 
Fig  i  ;  see  also  Plate  xxx,  Fig.  2) ;  and  all  larger  stones  are  removed  from 

the  landing-place  thus  making  a  runway  for  the  canoe,  leading  from  high- 
water  mark  down  to  low-water  mark.  Old  village  sites  may  often  be  recognized 
by  the  presence  of  such  canoe-runways.  When  the  canoe  is  on  the  beach,  it 
is  generally  supported  on  both  sides  by  sticks,  which  keep  it  upright.  The 
canoe  should  make  a  landing  stern  first. 

The  greatest  danger  in  travelling  by  canoe  lies  in  the  liability  of  the 

cedar-wood  to  split,  so  that  a  canoe  which  sails  close  to  the  wind  and  strikes 
the  waves  may  open  and  founder.  In  recent  times  some  canoes  have  been 

provided  with  ribs  made  of  barrel-hoops  or  similar  material,  which  are  nailed 
on  from  the  inside,  and  which  lessen  the  liability  of  the  canoe  to  split.  On 
the  whole,  however,  this  precaution  is  not  liked  by  the  Indians,  because  they 
claim  that  the  canoe  thus  protected  is  too  stiff,  and  is  not  easily  sailed.  For 

ascending  rivers,  punting-poles  are  used,  the  lenght  of  which  depends  upon 
the  depth  of  the  water  (Plate  xxxn,  Fig.  2). 

Particular  care  is  taken  with  the  hunting-canoe  which  is  used  in  hunting 
porpoise  and  seal.  This  canoe  also  differs  somewhat  in  type  from  the  ordinary 
canoe,  its  sides  being  hardly  spread  at  all. 

Bailers  are  made  either  of  cedar-bark  or  of  wood.  The  type  of  cedar- 
bark  bailer  is  represented  in  Fig.  1 1 9,  a.  A  flat  piece  of  cedar-bark  is  folded 
over  at  the  ends  and  the  ends  are  gathered,  by  which  process  the  bottom  of 

the  bailer  is  rounded,  and  the  gathered  ends  are  tied  to  a  cross-bar.  Types 
of  wooden  bailers  are  represented  in  Fig.  119,  b  and  c.  A  heavy  stone, 

often  grooved  in  the  middle,  serves  as  an  anchor  (Fig.  1 20) ;  the  anchor-line 
is  generally  made  of  cedar-rope. 

Goods  to  be  transported  by  canoe  are  generally  packed  in  baskets  or 
wrapped  up  in  mats.  Twilled  mats  and  bags  are  preferred  for  this  purpose, 
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because  they  offer  better  protection  against  moisture  than  ordinary  matting.    Fresh 

water   is    carried    along   in    travelling-buckets.     These  differ  from  the  ordinary 

v .::.  ,  '•:,'•..'. 
•    • :    ..'..•         '••'•    -     •  ,     / •..';.  •.;.'.••    '    '•  »•  '-j, •-••.;.•.-/     a 

-  ' 

Fig.  120,  a  (,£$„),  b  (nij,,).  Stone  Anchors. 
Diameter,  19  cm.,  22  cm. 

Fig.   119,  a  (3;£T),  Bark  Bailer  (length,  24  cm.);  b  (^g 
c  (rffj),  Wooden  Bailers  (lenght,  20  cm.,  26  cm.) 

buckets  in  having  a  flat  top  which  is  covered  with  a 
lid  which  is  pegged  on  to  the  sides.  The  lid  has  a 

hole  in  the  middle,  through  which  a  tube  of  elderberry- 
wood  reaches  down  nearly  to  the  bottom  of  the  bucket, 

and  projects  slightly  over  the  cover.  The  travellers 
drink  by  sucking  up  the  water  through  this  tube 
(Fig.  1 21). 

Small  tools,  particularly  fishermen's  hooks  and 
other  utensils  and  the  hunter's  harpoons,  are  carried 
in  a  box  of  peculiar  form  (Fig.  122).  These  boxes 
are  made  of  bent  wood,  which  is  kerfed  in  the  manner 

indicated  in  Fig.  122,  c.  The  box  has  a  long  narrow 
bottom,  and  a  short,  almost  square  opening,  and  it 
fits  in  the  bottom  of  the  bow  of  the  canoe.  A  few  boxes  of  this  kind  are 

cut  out  of  a  solid  block  of  wood  (Fig.  122,  6).  Hunter's  boxes  are  often 

Fig.   121   ( 
Bucket. 

iS,).     Travelling- Height,  22  cm. 
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square  (Fig.  123).  The  top  slants  upward  from  the  four  sides,  and  is  hollow 
below.  The  box  is  closed  by  means  of  two  loops  which  are  attached  in  the 
middle  of  the  long  sides,  and  which,  when  the  box  is  to  be  closed,  are  tied 

up  with  a  string. 
When  leaving  with  all  their  household  goods,  travellers  sometimes  make 

Fig     122,  a 
b  (KVfn),  Hunters'  Boxes  (length,  37  cm.,  27  cM.); 

c  (fltjj-j),  Board  for  side  of  box. 

a  raft  of  two  canoes.  This  is  done  particularly  when  the  whole  tribe  move 

to  the  olachen-fisheries  of  Knight  Inlet  in  the  early  spring.  Poles  about  four 
fathoms  long  and  one  span  thick  are  adzed  off  on  one  side  so  that  they  are  flat. 

Two  canoes  are  placed  on  the  beach  near 

high-water  mark,  about  one  fathom  apart. 
Cedar  boards  about  two  spans  in  width  are 
sewed  to  the  outside  of  the  gunwales  of  the 
canoes  to  make  them  higher.  The  space 
between  the  board  and  the  canoe  is  caulked 

with  soft  yellow-cedar  bark.  Then  the  poles 

are  placed  on  these  boards  flat  side  down- 
ward and  just  over  the  thwarts,  to  which 

they  are  tied  firmly.  This  platform  is  covered 
with  boards,  which  are  tied  to  the  poles. 

F'g-  "3  G!"i).  square  iiunting-Box.  Height  of  In  the  stern  of  the  boat  is  the  seat  for  the 
enght  ,9  cm.;  width  .5.5  cm.      steersman         The    boxes    containing    household 

goods  are  placed  along  the  sides  of  the  platform,  the  small  ones  towards  the 
bow  of  the  canoes,  the  large  ones  towards  the  stern.  Bags  and  baskets  are 
deposited  on  the  front  part  of  the  platform.  The  front  boards  of  the  houses, 
which  are  taken  along,  are  laid  crosswise  over  the  boxes.  When  there  is  a 
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moderate  favorable  wind,  these  boards  are  put  on  edge  and  are  used  as  sails. 
The  men  generally  sit  in  the  canoes  and  paddle,  while  the  children  and  women 
sit  on  the  platform.  When  it  is  very  windy,  the  boards  of  the  platform  are 
removed,  because  the  raft  might  be  broken  by  the  waves  rising  between 
the  canoes. 

Driftwood  which  is  to  be  used  for  fire-wood  is  transported  in  the  form 

of  rafts.  The  logs  are  placed  side  by  side,  and  heavy  logs  are  placed  cross- 
wise over  and  under  their  ends.  Then  these  pairs  of  poles  are  tied  together 

with  stout  cedar-withes.  The  raft  is  propelled  with  paddles. 
I    have    been    told    that   beaver-hunters   sometimes   use    canoes   which  are 

made   of  bark    of  the  red  cedar.     These  are  about  4.5   metres  in  length.     A 
tree   of  proper   size   is   selected;    and   after   a   cut  has  been  made  around  the 
tree   near   the   bottom,    and   at   a    height    of  about    5   metres,  a  strip  of  bark 
about   10  cm.  wide  is  taken  out  all  along  one  side  of  the  tree.     Then  a  heavy 
wedge    made    of  hemlock,    or   sometimes    made    of  bone    of  whale,   is  pushed 
under  the  bark  to  peel  it  off,  and  the  whole  bark  is  removed  all  around  the 

tree.     The    bark   is    put   down    sap-side  down.     At  the  points  where  the  bow 
and   the   stern   of  the   canoe  are  to  begin,  about  one  fathom  from  each  end, 
poles    are    laid    down    under    the    bark,    projecting    somewhat    on    both    sides. 
Another  pair  of  poles  are  placed  at  the  same  places  over  the  bark,  and  each 

pair    of  poles   is   firmly  tied  together  with  strong  cedar-withes.     Then  several 
men   stand   on   these   poles   and   bend   the  ends  of  the  bark  completely  over. 
After  this  has  been  done,  the  rough  outer  bark  is  split  off.     Then  the  whole 
piece  of  bark  is  turned  over.      Meanwhile  a  large  fire  has  been  started,  and  a 
number  of  round  poles  are  cut  as  long  as  the  width  of  the  canoe.     Then  the 

sap-side   of  the  bark  is  heated  by  the  fire ;  and  when  it  is  hot,  the  bark-side 
is  also  heated.     Then  the  sticks  which  hold  it  flat  are  removed,  and  the  bark 

is  folded  up  in  the  same  way  as  the  bark  used  for  bailers.     The  bow  and  the 
stern  are  gathered  together  and  tied  up.     Then  the  poles  are  sewed  in  at  the 
edges   of  the    bark.     These    serve   as   thwarts.     No  poles  are  inserted  at  the 
places   where   the   bark   has   been   folded  over  to  mark  the  beginning  of  bow 

and    stern    pieces.      These    canoes    evidently    correspond   to    the    "shovel-nose" 
canoes  of  the  river  tribes  of  the  mainland,   which  are  dug-outs  with  flat  sides 
and  flat  stem  and  stern. 

Transportation  of  goods  by  land  is  done  entirely  by  means  of  carrying- 
baskets.  These  are  made  of  spruce-root  and  cedar-withes,  and  are  carried 
with  a  wide  tump-line  woven  of  bark  of  the  red  cedar  (Fig.  124).  Nearly 
all  the  carrying-baskets  of  the  Kwakiutl  are  of  the  same  type  (see  Fig.  79). 
The  bottom  is  rounded.  Carrying-baskets  which  are  used  for  picking  berries 
are  made  of  a  very  fine  bird-cage  weave,  while  those  used  for  carrying  clams 
are  very  coarse.  Two  kinds  of  these  baskets  are  distinguished,  the  large 
carrying-basket  which  is  carried  on  the  back;  and  the  small  one,  which  is 

57 — JESUP    NORTH   PACIFIC   EXFED.,    VOL.   V. 
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carried 
with  a 

I 

in   the   hand.     The    bottoms   of  the  Kwakiutl  basket  are  all  rounded, 

"keel,"  while  those  of  the  Nootka  have  a  square,  flat  bottom.      Clam 
baskets,  however,  are  sometimes  made  with 

a  flat  bottom  (LEqlE'xsd),  because  they  stand 
better.  When  the  basket  is  very  heavy, 

two  carrying-straps  are  sometimes  used,  one 
passing  over  the  chest,  the  other  passing 
over  the  forehead.  The  carrying-strap  is 
always  woven  like  a  diagonal  mat,  and  the 
loose  strands  at  the  ends  are  twisted  into 

ropes.  In  the  specimen  here  illustrated 
two  such  ropes  are  made,  while  in  heavy 

carrying-straps  there  are  sometimes  as  many 
as  four  ropes,  which  are  then  twisted  to- 

gether into  a  single  heavy  rope  at  the  end. 

Mountain-goat  hunters  use  a  strap  of 
the  same  make,  which,  however,  is  double 

(Fig.  124,  <$).  It  is  made  double  the  length 
of  the  ordinary  strap,  and  a  section  in  the 
middle  about  25  cm.  long  is  twisted  into 

a  rope  in  the  manner  just  described.  This 
strap  is  doubled  so  that  the  short  rope  in 
the  middle  forms  one  end ;  and  the  loop 
which  is  thus  formed  on  one  side  is  used 

for  tying  up  the  load  of  meat  by  means 
of  the  two  long  ropes  in  which  the  ends 

of  the  strap  terminate.  In  mountain-climb- 
ing, hunters  use  a  long  pole. 

Fig.  124,  a  (,ri|}T),  Carrying-Strap  and  Berrying- 
Basket  (height  of  basket,  12 cm.;  length,  17  cm.; 

width,  14.5  cm.);  b,  Mountain-Goat  Hunter's  Car- 
rying-Strap (length  of  strap,  165  cm. ;  of  rope, 1 20  cm.) 

I  have  not  seen  any  snowshoes  among  the  Kwakiutl,  but  it  seems  likely 
that  rough  broad  snowshoes  like  those  of  the  Nootka  were  used  by  them  also. 



VII.  —  CLOTHING  AND  ORNAMENTS. 

CLOTHING.  -  The  clothing  of  the  Kwakiutl  seems  to  have  always  been 
very  scanty.  They  cover  themselves  only  with  a  blanket  and  an  apron. 

Even  in  the  year  1900  it  was  not  rare  to  see  old  men  sitting  in  the  summer- 
seats  or  walking  on  the  beach,  covered  only  with  a  blanket.  While  the  northern 
tribes  may  have  worn  undergarments  reaching  to  the  waist,  the  Kwakiutl  of 
the  present  day  claim  that  in  olden  times  they  never  wore  anything  except 
blanket  and  apron.  In  olden  times  the  blankets  were  made  of  skin,  but  these 

have  entirely  gone  out  of  use.  Woven  blankets  made  of  bark  of  the  yellow 
cedar  are  also  extensively  used.  The  upper  straight  edge  of  the  blanket  is 

generally  about  150  cm.  wide.  The  length  from  the  neck  to  the  lower 

Fig.  125,  a,  Apron,  made  of  Mountain-Goat  Wool;  b  (j,\^.  Apron,  made  of  Twisted  Cedar-Bark. 

border  in  the  middle  is  from  105  cm.  to  120  cm.,  from  which  point  the  lower 

border  curves  upward,  leaving  a  straight  edge  at  the  sides,  which  is  from 

80  cm.  to  100  cm.  long.  It  has  been  pointed  out  before  (see  p.  396)  that 

the  technique  and  form  of  this  type  of  blanket  are  very  much  like  those  of 

the  blanket  of  the  Tlingit,  and  that  evidently  the  beautifully  ornamented  Chilkat 

and  the  cedar-bark  blanket  have  had  the  same  origin. 

The  apron  (see  p.  398)  is  made  either  of  mountain-goat  wool  or  of  bark 

of  the  yellow  cedar,  which  is  twisted  into  strings  (Fig.  125). 

No  moccasins  or  shirts  were  worn.     It  seems  that  the  men  had  a  custom 

1 
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of  wearing  fur  bands  around  the  head  to  keep  back  the  hair.  In  later  times 
fur  caps  (Fig.  126)  were  also  worn,  but  most  of  these  belonged  to  ceremonial 
dances.  In  rainy  weather  the  upper  part  of  the  body  was  protected  by  a  cape 

(see  Plate  xxix,  Fig.  2)  made  in  the  same  way  as  the  cedar-bark  blanket, 
with  a  hole  just  wide  enough  for  the  head  to  slip  through,  reaching  down  to 
the  elbows,  and  wide  enough  at  the  lower  end  to  give  ample  room  for  the 

arms  to  move  (see  p.  397).  This  cape  was  worn  by  women  who  went  clam- 
digging  and  by  hunters  who  went  out  in  the  canoe. 

A  belt  was  worn  over  the  blanket.  Formerly  belts  were  made  of  seal- 
skin, those  of  the  men  of  heavier 

skin  than  those  used  by  the  women. 
Others  were  woven  of  bark  of  the 

red  cedar,  and  were  made  in  the 
same  way  as  diagonal  mats  (Fig. 

127).  These  belts  were  sometimes 
finished  off  by  twining  with  spruce- 
root,  and  the  ends  of  the  cedar- 
bark  strips  of  which  the  belt  was 
woven  were  made  into  a  number 

of  ropes,  one  for  each  stitch  of 
twining.  The  belt  was  tied  up 
with  these  ropes  (Fig.  127,  c). 

The  rain-coat,  made  of  matting, 
was  also  used  (Plate  xxxm).  When 
this  coat  is  worn,  the  large  double 

mat  is  put  on  the  back,  the  shoul- 
der-pieces are  drawn  down  over 

the  shoulders,  and  a  string  is  passed 

through  the  right  shoulder-piece 
under  the  left  arm,  over  the  back, 

and  then  through  the  end  of  the 

left  shoulder-piece.  Formerly  a 
front-piece  reaching  down  to  the 

knees  was  sometimes  attached  to  the  back-cover. 

When  clam-digging  or  carrying  baskets  containing  wet  material,  the 
woman  wears  a  long  mat,  which  is  put  on  the  back  so  that  it  reaches  from 
the  head  down  to  the  feet.  Then  the  belt  is  put  on  rather  high,  and  the 
top  of  the  mat  falls  back  over  the  belt. 

Hats  for  protection  in  rainy  weather  were  worn  by  the  women.  All  the  old 

hats  were  made  of  coarse  cedar-bark,  but  in  later  times  spruce-root  hats  of  the 
same  kind  as  those  used  by  the  Haida  and  Tlingit  came  into  use  (Fig.  128). 

1  See  G.  T.  Emmous,  The  Basketry  of  the  Tlingit.     Mem.  Am.  Mus.  Nat.  Hist.,  Vol.  Ill,  p.  256. 

Fig.  126,  a 

,  b 

Fur  caps. 
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b 

Fig.   127,  a  (jvJS,),  l>  (*!§*),  f  G4SO-     Belts  made  of  Twilled  C
edar-Bark. 

Length  of  belt  in  a  75  cm.,  of  belt-rope  no  cm.;  width,  a-c,  9  cm.,  7  cm.,  7  cm. 

Fig. 

I2g  (,|5a).     Spruce-Root  Hat  a
nd  Cover. 
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In  former  times  only  few  and  large  hats  of  this  kind  were  found  among  the 

tribe,  and  these  were  worn  by  chiefs.  Even  now  these  hats  are  considered 

so  valuable,  that,  when  not  in  use,  they  are  protected  by  a  cover  of  cedar-bark. 

ORNAMENTS  AND  CARE  OF  THE  BODY.  —  At  the  present  time  very  few 
ornaments  are  worn,  but  women  always  wear  very  tight  anklets  made  of  cloth. 

The  Indians  say  that  the  object  of  this  custom  is  to  make  the  legs  of  women 
look  different  from  those  of  men. 

Ordinary   arm-rings,    wristlets,    knee-rings,    and   anklets,    which   were  worn 
by  the  women,  were  made  like  the  belts  of  red- 

cedar  bark.  They  were  also  woven  of  moun- 

tain-goat wool  or  yellow-cedar  bark,  which  was 

handled  in  the  same  way  as  the  strips  of  red- 

cedar  bark.  Rings  made  of  wool  were  some- 
times decorated  with  dentalia.  Dressed  skin 

(wa'dsk")  was  also  used  for  making  arm  and  leg 
rings.  The  fringe  of  the  anklets  is  always  out- 

side, hanging  down  over  the  ankles.  In  former 

times,  copper  and  brass  bracelets,  arm-rings, 

anklets,  and  knee-rings  were  used  extensively. 
The  copper  bracelets  were  made  either  of  stout 

Fig.  129,  a  (,JJ2),  Anklet  made  of  copper  wire,  somewhat  rectangular  in  cross-section, 
).  Bracelet  made  or  of  twisted  copper  wire,  which  was  sometimes 

turned  around  a  stout  central  wire  (Fig.  129). 

In  olden  times,  bracelets  were  made  of  split  and  flattened  mountain-goat  horn, 
which  was  decorated  by  gluing  on  dentalia. 

The   septum   was   often   perforated,    and   ornaments  made  of  haliotis-shell 
were  worn  suspended  from 
it  (Fig.    130). 

Strings  of  dentalia  pro- 
vided with  tassels  at  their 

ends  were  used  as  hair- 
ornaments.  The  one  here 
represented  (Fig.  131,  a) 
has  tassels  of  blue  and 

yellow  crewell.  In  olden 

times,  hair-ornaments  si- 
milar to  those  of  the 

'lingit  were  worn.1     One  of  these,  made  of  copper,  was  found  by  Mr.  Smith at  Fort  Rupert  (Fig.   131,  6). 

Combs   were  made  of  yew-wood  (Fig.   132).     The  prevailing  forms  have 
See   Niblack,  The   Coast   Indians  of  Southern  Alaska  and  Northern  British  Columbia  (Report  of  U    S National  Museum  for  1888,  Plate  VI,  Fig.  u). 

of  Abeione-sheii.    .v  nat. 
Nose-Ornaments 
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either  a  square  or  a  two-pointed  handle-part.  In  Fig.  132,  c  and  d  show  that 
the  style  of  decorating  the  opposite  sides  consisted  of  vertical  and  horizontal 

designs,  —  one  of  the  few  cases  of  geometrical  designs  occuring  among  the  tribe. 
Men  used  to  wear  feathers  in  their  hair,  but  I  have  not  seen  any  feather 

ornaments  in  use.  The  hair  of  the  face  was  removed  by  means  of  tweezers 

(klula'yu).  In  olden  times  a  pair  of  small  mussel-shells  were  used  for  this 

Fig.  131,  a  diSti).    Hair-Ornament;  b  (^ 
Copper   Ornament  found   in   Shell-Heap   I   mile 
East  of  Fort  Rupert. 

purpose.  For  painting  the  face, 
and  particularly  the  eyebrows, 

small  paint-sticks  (Fig.  13  3)  were 
employed.  The  face  was  gen- 

erally first  greased,  and  the  paint 

was  then  applied  with  the  paint- 
stick.  Red  ochre  is  commonly 

used  for  face-painting.  Women 

Fig.   132,  a 
Combs. 

Wfr),  '  Wto), 
I  nat.  size. 

Fig.  133,  «  (*ilT)i Paint-Sticks.    Lenght,  17  cm.,  10  cm. 
use  it  also  for  painting  the  part 
of  the  hair,  the  hair  being  divided  over  the  middle  of  the  head  and  plaited 

into  two  braids.  For  face-painting  a  fungus  (IHets!)  that  grows  on  alder  is 
also  used.1  It  is  roasted  near  the  fire  until  it  turns  black.  Then  it  is  mixed 

with  hemlock-gum  and  used  as  a  protection  against  sunburn.  This  face-paint 

is  called  klwa'kunwayu.  Sometimes  the  gum  is  smeared  on  the  face,  and  the 
1  See  p.  402. 
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burnt  fungus  is  powdered  on ;  but  generally  both  are  mixed  and  heated  in  a 

clam-shell  before  being  used.  If  no  fungus  is  available,  ochre  or  charcoal  is 
used  instead.  This  paint  is  removed  with  olachen-oil  and  soft  white  cedar- 
bark.  Men  powder  the  eyebrows,  mustache,  cheeks,  and  chin  with  spores  of 

the  puff-ball  when  they  wish  to  have  plenty  of  hair  on  their  faces.  Catfish- 
oil,  which  is  used  for  anointing  the  hair,  is  scented  with  Heracleum  lanatum 
L.,  which  is  boiled,  pounded,  and  dried. 

Women  wash  their  faces  with  tallow  which  is  kept  in  a  basket  (qa'pala). 
First  the  face  is  rubbed  with  soft  cedar-bark,  then  the  tallow  is  smeared  on 

and  is  rubbed  off  again  with  clean  cedar-bark.  Sometimes  they  wash  the  face 
with  urine ;  but  this  is  mostly  done  by  old  people,  because  it  is  believed  to 

improve  the  eyesight.  Young  people  also  wipe  their  faces  with  sphagnum 

(da'deqam).  After  washing,  the  moss  is  put  back  in  the  place  from  which 
it  was  taken,  then  the  skin  will  be  as  light  as  the  color  of  the  moss.  All 
these  materials  are  kept  in  pouches  (see  Fig.  101). 

In  washing,  they  proceed  in  the  following  manner.  They  sit  down  and 
wash  their  hands.  Then  they  sprinkle  water  four  times  on  the  right  shoulder, 
and  next  on  the  left.  After  this  they  rise  and  wash  the  chest.  Then  the  face 
is  washed,  which  is  rubbed  with  the  thick  of  the  thumb.  In  washing  the  back  of 
the  head,  they  lean  backward  and  wash  it  from  below.  Then  the  sides  of 
the  head  are  washed,  while  the  head  is  leaned  sideways.  Then  the  hair 
is  tied  up  on  each  side  of  the  head  until  it  is  dry.  Sometimes  urine  is  used 
in  place  of  water.  In  this  case  the  body  is  rinsed  with  fresh  water  after 

washing.  The  root  of  a  plant  called  nu'snElaa  is  rubbed  in  water  and  gives a  foam.  This  is  also  used  for  washing,  and  serves  at  the  same  time  as  a 
love-charm. 

The  teeth  are  not  cleaned,  but  the  mouth  is  rinsed  every  morning  before the  first  meal. 

Young  people  generally  bathe  in  fresh  water,  and  only  old  people  bathe 
in  the  sea.  Young  people  should  bathe  every  morning  before  breakfast,  on 
account  of  their  prospect  of  coming  into  contact  with  the  supernatural  world. 
Bathing  removes  the  human  smell;  and  when  they  are  fresh  and  clean,  the 
spirits  will  come  to  them  and  warn  them  of  approaching  danger.  Ceremonial 
purification  generally  requires  washing  in  ponds,  and  rubbing  the  body  with 
hemlock-branches  until  blood  is  drawn.  This  ceremonial  purification  appears very  frequently  in  the  traditions  of  the  people.1 

Hunters   and   warriors   must  not  comb  their  hair.     After  having  washed, 
they    pull    up   the    hair   in   bunches   to   muss   it,    so   that  their  head  will  look 
large.     Sometimes  the  hair  is  all  smoothed  down  backward.     Warriors  smear 
their    faces    with    tallow,    over    which    they    rub    coal    made    of  soft  red  cedar. 
'ther   kinds   of  wood   are    not    used,    because   they    produce    itching.      After 1  See  Vol.  Ill  of  this  series,  pp.  61,  124. 
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painting,  they  shut  their  eyes,  hold  both  hands  in  front  of  the  face,  and  blow 
against  them  to  remove  the  loose  particles  of  paint.  Then  they  rub  the  face 
until  it  begins  to  shine.  Finally  they  wet  the  nail  of  the  little  finger  in  the 
mouth,  and  with  it  put  on  designs  by  scratching  lines  on  the  background  of 
black  paint.  A  warrior  who  has  killed  a  person  will  paint  with  the  blood 
of  his  victim.  As  a  protection  against  mosquitoes,  the  hair  is  divided  in  the 
middle,  the  two  parts  are  crossed  over  the  forehead,  and  are  then  tied  around 
hemlock-branches. 

The  Kwakiutl  have  been  in  the  habit  of  deforming  the  head  until  quite 
recent  times.  I  shall  describe  the  methods  of  head-deformation  in  connection 

with  the  description  of  the  cradle.  On  the  whole,  the  result  of  the  pressure 
as  applied  by  the  Kwakiutl  is  that  of  narrowing  the  forehead  and  lengthening 

and  raising  the  occiput,  producing  the  so-called  "sugar-loaf  forms  of  head 
(Plate  xxxvi).  It  would  seem  that  particularly  strong  pressure  was  applied  by 
the  tribes  of  the  extreme  northern  part  of  Vancouver  Island  and  by  the 
Koskimo,  while  the  deformation  of  the  head  practised  by  the  southeastern 
Kwakiutl  tribes  was  not  so  strong.  It  seems  that  everywhere  the  deformation 
was  more  marked  in  women  than  in  men,  although  I  have  seen  a  number  of 
old  men  with  markedly  deformed  heads.  I  have  published  a  number  of 
deformed  skulls  of  this  type  before,  and  shall  discuss  the 
modification  of  type  brought  about  by  this  procedure  in 
connection  with  a  discussion  of  the  physical  anthropology 

of  the  North  Pacific  coast.  I  have  also  pointed  out  be- 
fore that  the  peculiar  method  of  deformation  brings  it 

about  that  the  "sugar-loaf  head  is  confined  essentially  to 
the  northwestern  Kwakiutl,  while  the  more  southern  tribes 

use  types  of  deformation  resulting  in  a  flattening  and 

broadening  of  the  head.1  Fie-  '34- .  Tattooing 
senting  the  Sun. 

Among    other    deformations,    the    perforation   of  the 

septum  of  men  for  the  suspension  of  nose-ornaments  is  particularly  noticeable. 
Perforations  of  the  ear  do  not  seem  to  have  been  as  prominent  as  among 
the  northern  tribes. 

Tattooing  also  does  not  seem  to  have  been  prominent  in  former  times. 
I  have  noticed  among  a  few  people  a  line  connecting  the  two  eyebrows. 

The  Si'sinle8  group  of  the  Nimkish  used  a  tattooing  representing  the  sun, 
which  was  made  on  the  lower  arm  (Fig.  134). 

IDEAS  OF  BEAUTY.  -  A  flat  forehead  is  considered  pretty,  and  people 
with  a  flat  forehead  are  called  "well-cradled."  A  handsome  man  should  have 
a  round  face,  the  nose  and  adjoining  parts  of  the  cheek  not  too  prominent, 

1  See  illustrations  of  flattened  heads  in  F.  Boas,  Chinook  Texts  (Bulletin  20  of  the  Bureau  of  American 
Ethnology,  frontispiece);  also  F.  Boas,  Kathlamet  Texts  (Bulletin  26  of  the  Bureau  of  American  Ethnology, 
frontispiece). 
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and  a  delicate  nose.  Some  people  like  a  fair  complexion,  but  others  prefer  a  dark 

complexion.  Long  brown  hair  is  considered  a  mark  of  particular  beauty.  The 

cheeks  should  show  a  nice  rounding  towards  the  neck.  The  ears  should  be 

neither  too  large  nor  too  small.  The  lobe  of  the  ear  should  be  well  developed. 

The  tongue  ought  to  be  small.  On  the  other  hand,  men  are  considered  ugly 

who  have  a  hump  in  the  middle  of  the  nose  and  a  hanging  point.  A  snub 

nose,  a  nose  with  thick  end,  and  a  long  straight  nose,  are  also  considered  ugly. 

The  ankles  must  be  small,  so  that  they  hardly  project  above  the  adjoining 

parts  of  the  foot.  The  instep  must  be  high  and  taper  suddenly  down  to  the 

toes.  The  calves  of  the  legs  of  women  must  be  strong,  but  the  lower  part 

of  the  leg  must  be  thin.  The  wrist  also  must  not  be  prominent,  but  smooth. 

By  wearing  tight  bracelets  and  anklets  the  attempt  is  made  to  give  the  wrist 

and  ankles  the  desired  form.  The  tips  of  the  fingers  must  be  pointed,  while 

the  fingers  should  be  thick  near  the  knuckles.  While  some  people  think  a 

small  waist  pretty,  others  prefer  a  large  waist.  The  hips  should  be  broad. 

The  hands  of  a  man  should  be  neither  too  large  nor  too  small.  On  Plates 
xxxiv  and  xxxv  are  presented  a  man  and  a  woman  who  are 

considered  particularly  good-looking. 
CRADLE.          The   cradle   of  the   Kwakiutl  (Fig.    135)  has 

the  well-known  boat-shaped  form  which  is  characteristic  of  the  JI/iMM  b 
cradles    of  most   parts   of  the  North  Pacific  coast.     The  sides 

of  the  cradle  are  bent  of  two  pieces  of  cedar-wood ;  the  head- 

Fig-  I35i  o  (riio))  Cradle  (length  of  bottom,  73  cm.;  greatest  width,  23  cm.); 
<>,  Cushion  for  deforming  the  head. 

piece,   which    is    considerably    higher   than    the  sides  and  the  foot-piece,  being 
generally  made  of  a  separate  board. 

In  the  cradle  here  illustrated  the  bedding  is  supported  by  a  framework 
placed  inside  of  the  cradle,  about  8  cm.  above  the  bottom.  This  framework 

rests  on  three  ropes  made  of  cedar-withes,  which  pass  through  the  sides  of 
the  box.  Their  ends  can  be  recognized  in  the  illustration.  The  ropes  have 
been  described  before  (see  p.  380).  This  support  of  the  bed  gives  it  some 
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elasticity.    Next  a  cross-bar  of  cedar-wood  is  placed  alongside  of  each  withe  rope. 
A    number  of  thin  pieces  of  elder-wood  are  laid  over  the  three  strips  length- 

wise of  the  cradle,   and  are  lashed  to  the  cross-bar  and  to  the  ropes  by  means 
of  long   strips  of  cedar-rope  (in  the  present  specimen  cloth),  which  is  crossed 
over  each  twig  and  under  the  cedar-withe  ropes  and  cross-bar.     These  elder- 
twigs    extend  as  far  as  the  cross-bar  nearest  to  the  head-board  of  the  cradle. 
The    head-rest    is    made   in   the    following    manner.      A  rope  of  cedar-withe  is 
carried   on    each  side  of  the  head-piece  from  the  end  of  the  cross-bar  nearest 

the    head   to    a    drill-hole  made  in  the  lower  corner  of  the  corresponding  side 
of  the  head-board  in  the  manner  before  described.     These  ropes  are  connected 
by    a   cedar-rope,   which   crosses    from    one   side   to   the    other  in  zigzags,  and 
forms   a    half-hitch    knot    whenever   it  turns  back  from   one  cedar-withe  to  the 
one  on  the  opposite  side.     Thus  an  elastic  rest  for  the  head  is  formed,  which 

slants  downward  toward  the  head-end  of  the  cradle.     Along  each  side  of  the 
cradle,    near    the    cross-bars    runs    a    rope    to    which    a    number    of  loops   are 
attached    with    half-hitch  knots,  by  means  of  which  the  child  can  be  laced  in. 
Attached  to  the  middle  of  the  cedar-withe  ropes  supporting  the  head-rest  are, 
on    the  left  side  three  strips  of  soft  deer-skin  about  6  cm.  wide,  on  the  right 
side  four  such  strips.      Under  the  zigzag  rope  which  forms  the  head-rest  some 
soft   shredded    bark    of  the   red   cedar   is  placed.     The  frame,  made  of  elder- 

berry-twigs,   is    covered   with    a    number   of  broad   strips    of  the   best   kind    of 
bark    of  red    cedar,    which    are  placed  lengthwise.     These  are  covered  with  a 

thick    layer    of  shredded    cedar-bark   laid    crosswise,    which   is  cut  in  pieces  as 
long  as  the  cradle  is  wide.     This  material  extends  up  to  the  cross-bar  nearest 
the  head,  and  forms  the  bedding  of  the  child.     The  head  part  is  also  covered 

with    bedding    made    of  shredded    cedar-bark.     This  consists  of  a  considerable 
number    of  layers    of  shredded    bark    of  the    red    cedar,    the    first  layer  lying 
lengthwise,  the  next  layer  crosswise.     After  four  layers  of  this  kind,  a  couple 

of  strips   of  unshredded    cedar-bark   are    put  in,   and  over  these  more  bark  is 
placed   lengthwise.     Then  the  child  is  placed  in  the  cradle,  the  head  slanting 

a  little  downward,  and  resting  on  the  thick  cedar-bark  pillow.     Then  the  two 
innermost  strips  of  deer-skin  are  drawn  tight  around  the  forehead,  the  one  on 
the    left    side,    which    is   longest,    being    put  on  first.     Next  a  small  bundle  of 
shredded     cedar-bark     folded     over    in    the    middle    and    tied    at    two    points 
(Fig.    134,  ff)    is    placed    over    the    skin    band    on    each   side   of  the    head,    so 
that    the  doubled  end  rests  against  the  temples.     Then  the  next  skin  band  is 

laid  over  the  forehead ;  and  a  larger  bundle  of  doubled  cedar-bark,  consisting 
of  a  number  of  layers  placed  one  over  the  other  and  tied  together  near  one 
end,  is  placed  over  the  forehead,  the  doubled  end  resting  just  over  the  nose. 

This    is  held  down  by  means  of  the  last  skin  strips.     Finally  a  plaited  cedar- 
bark    rope   is   tied    over   the   head,    being   laced  through  the  loop  nearest  the 

head-end.     Then  the  quilt,  made  of  skin  or  of  cedar-bark,  is  placed  over  the 
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child,  and  the  infant  is  laced  up  with  plaited  cedar-rope,  one  rope  being 
attached  to  the  foot-end.  This  is  used  for  lacing  up  the  legs  of  the  child. 
A  separate  rope  is  used  for  lacing  up  the  upper  part  of  the  body.  This  is 
attached  near  the  middle  of  the  cradle. 

A  small  hood  made  of  cedar-bark  matting  is  placed  over  the  head  of 
the  child  as  a  protection  against  light  and  insects.  The  whole  cradle  is 

suspended  by  means  of  four  cedar-bark  ropes  from  a  small  yew-tree  with  a 
single  branch.  A  rope  is  attached  to  the  extreme  point  of  the  branch,  by 
means  of  which  the  cradle  is  rocked  up  and  down.  Very  often,  when  the 
mother  is  working,  she  will  tie  the  rope  to  the  toe  of  her  foot  and  rock  the 

child  by  moving  the  foot  up  and  down  (see  Plate  xxvn,  Fig.  2). 



VIII.  -      FISHING,  AND  HUNTING  SEA-MAMMALS. 

Fishing  is  carried  on  by  means  of  traps,  nets,  hooks, 'and  with  the  spear. 
In  some  cases  also  combinations  of  fish-weirs  and  nets  are  used,  or  fish  are 
speared  or  hooked  in  pounds  connected  with  traps. 

FISH-TRAPS.  -  -  A  considerable  number  of  distinct  types  of  fish-trap  are 
used  by  the  Kwakiutl.  One  of  the  most  complicated  and  characteristic  types 
is  represented  in  Fig.  136.  A  number  of  hemlock-stakes  are  driven  into  the 
bed  of  the  river,  and  frames  made  of  split  wood  or  of  poles  are  tied  against 
them.  Generally  this  fence  (a)  extends  some  distance  beyond  the  low-water 

Fig.   136 
Plan  and  Elevation  of  Salmon-Trap  in  Nimkish  River  (xo/1:los  and  ma'lis). 

banks  of  the  river,  in  order  to  prevent  the  salmon  from  passing  it  when  the 
water  is  high.  In  the  middle  of  the  river,  below  the  fence  just  described,  a 
large  box  (6)  is  built  of  frames  tied  to  stakes.  The  entrance  to  this  box  is 

formed  by  two  converging-  frames,  which  leave  only  a  narrow  entrance. 
When  the  fish  swim  up  the  river,  they  enter  through  these  converging  frames, 
and  find  themselves  in  tbe  large  box.  On  each  side  of  the  converging  frames 

there  are  two  short  frames  with  openings  that  lead  into  long  fish-baskets  (c] 
from  three  to  four  fathoms  loi.g,  which  are  so  narrow  that  the  salmon  cannot 
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readily  turn  in  them.  The  entrance  to  these  fish-baskets  is  square.  The  fish 
swim  into  the  baskets,  and  are  unable  to  turn  back.  This  kind  of  trap  is 

called  xo'8los.  The  cylindrical  fish-basket  which  is  used  with  it  is  called  le'xsid. 
On  top  of  the  fish-basket,  near  its  narrow  end,  is  an  opening  through  which 
the  fish  can  be  removed  without  taking  the  trap  out  of  the  river. 

In  combination  with  this  trap  another  one  is  used,  called  ma'lls.  It 
consists  of  a  circular  stone  dam  'with  flaring  entrance,  which  forms  a  shallow 
basin.  In  the  narrow  entrance  to  the  basin  a  platform  of  slender,  smooth 

poles  is  placed  about  7  cm.  under  water  at  the  end  turned  towards  the  basin, 
while  the  upper  end  is  considerably  deeper.  The  salmon  which  do  not  enter 
the  box  above  the  basin  turn  back,  and  are  guided  by  the  wings  of  the  stone 

dam  into  the  basin.  They  are  carried  over  the  pole  platform,  and  find  them- 
selves in  the  shallow  water  of  the  basin,  from  which  they  are  unable  to  make 

their  escape  again.  The 

baskets  used  by  the  Kos- 
kimo  and  by  the  Kwakiutl 
in  Hardy  Bay  are  from  a 
fathom  and  a  half  to  two 

fathoms  long,  while  in 
Nimkish  River  very  long 
baskets  are  used. 

Sometimes  the  Kwakiutl 

also  make  a  wooden  basin 
instead  of  the  one  made 

of  stone  which  I  have  just 
described.  This  is  fenced 

in  with  stakes  and  poles 

or  frames,  while  the  bottom 
is  entirely  filled  with  long 

poles,  so  that  the  fish  have 
not  water  enough  in  which 
to  move.  The  basin  is 

covered  with  hemlock- 
branches  to  protect  it 

against  attacks  of  eagles 
and  bears.  These  basins  are  used  only  in  water  with  very  strong  current. 

Sometimes  in  place  of  the  basin  a  fish-basket  in  used. 
A  trap  used  in  narrow  rivers  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  137.  It  is  called 

dEgwl's.  Here  the  salmon  enter  a  large  closed  basket  with  converging 
entrance,  from  which  they  are  turned  into  a  lonp-  ̂ sh-basket.  This  trap  is 
kept  in  place  between  stakes,  and  is  anchored  w!^n  heavy  stones. 

The  DEna'x-daxu  often  use  a  large  fish-ba.cket  (Fig.   138),  which  is  placed 

Salmon-Trap  used  in  Narrow  Brooks. 

r 
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either  in  the  middle  of  a  dam,  as  shown  in  the  illustration,  or  at  the  apex 
of  two  converging  fences.  In  both  these  cases  the  fish  are  led  right  into  the 
conical  entrance  to  the  fish-trap,  from  which  they  cannot  escape.  This  trap 
is  also  used  in  rivers  with  a  strong  current. 

A  trap  similar  to  the  xo'8los  is  also  used  in  the'  inlets  of  the  mainland, 
particularly  in  G'io'xu.  It  is  called  8mE/swa.  It  consists  of  a  framework  forming 
a  box  of  the  same  type  as  the  box  of  the  xo'8los.  The  frames,  however,  are 
attached  to  a  bottom,  which  is  anchored  on  the  rocky  ground  of  the  river. 
The  box  is  about  twelve  fathoms  long,  and  six  fathoms  wide  at  the  widest 
part,  while  the  distance  from  the  entrance  of  the  converging  frames  to  the 

-     Dam  and  Fish-Basket.     DEna'x-dax". 
Fig.  138 

upper  fence  is  about  two  fathoms.  This  trap  has  no  fish-basket  attached  to 
it,  but  the  salmon  are  speared  in  it.  The  frames  are  more  than  a  metre  high. 

Related  to  this  type  is  a  trap  of  the  Koskimo,  which  is  put  up  on  the 

beach  above  the  low-water  line.  Four  frames  are  tied  together  in  a  square, 
and  covered  with  poles  or  with  another  frame,  which  is  weighted  down  with 

stones.  At  the  land-side  there  is  a  small  entrance.  H  erring-  roe  is  put  inside 
as  a  bait.  The  fish  enter  the  trap,  and  are  left  dry  when  the  tide  goes  out. 
This  trap  is  used  by  poor  people  for  catching  perch. 

The  ma'lis  is  also  used  under  small  cascades;  for  instance,  in  La8wu'nJ, 
at  the  north  entrance  of  Drury  Inlet,  where  a  deep  pool  is  formed  under  a 
small  cascade.  Under  the  pool  there  are  very  shallow  rapids.  Here  large 
stones  have  been  put  down  across  the  river,  and  under  these  a  number  of 

basins  of  the  ma'lis  type  have  been  built.  The  fishermen  throw  stones  into 

the  pool  just  under  the  cascade  and  drive  the  fish  into  the  ma'lis,  where  they 
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are  killed  with  clubs.     Similar  places  are  found  in  Shelter  Bay  (A'watsle)  and 
at  0/syaa  in  Drury  Inlet. 

A  trap  related  to  the  ma'Hs  is  shown  in  Fig.  139.  Here  a  fish-dam 
(ama'la)  is  built  across  a  narrow  river,  thus  creating  below  the  dam  shallow 
water  and  rapid  current,  and  preventing  the  salmon  from  ascending  over  the 

dam.  For  this  reason  the  dam 

is  generally  built  so  that  it 
overhangs.  The  salmon  are 
either  speared  just  at  the  pool 

under  the  dam  or  a  xo/8los  and 
a  ma'lls  are  built  under  the  dam. 

A  peculiar  trap  called  simply 

La'wayu  is  used  in  the  Nimkish 
River  at  Odza'lis.  On  its  lower 
side  a  stone  dam  is  built  which 
reaches  to  the  surface  of  the 

water.  Just  above  this  stone 
dam  a  box  eight  fathoms  wide 
and  two  deep  is  built,  consisting 

of  frames  tied  to  stakes  (Fig.  140).  On  one  side  of  this  box  two  stout  poles 

are  driven  into  the  river-bed,  which  serve  the  purpose  of  tying  up  the  fisher- 

man's canoe  alongside  of  the  trap.  The  salmon  jump  into  the  trap  across 

Dam  and   Fish-Trap. 

Fig.  140 
Salmon-Trap.     Upper  Nimkish  River. 

the  stone  dam.  Near  the  side  where  the  canoe  is  tied  up,  the  bottom  of  the 
river  is  covered  either  with  white  clam-shells  or  with  a  rough  matting  made 
of  white  wood,  which  is  weighted  down  with  stones.  The  salmon  are  easily 
seen  over  the  white  ground,  and  are  speared  by  the  fishermen. 
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Traps  are  also  used  on  the  banks  of  rivers  in  tide-water  (Fig.  141). 
They  consist  of  simple  wing-dams  extending  sometimes  sixty  or  seventy  fathoms 
out  from  the  beach  (plao's).  The  salmon  get  into  the  pools  formed  by  these 
wing-dams  at  high  water,  and  are  cut  off  from  retreat  with  the  receding  ebb- 

tide. Then  they  are  speared  or  clubbed.  The  dams  are  built  on  places 
where  the  salmon  are  in  the  habit  of  congregating  before  they  go  up  the 
river.  They  are  also  built  of  stakes  which  are  driven  into  the  river-bed, 
reaching  to  about  40  cm.  under  high-water  level.  In  some  rivers  a  great 
many  wing-dams  are  built  close  together  (Fig.  142). 

Fig.   141.     Salmon-Trap  (plao's). Fig.   142  ((fiSij).     Salmon-Trap. 

It  is  said  that  the  Koskimo  sometimes  put  up  traps  in  cascades.  These 
are  large,  square  boxes  made  of  frames,  open  at  the  top,  which  are  hung  up  by 
ropes  from  the  sides  of  the  cascade.  The  salmon  which  ascend  are  sometimes 
swept  back  by  the  river,  and  thus  fall  into  the  trap. 

NETS.  Nets  are  used  particularly  in  fishing  for  olachen.  I  have 

described  before  the  method  of  making  the  large  olachen-net  (ta'gat).  This 
net  is  made  of  nettle-twine,  and  is  conical  in  form.  Its  tip  is  open  and  about 
30  cm.  in  diameter;  while  its  mouth,  when  stretched  out,  is  more  than  2 

metres  in  diameter.  It  has  been  stated  that  the  thin  or  "tail  end"  of  the  net 

59 — JESUP    NORTH    PACIFIC    EXI'KI)..   VOL.    V. 
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is  made  in  very  small  meshes,  and  that  the  sizes  of  the  meshes  increase 
towards  the  mouth  of  the  net.  The  various  parts  of  the  net  are  called  by 

the  Indians  "the  mouth  of  the  net"  (acwaxstaByasa  ta'gale) ;  the  next  portion, 
"the  small  of  the  back  of  the  net"  (a8wagoxLasyasa  ta'gate) ;  the  third  part, 
where  the  net  becomes  still  narrower,  "the  knee  of  the  net"  (okwa/x-a^asa 

ta'gale) ;  and  the  end,  finally,  "the  tail  of  the  net"  (o'xsda8yasa  ta'gate).  The 
mouth  of  the  net  is  attached  to  a  strong  rope  made  either  of  cedar-withes  or 
of  cedar-bark.  Five-strand  ropes  of  cedar-bark  are  used  for  this  purpose. 
This  rope  is  of  the  same  length  as  the  mouth  of  the  net.  It  is  spliced  in  the 

form  of  a  ring.  When  the  "mouth  of  the  net"  is  to  be  hung  to  the  rope, 
it  is  put  up  extended  over  the  ends  of  two  sticks 
which  are  driven  into  the  ground,  it  is  laced  on 

with  a  netting-needle  and  heavy  nettle-twine, 
being  hung  on  with  every  second  mesh.  While 

the  net  is  hanging  this  way,  the  net-rings  (was- 

wuk'la'latsa  ta'gate,  "ear-rings  of  the  net")  are 
attached  to  the  rope  forming  the  mouth,  one  at 
each  pole  along  which  the  rope  is  extended.  These 

rings  (Fig.  143)  are  made  of  cedar-branches  about 
four  spans  long.  Near  the  end  of  the  branch  a 
square  notch  is  cut  out,  and  a  corresponding 

notch  is  cut  on  the  other  end,  but  on  the  op- 
posite side  of  the  branch.  The  branches  are 

steamed,  and  a  form  is  laid  out  on  the  floor  of 

the  house  by  means  of  strong  stakes,  which  are 
«43  (iHi)-  Net-Ring.  Greatest  driven  deep  into  the  ground.  As  soon  as  the length,  39  cm.  i_     •          v   i_t         •      •       i  ,       i  •      r branch    is    pliable,    it   is    bent    around   this  form, 

and  the  notches  at  the  ends  are  hooked  into  each  other.  After  the  branches 

have  cooled  off,  they  are  heated  again  over  a  fire  and  rubbed  with  tallow. 

Then  they  are  tied  with  cedar-withes  and  put  back  over  the  mould  until  they 
are  quite  cool.  When  the  net  is  in  use,  the  mouth  is  spread  open  by  means 

Fig.   144.     Spreading-Stick.     Length,  65  cm. 

of  a  pair  of  sticks  with  two  notches  (Fig.  144),  made  of  red  pine,  and  about 
five  spans  long,  which  have  been  kept  for  some  time  over  the  fire  until  they 
have  become  quite  sooty,  so  that  they  are  waterproof. 

Two  other  small  nets  are  used  in  olachen-fishing.  The  first  of  these, 

called  xo'clayu,  has  a  square  mouth.  The  net  is  made  with  very  small  meshes, 
and  its  standard  measurements  were  given  to  me  as  four  spans  long  and  six 
spans  around  the  mouth.  In  former  times  the  handle  of  the  net  consisted  of  a 
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hemlock-pole  about  two  fathoms  long.  Near  the  end  of  it  a  notch  was  made, 
and  a  little  over  a  span  above  this  notch  a  second  notch  was  made.  Into 

these  two  notches  fitted  the  two  spreading-sticks  of  the  net,  which  were  at 
right  angles  to  the  handle,  and  which  had  corresponding  notches.  They  were 

about  half-  a  fathom  long,  and  were  tied  to  the  handle-pole  at  their  middle, 

so  that  the  handle-pole  extended  right  across  the  centre  of  the  net.  The  net 

itself  was  strung  on  a  fairly  strong  rope,  which  was  laced  to  the  spreading- 
sticks,  so  that  the  sides  of  the  net  were  held  apart  only  by  the  rope  on 

which  it  was  strung.  Since  about  1860  a  change  in  type  of  these  nets  has 

been  made.  Instead  of  the  rather  insecure  attachment  of  the  spreading-sticks 

to  the  handle,  the  spreading-sticks  are  placed  between  two  curved  poles  (Fig. 
145).  About  one  span  from  the 

end  these  are  slightly  enlarged,  and 
have  a  mortise  into  which  the 

spreading-stick  is  inserted  with  a 
tenon.  The  net  is  attached  to  the 

spreading-stick  and  to  the  curved 
ends,  while  the  lower  end  of  the 

net  is  stretched  only  over  the  string 
to  which  it  is  attached.  The  curva- 

ture of  the  side-sticks,  and  the 
length  of  the  net,  are  such  that 
when  the  handle-ends  are  drawn 

together,  the  mouth  of  the  net  is 

very  taut.  The  curved  side-sticks 
are  pointed  at  their  ends,  so  that 

they  can  be  pushed  into  the  bed  of 

the  river,  the  net  being  extended 

along  the  bottom. 

Another  olachen-net  is  used  with-  Flg'  I45 

out  a  handle-pole.  It  is  called  pte'gwayu  by  the  Kwakiutl,  or  dEx-we'layu  by 

the  Nimkish,  Mamaleleqala,  Lauitsis,  Ma'dilbe,  and  Qwe'qsot!enoxu.  This  net 
also  has  meshes  of  small  size,  but  it  is  larger  than  the  one  just  described. 

It  is  extended  between  two  diverging  poles,  which  are  about  three  metres 

long  and  have  forked  points.  About  half  a  metre  from  the  handle-end  of 

these  poles,  notches  are  cut,  over  which  a  cross-pole  about  60  cm.  long  is 
laid.  It  has  notches  about  40  cm.  apart,  corresponding  to  the  notches  in  the 

net-holders.  At  these  places  the  long  net-holders  and  the  crossed  stick  are 

firmly  tied  together  with  cedar-withes.  Then  the  net  is  attached  to  the  long 

net-poles,  and  the  handle-end  is  drawn  firmly  together,  by  which  means  the 

mouth  of  the  net  is  opened  and  fully  extended.  It  is  held  at  the  cross-bar 
and  at  the  end  of  the  net-poles  where  they  are  tied  together. 

Sma11  Olachen-Net- 
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In  olachen-fishing  a  combination  of  weirs  and  nets  is  used.  In  the 
river  of  Knight  Inlet  a  long  fence  is  built,  extending  from  one  bank  down 

river  at  an  angle  of  about  45°  to  beyond  the  middle  of  the  river.  Starting 
at  the  opposite  bank,  another  fence  is  made  running  downstream,  and  also 

forming  an  angle  of  45°  with  the  bank.  At  the  place  where  these  two  fences 
converge,  an  opening  about  two  metres  in  width  is  left ;  and  here  four  stout 

poles  are  driven  into  the  river-bed,  between  which  the  canoe  is  fastened 
(Fig.  146).  A  number  of  pairs  of  wing-dams  are  built  in  this  manner,  each 
pair  belonging  to  one  fisherman.  These  fences  are  made  of  hemlock,  spruce, 
or  alder  trees,  which  are  driven  into  the  bed  of  the  river  and  interwoven 

with  wicker-work  of  hemlock  and  spruce  branches.  The  stakes  of  the  fence 
stand  about  one  metre  apart,  and  are  about  a  metre  and  a  half  long.  On 
top  they  are  often  held  together  by  long  poles  which  are  tied  on  with  ropes 

of  cedar-withes.  This  fish- weir  is  used  when  the  tide  is  running  out  strongly. 
The  fisherman  stands  in  the  middle  of  his  canoe  at  the  outlet  of  the  two 

Fig.   146  (jiffi).     Weir  for  Olachen-Fishing. 

converging  wing-fences,  holding  the  bag-net  (plE'gwayu),  which  has  been 
described.  The  fish  drift  with  the  tide  into  the  net,  which  is  emptied  every 
few  minutes  into  the  canoe.  As  soon  as  the  tide  begins  to  rise,  the  canoe 
is  untied,  and  the  fish  are  taken  home. 

Another  kind  of  olachen-fishing  is  done  with  the  large  net  (ta'gal).  In 
fishing  with  this  net,  a  place  is  selected  where  the  falling  tide  runs  very  strong. 
The  canoe  is  anchored  or  tied  to  a  stake  about  ten  fathoms  above  the  place 
selected,  and  is  allowed  to  drift  down  with  the  tide.  Two  net-posts  are 
driven  into  the  river-bed.  These  are  generally  driven  two  or  three  feet  into 
the  ground.  The  distance  between  the  two  net-posts  equals  the  width  of  the 
mouth  of  the  net.  Then  the  rings  of  the  net  are  put  one  on  each  post. 
The  net  is  tied  to  the  rings,  and  its  mouth  is  spread  with  the  spreading-sticks. 
Then  the  rings  are  pushed  down  under  water  with  a  long  pole  which  has  a 
hook  and  a  notch  at  its  lower  end,  and  which  serves  both  for  pushing  down 
the  net  and  for  lifting  it.  When  the  net  is  pushed  down,  its  thin  end  is  tied 
up  with  a  strong  rope.  The  strong  tide  takes  the  net  down  river,  and  the 
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fish  drift  in  towards  the  tail  of  the  net.  The  fish  are  taken  out  in  the  following 

manner.  The  net  is  taken  up  with  the  hook  about  1.5  metres  from  its  tail- 
end,  which  is  then  lifted  into  the  canoe.  Then  the  end  is  untied,  and  the 

fish  run  out  of  the  net  into  the  canoe.  Then  the  end  is  tied  up  again,  and 
it  is  thrown  into  the  water.  Sometimes  .the  fish  are  so  plentiful  that  the 

mouth  of  the  net  has  to  be  pulled  up  over  water,  or  the  spreading-sticks  have 
to  be  taken  out,  because  the  fish  run  in  so  fast  that  they  cannot  be  taken 

out  quickly  enough.  If  this  is  not  done,  the  net-posts  are  liable  to  be  torn 
out  of  the  ground. 

The  dip-net  (pte'gwayu)  is  also  used  in  a  different  manner.  The  fisher- 
man and  his  wife  go  out 

together,  and  the  canoe  is 
headed  downstream.  The  wo- 

man at  the  same  time  holds 

the  canoe  against  the  stream 

by  poling.  On  the  upper  end 

of  her  punting-pole  a  piece  of 
hemlock-wood  about  20  cm. 

long  is  tied  crosswise.  The 
man,  who  stands  in  the  bow 
of  the  canoe,  facing  the  stern, 

puts  the  dip-net  down  into 
the  water  on  his  righthand 

side,  at  the  same  time  steady.- 

ing  the  canoe  with  a  punting- 
pole  held  in  his  left,  which, 
prevents  it  from  swinging 
out.  As  soon  as  he  puts 
his  net  into  the  water,  the 
woman  strikes  the  water  with 

the  top  of  her  pole,  thus 
driving  the  olachen  down  into 
the  net.  When  the  fish  are 

in,  the  man  lifts  the  net  out 

of  the  water,  resting  it  against 

the  gunwale  of  the  canoe.  Then  the  fish  are  thrown  into  the  canoe.  Some- 
times a  whole  canoeful  may  be  obtained  in  this  way  in  half  a  tide. 

The  small  bag-net  (xo'dayu)  is  used  particularly  at  the  time  when  the 
olachen  first  arrive  at  the  river.  The  first  sign  of  the  coming  of  the  fish  is 

the  appearance  of  swarms  of  gulls  which  follow  the  shoals  of  fish.  At  flood- 

tide,  when  the  tide  runs  against  the  river,  the  men  go  out  in  their  canoes  .to 

a  place  where  the  tide  is  running  strongly,  and  where  the  water  is  therefore 

M^ra^^MfeHMS 

Fig.   147 
Fish-Basket.     Diameter,  45  cm. 
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.  rather  deep.  The  canoe  is  tied  to  a  branch  of  an  overhanging  tree  or  to  a 
snag,  and  the  fisherman  takes  his  seat  in  the  stern  of  the  canoe,  facing  the 
incoming  tide.  Then  the  net  is  pushed  up  river  through  the  water  like  a 

paddle,  care  being  taken  that  the  points  of  the  net-holder  reach  the  bottom 
of  the  river.  When  the  fish  are  plentiful,  the  net  will  come  up  half  full  of  fish. 

Round  fish-baskets  are  used  for  catching  kelp-fish  (Pleurogramtmis  ino- 
nopterygius).  These  baskets  (Fig.  147)  are  made  in  the  same  manner  as 
spruce-root  baskets,  the  warp  and  woof  consisting  of  cedar-withes  or  halved 
spruce-root  tied  with  red  cedar-bark.  The  warp-strands  are  all  placed  radially 
and  tied  firmly  together  with  a  thick  wrapping  of  cedar-bark.  The  warp- 
strands  are  all  placed  with  the  bark  outward  except  one  strand,  which  is 

wrapped  around  crosswise,  and 
which  serves  as  a  starting- 

point  for  changing  the  direc- 
tion in  which  the  woof-strand 

is  wrapped.  This  strand  is 
marked  a  in  the  illustration. 

The  woof-coil  is  placed  with 
the  bark-side  inward,  so  that 
the  halved  flat  sides  of  warp 

and  woof  lie  against  each 
other.  A  twisted  rope  made 
of  two  strands  of  cedar-bark 
is  tied  to  each  side  of  the 
fish-basket. 

When  the  fish-basket  is 

being  made,  the  mouth  stands 
outward.  After  it  is  finished, 

it  is  pressed  inward.  The 
edge  of  the  mouth  is  made 
in  the  same  way  as  the  edges 
described  before.  The  basket 

is  attached  to  a  cedar  rope 
which  is  fastened  to  a  float. 

Mussels  and  sea-eggs  are  put 
into  it  as  bait,  so  that  the  bottom  is  nearly  covered.  Then  it  is  let  down  to 
the  bottom  of  the  sea.  Sometimes  devil-fish  are  also  caught  in  these  baskets. 
This  kind  of  fishing  is  called  LEqa'. 

Crabs  are  caught  in  rough  nets  made  of  cedar-bark  (Fig.  148).  These 
are  let  down  to  the  bottom  of  the  sea,  bait  being  placed  in  the  net.  When 
the  crab  is  in  the  net,  it  is  hauled  up. 

HOOKS.          Halibut,    codfish,   and  kelp-fish  are  caught  with  hooks.     The 

Fig.  148 Crab-Net.     Diameter,  48  cm. 
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bending  of  the  shank  of  the  halibut-hook  has  been  described  before  (see  p.  332). 
When  the  hook  is  finished,  a  groove  is  cut  in  the  barb-end;  and  the  barb,  which 

consists  of  a  splint  of  a  long  bone,  is  tied  in  firmly  with  spruce- root  (Fig.  149). 
These  large  halibut-hooks  are  always  used  in  pairs,  being  tied  to  a  double 
cross-piece,  the  making  and  use  of  which  will  presently  be  described  (Fig.  153). 
Hooks  used  for  codfish  are  smaller  than  those  used  for  halibut,  but  they  are 

also  used  in  sets  of  two.  Kelp-fish  are  caught  with  a  very  small  hook  of 
the  same  kind  (Fig.  150),  which  are  attached  to  a  long  twisted  or  plaited 
cedar  line.  The  hook  is  tied  to  the  line  in  the  same 

manner  as  the  halibut-hook,  with  a  string  which  is  wrapped 
around  the  lower  end  of  an  elastic  stick,  often  made  of 

whalebone.  The  thin  hook-line  is  spliced  to  the  lower 
end  of  this  piece  of  whalebone  by  means  of  a  wrapping 

of  spruce-root.  The  upper  end  of  the  piece  of  whalebone 
is  attached  to  the  long  cedar-bark  line  also  by  a  wrapping 
of  spruce-root.  The  hook  here  illustrated  is  one  of  a 
set  of  seventeen  hooks,  all  attached  to  one  line  at  distances 

of  about  40  cm.  Near  its  ends  the  cedar-bark  line  is 
turned  back  upon  itself  and  closed  with  a  frapping  of 

spruce-root.  The  loops  at  the  end  serve  for  the  attach- 

F'g-   '49  (irifl)-     Halibut-Hook.     Length,  22  cm. 

Fig.  150  (a'iO-  Part  of Fish-Line,  showing  Hook. 
Length  of  shank  and  hook, 

43  cm. ment  of  sinkers  and  buoys,  the  line  being  thrown  overboard  and  set  so  that 
the  hooks  are  near  the  bottom  of  the  sea.  Sinkers  are  attached  at  both 

ends.  At  one  end  a  piece  of  light  wood  is  fastened  to  the  end  of  the  line 

about  50  cm.  away  from  the  sinker,  to  hold  the  line  up  from  the  bottom  of 

the  sea.  To  the  other  end  a  line  and  buoy  are  attached.  The  barb  is 

baited  with  halibut  or  olachen.  Sometimes  ducks  are  also  caught  with  this 

kind  of  a  hook.  It  is  claimed  that  this  type  of  fishing-tackle  was  originally 
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used    by   the   DF.na'x'da9xu.     The   floats   of  this   line,  as  well  as  those  of  the 
halibut  and  codfish  hooks,  consist  of  seal-bladders  (Fig.    151). 

Fig.   151 Seal-  Float.     Length,  about  50  cm. 

The    following    description    of  fishing    halibut    and    codfish    illustrates   the 
use  of  the  hooks. 

HALIBUT-FISHING. 

When  the  fisherman  gets  ready  to 

fish  halibut,  he  takes  the  bark  of  spruce- 

root  and  devil's-club  (Fatsia  horridd), 
and  he  takes  the  box,  the  receptacle 
of  halibut-hooks,  and  he  takes  out  the 
halibut-hooks,  which  are  referred  to  as 

"bent  hooks,"  and  whatever  is  in  the 
box;  and  he  takes  the  bark  of  the 

spruce-root  and  breaks  it  into  small 
pieces.  Then  he  puts  it  into  the  empty 
hook-box.  As  soon  as  the  bottom  of 
the  box  is  covered,  he  takes  his  four 

hooks  and  puts  them  on  the  bark. 

Then  he  also  takes  water  and  pours 
it  over  it,  and  he  only  stops  pouring 
water  over  it  when  the  water  is  as  deep 
as  the  width  of  four  fingers.  After 
he  has  finished  with  the  water,  he  takes 

four  large  stones  and  puts  them  on 
the  fire  of  the  house.  As  soon  as  they 
are  really  red-hot,  he  takes  the  tongs 
and  he  takes  up  the  red-hot  stones 
and  puts  them  into  the  box  into  which 

LO'QWAXA  P!A'SE. 

Wa,  he'8maaxs  la'e  xwa'nateleda 

lo'qlwenoxwaxa  p!a'8e.  Wa,  la  ax8e'dxa 
xEklu'mas  Llo'plEk'asa  ale'wase  LE8\va 
e'oxme.  Wa,  la  ax8e'dxes  g'fmlatsle 

g'i'ldasa  qa8s  ax8wults!o'dexes  g'a'g'i-  5 

mola,  ylxa  gw68yo'  yEk'a',  LE8wa  wao'- 
kwe  g'ayfmtslaq.  Wa,  Ia6me'se  ax- 
e'dxa  xsklu'masa  Llo'plEk'asa  ale'wase 

qa8s  plo'plExsale  qa  amsamayasto'wes. 
Wa,  la  axtslo'ts  la'xa  la  lo'ptsla  g'i'm-  10 

latsle  gl'ldasa.  Wa,  g-fl8mese  8wl'8la 
t!a'x-8lde  pa'q!Exsdacyasa  gl'ldasaxs  la'e 

ax8e'dxes  mo'sgEm  g'a'g'imola  qacs 

axayi'ndes  la'xa  xEklu'me. 
Wa,     la/8xaa    axse'dxa    8wa'pe    qacs  15 

guqlsqe's     laq.       Wa,     aTmese    gwal 
guqa'sa   cwa'pe  la'qexs  la'e  mo'dEnesa 
8wa'pe  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex,  wa, 

g-!'lsmese  gwa'ttsa  8wa'paxs  la'e  axse'dxa 

mo'sgEme  awa'kwas  tle'sEma  qa8s  XESXU-  20 
LE'ndes  la'xa  lEgwl'lases  g-o'kwe.    Wa, 

g-iTmese     a'lak'lalala    x-l'x'ixsEmalaxs 
la'e  ax8e'dxa  k'lipLa'la  qaes  k'!ip!e'des 
la'xa     x'i'x-ixsEmala    tle'sEma    qa£s    le 
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he  has  put  his  halibut-hooks ;  and  he 
only  stops  when  the  four  red-hot  stones 
are  in  the  water.  Then  he  takes  the 

cover  of  his  hook-box,  and  puts  it  on, 
so  that  the  steam  may  not  come  out. 

As  soon  as  the  water  ceases  to  be 

hot,  on  the  following  day,  he  takes  off 
the  cover  and  takes  out  the  halibut- 

hooks,  and  he  hangs  them  up  so  that 
they  become  dry.  Then  he  washes  his 
hands  in  the  place  where  he  has  steamed 
his  hooks. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes 
the  box  and  pours  water  into  his  small 

fishing-canoe.  As  soon  as  he  finishes 
doing  so,  he  goes  up  from  the  beach 

and  goes  to  the  place  where  his  halibut- 
hooks  are  hanging.  He 
takes  them  down,  and 

takes  devil 's-club,  and, 
after  measuring  four 

finger-widths,  he  cuts 
around  its  bark.  Then 

he  warms  it  by  the  fire; 
and  when  it  gets  hot,  he 

peels  off  the  bark.  He 
does  so  with  four  pieces. 

Then  he  takes  twisted  whale-sinew,  and 
he  takes  his  halibut-hooks,  and  he 

wraps  the  devil's-club  around  the  place 
where  the  bait  is  to  be  (Fig.  152). 

Then  he  ties  it  on  with  the  twisted 

sinew.  He  does  so  to  his  four  halibut- 

hooks.  As  soon  as  he  finishes,  he  puts 

them  into  his  hook-box,  and  puts  the 
cover  on,  that  the  smell  of  the  spruce 

and  of  the  devil's-club  may  not  go  out. 

After  he  has  done  so,  he  goes  back 

Fig.  152 
Devil's-Club  Charm. 

k'liptslo'ts  la'xa  g-i'ldase  yix  la  g-Itste- 

wa'tsa  g-a'g-imola.  Wa,  a'i8mese  gwa'- 
IEXS  la'e  8wl'8lasteda  mo'sgEme  x'l'x'lx- 
sEtnala  tletle'sEma.  Wa,  la  ax8e'dEx 
yEkuGya'8yasa  g-i'mlatsle  qass  yikuyl'n-  5 

des  laq  qa  k'le'ses  k-lxusa'leda  k"!a'- lElcl    13.CJ. 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwat  tslE'lxsteda  8wa'- 
paxa  la  te'nsa  la'e  axso'dEx  yiku8ya'8yas 
qa8s  axswustE'ndexes  g-a'g-imola  qa8s  10 

tekumg-allleq  qa  lEmlEmxusEnx-8l'des. 
Wa,  la  ts!E'nts!Enxswld  la'xa  qlo'las- 
dasexes  g-a'gimola. 

Wa,  g-i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  da'laxa 
g-i'ldase  qa8s  le  qEplstexsas  la'xes  lo'-  ̂  

gwatsleLe    xwa'xwaguma.       Wa,    g'1'1- 
8mese  gwat  he  gwe'x-8ldExs  la'e  la'sdes 
la'xa  LlEma'ise  qass  le  la'xes  tEx-8wall'- 

lasaxes  g-a'g-imola.  Wa, 

la  axa'xodsq  qa8s  ax8e'-  20 
dexa  e8xume  qa8s  mE'ns- 
8ldesa    mo'dsne    la'xEns 

q!\va'q!wax-ts!anasexs 
la'e    k-|E'nt!edEx  xEklu'- 

mas.     Wa,  la  pEx-8l'dEq  25 
la'xa  lEgwl'le  qa  tslE'lx- 
8wldesexs  la'e  saqio'dEx 

xEklu'mas.      Wa,    laE'm 

he   gwe'x'se.     Wa,   la 
ax8e'dxa     me'dskwe     atlE'masa     gwo-  30 

8yi'me.      Wa,  la  ax8e'dxes  g-a'g-imola. 

Wa,  la  qlEne'pletsa  esxume  lax  axa'la- 

asLasa  te'le. Wa,  la  yEtel'tsa  me'dskwe  a'tlEm  laq. 

Wa,  la  8na'xwaEm  he  gwe'x-8ldxa 
mo'sgEme  g-a'g-imola.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese 

gwa'tExs  la'e  la'tslodEq  la'xes  g'i'm- 
clats!e  g-i'ldasa.  Wa,  la  yiku8yi'ndEq 

qa  k'le'ses  kExllsa'le  gupla'lasasa  ale'- 
wase  LE8wa  e8xllme  laq. 

Wa,    la    gwa'texs  la'e  a'LeEsta  la'xa 

Halibut-Hook  with 

mo'we axo'yos 

35 

6O — JESUP   NORTH   PACIFIC   EXI'ED.,   VOL.   V. 
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into  the  woods  to  take  thin  spruce- 
twigs —  four  of  them.  As  soon  as  he  has 
found  four  of  these,  he  measures  three 

spans  of  our  fingers  and  four  finger- 
widths.  Then  he  cuts  them  off.  At 
the  thin  end  three  stubs  of  branches 

stand  out  —  and  this  is  his  reason  that 
it  is  so,  that  the  forward  line  of  the 

halibut-hook  may  not  come  off  (Fig. 

153)-1  As  soon  as  he  puts  on  the 
forward  line  of  the  halibut-hook,  he 

a'L.'e  qass  le  ax8e'dEx  wl'swuta  ale'wa- 
tslEma  lax  mo'ts.'aqa.  Wa,  glTmese 
qla'xa  mo'tslaqaxs  la'e  8mE'ns8ldEq  qa 

yu'duxup!Enqes  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!a- 
na8ex,  he'8mesa  mo'dEne  awa'sgEmasa-  5 
sexs  la'e  k'link'intbEndEq.  Wa,  la 

q!wa'q!wanosEleda  wl'fbasyasexa  yu'- 
duxuts!aqe  ts!E'tts!Ek!wa  g'a'yot  lax  L!E- 
na'k'as.  Wa,  he'sm  la'g'itas  he  gwa'te 
qa  k'le'ses  qEnxa'weda  heg'l'wa8yasa  10 
g'a'mola.  Wa,  g'lTmese  axsa'LElotsa 

F'g-  '53i  <*  WA),  Fishing-Tackle  for  Halibut-Fishing; of  Tackle.     Height,   1  10  cm. 

Knotted  End 

ties  it  on  with  a  half-hitch,  and  it  does 
not  come  off  when  the  halibut  bites. 
After  this  is  done,  he  cuts  on  one  side 
the  butt-end,  so  that  its  side  is  flat, 
and  he  cuts  a  notch  at  the  end,  so 
that  it  has  a  knob. 

After  he  has  done  this,  he  digs  at 
the  butt-end  of  a  spruce-tree,  and  takes 

1  In  the  set  here  represented  the  ends  of  the  twigs  are  knotted. 

heg-l'wasyases  g-a'mola  la'qexs  la'e 
a'Em  ma'x'VaLElots  laq.  Wii,  la  k'les 
qEmxa'xs  la'e  q!Ex-8i'tsossa  p!a'8e.  Wa, 
g-lTmese  gwa'iExs  la'e  k'!ax8wl'dEx  15 

apso't!Enacyasa  LEo'xubase  qa  pExk'lo'- 
dEnes.  Wa,  la  k'limtle'dEx  o'ba8yas 

qa  mo'xubales. 

Wa,    glTmese    gwa'ie  axa/8j-as  la'e 
8la'p!edEx  o'xLasyasa  ale'wasa  qacs  ax-  20 
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long  thin  roots.  Then  he  splits  them, 
and  takes  his  knife,  the  sharp  edge 
turned  upward,  and  he  puts  the  end 
of  the  split  root  under  his  heel.  Then 
he  puts  the  back  of  his  knife  on  it, 
and  he  pulls  the  split  root  over  it,  and 

presses  out  its  juice.  He  only  stops 
doing  this  when  it  begins  to  be  nearly 
white.  Then  it  begins  to  be  dry. 

Then  he  takes  the  two  spruce-twigs 
and  puts  their  big  ends  together.  Then 
he  takes  the  split  roots  and  ties  the 

big  ends  together.  After  he  has  done 
so,  he  takes  the  split  roots  and  twists 
them  together  in  the  same  way  as  in 
making  a  rope.  He  puts  (this  rope)  on 

the  "stiff  cross-piece,"  for  that  is  the 
name  of  what  he  has  made ;  and  he 

ties  it  on  tight  on  the  middle  of  the 

stiff  cross-piece ;  and  this  one  on  top 

is  called  "attachment  of  fishing-line," 
and  the  one  below  is  called  "attach- 

ment of  sinker." 
After  he  has  finished  this,  he  goes 

home  and  puts  them  into  his  small 

fishing-canoe.  As  soon  as  the  tide 

goes  out,  he  goes  to  get  devil-fish  for 
his  bait.  When  he  has  obtained  a 

large  devil-fish,  he  goes  home.  As 
soon  as  he  arrives  outside  of  his  house, 

he  hangs  up  the  devil-fish  and  takes 
off  its  skin.  Then  he  cuts  off  its 

tentacles,  and  he  also  cuts  off  the  body 
between.  He  cuts  the  tentacles  into 

two  pieces,  and  he  hangs  them  up  at 
the  place  where  halibut  is  dried.  Now 
this  is  done.  Now  the  cedar-bark  line 
which  his  wife  has  twisted  for  the 

fishing-line  is  done. 
As    soon    as   the    tide   comes   in,  in 

the  morning,  he  goes  to  his  canoe  and 

Vdexa  g'i'lsg-ilt.'e  wl'swul  Llo'plEx's. 

Wa,  la  pa'x's8EndEq.  Wa,  la  axse'dxes 
k'la'wayowe  qass  nElx'a'lamaseqexs  la'e 
axsa'LElots  o'ba8yasa  paa'kwe  Llo'piEk' 
laxes  o'xLax'sldza8e.  Wa,  la  k'a'tlets  5 
awl'g'asyases  k'la'wayowe  laq.  Wa,  la 

ne'x8ldxa  paa'kwe  Llo'piEk' !a  qass 
x'ik'a'le  wa'pag-a8yas.  Wa,  aTmese 

gwal  he  gwe'g'ilaqexs  la'e  a'lak'Iala  la 
mE'lx'8ida.  Wa,  laE'm  lE'mx8wld.  10 

Wa,  la  axse'dxa  maitsla'qe  ale'wasa 
qa8s  ax8o'dEx  Luxubasya.  Wa,  la  ax- 
8e'dxa  paa'kwe  Llo'plEk'a  qaEs  ya'Lode 

LeLeoxuba8yas.  Wa,  g'lTmese  gwa'le 
axa'8yasexs  la'e  axse'dxa  paa'kwe  L!O'-  15 

ptek'a  qass  mE'lx'8lde  qa  yo'wes  gwa'- 
ioda  dEnE'mex.  Wa,  la'xaa  axBa'LElots 
la'xa  Lla'k'lose  qaxs  he'8mae  Le'gEmttsa 
axa'8yas.  Wa,  laE'm  a8la  (?)  yil8a'LElots 
la'x  8nEqe'wasyasa  Lla'k'luse.  Wa,  20 

he'Em  Le'gadeda  e'k'!asyas  k'lo'qwe- 
wa8e.  Wa,  le'da  bEiia'8e  Le'gadEs  qls'l- 

yagase. Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs  g'a'xae  na'- 
8nakwa  qa8s  le  ax  8a'lExsas  la'xes  lo'-  25 

gwatsleLe  xwa'xwaguma.  Wa,  g'1'1- 
8mese  x'a'ts!esstaxs  la'e  ne'sax  tEqlwa' 

qa8s  te'la.  Wa,  g'i'lsmese  ne'tslanE- 
maxa  8wa'lase  tEqlwa'xs  la'e  na'8nakwa. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  la'g'aa  lax  L!a'sana8yases  30 
g'o'kwaxs  la'e  te'xulsaxa  tEqlwa'  qass 

saplo'dex  Lle'sas.  Wa,  la  tlo'salax 
dze'dzElEmas.  Wa,  la'xaa  t!o'sodEx 

bEk'a'wasya.  Wa,  la  tlo'salax  g'o'g'E- 

gwacyas  qa  mae'maltslaqales.  Wa,  la  35 

ge'xumk'lints  la'xa  ge'xudEmaxa  k'!a'- 
wase.  Wa,  laEm  gwala'la  la'xeq.  Wa, 

laE'mLa  gwa'le  mEla'8yas  gEnE'mas 
dE'nsEn  logwaanEwe  dEnE'ma. 

Wa.  o"i'l8mese  viisna'kulaxa  graa'laxs  40 '     &  J  *? 

la'e    ale'xswid  qaes  axa'lExsElexes  tlE'l- 
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puts  his  club  and  his  rope  aboard,  and 
also  his  hook-box.  Then  he  starts  and 

goes  to  the  fishing-ground.  As  soon 
as  he  lands  on  the  landward  side,  he 

stops  on  a  rock,  takes  the  devil-fish 
and  hangs  it  around  his  neck.  Then 

he  takes  his  hook-box,  opens  it,  and 
takes  out  his  four  halibut-hooks.  He 
puts  them  down  in  the  canoe,  and  he 
plucks  off  some  seaweed  that  grows 
on  the  rocks  and  rubs  it  on  his  hands. 

Then  he  puts  it  into  sea-water  and  rubs 
it.  As  soon  as  the  bladders  at  the  end 

(of  the  kelp)  burst,  he  rubs  them  and 
washes  his  hands  with  them.  After  he 

has  rubbed  his  hands  for  a  long  time,  he 
puts  them  for  a  long  time  under  water. 
Then  he  speaks,  and  says,  praying, 
while  he  keeps  his  hands  under  water, 

"O  old  woman!  look  at  my  work  on 
your  behalf.  Now  this  is  clean  with 
which  I  am  going  to  catch  my  younger 

brother  here."  Thus  he  says;  and 
then  he  says,  "Yes,  yes!" 

And  he  rubs  his  hands  and  washes 

them;  and  after  he  has  finished,  he 

takes  his  knife  and  takes  the  two  pieces 
of  devil-fish  off  his  neck.  Then  he 
measures  it,  spanning  with  his  fingers, 
and  he  cuts  off  one  span  and  two 
finger-widths.  When  he  has  cut  off 
four  pieces,  he  cuts  them  down  on  one 
side  and  spreads  them  out.  After  he 
has  cut  them,  he  bites  off  the  slippery 
inside,  which  is  just  like  the  jelly-fish. 
After  it  is  all  off,  he  takes  his  round- 
knobbed  halibut-club,  and  he  spreads 
the  devil-fish  on  the  stern  [end]  of  his 
fishing-canoe.  Then  he  strikes  it  with 
his  halibut-club,  and  he  only  stops 
striking  it  when  it  is  flat  and  wide  and 
it  is  also  very  thin.  Now  he  finishes 

wagano  i,E8wis  dedEnE'me  ;  wa,  he'8mises 
g'i'mlatsle.      Wa,    la    se'x8wld    qaes   le 
la'xes  lo'qwaee.      Wa,  g'lTmese  la'g'aa 
lax  a'Lasyasexs  la'e  liE'g'aala  qass  ax- 
ce'dexa    tEq!wa'  qa8s  qE'nxodes.      Wa,     5 

la  ax8e'dxes  g-i'mlatsle  qa8s  x-a'x8wldeq. 

Wa,  la  axswults!a'laxes  mo'sgEme  g'a'- 
glmola.     Wa,  la  ax8a'fcxsaq.     Wa,  la 
k!u'lx'8ld    la'xa   Lte'siJEkwaxs  qlwa'xae 

la'xa  awl/snak!wa  qass  ts!Ex-8l'des  la'xes  10 

eseyaso'.       Wa,     la     ax8stE'nts     la'xa 
dE'msx'e  qa8s  gussl'des.    Wa,  g'fPmese 
la    8wl'8la    kux-8l'de    pE'npEnsba6yasexs 

la'e  tslExstE'ndEq  qacs  gusYdexes  eseya- 
so'we.     Wa,  Ia8me'se  ge'g'ilExs  gu'saxs  15 
la'e  axstE'ndxes  e8eyaso'we  qa8s  gEyi'n- 

sEle  habE'nsalaq.     Wa,  la  ya'q!eg-a8fa. 
Wa,  la  8ne'k'Exs  la'e  tste'lwaqaxs  la'e 

gEyl'nsElas  eseyaso'we,  "  Wa,  te'klwana', 
we'g-a    do'qwaJaxEn    ae'k'ilaena8^  qaes  20 
Ia8mo'   ae'k'laakun  da'g'tftsilayoLaxg'in 

ts!a'ts!asyak-,"  8ne'k'lxs  la'e  wa'xa. 

Wa,  la  guso'dxes  e8eyaso'we  qa9s 
ts!E'nts!Enxewide.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese  gwa'- 
texs  la'e  axse'dxes  k-!a'wayuwe  qa8s  25 

la'wyodexes  qE'nxwa£e  ma'ltslaq  tEq!wa'. 

Wa,  la  ba'fsltses  q!wa'q!wax-ts!anase 

laq  qa  8nE'mp!Enk-es  he'6mesa  ma'tdE- 
naxs  la'e  tlo'sodEx.  Wa,  la  mo'tslaqe 
t!o'sasyasexs  la'e  t!o'saxodEx  apso'tlE-  30 
nacyas  qass  LEpa'lamaseq.  Wa,  la 

gwat  tlo'saqexs  la'e  q'Ek'a'lax  wio'qlu- 
g'as  tsax'En  he  gwex's  gagesa'mak'e. 
Wa,  g-lTmese  8wlla'masqexs  la'e  ax- 
8e'dxes  hayano'xa  tlE'lwagano  qaes  35 

LEplE'ndesa  tEqlwa'  la'xes  L'EXExsa'ses 
lo'gwatsle.  Wa,  la  tlE'lxuldzotses  tlE'l- 
waganowe  laq.  Wa,  aTmese  gwai 
tlE'lxwaqexs  la'e  wa'dzox8wlda.  Wa., 
la'xaa  la  pE'lbldaswa.  Wa,  la  Svi'la  40 
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doing  this  with  the  four  measured 

pieces  of  halibut-bait. 
As  soon  as  he  finishes,  he  takes  the 

twisted  string,  three  spans  long,  and 

ties-  it  to  the  end  of  the  devil's-club. 

This  is  called  "tying  of  the  bait."  As 
soon  as  he  has  done  so,  he  takes  one 

flat  piece  of  devil-fish  and  spreads  it 

over  the  devil's-club.  Then  he  wraps 
it  around  it,  so  that  none  of  the  devil's- 
club  shows.  The  bone  barb  of  the 

halibut-hook  hardly  shows  over  the 
devil-fish  bait.  Then  he  ties  it  all  over 

with  the  bait-string.  Now,  the  devil's- club  is  inside  of  the  bait. 

As  soon  as  he  finishes  doing  so  with 

his  four  hooks,  he  takes  the  stiff  cross- 
piece  and  puts  on  his  sinker.  Then 
he  takes  his  fish-line  and  ties  it  with 

a  half-hitch  to  the  stiff  cross-piece,  and 
he  takes  his  baited  halibut-hooks  and 
ties  them  with  a  half-hitch  on  each 
end  of  the  stiff  cross-stick. 

As  soon  as  he  finishes  doing  so,  he 

starts  to  go  to  the  fishing-ground.  As 
soon  as  he  arrives  there,  he  takes  one 
stiff  cross-stick  and  throws  it  into  the 
water.  As  soon  as  it  reaches  the 

bottom,  he  takes  a  small  bladder  of 

seal  and  hauls  his  fish-line  tight,  so  that 
it  is  straight  down  in  the  water.  Then 
he  ties  it  with  two  half-hitches  to  the 
mouth  of  the  bladder.  This  one  is 

named  "sitting  below."  Then  he  meas- 
ures four  fathoms,  and  he  takes  an- 
other large  bladder  of  a  seal,  and  puts 

two  half-hitches  on,  and  ties  it  to  its 
mouth,  and  he  does  the  same  as  with 

the  other  one.  (The  name  of  the  large 

bladder  is  "bladder  on  top.")  Then  he 
does  the  same  with  the  other  one. 

As    soon    as  the  fishing-tackle  is  in 

he  gwe'x'8ldxa  mo'we  8mEne'ku  te'lalas 

tlEqwa'. Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'ta  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
mEdEkwe'  tsIa'xEna  yu'duxup!Ek-  la'xEn 
q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex  qa8s  yll8aLE'lodes  5 
o'bacyas  la'xa  o'ba8yasa  e'8xume.  Wa, 

he'Em  Le'gadss  k'li'lg'Emesa  te'le. 

Wa,  glTmese  gwa'ia  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
8nE'mxsa  pEgEdzo'  tEqlwa'  qa8s  LEpls'n- 
des  lax  o'ku6yayasa  e'8xume.  Wa,  la  10 

qlEne'pEyindEs  laq  qa  k'leo'ses  ne'faias. 
Wa,  a'8mis  la  ha'lsElaEm  la  nelEta'le 
xa'xx-asyasa  g'a'mola  la'xa  te'le.  Wa, 

la  k-li'lg-ltentsa  k'li'lk'Emasa  te'le  laq. 

Wa,  laE'm  8na'q!Ega8eda  e'8xumasa  te'Je.  15 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'l  8wl'leda  mo's- 

gEme  g-a'g'imolaxs  la'e  axse'dxes  L!C- 
L'a'k'Iose  qass  EaLE'lodexa  q!E'laga8yas. 

Wa,  la  axse'dxe  Iogwaano8e  qa8s  ma'- 
xuyodes  la'xa  LleiJa'k'Iose.  Wa,  la  20 
axo'dxes  tete'lbaa'kwe  g'a'g'imola  qass 
ma'x8waLE'lodesa  sna.'l8nEmsgEme  lax 

o'basyasa  LleiJa'k-lose. 

Wa,  g-i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  se'xswld 
qa8s  le  la'xes  Io'qwa8e.     Wa,  g'i'Pmese  25 
la'g'aaxs      la'e      axse'dxa     8nE'mts!aqe 

Lla'k'losa  qa8s  ax8stE'ndeq.      Wa,  g'1'1- 

8mese    la'g'ilisaxs    la'e  ax8e'dxa  ama'8e 
po'xuntsox    me'gwatex   qa8s  Isklude'de 
ne'x8ldxes  Io'gwaano8e  qa  "nEgE'nsEles.  30 

Wa,    la    q!uts!Emk'!ina'e    yiLa'sexs,    la 
yilsaLE'lots  lax  awa'xstacyasa  po'xunse. 

Wa,  he'Em  Le'gadEs  k!waaba'8e.     Wa, 
la  ba'lsldxa  mo'p.'Enk'e  la'xens  ba'Lax. 
Wa,  la  e'tled  ax8e'dxa  8wa'lase  po'xun-  35 

tsa    me'gwate  qass  q!uts!Emk'!i'ndexat! 
yitsaLE'lots    lax    awa'xstasyas.      Wa,  la 

he'Etnxat!  gwe'x-8ldxa  8nE'me. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  8wi'la  la  g-iwa'le  lo'- 
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the  water,  he  speaks,  and  says,  "Top- 
bladder,1  go  on,  old  woman !  Crawl 
up  to  it.  Now  it  is  well  prepared. 

This  is  your  sweet  food.  You,  Wrinkled- 
in-your-Mouth!  You,  Squint-Eye !  Go 
on,  go  on,  go  on,  else  I  may  be  stiff 

when  I  leave  this  place,  old  woman!" 
Thus  he  says,  and  stops  speaking. 

As  soon  as  the  flood-tide  stops  run- 
ning, the  lower  bladder  goes  down. 

Then  he  has  a  bite.  At  once  the 

fisherman  starts  and  takes  the  large 

bladder,  -  -  the  "top-bladder,"  for  that 
is  its  name,  —  and  hauls  it  up.  Then 
he  takes  hold  of  the  lower  one ;  and 
as  soon  as  the  two  bladders  are  in  his 

canoe,  he  pulls  up  the  fish-line ;  and 
while  he  is  pulling  up  the  line,  he  says, 

"This  is  what  I  was  wishing,  old  woman, 
-  not  to  wait  long  on  the  water  for 

you.  Now  hold  this  (my)  younger 

brother.  Don't  let  go  this  (my)  younger 
brother."  Thus  he  says  while  he  is 
hauling  it  up. 

As  soon  as  he  sees  the  halibut,  he 

takes  his  club  (Fig.  154)  and  puts  it 
on  his  lap,  and  he  again  pulls.  When 
the  halibut  hangs  by  the  side  of  the 
canoe,  he  speaks  again,  and  says  again,, 

"Now  come,  old  woman!  Now  you 
have  enough  to  eat,  but  now  you  have 
tasted  your  sweet  food.  Now  I  shall 

give  you  this  sweet  (food)  as  your 

second  course."  Thus  he  says,  and clubs  its  nose. 

As  soon  as  the  halibut  is  dead,  he 
hauls  it  into  the  canoe,  and  he  lays  it 
on  its  back  when  it  is  in  the  canoe; 
and  its  head  is  turned  toward  the  fisher- 

man, for,  when  its  head  is  turned  away 
from  the  fisherman,  he  will  not  get 

gwayosexs  la'e  ya'q!eg'acla.  Wa,  la 
sne'k-a;  "Po'xutEwe,1  we'g-tfla  teklwana' 

g-i'lg-iliL  la'qowa ;  lasmo8  ae'k'Iaakwa. 
YU'EITIS  dzame's  ploxwa',  yuL  lEnbE- 

L.'Exowa',  yuL  sElqlwetsa'.  We'g-a,  5 
we'g'a,  we'g-adza,  a'LEn  LeguLe'lax 
fcklwana',"  sne'k-lxs  la'e  qlweTlda. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  qlo'qlwaqaweda  yixu'- 
laxs   la'e  lE'ns8ldeda  k!waaba'ce.     Wa, 

laE'm     q!EX'8l'tsEEwa.       Wa,     he"x'8ida-   10 

8mesa    lo'qKvenoxwe    la    se'x8wld    qa8s 
da'x-8ldxa  8wa'lase  po'xunsa,  yl'xa  po'- 

xuta.Be,    qaxs   he"8mae  Le'gEmse.      Wa, 

la    dE'nx-8ldEq.      Wa,  la'xae  da'x-8ldxa 
k!waaba'se.     Wa,  g-iTmese  £wi'la  g-ax  15 
g-e'xsa    maeltsE'me    pepo'xunsExs    la'e 
dE'ng-ustalaxes    lo'gwayowe.      Wa,    la 
8ne'g-ltEwe'xs     la'e     ds'na,     "He'8mEn 

gwayo'xude    teklwana'    qEn    k'le'se  ge- 
wa'la  e'sEloL.    Wa,  da'taqo  ts!a'ts!asya.  20 
Gwa'k-asno    dawa'qo    tsla'tsla^a,"  8ne- 
g-ita'yixs  la'e  dE'naq. 

Wa,    g-i'lsmese    do'xswaLElaxa    p!a'- 
cyaxs     la'e     da'x>8ldxes    tlE'lunganowe 
qass  g-e'k-!ilg-indesexs  la'e  e'tled  dE'nx'-  25 

8!da.      Wa,    g-l'Pmese  g-ax  tEkwa'gln- 
deda  p!a'8e  lax  lo'gwatslasexs  la'e  e'tled 
ya'q!eg-a8Ja.    Wa,  la'xaa  8ne'k'a,  "Wa, 
ge'la  tekhvane';  laE'ms  poTidLoL;  laE'm- 
Las  p!Ex8aLE'laxos  dza'mesplaqos.    Wa,  30 

lasme'sEn  he'leglndEhsg-ada  e'x-plak'," 
8ne'k-exs    la'e  dE'lwaxEldEx  xl'ntslasas. 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  lE8le'da  p!a'8yaxs  la'e 
neValExsaq.  Wa,  laE'm  nELa'laxs 
g-a'xae  laxs  la'xa  lo'gwatsle.  Wa,  35 
la'xaa  gwasto'fa  la'xa  loqlwe'noxwe, 

qaxs  g-i'PmaaEl  gwa'saxsdala  lax  lo'- 
gwanEmaq,  la'8lae  k'les  e'tled 

'  That  is  the  name  of  the  large  bladder. '   Hc'Em  i.e'gEmsa  fwa'lase  po'xunsa. 
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another  bite  while  fishing  for  halibut, 
and  also  if  he  should  put  it  on  its 
belly.  They  always  do  this  way. 

He  only  goes  home  when  his  canoe 
is  full.  As  soon  as  the  fisherman  ar- 

rives on  the  beach  of  his  house,  he 

hauls  the  halibut  out  of  his  fishing- 
canoe  ;  and  when  they  are  all  out  of 

it,  he  goes  back  to  his  fishing-canoe 
and  takes  off  the  bait  from  his  hooks, 
and  he  hangs  up  what  has  been  used 

8l'tsE8wa  lo'qwaxa  p!a'Be  LOXS  hEqwa'lae. 

Wa,  la  he'x'saEm  gwe'g'ile. 

Wa,  aTmese  la  na'8nakuxs  la'e  qo'tle 
ya'8yats!as.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  la'g'alis  lax 
L.'Ema'isases  g-o'kwe.  Wa,  he'x'eida-  5 

8mesa  lo'qlwenoxwe  gax-sohalaxa  p!a'8e 
la'xes  lo'gwatsle.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  8wl'- 
lottaxs  la'e  xwe'laqa  laxs  la'xes  lo'- 

gwatsle  qass  teto'lex  te'Jases  g'a'g'i- 
mola.  Wa,  la  gexwa'gEdalasa  teta'l-  10 

Fig.   154,  a  (rrjf,,),  * Halibut-Clubs.     Length,  28  cm.,  30  cm. 

as  bait  on  the  side  of  his  canoe.  As 

soon  as  all  the  bait  is  off,  he  unties 
the  fore-line  of  his  hooks  from  the 

cross-piece  and  puts  them  into  the 
hook-box,  and  he  also  unties  the  sinker 

and  hangs  it  up  on  the  drying-place 
for  halibut,  and  he  also  unties  the  fish- 
line  and  coils  it  up  well,  and  he  unties 
the  bladders  and  puts  them  into  the 

canoe.  Then  he  hangs  up  the  fish- 

mote  laxa  lo'gwatsle.  Wa,  g'lTmese 
8wila'wa  te'telaxs  la'e  ma'x'odEx  he'g'i- 

wa8yases  g'a'g'imola  la'xa  iJa'k'lose 
qass  g'itslo'des  la'xa  g'i'mlatsle.  Wa, 
la'xaa  ma'x-odxa  qls'lyayayuwe  qass  le  15 

te'x'8walisaq  la'xa  lE'mxudEmaxa  k'!a'- 

wase.  Wa,  la'xaa  ma'x'odxa  lo'gwaa- 
na8e  qa8s  ae'k'Ie  qEse'dsq.  Wa,  la'xaa 
ma'x'odxa  pepo'xunse  qass  axsa'texsEq. 

Wa,  la  tExwa'lesxa  lo'gwaanase  LE8wa  20 
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line  and  the  four  bladders  on  the  beach, 

also  on  the  drying-place  for  halibut. 
At  last  he  goes  up  from  the  beach 
and  enters  his  house.  As  soon  as  he 

enters  his  house,  his  wife  quickly  gives 
him  something  to  eat.  I  have  forgotten 

that  when  the  fish-lines  of  the  'fisher- 
man are  all  in  the  water,  he  takes  his 

travelling-provisions  and  quickly  eats, 
that  the  halibut  may  also  quickly  bite. 
Then  the  halibut  is  also  greedy  for 
the  bait.  Therefore  he  does  so.  That 
is  all  about  this. 

mo'sgEtne  pepo'xuns  la'xaaxa  lE'mxu- 
dEmaxa  k'la'wase.  Wa,  lawisLa  la'sdes 

la'xa  iJEma'ise  qass  le  lae'L,  la'xes 
g-o'kwe.  Wa,  g'lTmese  laeL,  la'xes 
g-o'kwaxs  la'e  gEnE'mas  ha'labala  L!E-  5 
xwe'laq.  Wa,  he'xoLEn  L!Ele'wesE8wa, 

ylx  g'iTmae  8wi'la  la  g-iwa'le  lo'gwa- 
yasa  lo'qlwenoxwe  la  he'x-8idaEm  ax- 
8e'dxes  g-iwE'lkwe  qass  ha'labale  hamx'- 

8!'dEq  qa  o'gwaqes  ha'labaleda  p!a'8e  10 
q!Ex-8i'dEx  te'Jas.  Wa,  o'gwaqa  ITIESE- 

le'da  p!a'8yax  te'las.  Wa,  he'Em  la'- 
g'ilas  he  gwe'x-8lde.  Wa,  laEm  gwal 

la'xeq. 

While  the  tribes  around  Cape  Scott  and  Newettee  attach  the  sinker  firmly 
to  the  tackle,  the  Kwakiutl  attach  it  loosely  to  cedar-bark,  so  that  it  is  shaken 
off  by  the  halibut  when  it  bites. 

RED  COD. 

Now   we   will    talk   about 

who-pulls,"  the  red  cod.1  .  .  . 

'the-one- 

As  soon  as  (the  man)  finishes,  he 
goes  into  the  woods  to  search  for  thin 
cedar-branches ;  as  soon  as  he  finds 
them,  he  pulls  off  as  many  as  he  needs, 
and  he  also  takes  some  spruce-roots. 
As  soon  as  he  gets  them,  he  goes 
home  to  his  house ;  and  after  he  has 
entered  his  house,  he  strips  off  the 
leaves  of  the  twigs,  and  he  puts  the 
thin  end  over  the  fire  to  warm  it. 
When  it  gets  warm,  he  twists  a  short 
piece.  After  he  has  done  so,  he  puts 
a  knot  at  one  end.  As  soon  as  he 
has  done  so  to  all  the  twigs,  he  meas- 

ures the  right  length,  two  spans  and 
four  finger-widths  long,  and  cuts  them 

Wa,     la9me/sEns    e'dzaqwa8ttsa    ne'-  15 
ts!a8e,  yi'xa  Lla'xsEme.  .  .  . 

Wa,    glTmese  gwa'texs  la'e  qaVld 
qa8s     le     la'xa    a'lJe    a'lax    tExo'masa 

Wa,    g'i'l8mese    qla'qexs 
dEna'smise. 

la'e  nExo'dalaxes  gw68yo'qa  wa'xaatses  20 
axee'xstsEswe.  Wa,  la'xaa  a'axbalaxa 

Llo'piEk-asa  ale'wase.  Wa,  g-l'l8mese 
la'lqexs  la'e  na'8naku  la'xes  g-o'kwe. 

Wa,  g-iTmese  lae'L,  la'xes  g-o'kwaxs 
la'e  e'gulVndEx  k'la'momasa  tExo'me.  25 

Wa,  la  la'xLEndEx  wl'lbasyas  la'xa 
lEgwl'te  qa  ts!Exswl'des.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese 
ts!E'lx8w!dExs  la'e  sE'lpledxa  ts!Exusto'- 
bida8we.  Wa,  g'i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e 
mo'xubEmdEq  qa  mo'xubalisexa  mo'-  30 
kwase.  Wa,  g'l'l8mese  8na'xwa  he 
gwe'x-8ldxa  tlExu'maxs  la'e  8mE'ns8ldEq 

qa  awa'sgEmats  la  ma^plE'nk'e  la'xEns 
q!wa'q!wax-ts!anase ;  he"8misa  mo'dEne 
awa'sgEmasasexs  la'e  k'li'mtodEq.  Wa,  35 

'  Here  the  description  of  the  bending  of  the  hooks,  given  on  p.  332,  has  been  omitted. 
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off.  He  makes  a  notch  in  the  end, 
and  there  is  a  knob  at  the  big  end. 
Then  he  puts  a  notch  by  its  side. 

As  soon  as  he  has  finished  doing 
so,  he  splits  the  roots  and  scrapes 
them ;  and  when  all  the  juice  is  out 

of  them,  he  takes  his  cross-piece  and 
puts  the  flat  sides  together  and  ties 
them  together  with  the  roots.  After 

this  is  done,  he  splits  cedar-bark  into 
strips  one  finger  wide,  making  four 
pieces.  He  ties  their  ends  together  in 

the  middle  of  the  cross-piece.  He  is 
going  to  put  the  sinker  at  the  end  of 
the  four,  for  it  is  always  deep  where 
the  codfish  stays. 

After  he  has  finished  this,  he  goes 

to  get  devil-fish  for  his  bait,  After  he 
has  caught  a  devil-fish,  he  takes  off  its 
skin,  and  he  does  the  same  with  the 
devil-fish  as  he  did  when  it  was  to  be 

bait,  for  fishing  halibut.  Only  this  is 

different,  that  he  puts  the  devil-fish 
bait  on  the  bone  barb  of  the  codfish- 
hook. 

After  this  is  done,  he  watches  until 

the  tide  nearly  stops  falling.  Then  he 

starts.  He  puts  many  medium-sized 
stones  into  his  small  fishing-canoe;  and 
when  he  has  many  stones,  he  paddles 
away.  He  goes  to  the  place  that  he 

has  noted,  where  there  are  many  cod- 
fish. As  soon  as  he  arrives  there,  he 

ties  the  codfish-hooks  to  his  cross-piece, 
and  he  takes  four  stones  and  ties  them 

to  the  ends  of  the  four  strips  of  cedar- 
bark.  Then  he  ties  his  fish-line  to  the 

cross-piece  and  throws  it  into  the  water; 
and  when  it  gets  to  the  bottom,  he 
gets  a  bite ;  and  as  soon  as  he  gets 
a  bite,  the  four  sinkers  come  off.  Then 

la  k'll'mtledEx  o'bacyas  qa  mExuba'lisa 
LExuba'8e.  Wa,  la  k'!a'xswldxa  apso'- 
t!Ena8yas. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  he  gwe'x-8idqexs  la'e 
I  pa'x-8ldxa     LloplEk'e     qass    .k'5'xi5d5q.     5 
Wa,  g-i'Pmese  8wl'lawe  8wa'pagasyasexs 
la'e  da'x-8ldxes  Lla'k'losLe  qass  axo'de 

|  pe'pExk'!odEna8yas.      Wa,    la    yiLo'tsa 
I  L!o'p!Ek-e  laq.    Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs 
la'e    dzEx8l'dxa    dEna'se    8naTnEmdEn-  10 

dza'yaakwe    la'xEns    q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana- 
8ex.     Wa,  la  mo'xse  axa'sya.      Wa,  la 

8na8nE'mgax  o'ba8yas  qass  le  yilca'LElots 

lax  nEg-a'ga8yasa  Lla'k'lose.  Wa,  he'sm 
axba'lalxa  mo'sgEme  q!e'yaga8ya,  qaxs  15 
he'mEnata8mae    wu'nqEle    aya'sasa  ne'- 

ts!a8e. 
Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'la  la'e  ne'sax 

tEqlwa'  qa8s  te'fa.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  la'txa 
tEqlwa'xs  la'e  he'x'8idaEm  sapo'dsx  20 

L!e'sEna8yas.  Wa,  la  he'Etn  gwe'g'ilaxa 

tEqlwa'x  gwe'g'ilasasa  te'tLasa  to'qwaxa 
p!a'8e.  Wa,  Ie'x-a8mes  o'gusqala'yosexs 
a'8mae  he'lEma8eda  tEqlwa'  tet  la'xa 
xaxx-a'8yasa  na'netslaayo  g'a'mola.  25 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  do'qwala 

qa  Ela'qes  walEmwa'xsdElis  x-a.'ts!ax- 
laxs  la'e  ale'x8wlda.  Wa,  laE'm  xEqEo'- 
sElasa  hasya'l8a  tle'sEm  la'xes  ba'kula- 
ts!e  xwa'xwaguma.  Wa,  g'fl8mese  30 

qle'nEma  tle'sEmxs  la'e  se'xswlda.  Wa, 
laE'm  lal  la'xa  q!a'walaso8me  qla'yasasa 

ne'ts!a8e.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  la'g'aa  la'- 

qexs  la'e  mo'xu8aLE'lotsa  na'nets.'aa'- 
yowe  g'a'g'imola  la'xa  rJa'k'Iose.  Wa,  35 

la  axse'dxa  mo'sgEme  tle'sEma  qa8s 
mo'xubEndales  la'xa  mo'tslaqe  dEna's. 

Wa,  la  ma'xuyotses  ba'kulaana'8e  la'xa 
Lla'k'lose.  Wa,  la  ax8stF/ndEq.  Wa, 

g-i'Pmese  la'glllsExs  la'e  qlEx-8l'tsE8wa.  4Q 

Wa,  g1'l6mese  qlEx-8l'tsoxs  la'e  8wl'la 
6l — JESUP   NORTH   PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL.    V. 
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it  is  not  heavy  when  he  pulls  it  up ; 
and  after  he  has  taken  off  what  he 

has  caught,  he  ties  on  four  other  stones 
to  the  ends  of  the  four  narrow  strips 

of  cedar-bark ;  and  when  this  is  done, 
he  throws  it  again  into  the  water. 
He  continues  to  put  on  again  and  again 

four  sinkers  [stones]  whenever  he  has 
had  a  bite ;  but  he  does  not  touch  the 
bait,  for  it  is  tied  on  tight,  and  it  does 
not  get  spoiled  every  time  he  gets  a 

bite.  When  the  small  fishing-canoe  is 
full,  the  fisherman  returns  home.  When 
he  arrives  on  the  beach  in  front  of  his 

house,  he  unties  his  codfish-hooks  and 
his  fish-line,  and  he  coils  it  up  well. 
Then  he  gets  out  of  his  canoe  and 
hangs  them  up  at  the  place  where  the 
drying  halibut  is  hung  up.  Then,  he 

carries  up  his  codfish-hooks  and  hangs 
them  up  in  the  corner  of  the  house. 

lawa'yeda  mo'sgEme  q!e'q!Elyagasya. 

Wa,  la  k'.'es  la  gu'nt.'axs  la'e  dE'nx-- 
8ldEq.  Wa,  g'iTmese  la'wiyodxes  ya'- 
nEmaxs  la'e  xwe'laqa  mo'xubEntsa 
mo'sgEmaxat!  tle'sEm  la'xaax  o'ba8yasa 
mo'xsa  ts!e'hs!Eq!a  dEna'sa.  Wa,  la 

gwa'texs  la'e  xwe'laqa  ax8stE'ndEq. 
Wa,  a'Em  xwa'xwelaqEla  ax8a'LElodxa 

mo'sgEme  qleqte'lyage  t!et!e'sEmxs  la'- 
naxwa  q!Ex-8l'tsE8wa.  W7a,  la'La  k'les 

10 

15 

La'balaxa  te'le,  qaxs  a'Ejaa'kwaa  yiLE- 
la'LEla  k'le'setaxs  o'dzEx-8idExs  la'na- 

xwae  q!Ex<Bl'tsE8wa.  Wa,  g'!'l8mese 
qo'tleda  ba'kulatsle  xwa'xwagumxs  la'e 
na'8nakwa  ba'kuslenoxwe.  Wa,  g'i'l- 

8mese  la'g'alls  la'xa  LlEma'isases  g'o'- 
kwe  la'e  max-a'la  8wl'laxes  na'netslaa- 

yuwe  g'a'g'imola  LE8wes  ba'kulaa'na8e 
dEnE'ma.  Wa,  la  ae'k'a  qEsee'dEq. 
Wa,  la  lo'lta  la'xes  ya'syats!e  qass  le  20 
te'xBwallsaq  la'xa  g'e'xudEmaxa  k!a'- 
wase.  Wa,  la'La  da'laEmxes  na'ne- 

tslaa'yuwe  g'a'g'imola  qass  le  te'x8wa'- 
lllas  lax  o'negwllases  g'o'kwe. 

Following  is  a  description  of  the  preparation  of  the  fish-line  and  of  the 
method  of  fishing  Pleurogrammus.  After  a  description  of  the  capture  of 
devil-fish  for  bait,  the  description  continues :  — 

And  so  (the  man)  comes  home.  As 
soon  as  he  reaches  the  beach  of  his 

house,  he  carries  the  devil-fish  that  he 

has  obtained  by  pulling  it  out  (from 
under  the  stones)  and  hangs  it  over  a 
post  standing  on  the  beach,  so  that 
the  skin  of  its  body  gets  dry. 

As  soon  as  the  skin  is  dry,  he  takes 

a  straight-edged  knife  and  strips  off 
the  skin  of  the  devil-fish.  When  the 
skin  is  all  off,  he  cuts  off  from  the  body 
the  tentacles,  each  in  two  pieces,  and 
hangs  them  up  also  on  the  staging  for 
drying  halibut,  As  soon  as  all  the 

Wa,  g-a'x*mese  a'sm  na'snaku  la'xes  25 

g-o'kwe.      Wa,    g'i'Pmese   la'g'alls  la'x 
LlEma'isases  g-o'kwaxs  la'e  gasx'o'ltod- 
xes    nane'samEndza'nEme    tEq!wa'   qa8s 
tExwa'llseq  la'xa  xwe'dese  dzo'xum  qa 
lEmx8wl'des  o'kwiyasyas  L.'e'sas. 

30 

Wa,  g-l'!8mese  lEmlE'mxuyax-8lde 
Lle'sasexs  la'e  ax8e'dxes  8nExx-a'la 

k'la'waya  qass  saple'dex  iJe'sasa  tE- 

q!wa'.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  wi'laweda  L!C'- 
saxs  la'e  tlo'salaxa  mae'ma8hs!aqe  lax  35 

g-6'g-igwEyas  g-a'g-iLEla  lax  ba'k'awa- 
£yas  qass  la'8xat!  tEx9wall'sElaq  la'xa 
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tentacles  are  off,  he  takes  the  body 
and  the  head  and  hangs  them  up  in 

his  house.  The  legs  of  the  devil-fish, 
however,  are  all  white. 

As  soon  as  they  are  dry,  he  measures 

three  finger-lengths,  and  cuts  them  all 
in  pieces  of  the  same  length.  As  soon 
as  they  have  all  been  cut  up,  he  cuts 
them  also  lengthwise  in  two  pieces. 
When  they  have  all  been  cut  up,  he 
takes  his  short  wedge  and  also  the 

stern-seat  of  his  little  canoe.  He  puts 
it  down  flat  on  the  floor  of  his  house. 

Then  he  takes  the  devil-fish  and  lays 
it  down  on  the  stern-seat  of  his  little 

canoe.  He  takes  his  short  wedge  and 
pounds  it.  His  left  hand  holds  the 

piece  of  devil-fish,  and  with  his  right 
hand  he  holds  the  flat  point  of  the 

wedge ;  and  he  pounds  the  devil-fish 
with  the  other  end  of  the  short  wedge. 

He  only  stops  pounding  it  when  it 
is  thin.  He  does  so  with  all  the  (pieces 

of)  devil-fish.  As  soon  as  it  is  all 
done,  he  takes  the  small  bait-basket 

and  puts  into  it  the  pounded  devil-fish 
bait  that  he  has  made. 

Then  he  takes  his  fishing-line  and 
stretches  it  out  in  front  of  his  house. 

The  fishing-line  is  not  close  to  the 

ground,  for  the  height  of  the  fishing- 
line  above  the  ground  is  five  spans. 
It  is  stretched  out  so  that  it  is  taut. 

Then  he  takes  the  little  bait-basket 

and  places  it  under  one  end  of  the 
fishing-line.  And  he  takes  one  piece 
of  pounded  devil-fish  and  wraps  it 

xlldEml'iaxa  k'la'wasa.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese 

wlla'masxa  g'o'g'igwEyaxs  la'e  axse'dxa 
ba'k'awa8e  LE8wa  ga8wa  qass  le  tex-- 
wall'las  la'xes  g-o'kwe.  Wa,  laE'mLa 
mElmE'lk'lEneda  g'o'g'igwEyasa  tEqlwa'.  5 

Wa,  g'iTmese  lEmlE'mxunx'cidExs 
la'e  mE'ns8ldEq  qa  yafyu'duxubEnk'es 

la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana6yaxs  la'e  tlo'- 
tlEtslalaq  8wi'8la  he  awa'sgEme.  Wa, 
gl'Pmese  8wl'swElx'SExs  la'e  e'tled  t!o'-  10 

tlEtslalaq  lax  g'i'ldolasas  qacs  mae'ma8!- 

tslaleq.  Wa,  g-i'l8Emsxaa'wise  sw!8wElx-- 
SEXS  la'e  axse'dxes  tslsklwa'  LE'mg'aya; 

wa.,  he'8mis  gExqlExLa'8yases  xwa'xwa- 
gume.  Wa,  le  paxa'Maq  la'xes  g-o'kwe.  15 
Wa,  le  ax8e'dxa  tEqlwa'  qa8s  axdzo'des 
la'xa  gExq!ExLa'8yases  xwa'xwagume. 
Wa,  le  ax8e'dxa  tslExsto'  LE'mg-aya' 
qa8s  t!Elxswl'des  laq.  Wa,  laE'm  da'le 

gE'mxottslanasexa  tE'mk'!a8e  tEqlwa' ;  20 
wa,  le  da'tases  hetk-!ohs!a'na8e  lax 

pExba'8yasa  LE'mg-ayuwe.  Wa,  he'8mis 
la  t!e'txulase  apsba'8yasa  ts!Exustowe' 
LE'mg'ayo  la'xa  tEqlwa'. 

Wa,  aTmese  gwal  tlE'lxwaqexs  la'e  25 

ps'lspadza.  Wa,  8na'xwasmese  he 

gwe'x-8ldxa  tEqlwa'.  Wa,  g-i'lsmese 
8wi'8laxs  la'e  axfie'dxa  te'latsle  Lla'Lla- 

xEma  qass  axtslo'desa  te'tela8yas  tlElo'k" 
tEqlwa'  laq.  30 

Wa,  le  axee'dxes  pEna'yowe  qass  le 
do'xswulsaq  lax  L!a'sana8yases  g-o'kwe. 

Wa,  le  k'les  qlEtslE's  la'xa  a8wl'nak!u- 

seda  pEna'yuwe  qaxs  sEk'la'plEnk'ae 
la'xsns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasex,  yix  wal-  35 

g-o'stE8wasasa  pEna'yuwe  la'xa  aswi'na- 

kluse.  Wa,  le  teklutalaEmxs  la'e  do'- 

klusa  qa  tsla'ses. Wa,  le  axse'dxa  te'latsle  Lla'iJaxEma 

qass    le    ha8nabo'lsas    lax    apsba'8yasa  40 

pEna'yuwe.    Wa,  Ia8mes  ax8e'dxa  8nE'm- 
xsa    la'xa    tlslo'kwe    tEqlwa'    qass   qlE- 
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around  the  hook  attached  to  the  fishing- 
line.  And  he  takes  the  bait-string  and 
ties  the  bait  to  the  bait-holder.  As 
soon  as  this  has  been  done,  he  does 
the  same  also  with  the  next  one,  and 
he  does  so  with  all  the  others.  He 

only  stops  when  all  the  bait  is  on  the 
(whole)  number  of  hooks. 

As  soon  as  they  have  all  been  baited, 

he  unties  one  end  of  the  fishing-line 
and  coils  it  up.  When  it  has  all  been 

coiled  up,  he  puts  it  in  his  little  fishing- 
canoe.  Then  he  takes  his  bladder  for 

a  top-float  of  one  end  of  the  fishing- 
line,  and  also  a  stone  for  an  anchor 
for  the  other  end. 

Then  he  paddles  and  goes  to  a  place 

where  there  are  many  kelp-fish  (Pleu- 
rogrammus)  at  a  place  where  the  tide 
runs  strong.  Then  he  throws  into  the 
water  the  anchor  at  one  end  of  his 

fishing-line.  As  soon  as  it  reaches  the 
bottom,  he  lets  [run]  out  the  fishing- 
line  while  he  is  drifting  along  with  the 

tide.  Then  the  fishing-line  is  stretched 
along  the  bottom,  down  below. 

As  soon  as  it  is  all  in  the  water, 

he  lets  [run]  out  another  long  rope, 

that  is  tied  to  the  end  of  the  fishing- 
line,  so  that  it  is  all  stretched  along  the 
bottom.  That  is  the  place  to  which 
the  bladder  is  tied.1  As  soon  as  it  is 

done,  he  leaves  it.  However,  the  fishing- 
line  does  not  remain  on  the  water  a 

long  time,  before  he  hauls  it  up  and 
takes  off  all  the  kelp-fish  from  the 
[points  of  the]  (hooks).  Sometimes 
there  is  a  kelp-fish  on  each  of  the  (whole) 
number  of  hooks.  As  soon  as  they 
are  all  off  from  the  hooks,  he  coils  up 

ne'px-alabEndes  la'xa  y!k-ok!una'8yasa 

pEna'yuwe.  Wa,  le  axse'dxa  k'll'lk'E- 
masa  te'le  qa9s  k'!ilgEtEna8exa  te'te 
la'xa  te'fcmaase.  Wa,  g'lTmese  gwa'- 
texs  la'e  e'tledxa  apsa'Lslas.  Wa,  5 

he'Em8xaa  gwasie.  Wa,  le  8na'xwaEm 

he  gweVldxa  wao'kwe.  Wa,  a'l8mese 
gwa'lExs  la'e  8wl/8la  te'l8edEx  wa'xaa- 

sasa  yiyEk'o'. Wa,  glTmese  8wl/8la  la  te'lkuxs  la'e  10 
qwe'hslsax    apsba'8yasa  pEna'yuwe  qass 

qEs8e'deq.       Wa,    gl'Pmese    8wl'8la    la 
qsdzEkwa'xs  la'e  ax8a'lExsaq  la'xes  pa'- 
panayoxuselats!eLe  xwa'xwaguma.   Wa, 
le    ax8e'dxes    po'xunse   qa  po'xutEwesa  15 

apsba'syasa    pEna'yuwe;    wa,    he'8mesa 
tle'sEme  qa  qte'ldzEmsa  apsba'syas. 

Wa,  le  se'x8wld  qass  le  lax  qla'ya- 
sasa  pEx'l'te  la'xa  ta'klwematsasasa 
tsla'la.  Wa,  he"8mis  la  qlE'ltsEndaa-  20 
tsexa  q!E'lsbasyases  pEna'yuwe.  Wa, 
g-i'l8mese  la'g-allsExs  la'e  tslE'ngwe- 

g-exa  pEna'yaxs  la'e  yo'leg'exa  tsla'la. 
Wa,  laE'm  L!a'xsallsEleda  pEna'yuwe 
la'xa  bane'.  25 

Wa,  g1'l8mese  8wl'8la8staxs  la'e  tsls'n- 
xll8stalasa  o'gu8lasme  g'i'ltla  dEnE'm  la 

mo'xubanosexa  pEna'yuwe  qa  8wl'8les 
Lla'xalisa.  Wa,  he'8mis  la  mo'xubEn- 
daatsesa  po'xunse.  Wa,  g-fl8mese  30 

gwa'texs  la'e  bas.  Wa,  k'.'e'stla  a'laEm 
g-Iwa'leda  pEna'yaxs  la'e  dE'nx'cldEq 
qass  kluldzEte'ndex  ma'ba8yas  pEx'l'ta. 
8na't8nEmp!Ena8e  gwa'txabaeda  pEx'l'te 
lax  wa'xaasasa  ylyEk'owe'.  Wa,  gl'l-  35 
smese  8wl'8la  k!u'ls8ldEx  ma'basyasa  pE- 

na'yuwe la'e  qEs8a'texsaxa  pEna'yuwe 
1  That  is  the  end  of  the  rope  tied  to  the  fishing-line. 
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his  fishing-line  in  his  little  fishing-canoe. 
As  soon  as  everything  is  aboard,  he 
returns  home. 

la'xes  pa'panayuxus!8lats!e  xwa'xwagu- 
ma.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  8wi'lg'aatexsExs la'e  na'cnakwa. 

Hooks  for  trolling  consist  of  a  straight  bone,  sharp  at  each  end,  about 

10  cm.  long,  or  of  a  small  barbed  hook  (Fig.  155).  The  fish-line,  which  is 
made  of  hair,  is  tied  to  the  middle  of  the  straight  bone  hook ;  and  bait, 
generally  herring,  is  tied  around  it,  or  is  first  attached  to  a  stick  and  then 

tied  to  the  trolling-hook.  The  trolling-line  is  made  of  kelp  or 
nettle  from  sixteen  to  eighteen  metres  long.  An  elongated 
stone,  which  serves  as  a  sinker,  is  attached  to  the  line  halfway 
between  the  hook  and  the  canoe.  Generally  it  is  tied  to  the 

line  with  cedar-withes  or  spruce-root.  In  fishing,  the  line  is 
wound  around  the  hand,  and  the  fisherman  paddles  at  the  same 

time.  The  trolling-hook  is  generally  used  for  catching  salmon. 

After  the  hook  has  been  baited,  the  fisherman  says  to  it,  "Now 

go  at  it,  go  ahead,  it  has  been  put  on  well !"  (WaLOLa'i,  mloxwa- 
na'i ;  wa'ig-il  laqawa'i,  laemo8  ae'k'aa'kwa.)  Then  the  hook  is 
thrown  into  the  water,  and  the  fisherman  continues  to  paddle. 

As  soon  as  he  has  a  bite,  he  says,  "Hold  fast,  hold  fast,  salmon !" 
(Da'fa,  da'la,  mloxwana'i !)  and  the  line  is  hauled  in  slowly. 

While  hauling  in  the  fish,  he  says  "Pfff!"  in  the  same  way  as 
dogs  are  called.  When  the  salmon  comes  in  sight,  it  is  struck 

with  a  short  pole  to  the  end  of  which  a  harpoon-point  is  attached 

(tse'xaupleq).  Then  it  is  hauled  in  and  struck  on  the  head  with 

a  club  (tJE'lwagano  or  tlE'lwagayu).  The  salmon  are  placed  in  the  canoe  with head  turned  towards  the  bow. 

As  soon  as  the  fisherman  gets  home,  he  washes  his  fish-line  and  coils  it 
up  neatly,  and  lays  it  outside  to  dry  in  the  sun. 

The  preparation  of  the  tackle  and  the  method  of  trolling  have  also  been 
described  as  follows :  — 

Now  I  will  talk  again  about  fishing 

for  kelp-fish  with  lines.  (In  former 
times,)  when  a  [first]  man  wanted  to 

go  out  fishing  with  lines,  he  first  asked 
his  wife  for  nettle-bark.  Then  he 

requested  one  of  the  old  women  to 

spin  it  (and  to  make)  a  fishing-line. 
The  old  woman  takes  her  spindle  at 

once,  and  does  the  same  as  she  did 

when  working  the  nettle  for  making 

Wa,  la8me'sEn  e'dzaqwal  gwa'gwex1- 
s8alal  la'xa  Lla'qaxa  pEx'l'da.    Wa,  he'-     5 

8maaxs    jJa'qlexsdaeda    g-a'le    bEgwa'- 

nEma;     wa,     he'8mes     g'il    ax8e'daatse 

guna'ses  gEnE'me.     Wa,  le  g-a'g-6nas 
la'xa  g-a'yaxa  la'xa  teE'lk!wana8ya8e  qa 

metle'seq    qa   Lla'gaa'nowes   iJa'gayas.   10 

Wa,  he'x-8lda8mesa  fck!wa'na8e  ax8e'd- 

xes  x-flplExsdowe.    Wa,  le  he'Em  gwe'- 

g-llaqe    gwe'g'ilasasa    e'axElaxa    gu'ne 
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an  olachen-net  (see  pp.  370,  399).  And 
it  is  the  same  thickness  as  the  size  of 

the  twine  for  tying  the  mouth  of  the 
olachen-net.  Sometimes  the  length  of 
the  fishing-line  is  twenty  fathoms.  As 
soon  as  it  is  done,  the  old  woman 
returns  it  to  the  owner. 

The  man,  however,  takes  the  leg- 
bone  of  a  deer ;  but  the  thigh-bone  of 
the  bear  is  best,  for  it  is  stiff  (does 
not  bend).  He  breaks  it  into  thin 
pieces.  As  soon  as  he  has  broken  it, 
he  picks  out  a  thin  piece  and  takes 

it  to  a  place  where  there  is  grit-stone. 
He  grinds  it  so  that  it  becomes  round, 
and  so  that  it  is  sharp  on  both  ends. 
Its  length  is  three  spans.  That  is  the 
same  as  the  long  bone  that  was  dug 

up  by  Mr.  Smith  on  the  end-beach  of 

Tsa'xis.1  This  was  also  used  for  trolling 
for  silver-salmon,  before  there  were  any 
white  people  with  their  hooks. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  asks 

his  wife  to  pluck  out  some  of  her  hair. 
That,  however,  is  the  way  the  hair  of 
the  former  women  was ;  it  was  long, 
and  the  women  of  the  former  people 

did  not  plait  their  hair;  it  just  hung 
down  loose.  As  soon  as  she  sits  down, 

she  coils  up  the  hair  on  the  floor. 
(I  only  wish  to  mention  this  a  little, 
for  none  of  the  new  women  have  long 
hair.)  As  soon  as  the  hair  plucked  out 
by  the  woman  from  the  right  side  of 
her  head  is  enough,  she  plaits  it  into 
a  three-stranded  line.  When  she  has 

plaited  it,  she  gives  it  to  her  husband. 

It  is  to  be  tied  [next]  to  the  fishing- 
line;  that  is,  it  is  tied  to  the  throat- 

qae'da  ta'qilaxa  ta'gale.  Wa,  le  he'r.m 
wa'g'ite  awa'gwldasas  yig'Exsta/8yas 

awa'xstaeyasa  ta'gafe.  Wa,  le  Ena't- 
snEmp!Ena  ma^tsEmg-usta'plEnk'  la'xsns 
ba'Laqe  wa'sgEmasasa  L!a'gaanaGe.  5 

Wa,  g-fPmese  gwa'fcxs  la'e  tslEwe'da 
h=:k!wa'na8yas  lax  axno'gwadas. 

Wa,  la'Leda  bEgwa/nsme  axce'dEx 
xa'qas  g-o'g'EgwEyasa  ge'wase.  WTa, 
he'Lal  e'k'agawa  xa'xEgEnolg-a8yasa  10 
L!a'8e,  yixs  Lla'xae.  Wa,  le  tEple'dEq 

qa  wlsswuttowes.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwaf 
tEpa'qexs  la'e  mE'nmaqaxa  wi'sswuitowe 
qass  le  da'laq  la'laa  la'xa  dEna'xEklwas 
t!e'sEme.  Wa,  le  g'e'xElalaq  qa  IC'E!-  15 
x-Enx-8ldes ;  he'8mis  qa  e'ex'bes  wa'x-- 

sbaByas.  Wa,  le  yu'duxudEn  la'xEns 
q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8e,  yix  wa'sgEmasas ; 

ylx  gwe'x-sdEmas  8la/8lapk'Enas  Mr. 
Smith  lax  o'xi-allsas  Tsa'xisexa  IC'E!-  20 
x'Ene  xa'qa.  Wa,  he'sm  do'kulaxa 
dza8wu'nasa  g'a'la  bEgwa'nEma,  yixs 
k- lea's  ma'ula  ma'mat8ax  g-a'xa,  ylsos 

ga'Layox. 

Wa,  g-fPmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axk'ia'-  25 
laxes     gEnE'me     qa    k!ulx-8i'des    la'xes 
sE8ya'.      La'Lax    gwe'x'dEmas    sE8ya'sa 
g-a'la    tsle'daqExs    g'i'lsg'iltlaas    sE6ya', 
yixs    k'le'sae   q!a'sq!ElxLale  tsle'daqasa 
g-a'la     bEgwa'nEma     a'8mae     ya'akwa.  30 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  klwae'texs  la'e  qEdze'tes 
sE8ya'  la'xa  aswl'nagwrte.    (A'8mEn  8nex- 
qEn  ya'was8lde  guyoyo'x8wld  laq,  qaxs 
k'lea'sae  la  g'i'lsg'iltlasox  sE8ya'xsa  a'te 

tsle'daqa.)     Wa,    glTmese   he'Fe  k!u-  35 
la'nEmasa   tsJEda'qe   lax  SE8ya'ses  he'l- 
k'!odEnwa8yases   x-o'msaxs    la'e   he'Em 

q!atse'dEq  qa  ya'yuduxuts!ageses.     Wa, 
g'i'l8mese    gwal     qla'taqexs    la'e    tslas 
la'xes  la'8wunEme.     Wa,  laE'm  ma'g-a-  40 

anEwlltsa    Lia'gayuwe,   yi'xa  yilba'8yaa- 
1  Riverside  Beach,  Fort  Rupert. 
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crossing-bone-ior-the-kelp-fish,    for  that 
is  the  name  of  the  round  bone. 

Then  the  man  takes  the  back-sinew 

of  a  deer  and  splits  it,  for  it  has  been 
dried ;  for  as  soon  as  a  deer  has  been 

caught  in  a  trap,  it  is  skinned  at  once, 
and  hide  (without  hair)  is  made  of  its 
skin.  Then  the  sinew  on  the  back 

between  the  shoulder-blades  is  cut,  and 
it  is  pulled  off  down  to  the  small  of 
the  back.  The  flesh  on  it  is  scraped 
off.  As  soon  as  it  is  all  off,  it  is  stuck 
on  the  front-boards  of  the  house. 

However,  it  does  not  take  long  before 
it  is  dry.  This  is  split  by  the  man 
into  thin  lines  the  thickness  of  this 
thread. 

Then  he  takes  one  of  the  round 

bones;  and  he  also  takes  the  plaited 
hair,  and  he  puts  its  end  a  little  to 
one  side  of  the  middle  of  the  bone. 

Then  it  is  tied  on  with  sinew  (as  far 
as  the  middle  of  the  bone).  Now  it 
is  ready. 

Then  he  goes  to  get  bait ;  namely, 
mussels.  As  soon  as  he  has  the  mus- 

sels, he  ties  the  end  of  the  nettle-line 

to  the  end  of  the  plaited  hair-line  which 
is  next  to  (the  bone).  Then  he  goes 
aboard  the  little  canoe  that  is  to  be 

his  fishing-canoe. 
As  soon  as  he  reaches  the  place 

where  he  will  fish,  he  throws  into  the 
water  his  stone  anchor.  The  end  of 

the  anchor-line  is  tied  to  the  canoe. 
Then  he  takes  one  of  the  mussels  and 
breaks  it.  He  takes  off  the  mantle 

[the  two  flat  pieces  of  dried  halibut 
inside].  Then  he  takes  his  bone  hook 
and  ties  the  mantle  [the  two  flat  pieces 
of  dried  halibut  inside]  of  the  mussel 
around  it.  He  ties  it  on  [its  back] 

sasa    xa'qe    ga'galotlExoyoxa    pEX'l'te, 
qaxs  he'cmae  Le'gEmseda  la'x'Ene  xa'qa. 

Wa,  le'da  bEgwa'nEme  axse'dxa  ade'- 
g-asyasa  ge'wase  qass  dzEdExsE'ndeqexs 
la'e    lEtno'kwa,    qaxs    g'iTmae    k'll'lx'-     5 
tsloweda     ge'wase     la'xa     k'li'lg'ayaxa 

ge'wase,    la'e  he'x>8idaEm  sap!e'tsE8wa, 
qaxs    k'!ilx-!wa'kwllasEwa8es    pESEna'8e. 
Wa,    le   t!o'sbEntsE8we    ade'g-a8yas  lax 
8na'qawa8yas  LaqludEna's.     Wa,  a'8mes  10 

la   quso'ya   la'g'aa   lax  awago'xLasyas. 
Wa,      le     k'exa'layowe     E'ldzEdza8yas. 
Wa,  g'l'Pmese  8wl'slaxs  la'e  kludEdzo'yo 
la'xa     tsa'qEmasyasa     g'o'kwe.        Wa, 

k-!e't!a   ge'x-8id  la'e  lE'mx8wlda.     Wa,  15 
he'8mis    la    dzs'nxasosa    bEga'nEme    qa 

wl'swultowes,  yo  wa'g'ita  qlano'x. 
Wa,  le  ax8e'dxa  8nE'mts!aqe  la'xa 

le'Elx'Ene  xa'qa.  Wa,  la'xae  axee'dxa 

qlatena'kwe  sE8ya'  qass  k'a'tlEndes  o'ba-  20 
8yas  la'xa  g'l'k-!olts!a8e  lax  8nEgo'yayasa 

xa'qe.  Wa,  le  yiLE'mnuxusa  a'tlEme 

laq.  Wa,  las'm  gwa'lala  la'xeq. 

Wa,    le    ta'telaxa    xo'le.     Wa,   g-i'l- 
8mese     labca    xo'laxs    la'e    he'x>8ldaEm  25 

mo'xubEntsa    gu'nk'lEne    lax    o'ba8yasa 

qlatena'kwe  sEsya'k'!Ene  ma'g-aa'no8ya. 

Wa,    le    laxs    la'xes  L!a'gats!eLe  xwa'- 
xwaguma. 

Wa,  g-i'Pmese  la'g-aa  la'xes  Lla'gas-  30 

Laxs    la'e    qlsPstE'ntses    tle'sEme   qlE'l- 

dzEma.    Wa,  Ia8me  mo'guxse  o'basyasa 

q!E'ldzaa'naee.    Wa,  le  ax8e'dxa  8nE'ms- 
o-Eme   xo'la    qa8s   tEpsE'ndeq.     Wa,  le 
axo'dxa  ma8lExsa'  k'la'wadzages.     Wa,  35 

le  ax8e'dxa  xa'xEne  Lla'gayos.     Wa,  le 

qlEne'plEntsa    ma8tExsa'  k-!a'wadzagesa 
xo'le  laq.     Wa,  le  ytLe'g'Entsa  dzExE- 
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with  the  split  sinew.  It  is  thus  when 

it  is  baited.1 
Then  he  takes  a  smooth  long  stone 

of  the  thickness  of  the  little  finger. 
That  (the  length  of  the  little  finger) 
is  also  its  length.  Then  he  ties  it  on 

with  a  half-hitch  at  each  end'  at  the 
place  where  the  nettle-line  and  the 
plaited  hair-line  next  to  the  hook  are 
tied  together.  It  is  the  sinker.  Then 
he  throws  it  into  the  water. 

As  soon  as  it  reaches  the  bottom, 

he  pulls  it  up  a  little,  so  that  it  is  a 
short  distance  from  [below]  the  ground. 
As  soon  as  he  has  a  bite,  he  pulls  it 
up.  Now  the  round  bone  is  crosswise 

in  the  gills  of  the  kelp-fish,  or  it  is 
crosswise  in  the  inside  of  the  stomach. 

The  man  just  puts  his  first-finger  into 
the  mouth  of  the  kelp-fish  and  takes 
off  the  throat-crossing-bone,  for  that  is 
the  name  of  the  hook.  As  soon  as 

he  has  enough,  he  goes  home. 

kwe'  a't!Em  laq.    Wa,  la'g'a  gwa'feg'a- 

daxs  la'e  te'lkwa.1 
Wa,  le  axBe'dxa  soxusii'me  g'i'ltsEm 

tle'sEma,  yu'Em  wa'g'ita  sE'ltlaxsEns 
a8yaso'x ;  wa,  yu'Emsxat!  wa'sgEtnox.  5 

Wa,  le  qludzEmk'E'ntsa  g'a'g'lLEla  lax 
mo'mak'oda8yasa  gu'nk'lEne  LE8wa  q!a- 
lEna'kwe  sE8ya'k'!En  ma'g'aanacya.  Wa, 

laE'm  q!Ele'xus.  Wa,  le  ts!EnxustE'ndes. 

Wa,    g-fPmese    la'g'ahsExs    la'e   na-  10 
ne'xostoda'laq   qa  wae'ses  la'xa  bane'. 

Wa,  g'iTmese  q!Ex-8l'tsoxs  la'e  dEnx-- 
8l'dEq.      Wa,    Ia8me   ga'lot!Egaseda    le'- 
x'Ene  xaq  lax  q!o'snasyasa  pExu'te  LOXS 

la'e   ga'lotatae   la'xa   a8wi'LElas  aswa'x-   15 
staeyas    po'xunsas.     Wa,    a'cmese   IS!E- 
me'Lases  ts!Ema'lax'ts!ana8e  lax  sE'msasa 

pEx-l'taxs    la'e    lawEyo'dxes  gaga'lotlE- 

xawayowe,  qaxs  he/smae  Le'gEmsa  L.'a'- 
gayuwe.      Wa,  gl'Pmese  he'toLExs  la'e  20 
na'8naku,  la'xes  g-o'kwe. 

The  Koskimo  claim  that  in  olden  times  they  fished  halibut  with  a  trolling- 
hook,  that  the  curved  hooks  which  are  used  at  present  were  obtained  from 
the  Newettee. 

HARPOONS.  -  The  harpoon  is  used  particularly  for  hunting  porpoise,  and 
also,  to  a  certain  extent,  for  catching  salmon.  The  type  used  for  both  pur- 

poses is  practically  the  same,  except  that  the  porpoise-harpoon  is  heavier  than 
that  used  for  salmon.  The  shaft  is  made  of  red-pine  wood,  which  is  obtained 
from  fallen  trees.  To  find  a  tree  of  this  kind  is  considered  a  piece  of  good 
luck,  and  is  celebrated  by  a  feast,  at  which  the  finder  presents  pieces  of 
wood  to  his  friends. 

The  harpoon-point  consists  of  three  parts,  -  -  two  flaring  bone  hafts  which 
fit  close  together,  and  a  point  which  is  inserted  between  them  (Fig.  156). 
Points  of  this  kind  have  been  found  in  considerable  numbers  in  the  shell-heaps 
of  this  coast.2  The  one  shown  in  Fig.  156,  b,  was  excavated  on  top  of  the 

1  The  mantle  of  the  mussel  is  wrapped  around  the  bone  hook  so  that  it  is  thickest  in  the  middle,  and 
so  that  the  hair-line  passes  out  between  the  two  sides  of  the  mantle.  The  sinew  is  tied  around  it  spirally. 

See,    for    instance,    Smith,    Archaeology    of  the    Gulf  of  Georgia   and   Puget   Sound   (Vol.    II    of  this series,  p.  388). 
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bluff  at  the  north  side  of  Nimkish  River.  In  olden  times  they  were  made  of 
the  ulna  of  the  elk,  and  also  of  antler.  They  are  used  both 

for  salmon-fishing  and  for  porpoise-hunting.  The  points  of  the 
salmon-harpoons  consist  of  a  sharpened  splint  of  bone,  or  a  wire 
nail,  and  are  gummed  over  to  prevent  their  tearing  the  salmon. 

The  point  and  hafts  used  for  porpoise-hunting  are  much  larger 

(Fig.  157),  and  the  point  (LEg-fku  Kwag'ul,  from  LEk'g',  "barb;" 
ga'Llku  [Nak!waxdasxu] ;  dzan  [Newettee])  is  always  barbed,  or 
has  at  least  a  cutting-blade.  It  is  claimed  that  the  ancient 

porpoise-harpoon  point  had  always  seven  barbs.  It  is  noticeable 
that  in  the  barbed  points  found  by  Mr.  Smith  along  the  Gulf 
of  Georgia,  points  with  from  six  to  eight  notches 
are  of  frequent  occurrence.  It  is  said  that  the  point 

always  has  a  flange  in  that  portion  inserted  between  ^ 
the  hafts,  on  the  side  opposite  the  barbs,  and  that  £ 

the  inner  faces  of  the  hafts  are  cut  out  correspond-  ̂  
ingly,  thus  holding  the  point  securely.  The  barbs  g 
of  the  point  are  placed  so  that  they  stand  in  the 

plane  of  the  joint  of  the  two  halves  of  the  haft.  | 

A  similar  flange  occurs  in  the  specimen  referred  j»' 
to  before,  which  has  been  described  by  Mr.  Smith. 
The  two  barbs  are  firmly  tied  together  with  a 

wrapping  made  of  nettles  or  sinew,  nowadays  of 
twine.  A  line  about  three-quarters  of  a  fathom  g 

long  is  attached  to  the  harpoon-point,  running  off  a- 
from  the  side  on  which  the  barbs  are.  It  is  made  & 

of  the  guts  of  sea-lions  or  of  bears,  and  is  plaited  p 
in  five  strands.  When  the  line  is  pulled  taut,  the 

point  turns  over  in  such  a  manner  that  the  flaring 

tips  of  the  two  halves  of  the  haft  act  as  barb-points. 
The  harpoon-shaft  is  two  fathoms  and  a  half  long. 

It  has  two  prongs  or  foreshafts  of  different  lengths. 

The  harpoon-points  are  so  attached  that  the  one  on 

the  shorter  prong  of  the  shaft  is  tied  to  the  line  of  the 

one  placed  on  the  longer  point  of  the  shaft.  The  line 

to  which  both  are  attached  is  made  of  cedar-bark.  It 

is  from  twenty  to  twenty-five  fathoms  long.  The  shaft 

of  the  salmon-spear  is  of  the  same  form  as  that  of  the 

Fig.  156,  a  (^$5),  Salmon-  porpoise-spear,  but  is  very  light. 

23fT(S5SlA  fifeS  A   loop   is    attached   to    the   shaft,    through 
  which 

Point  (length,  9  cm.).  fa&    harpoon-line    passes.      This   loop    has   the   effect  of 

holding  the  shaft  to  the  line  after  the  point  has  been  detached. 

62 — JESUP    NORTH   PACIFIC   EXPED.,   VOL.    V. 
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Following  is  a  detailed  description 

Now  a  pitchy  pine-tree  is  searched 
for,  one  that  is  not  crooked  and 

straight  when  split.  As  soon  as  (the 
man)  finds  it,  he  measures  off  two 
fathoms  and  a  half,  and  cuts  into  it. 

When  he  has  chopped  in  to  the  heart 

(of  the  tree),  he  takes  his  wedges  and 
places  them  against  the  thin  end  of 
what  is  to  be  split.  Then  he  strikes 

the  top  (of  the  wedges)  with  his  hammer 
to  drive  them  in. 

As  soon  as  (the  piece  of  wood)  falls 
on  its  back,  he  wedges  it  into  pieces, 

for  he  tries  to  get  the  pitch-wood  inside. 
As  soon  as  he  gets  it,  he  splits  it  so 

that  it  is  three  finger-widths  wide;  that 
is  its  thickness  on  each  side,  for  it  is 

square.  As  soon  as  it  is  done,  he  car- 
ries it  home  on  his  shoulder. 

of  the  method  of  making  the  harpoon  :  - 

Wa,  he'Em  la  a'lasE8wa  baxo'tteqEla 
wuna'guJa,  yixs  k'le'sae  k'te'lpEla,  ylxs 
8na'q!Eqae  laxo'x  kwEk'a'sEwex.  Wa, 

glTmese  q.'a'qexs  la'e  he'x>8idaEm  ba'l- 
8idxa  8na'q!Ebodas  ba'bELawasyaxs  la'e  5 

tE'mx8widEq.  Wa,  g'iTmese  la'g'aa 
tE'mkwa8yas  la'xa  do'maqaxs  la'e  ax- 
8e'dxes  LE'mlEmg'ayowe  qa8s  qlwae't- 

bEndes  la'xa  wl'lbasyases  la't!asE8we. 

Wa,  le  pElgEto'tses  pE'lpslqas,  la'e  10 
de'x8wedEq. 

Wa,  g'i'lsmese  n*xa'xs  la'e  LE'm- 
lEmx'SEnd,  qaxs  la'loLlaaxa  wEyo'qlwE- 
gafie  bsxo'ta.  Wa,  g'l'l8mese  lo'tqexs 
la'e  LE'mx'8idEq  qa  yaeyu'duxudEnelales  15 

la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anasex,  yix  wa'g'e- 
dasas  wa'x'sot!Ena8yas  la'xes  k'.'EwEl- 
k!we'na8e.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e 
we'k'Elaqexs  la'e  na'8nax11  la'xes  g-o'kwe. 

cba          d  h 

Then  he  puts  it  down  on  the  floor 
of  his  house  and  he  takes  his  adze. 

Immediately  he  adzes  what  is  to  be 

its  grasping-end  (a).  Then  he  measures 
two  spans,  and,  beginning  at  d,  he 
adzes  it  going  towards  c,  so  that  it 
becomes  flat.  Then  he  turns  it  over 
and  does  the  same  on  the  other  side. 

That  is  called  the  end  of  the  harpoon- 

shaft  (c) ;  and  that  (a)  is  the  grasping- 
end  -,  and  these  (<$)  are  the  holes  for 
grasping,  the  two  holes.  And  d  is 
the  small  of  the  back  of  the  harpoon- 
shaft,  and  e  is  the  neck  of  the  har- 

poon-shaft; and  f  is  the  upper  prong, 
and  g  the  lower  prong ;  k  is  the  body 
of  the  harpoon-shaft. 

As  soon  as  the  end  is  flat,  he  adzes 

the  body  so  that  it  is  straight.  Then 

Wa,  le  wex-8a'lllaq.     Wa,  le  ax'e'd-  20 
xes  k-'E'mLayuwe.     Wa,  he'x-8idasmese 
k'!i'mlcldEx  xaba'tslExsdeLas  (a).     Wa, 

laE'm      ba'!8Iclxa     maslp!Enk'e     la'xEns 

q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8yaxs    la'e    g-a'g'iLEla 
lax    d,    la'e    k-!i'misidEq    gwEyotela  lax  25 

c   qa  pE'lbax-6ldes.     Wa,   le  le'x'8idEq. 
Wa,    la'8xae    he'Em    gwe'x'8ldxa  apsa'- 

dzacyas.    Wa,  he'Em  Le'gadEs  o'xsdasya 
ma'stowe  (c).     Wa,  he'8mes  xabatslExs- 
da'8e  (a);  wa,  he'smis  xabasta'yaxa  (S)  3Q 
ma'8ldzEk-e  kwa'kuxwala.     Wa,  he'smis 

awa'goxLasa   ma'stowe  (el).     Wa,    he'- 
8mis     o'xawa8yasa     ma'stowe    (e) ;    wa, 
he'8mis  e'k'lodExste  dze'gume  (/);  wa, 
he'8mis    bE'nk'IodExste    dze'gume    (g}.  35 
Wa,  he":mis  o'gwidesa  ma'stowe  (h). 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  la  pE'lbax<8ldeda  o'xs- 
da8yaxs  la'e  k-!i'ml8!dxa  o'gwldasyas  qa 
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it  gets  thinner,  beginning  at  the  neck  (e) 
and  going  to  the  small  of  the  back  (d}. 
The  thickness  of  the  neck  of  the  har- 

poon-shaft is  two  finger-widths  after  it 
is  round.  The  thickness  of  the  small 

of  the  back  is  one  finger-width.  Then 
he  takes  his  crooked  knife  and  shaves 

it  until  it  is  smooth,  and  also  the 

grasping-end. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  goes  to 
the  bank  of  the  river  and  gets  wood 

for  the  prong's,  for  that  is  the  place 
where  the  harpoon-prong  tree  grows. 
He  looks  for  one  that  is  thick  and 

long  and  straight.  As  soon  as  he  has 

found  it,  he  chops  it  down  at  the  butt- 
end  so  that  it  falls.  He  measures  the 

length  of  three  spans  and  cuts  it  off. 

As  soon  as  it  is  off,  he  splits  it  in 

two  right  through  the  heart  of  the 
wood.  When  it  is  in  two  pieces,  he 

chops  off  the  heart  of  the  wood  so 
that  it  all  comes  off.  When  it  is  all 

off,  he  chops  off  the  sap.  As  soon 
as  it  is  all  off,  he  carries  it  home. 

Then  he  puts  (the  pieces)  down  on 
the  floor,  not  too  near  the  fire  of  his 

house.  He  takes  his  straight-edged 
knife  and  whittles  it  so  that  it  is  thick 
at  one  end  and  thin  at  the  other. 
Now  it  is  round.  Then  he  measures 

the  length  of  one  span  from  the  thick 
end  and  cuts  a  notch.  The  depth  of 

the  notch  is  one-half  a  finger-width. 
Then  he  whittles  it  off,  beginning  at 
the  thick  end,  and  he  stops  at  the 
notch.  As  soon  as  his  whittling  stops 

at  the  notch,  he  shaves  it  off  towards 

8nEqEle's.  Wa,  le  wlPna'kula  g'a'x8ld 
la'xa  o'xawase  (e)  la'laa  la'xa  aswa'gox- 

Lasyas  (d}.  Wa,  lasme  ma'8}dEnx'sa 
la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anaeex,  yix  wa'- 
g'itlExEwasas  o'xawasyasa  ma'staxs  la'e  5 
le'x'EndEq.  Wa,  le  8nE'mdEnx-sa  la'xEns 

q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex,  yix  wa'g'itoxLaa- 

sasa  a8wa'goxLaeyas.  Wa,  le  axse'dxes 
xE'lxwala  qa8s  ae'k'e  k-!a'xswldEq  qa 

qesE'nx-8ldes,  LE8wa  xa'bats!Exsdase.  10 

Wa,  g'l'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  lax 

o'gwayasa  wa  qa8s  le  ax8e'd  dza'dze- 

qwama  qa  dze'gums,  qaxs  he/8mae 
qlwa'xatsa  dza'dzeqwama.  Wa,  le 
ala'x-8ldxa  LEkwe'  LE8wa  g'i'ltla  EnE'qEla'.  1 5 

Wa,  gl'Pmese  qla'qexs  la'e  he'x'8ldaEm 
so'ptexLEndEq  qa  t!a'x-8ldes.  Wa,  le 
8mE'ns8ldxa  yu'dux^plEnk'e  la'xEns  ba'- 

Lax  yisEns  q!wa'q!wax-ts!ana8ex.  Wa, 
le  tE'mxswldEq.  20 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  la'x-saxs  la'e  8na'- 

qlsqax  do'maqasexs  la'e  kuxsE'ndEq. 

Wa,  g-l'lsmese  la  ma'8its!Exs  la'e  sopa'- 
lax  do'maqas  qa  6wi'8lawes  la'wa.  Wa, 
g-i'Pmese  8wl'slaxs  la'e  so'palax  xo'dze-  25 

g-a8yas.  Wa,  g-i'l£mese  8wl'8laxs  la'e 

Lo'xulaq  qass  le  na'Enaxu  la'xes  g'o'kwe. 
Wa,     le     Lo'x8waMaq     la'xa    kMe'se 

EnExwa'ta     la'xa     lEgwl'ttses     g'o'kwe. 
Wa,  le  axee'dxes  8nExx-a'la  k-la'waya.  30 
Wa,    le   k'!a'x8widEq    qa   LEkwe's   aps- 
ba'8yas.     Wa,  le  wl'la  a'psbase.      Wa, 
laE'm     le'x'Ena.       Wa,    le    8mE'ns8ldxa 
8nE'mp!Enk'e  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana- 
8ex  wa'sgEmasasa  g-a'g'iLEla  lax  o'ba-  35 
8yasa  LEo'xuba8e.     Wa,  le  Hi'mtiedEq; 

wa,    le    k'!o'dEn    la'xEns    qlwa'qlwax1- 
ts!anacyaqe      8wa'labEdasa.       Wa,      le 

k'laxa'laq  g-a'g'iLEla  la'xa  LExuba'se  la 
wa'la  la'xa  k'!i'mta8e.     Wa,  g'i'l8mese  40 

wa'laxLe    k-!a'xwa6yas     la'xa     k'li'mta- 

8yaxs  la'e  gwagwa'aqsla  k'la'xwaq  la'xa 
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the  thick  end,  so  that  it  is  thin.  As 
soon  as  the  prong  he  is  making  is 

done,  it  is  like  this.1 
Then  he  makes  also  the  lower  prong, 

and  he  just  does  right  in  the  same  way 
as  he  did  to  the  upper  prong,  and  the 
lower  prong  is  a  short  span  shorter 
than  the  upper  prong. 

As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  he  takes 

bark  of  Prunus  and  the  harpoon-shaft, 
and  he  shaves  it  off  at  the  neck,  where 

the  prongs  are  to  be.  It  is  shaved 

off  so  that  both  butt-ends  of  the  prongs 
fit  on  both  sides  of  the  neck  of  the 

harpoon-shaft.  As  soon  as  they  fit  on, 
he  pushes  the  neck  of  the  harpoon- 
shaft  against  the  notches  in  the  butt- 
ends  of  the,  prongs;  and  he  takes  a 
narrow  strip  of  Prunus-bark  and  ties 
it  on  firmly,  beginning  at  the  notches, 
and  going  towards  the  thin  end  of  the 
prongs.  As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he 

cuts  [through]  the  two  finger-holes. 

As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  he  takes 

the  [dog-fish]  back-skin  of  the  dog-fish, 
which  has  been  dried,  and  rubs  the 

harpoon-shaft,  and  he  only  stops  when 
it  is  really  smooth. 

As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  he  takes 
the  squid-hook  to  pull  out  a  squid. 
When  he  has  a  squid,  he  takes  out 
the  guts.  Then  he  takes  the  [black] 
sepia  which  is  close  to  the  guts,  and 

LExllba'9yas  la'laa  la'xa  ma'x'basyas  qa 

pp/lbes.  Wa,  g'lTmese  gwa'le  dze'- 

qwela8yasexs  la'eg-agwa'feg'a.1 
Wa,  le  e'tledxa  bE/nk'!odExstase 

dze'guma.  Wa,  le  a'Em  nEk'E'mg-it-  5 
tEwexes  gwe'g'ilasaxa  e'k-!odExstase 
dze'guma.  Wa,  le  8nE'mp!Enk-  la'xsns 
ts!Exuts!a'na8ex  q!wa'q!wax'ts!anax,  yix 

ts!Ekwa'gawasyas  bE'nk'!odExstase  dze'- 
gum  la'xa  e'k-!odExstace  dze'guma.  10 

Wa,  g'l'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa 
lE'ngwume  LE6wa  ma'stowe.  Wa,  le 
k'!a'x8wldEx  axa'taasLasa  dze'gume  lax 

o'xawa8yas.  Wa,  laE'm  k'lo'kwa  qa 
bE'nEmg-aa'LEles  wa'x'sodllas  o'xLaeyasa  15 

dzedze'gume  lax  wa'x-sot!Exa'wa8yasa 
ma'stowe.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  bE'nEmg-aa'- 
LElaxs  la'e  wl'waqotsa  o'xawasyasa 
ma'stowe  lax  a8wa'gawacyasa  o'xLa- 

8yasa  dzedze'gume.  Wa,  le  axse'dxa  20 
tsle'qladzowe  lE'nswuma  qa6s  ia'lak!ut!e 
ytta'LElots     g-a'yabala     la'xa     q 

kwe     la     guyo'tela     lax     pe'pElbaEyasa 
dzedze'gume.     Wa,  gl'Pmese  gwa'texs 
la'e    k'le'yimx'sodxa    ma'sMzEqe    xaba-  25 sta'ya. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa 
x-ulgwe'g-asyasa  xu'lgumaxs  la'e  kmo'- 
kwa.      Wa,    le    xu'lxundxa    ma'stowe. 

Wa,    a'lsmese   gwa'texs    la'e    a'lak'Iala  30 
la  qe'sEna. 

Wa,  g-i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxes 
ne'dzayaxa  tEq.'wa'  qa8s  le  ne'sax  tE- 
q!wa'.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  la'txa  tEqlwa'xs 
la'e  he'x-8ldaEm  la'wEyodEx  tslEne'xas.  35 
Wa,  le  ax8e'dEx  be'x'bek-lasxa  tslo'i- 
towe  axa'ta  lax  tslEne'xas.  Wa,  le 
x-!x-ts!o'ts  la'xa  xo'xulk-.'Emo'tasa  8wa'- 

1  A  small  notch  is  made  around  the  prong,  particularly  on  the  outer  side,  which  holds  the  wrapping  of This   may    be   recognized   in   Fig.  156,  «'.     The    notch   here   described   is   made  a  little  nearer  the 
t-end   of  the   prong,  which  is  from  here  on  whittled  down  on  the  inner  side  so  as  to  present  a  flat  surface which  fits  on  the  flattened  neck  of  the  harpoon-shaft. 
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squeezes  it  out  into  the  shell  of  a  large 
clam.  Then  he  goes  home,  carrying 
the  shell. 

Then  he  puts  it  down  in  his  house, 
and  he  takes  soft  shredded  cedar-bark 

and  the  harpoon-shaft,  and  he  dips  the 
soft  shredded  cedar-bark  into  the  sepia 
and  rubs  it  on  the  harpoon-shaft.  As 
soon  as  it  has  been  painted  over,  he 
takes  it  out  of  the  house  and  puts  it 
up  against  a  board,  so  that  it  is  blown 
on  by  the  wind  and  (exposed  to)  the 
sun,  so  that  the  sepia  which  is  painted 
on  it  dries  quickly.  As  soon  as  it  is 

dry,  the  harpoon-shaft  is  black.  Then 
for  a  short  while  he  stops  working  on 

the  harpoon-shaft. 

The  porpoise-hunter  also  tries  to  get 
guts  of  the  black  bear  and  of  the  sea- 

lion  for  his  harpoon-line,  (to  be  used) 
when  he  spears  porpoises  and  seals. 
When  he  has  a  black  bear  or  a  sea- 

lion,  he  takes  his  carving-knife  and 
cuts  open  its  belly.  Then  he  takes 
out  the  guts ;  and  as  soon  as  they  are 
all  out,  he  cuts  off  the  guts  close  to 
the  stomach,  and  he  also  cuts  off  the 
other  end  close  to  the  anus,  and  he 

squeezes  out  what  is  in  them. 

As  soon  as  all  that  is  in  it  ,is  out, 

he  stretches  the  guts  outside  of  his 
house ;  and  when  they  are  nearly  dry, 

he  takes  a  short  piece  of  cedar-wood 
and  puts  it  crosswise  to  one  end  of  it; 
but  he  never  unties  the  other  end. 
Then  he  holds  the  cedar  stick  across 

the  one  end  and  pulls  it  tight,  turning 

at  the  same  time  the  cedar  cross-piece. 
As  soon  as  it  has  been  twisted  strongly, 

lase  mEt!a'na8ya.  Wa,  he'x-8idasmese 
g'ax  k'a'laxa  xo'xulk'lEmo'taxs  g'a'xae na'8nakwa. 

Wa,    le    k'a'g'alllas    la'xes    g'd'kwe. 
Wa,  le  axse'dxa  qlo'yaakwe  k'a'dzEkwa     5 
LE8wa  ma'stowe.      Wa,  le  dzo'pestEntsa 

qlo'yaakwe  k'a'dzEku  la'xa  be'x'bek'la. 
Wa,     le     dze'g'itents    la'xa    ma'stowe. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  hamE'lxsnxs  la'e  la'wEl- 
sas   la'xes  g'o'kwe  qa8s  le  La'xseg'ilsa  10 

lax   tsa'gEmas   qa   ya'lasE8wesesa  ya'la 
LE8wa    Lle'sEla    qa    ha'labalis   lE'mxswi- 

deda    gE'lsEnase    be'x'bek'lasa   tEqlwa'. 
Wa,  g-lTmese  lE'mx8wldExs  la'e  tslo'lna 
ma'stowe.     Wa,  laE'm  ya'wassid  gwa'la  15 
ma'stowe  la'xeq. 

Wa,  he'8mes  e'tled  qlapla'yasosa 

ale'wlnoxwa  ts.'Eyi'masa  L!a'8e  LE8wa 
Lle'xEne  qass  sEg-aa'nEwexs  sEk'aa'xa 
k'!o'lot!e  LE8wa  me'gwate.  Wa,  he'-  20 

smaaxs  g'a'lae  la'Lxa  L!a'se  Lo8ma  L!C'- 

xEne ;  wa,  he'8mis  g'll  ax8e'tsoses  qwa'- 

gayuwe  k'!a'waya  qa8s  qwax8e'dex 
tEk'la's.  Wa,  le  axswuts!o'dEx  tslEyl'- 

mas.  Wa,  g-fl8mese  8wllalts!axs  la'e  25 
tlo'sodxa  tslEyi'me  lax  ma'g'aanasyasa 

po'xunse.  Wa,  la'8xae  tlo'sodxa  aps- 
ba'8yas  la'xa  mak'a'la  lax  mE'ng'asas. 

Wa,  le  x'l'x-8edEq  qa  lawa'yes  g'e'- 
tslEwaq.  30 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  swl'8lohs!a  g'l'tslEwa- 
qexs  la'e  tsla'sElsaq  lax  L!a'sanasyases 
g-o'kwe.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  Ela'q  k'm- 
wEmx'8ldExs  la'e  axee'dEx  ts!o'xustowe 

klwaxLa'wa  qa8s  ge'bEndes  la'xa  aps-  35 

ba'8yas.  Wa,  la'La  hewa'xaEm  qwe'l- 
8ldxa  apsba'syas.  Wa,  le  da'laxa  klwax- 

La'we  la  ge'basa  a'psba8yaxs  la'e 
tekluta'la  ne'xalaqexs  la'e  x-flpaxa 
o-g'ba8e  klwaxLa'wa.  Wa,  g1'l8mese  la  40 

Isklutsto'we  x-i'lpasyasexs  la'e  tek!ut!e'd 
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he  pulls  it  tight,  stretches  it,  and  ties 
it  outside  the  house,  so  that  it  gets 

really  dry.  The  same  is  also  done 

with  the  guts  of  the  sea-lion. 
As  soon  as  he  has  made  much  of 

this,  he  asks  his  wife  to  plait,  it,  and 
his  wife  plaits  it.  Then  it  is  made 
into  a  three-stranded  line.  As  soon 

as  it  is  twelve  fathoms  long,  it  is  the 

right  length.  This  is  to  be  the  har- 
poon-line for  the  harpoon-shaft  of  the 

porpoise-hunter  and  of  the  seal-hunter. 
Her  husband,  however,  makes  the 

barbed  harpoon-point  in  this  way,  of 
this  bone  (see  illustration). 

And  he  does  it  in  the  same  ^^ 
way  of  iron ;  and  this  is 

named  the  "barb  point"  (a),  and  this 
the  "barb"  (<$),  and  this  the  "middle 

barb"  (c),  and  this  the  "rear  barb"  (d], 
and  this  the  "bone  shaft-socket"  (e),  and 
this  the  "gut  line"  (/).  This  is  the 
barbed  point  for  the  upper  prong  of 

the  harpoon-shaft,  but  the  barbed  point 
for  the  lower  prong  of  the  harpoon- 
shaft  is  a  little  shorter. 

As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  he  takes 

a  large  stomach  of  a  seal  to  be  the 

float  in  the  middle  of  the  harpoon-line, 
and  also  a  thin  plaited  line  (made  of 

sea-lion  guts)  two  spans  long,  which 
is  to  be  the  guide-line  of  the  harpoon- 

shaft  for  the  harpoon-line  to  go  through.1 
As  soon  as  this  is  finished,  he  ties  (the 

harpoon-points)  on  the  harpoon-shaft; 
and  when  he  has  everything  that  be- 

longs to  it,  he  finishes ;  and  this  is  the 

tying  the  half-hitch  of  the  harpoon-line;2 
and  so  as  soon  as  the  porpoise-hunter 

b   a 

ne'xcedEq  qa  ts!a's8edesexs  la'e  mo'x- 
6ulsaq  qa  a'lax>8ldes  lE'mxswld.  Wa, 
la'8xae  he'Em8xat!  gwe'g'ilasE8we  tslEyf- 

masa  Lle'xEne. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  la  q!e'nEme  axa'cyas,  5 
la'e  g'a'g'onas  la'xes  gEnE'me  qa  qla'l- 

8lde'seq.     Wa,    le   gEnE'mas  q!a'l8ldEq. 

Wa,  laE'm  ya'yuduxuts!ag-ese  q!a'l:a8es. 
Wa,  g-i'Pmese  g-a'g-iwalap!Enk-  la'xsns 
ba'Laxs    la'e    helasgEma.     Wa,    lan'm  10 

qlE'lgwatslExsdelts     ma'stasa    ale'wlno- 
xwaxa  k'!o'lot!e  LE8wa'  me'gwate. 

Wa,  la'La  la'8wunEmas  LEg'Ekwl'laxa 
LE'g'Ekwexa  g-a  gwa'leg'a  (illustration). 

la'xwa    xa'qex.     Wa,    le  15 

yu'Emsxat!  gwa'ioxda  dzE- 
x'i'nex.    Wa,  he'8mis  Le'- 

gadES    LEx-ba'ee    [a] ;    wa,    he'8mis    LE- 
k'a'8e  (S)\  wa,  he'8mis  LEg-o'woya8e  (c)\ 
wa,    he"8mis    LEg'E'kluxLe8    (d}.      Wa,  20 
he"8mis   xa'qe  ma'tslLes  (e).     Wa,  he"- 

8mis    (/)    g-a'g-aano8ya     ts!a'ts!ewe'sa. 
Wa,      laE'm     e'k'lo'dExste     LEg'E'xusa 
ma'stowe.       Wa,     la'La     tsla'tslakwale 

LEg'Ekwa'sa     bE'nk'!odExstasyasa    ma'-  25 stowe. 

Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwa'texs  la'e  axse'dxa 
8wa'lase  po'xuntsa  me'gwate  qa  po'- 

woyoweses  qls'lkwe.  Wa,  he'8mesa 
wl'tene  qlEtena'kwe  tsla'tslewesaxa  ma8!-  30 

p!E'nk-as  wa'sgEmase  la'xsns  q!wa'- 
q!wax-ts!ana8ex.  Wa,  he'Em  t.'ama- 
k'JExa'wesa  ma'stowe  qa  nex'sa'latsa 

qls'lkwe.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e smE'nssaLE'lots  la'xes  ma'stowe.  Wa,  35 

g-l'lsmese  wl'lg'aaLEle  gwelgwa'lasexs 
la'e  gwa'ta.  Wa,  he'Em  mo'xLa£e,  ylx 
ma'xwalaasasa  q.'E'lkwe.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese 
sEx'Ydeda  ale'winoxwaxa  klo'lotlaxs 

1  This  is  the  loop  attached  to  the  neck  of  the  harpoon-shaft  (see  p.  489). 
2  It    was  shown  here  that  the  harpoon-line  is  attached  near  the  middle  of  the  harpoon-shaft  with  a  half- hitch;   that  is  to  say,  with  half  a  bowknot. 
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throws  the  harpoon  and  pulls  the  har- 

poon-line, (the  knot)  of  the  harpoon- 
line  comes  out  when  the  barbed  points 
go  into  the  porpoise. 

la'e  ne'xsedxa  qte'lkwe ;  wa,  he'cmis 

la  qwe'lsedaatsa  qls'lkwaxs  la'aLal  la'- 
bEteda  LELEg-E'kwe  la'xa  k'.'o'lotle. 

The  salmon-spear  of  this  type  is  used  either  in  the  canoe  or  by  fisher- 
men standing  on  rocks  in  the  river,  but  only  a  few  places  are  adapted  to 

this  method  of  fishing.  On  the  upper  course  of  the  Nimkish  River,  salmon  are 

speared  even  in  muddy  water.  This  method  of  spearing  is  called  t!a't!aq!wa. 
When  the  spear  is  thrown,  the  left  hand  holds  the  end  of  the  line,  and 

supports  the  spear  as  near  the  middle  as  the  arm  can  reach.  The  right 
hand  grasps  the  end,  the  fingers  resting  in  the  notches  of  the  handle.  The 
handle  of  the  spear  slides  through  the  hollow  of  the  left  hand.  The  notched 

handle-end  is  a  device  clearly  related  to  the  throwing-stick.  In  some  harpoons 
there  are  two  holes  placed  side  by  side  and  about  2  cm.  apart  for  the  first 

and  second  fingers ;  these  are  also  similar  to  the  finger-holes  of  throwing-sticks. 
The  porpoise-spear  has  a  buoy  made  of  the  stomach  of  a  seal,  attached  to 
the  middle.  The  stomach  is  tied  up  at  both  ends.  The  anterior  end  is  some- 

times provided  with  a  wooden  blow-piece  and  stopper.  After  the  porpoise 
has  been  hit,  the  harpoon-shaft  slides  back  along  the  line  until  it  reaches 
this  buoy. 

The  harpooneer's  canoe  is  hardly  spread  at  all.  It  has  a  long  sharp 
bow,  long  enough  for  the  harpoon-shaft  to  rest  in  it  when  the  end  of  the 
shaft  lies  next  to  the  harpooneer  on  his  seat.  The  bow  is  provided  with  a 
rest  for  the  harpoon  (Fig.  158),  which  prevents  it  from  slipping  off.  This 

type  of  canoe  is  called 

ia'tqiala.  The  short, 
sharp,  vertical  edge 
tinder  the  bow  of  the 

canoe  (see  Plate  xxx) 
is  rounded  off  below 

in  order  to  prevent 
its  making  noise  when 
cutting  through  the 
water.  The  lower 

point  of  this  edge  is 
charred.  The  walls  of  the  canoe  are  very  thin. 

The  paddle  is  made  of  the  best  kind  of  yew-wood  without  any  knots. 

It  is  polished  carefully.  It  is  one  fathom  and  a  short  span  long.  The  grip 

and  the  rounded  handle-part  are  farther  apart  than  in  the  ordinary  paddles 

(see  Fig.  118,  c).  The  blade  is  very  thin  and  elastic.  It  has  a  sharp  point 

to  prevent  it  from  making  a  noise.  The  noise  made  by  this  paddle  is  called 

Fig.  158  G14T).     Harpoon-Rest  for  Bow  of  Hunting-Canoe.     Length,  36cm. 
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pteqla'la;  i.  e.,  emitting  the  short  dull  sound  //  when  the  point  enters  the 
water.  Each  man  has  two  paddles,  because  sometimes,  with  the  sudden 

backing  and  vigorous  paddling  just  before  the  harpoon  is  thrown,  the  blade 
of  the  paddle  will  break. 

Following  is  a  description  of  the  making  of  the  paddle :  - 

Now  I  will  talk  about  the  making 
of  the  paddle  to  be  the  paddle  of  the 

porpoise-hunter  and  of  the  steersman. 
When  the  paddle-maker  goes  into  the 
woods  to  search  for  yew-wood  as  mate- 

rial for  his  paddle,  he  carries  his  axe. 
As  soon  as  he  finds  a  good  (tree)  which 
is  not  twisted  and  is  three  spans  thick, 
he  chops  it  down  and  it  falls.  Then 
he  measures  one  fathom  and  two  spans 
and  chops  it  off.  As  soon  as  it  is  off, 
he  marks  a  line  straight  through  the 
heart  of  the  tree,  and  takes  a-  new 
wedge  and  drives  it  into  the  heart  (of 
the  tree).  He  drives  it  in  with  the  axe. 

As  soon  as  the  (wood)  splits,  he 
takes  one  half  and  chops  it  so  that 
the  sap  all  comes  off,  and  he  continues 

chopping  it  until  it  gets  thin,  so  that 
it  is  three  finger-widths  thick;  and  he 
chops  off  the  heart  so  that  it  comes 
off.  Then  he  measures  three  spans, 
beginning  from  the  top  downward,  which 
is  to  be  the  upper  part  of  what  is  to 
be  the  paddle.  Then  he  chops  it  in 
so  that  it  is  notched  (a).  As  soon  as 
it  has  been  chopped  in,  he  also  does 
the  same  on  the  other  side.  Then  it 
is  this  way : 

Wa,  la8me'sEn  gwa'gwex-s8alaf  la'xa 
se'xwllax  ale'xusayuLasa  ale'wenoxwe, 

se'sEwaya  LE8wes  k!waxLa'se.  Wa,  he'- 
8maaxs  lae'da  sexwl'laenoxwe  la'xa  a'lJe 

a'lax  se'xwalasa  iJE'mqla  da'laxes  so'-  5 

bayuwe.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese  q!a'xa  ek'e'tE- 
laxa  k'le'se  k'lEpa'xs  LOXS  yu'duxu- 
p.'Enx'sesae  la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana- 

8ex,  yix  wa'g'idasas,  la'e  he'x>8ldaEm 
so'plExodEq  qa  t!a'x'8ldes.  Wa,  le  10 
ba'fidxa  8nE'mp!Enk-e  la'xEns  awa'sgEm- 

x'SEyapIaa'sex,  he'8mesa  ma8lp!E'nk'e 
la'xEns  q!wa'q!wax'ts!ana8ex  e'sEg'iwe- 
sexs  la'e  so'psEndEq.  Wa,  le  g'ilsmese 
la'x'SExs  la'e  mae%EndEq  8naq!Eqax  15 

do'maqasexs  la'e  axse'dxes  a'l8me  LE'm- 
k-l'lasya  qa8s  8naq!Eqe's  la'xa  do'maqas. 

Wa,  le  de'gutotses  so'bayuwe  laq. 

Wa,  g-i'lsmese  ku'xsExs  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
apso'dlle    qass    so'pledeq    qa    la'wayes  20 
8wl'8le    xo'ts!eg-a8yas.      Wa,    le    hana't 

so'paq    qa    pEldzo'xswldes    qa   yu'dux"- 
dEnes    wa'gwasas    la'xEns   q!wa'q!wax-- 
ts!anasex.      Wa,    le   xa'L!Ex-8ldaEm  so'- 
polax  do'maqas  qa  8wl'8lawes.     Wa,  le  25 
ba'!8ldxa    yu'duxup!Enk-e  la'xEns  q!wa'- 
q!wax-ts!ana8ex     la'xa     g-a'g'iLEla     lax 
o'xta8yas  bane'8sta  la'xa  e'k'!oh:s!a8yasa 

se'wayuLaxs  la'e  so'piedEq  qass  tE'mx'- 
bEtEndeq.     Wa,  g-i'lsmese  klwa'bEtaxs  30 
la'e   he'EmBxat!  gwe'x-8ldxa  apsE'nxase. 

Wa  le  g-a  gwa'leg'a : 
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As  soon  as  it  is  three  fingers  wide 
at  «,  he  chops  at  b  so  that  it  is  a 

little  wider  than  at  a ;  and  he  chops 
from  a  towards  c.  Now  it  is  thin  in 

the  middle.  Then  he  chops  at  d  so 
that  it  is  pointed.  Now  this  is  called 
an  unfinished  paddle. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes 

the  other  half  (of  the  tree)  and  does 
the  same  as  he  did  to  the  one  that 
was  first  made.  As  soon  as  this  is 

done,  he  carries  them  home  on  his 

shoulder.  He  puts  away  his  axe  and 

takes  his  long-handled  adze.  Then  he 
puts  down  the  unfinished  paddle,  and, 
beginning  at  the  neck  («),  he  goes 
along  towards  c,  adzing  it  on  one  side. 
Then  he  goes  right  on  to  d.  He 
continues  his  adzing  to  the  edge  of 
the  paddle,  which  is  made  thin,  while 
it  is  thick  in  the  middle  all  the  way 
to  the  end.  As  soon  as  this  is  done, 
he  also  does  the  same  to  the  other  side. 

When  this  is  finished,  he  turns  it 
over,  and  he  does  the  same  as  he  did 

to  the  opposite  side.  Now  the  paddle 
has  thin  edges ;  and  he  adzes  again, 
beginning  at  a  and  going  towards  b. 
Then  «,  that  is  the  neck  of  the  paddle, 
is  round,  and  it  is  flat  at  the  top 

(handle  end).  He  does  the  same  on 
the  other  side. 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  puts 

away  his  long-handled  adze,  and  takes 
his  crooked-knife  and  smoothes  it  down 

well.  As  soon  as  the  paddle  is  really 

elastic,  he  takes  red-pine  wood  and 
whittles  it  down  so  that  it  is  round, 

so  that  it  is  just  right  for  the  hand 
to  go  around  it  when  it  is  grasped 

Wa,  g'i'lemese  yu'duxudEn  la'xEns 
q!wa'q!wax'ts!anaeex,  yix  wa'g'ldasasa 

(a)  la'e  so'pledEx  (6}  qa  ha'lsElasmese 
wa'wadzatagawes  (a).  Wa,  le  so'pledEx 

(a),  la'laa  lax  (c].  Wa,  lacme  wl'lo-  5 
yux8wlda.  Wa,  le  so'pledEx  (d)  qa 
wl'lbax'8ldes.  Wa,  laE'm  Le'gadEs  XE- 
tsla'  se'wayu  la'xeq. 

Wa,  g'i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  ax8e'dxa 
apso'dlle.  Wa,  a'Em8xaa'wise  cnaqE'm-  10 

g'ittoxes  gwe'g'i'lasaxes  g'i'lx'de  e'axE- 
lasE8wa.  Wa,  g'l'l8mese  gwa'fcxs  la'e 
yl'lxusEyap!Entsexs  la'e  na'8nakwa  la'xes 
g-o'kwe.  Wa,  le  g'e'xaxes  so'bayuwe 
qass  ax8e'dexes  qE'ndzayuwe.  Wa,  le  15 

pax8a'lllxa  xEts!a'8e  se'wayaxs  la'e 
g'a'yabala  la'xa  o'xawa8yase  (a)  qass 

gwa'gwaaqale  qE'nsaq  lax  (c)  la'xa 
apsE'nxase.  Wa,  le  he'8na'kula  lax  (el). 

Wa,  laE'm  tse'tata  gwa'gwaaqaie  qE'n-  20 
sasyas  la'xa  awu'nxa8yasa  se'wayuwe 

qa  pE'lspEtenxes  qa  tlr/nxdzales  he'bEn- 
dale  8nEgEdza'8yas.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese 

gwa'tExs  la'e  he'Em8xat!  gwe'x-8ldxa 
apsE'nxasyas.  25 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  le'x'- 
8ldEq.  Wa,  a'Em8xaa'wise  8naqE'mg"il- 

tEwexes  gwe'g'ilasaxa  apsa'dzase.  Wa, 
Ia8me  ps'lspslEnxa  se'wayuwe.  Wa, 
le  e'tled  qE'nssld  g'a'g'iLEla  lax  (a)  30 

o-wa'gwaaqEla  lax  (6).  Wa,  las'm  le'- 
x'Ene  (a),  ylx  o'xawa8yas  qass  pExEnx'- 
8l'de  lax  o'xta8yas.  Wa,  la/8xae  he'Em 

gwe'x'8idxa  apsa'dzasyas. 

Wa,   g'i'lsmese  gwa'texs  la'e  g'e'xa-  35 
xes    qE'ndzayuwe.      Wa,    le    axse'dxes 
xE'lxwala    k'la'waya  qa8s  ae'k'e  k'la'x- 

8wldeq.      Wa,    g'iTmese    la    a'lak'lala 

te'seda   se'wayaxs  la'e  ax8e'dxa  wuna'- 
gule  qa8s  k'!a'x8wldeq  qa  le'x'Enes,  qa  4-0 
a'8mese  he'ts!ecstEns  a8yasowe'x  la'qexs 

q!we'salasE8wae.    Wa,  le  mo'dEne  wa's- 
63 — JESUP    NORTH    PACIFIC    EXPED.,   VOL.   V. 
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[squeezed].  The  length  of  this  is  four 
finger-widths  [when  he  cuts  it  off]. 
Then  he  cuts  a  hole  in  it  which  is 

two  finger-widths  and  a  half  in  length. 
First  he  drills  it  with  a  thick  drill. 

The  drill-holes  are  in  two  rows  close 

together.  As  soon  as  he  finishes  drill- 

ing it,  he  takes  a  thin  straight-bladed 
knife  and  cuts  it  out  between  the  drill- 

holes. Then  he  cuts  through,  (making) 

a  square  hole.  As  soon  as  he  has 
cut  through,  he  takes  the  paddle  and 
fits  it  to  the  cross-piece  on  top  (see 

Fig.  1 1 8).  Then  he  drills  through  the 
cross-piece  (handle)  on  the  top  end  of 
the  paddle,  and  he  nails  it  on  with 

two  pegs  of  yew-wood. 
As  soon  as  this  is  done,  he  takes 

really  gummy  pitch-wood  of  the  spruce- 
tree,  and  oil  of  the  perch,  and  he  rubs 

(the  oil)  over  the  new  hunting-paddle. 
As  soon  as  it  is  greased  all  over  with 

perch-oil,  he  lights  the  end  of  the  pitch- 
wood  in  the  fire  of  his  house.  As 

soon  as  it  blazes  up,  he  puts  down 

the  burning  pitch-wood  on  the  floor, 
takes  the  oiled  paddle  and  places  it 

close  to  the  burning  pitch-wood.  Thus 
the  paddle  is  blackened. 

As  soon  as  the  paddle  is  really  black, 
he  stops;  and  when  it  gets  cool,  he 
takes  a  piece  of  old  matting  and  rubs 
it  down.  Thus  the  black  paint  of  the 
paddle  never  comes  off.  Then  he  puts 
it  away. 

Then  the  two  paddles  —  the  paddles 
of  the  porpoise-hunter  —  are  finished. 
The  paddle  of  the  steersman  is  made 
in  the  same  way.  That  is  all  about 
this. 

gEtnasasexs  la'e  k'li'mttslEndEq.  Wa, 

le  Le'xsodxa  ya'yuduxMEnalasa  sEg'ino'- 

dza8yas  wa'sgEmstE8wasas.  Wa,  he'sm 
g-il  sE'lx>8ldayases  LEkwe'  sE'km  laq. 

Wa,  le  mEmk-o'LEle  sEla'8yas  mastts!a-  5 

gE8na'kula.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  gwat  sEla'- 

qexs  la'e  axse'dxes  wi'te  snExx'a'la 
k-la'waya  qa8s  k'lek'la'godalexa  sEla'6e. 
Wa,  laE'm  hex-sa'leda  so'xstowe  Lexs- 
8o'des.  Wa,  g-iTmese  e'x'stox8wldExs  10 
la'e  ax8e'dxa  se'wayuwe  qass  bE'ng-aa- 

LElodesa  gexta/8e  laq.  Wa,  le  SE!X-- 
so'dxa  gexta'8e  he'x'sala  lax  d'xtasyasa 

se'wayuwe.  Wa,  le  Laple'tsa  ma8lts!a'qe 
L!eL!E'mq!Ek'!En  La'bEm  laq.  15 

Wa,  g-i'l8mese  gwa'texs  la'e  axee'dxa 
a'la  la  tsE'nxwa  bExo'tasa  ale'wase. 
Wa,  he'smesa  tsle'klwese.  Wa,  le 

qlE'ltsEmdxa  alo'mase  ale'xllsasyas  se'- 
waya.  Wa,  g-i'l8mese  la  ha8mE'lxaLE-  20 
leda  tsle'klwesaxs  la'e  me'x'bEndxa 
bExo'te  la'xa  kgwl'ttses  g-o'kwe.  Wa, 

g'i'l8mese  la  x'l'qElaxs  la'e  g'l'g'allhsa 

x'l'x-lqEla  bExo'tExs  la'e  ax8e'dxa  qlii'l- 

tsEmakwe  se'waya  qass  ma'g'iLale  a'axE-  25 
La'las  la'xa  x-l'x'iqEla  bExo'ta.  Wa, 

he/8mis  la  q!waexusEm8na'kulatsa  se'wa- 

yuwe. 

Wa,  g-i'Pmese  a'lak'!ala  la  q!wa'8xu- 
sEma  se'wayaxs  la'e  gwa'la.  Wa,  gl'l-  30 
8mese  k'o'xswldExs  la'e  axse'dxa  k'!o'- 

p!ase  k'!a'k'!obana  qass  dzEg-iltsE'mdes 

la'xa  se'wayuwe.  Wa,  las'm  hewa'xa 
la'wayeda  q!wasxusEma/cyasa  se'wayuwe. 
Wa,  a'9mese  la  g'e'xaq.  35 

Wa,  laE'm  gwa'la  maehsE'me  SC'SE- 
wayuwa,  yi'xa  ale'xusayuwe  se'waya. 
Wa,  he'8mise  se'wayas  LE'nxLa8yas,  yixs 

he'cmaaxat!  gwe'x'SExs  te'sae.  Wa, 
'm  gwal  la'xeq.  40 
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After  the  harpooneer's  canoe  is  finished,  water  is  poured  into  it,  spruce- twigs  are  placed  inside  the  canoe,  and  then  red-hot  stones  are  thrown  in. 
This  gives  the  canoe  a  good  smell.  Then  it  is  sprinkled  all  over  with  the 

bailer.  The  harpooneer's  mat,  paddle,  and  harpoon  are  also  put  into  this  water. 

This  treatment  of  the  canoe  is  described  as  follows :  — 

As  soon  as  this  is  done,1  the  ends 
of  young  shoots  of  the  spruce-tree  are 
taken,  and  he  steams  them  inasteaming- 
box.  Then  he  takes  two  large  buckets 
and  draws  fresh  water,  which  he  pours 

into  the  clean  steaming-box,  and  he 
gathers  stones  for  a  fire  on  the  beach. 
Then  he  takes  the  spruce,  puts  it  into 

the  water  in  the  steaming-box,  and  he 
takes  his  tongs,  picks  up  the  red-hot 
stones  with  them,  and  puts  them  into 

the  steaming-box.  As  soon  as  the 
water  begins  to  boil,  he  puts  more 
spruce  into  it;  and  when  it  has  been 
boiling  a  long  time,  he  dips  out  the 
boiling  water  and  pours  it  into  the 
small  canoe.  He  also  puts  the  boiled 
spruce  into  the  canoe.  As  soon  as  it 
is  all  in,  he  takes  his  bailer  and  sprinkles 
the  boiled  spruce  all  over  the  inside 
of  the  small  canoe.  When  the  small 

canoe  is  all  wet  inside,  he  sprinkles 

the  boiled  spruce  and  its  liquid  over 
the  outside  of  the  small  canoe. 

As  soon  as  this  has  been  done,  he 
leaves  it  for  a  little  while  and  takes 

matting  of  his  wife  -  -  a  good  mat  - 
and  puts  it  into  the  water  in  the  small 
canoe,  in  the  boiled  spruce  and  its 

liquid  ;  and  also  his  knee-cover,  namely 
his  blanket,  is  generally  also  put  into 
the  water  in  the  small  canoe ;  for  it 

Wa,  g1'lemese  gwa'texs  l  la'e  ax- 
e'tsE8wa  o'ba8yasa  alo'mase  wl'hslanasa 

ale'wase.  Wa,  qlo'laq  la'xa  q!o'lats!e; 
wa,  he'8maaxs  la'e  ax8e'dxes  ma8hsE'me 

awa'  naE'ngats!a  qa8s  le  tsa'xa  8wE8wa'-  5 

plEme  qacs  le  guxtslo'ts  la'xa  e'g'ig'a 
q!o'lats!a.  Wa,  le  xE6xuLE'ntsa  tle'sEme 
la'xa  lEgwl'se.  Wa,  le  axse'dxa  ale'- 

wase qa8s  xE8stE'ndes  la'xa  8wa'bEts!a- 
wasa  qlo'latsle.  Wa,  le  ax8e'dxes  10 
k'lipLa'la  qacs  k'!ip!e'des  la'xa  x'l'x'ix- 
SEmala  tle'sEtna  qaes  le  k'!ipts!o'dalas 
la'xa  q!o'lats!e.  Wa,  g'i'Fmese  maE'm- 
dElkule  8wa'pasexs  la'e  e'tled  xE6stE'ntsa 

ale'wase  laq.  Wa,  g'i'Pmese  le  ge'g'il-  15 
tsela  maE'mdEqula  8wa'pa  qass  guxsa'- 
lExsEles  la'xa  xwa'xwagume.  Wa, 

laEm8xaa'wisa  Llo'pe  ale'was  lax  o'xsasa 

xwa'kluna.  Wa,  g'i'l8mese  8wl'l'g'a- 
la'e  axee'dxes  tsa'layuwg  qass  20 

xo'tslfitexsElesa  iJo'pe  ale'wase  lax  ha- 
mE'lgExasas o'xsasa      xwa'xwagume. 

Wa,  g'iTmese  8na'xwa  klu'nqe  o'xsasa 
xwa'xwagumaxs     la'e     xo'dzEttsEmexa 

o'sgEma8yasa     xwa'xwagumasa     Llo'pe  25 
ale'wasa  LE8wes  8wa'pala. 

Wa,  g'i'l8mese  gwa'lExs  la'e  ya'wassld 
bas  qaes  axee'dex  k-!Eta'8yases  gEnE'me, 
ex'  te'8wasya  qa8s  le  axsste'ndes  la'xa 
to'xsasa  xwa'xwagume  la'xa  Llo'pe  30 
ale'wasa  LE8wIs  8wa'paia.  Wa,  he'8mises 
ena'kwax*a8e,  ylx  8nExsuna'8yas  qluna'la 

axssta'no  o'gwaqa  la'xa  to'xsasa  xwa'- 

xwagume, qaxs  8ne'x'SE8\vaeda  k'lo'lotle 

1  Namely,  fitting  up  the  canoe. 
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is  said  the  porpoise  likes  the  smell  of 

the  boiled  spruce,  and  therefore  the 

porpoise-hunters  do  this  to  their  hunting- 
canoes  and  to  their  things  with  spruce. 

ax8e'xsd£x  gwe'plalasasa  iJo'pe  ale'wa- 
sa.  He'Em  la'g'ita  he  gwe'g'ileda  es- 
8ale'winoxwaxes  ale'watsle  xwa'xwagu- 

ma  LE8w!s  gwe'lgwala  la'xa  ale'wase. 
When  the  canoe  is  made  ready  for  the  hunting-season,  its  outer  side  is 

dried  carefully,  so  that  all  the  small  splints  turn  outward.  These  are  burned 

off  with  torches,  which  are  afterwards  moved  once  more  slowly  over  the  whole 

surface  of  the  canoe  until  a  layer  of  charcoal  shows  on  the  outside.  Then 
the  canoe  is  turned  over  and  allowed  to  cool.  When  it  is  cold,  it  is  rubbed 

down  at  right  angles  to  the  medial  line.  When  it  is  quite  smooth,  the  outside 

up  to  the  water-line  is  smeared  with  tallow.  Olachen-oil  is  not  used  for  this 

purpose,  on  account  of  its  odor.  After  this  the  bottom  of  the  canoe  is  struck 

with  spruce-branches  to  give  it  a  good  smell. 
The  canoe  must  never  rest  on  the  ground,  that  the  surface  may  not  get 

rough.  It  is  always  carried,  never  pushed  along  over  stones.  It  must  rest 
so  high  that  a  person  can  sit  under  the  bow,  and  lift  it  on  his  shoulder. 
The  hunter  carries  in  his  canoe  two  round  cedar-sticks,  about  locm.  in  diameter 

and  a  metre  long.  When  a  landing  is  made  during  ebb-tide,  the  stern  is 
brought  ashore  first.  The  poles  are  then  placed  under  the  canoe  to  protect 
the  bottom  from  the  pebbles  of  the  beach. 

When  the  hunters  make  ready  to  start,  they  put  on  their  capes  of 

shredded  cedar-bark.  Pieces  of  split  kelp  are  put  upon  the  ends  of  the  thwarts 
near  the  side  of  the  canoe,  and  are  turned  up  over  the  gunwale.  The  paddle, 
when  not  in  use,  is  placed  on  these ;  and  the  kelp  deadens  the  noise  when 
it  is  put  down,  lifted,  or  when  it  happens  to  strike  the  gunwale. 

When  the  harpooneer  goes  aboard,  he  pushes  off  the  canoe  with  the 
handle  of  the  paddle,  not  with  the  point.  He  puts  down  the  harpoon  with 

the  point  directed  towards  the  middle  of  the  canoe,  and  attaches  the  harpoon- 
points,  making  the  line  as  tight  as  possible.  Then  he  puts  the  line  into  the 
bow  of  the  canoe,  laying  it  in  long  turns,  which  are  placed  side  by  side. 
He  counts  off  the  middle  of  the  coils  before  they  are  undone,  and  at  this 
place  he  ties  the  bladder,  which  is  first  moistened  by  being  immersed  four 
times  in  the  water.  Then  the  rest  of  the  line  is  put  down  in  the  same 

manner,  and  finally  its  end  is  tied  to  the  short  harpoon-line.  After  this  the 
loop  through  which  the  harpoon-line  runs  is  attached  to  the  spear-shaft.  Then 
the  harpoon-shaft  is  turned  point  forward.  To  the  butt-end  a  loop  or  a  stout 
bone  is  tied,  which  is  held  when  the  harpoon  is  cast. 

I  insert  here  a  description  of  the  disposition  of  the  harpoon  and  line :  - 

This   is   where   the-  hunter   puts  his 

harpoon-line    and    the    bladder;  l    and 
Wa,  he'Em  g-a'laats  qte'lkwasa  ale'- 

wlnoxwe  LE8wis  po'xunse.1     Wa,  he'Em 
1  In  the  bow  of  the  canoe,  just  aft  of  the  mast-thwart. 
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this  is  where  the  porpoise-hunter  sits  l 
when  he  goes  after  a  porpoise  that 
has  been  heard  spouting;  and  this  is 
where  he  sits  before  he  has  heard  a 

porpoise  spouting,  and  while  he  is 

paddling ; "  and  this  is  where  he  coils 
up  his  harpoon-line  and  his  bladder 

when  he  makes  it  ready  in  his  canoe-,3 
for  the  only  time  when  the  harpoon- 
line  and  the  bladder  are  (behind  the 

mast-thwart)  is  when  he  is  starting  from 
the  beach;  and  he  puts  them  (in  the 
very  bow  of  the  canoe)  when  he  gets 

out  to  sea,  where  he  expects  the  por- 

poise. 

At    another    place   the    disposition    of  harpoon  and  line  was  described  to 
me  as  follows :  — 

klwa'faatsa  ale'wlnoxwaxs  la'e  he'iexes 
la  wuLa'x8LEl  La'8lala  k'!o'lot!a.  Wa, 
he'8mis  klwa'xdzatse  yixs  k'leVmae 
wui,a'x8aLElaxa  La'8lalaxs  se'xwae.  Wa, 
he'8mis  la  qEsea'lExdzasxes  qlr/lkwe  5 

LE8wis  po'xunse,  yixs  la'e  he'Tate'xsaq, 
qaxs  le'x-asmae  he'x'dEms  le'da  q.'F/l- 
kwe  LE8wa  po'xunse  naxs  (?)  he'8mae 
a'fe  aleVwld  la'xa  ijEma'ise.  Wa, 

a'hnes  las  la'xa  o'g'iwase  la'xa  Lla'sE-  10 
kwe  la'xes  la  na'k'!Ex-8ldaasxa  k-!o'lot!e. 

And  he  puts  his  harpoon-line  and 
the  barbed  points  into  the  canoe-box 
(see  Fig.  122),  and  he  puts  the  canoe- 
box  into  the  bow  of  the  canoe,  in  front 

of  the  hunter's  seat,  and  there  he  coils 
up  the  harpoon-line.  He  puts  down 
the  bladder  above  it,  in  the  bow  of 

the  canoe,  and  he  also  takes  kelp  and 
measures  the  length  of  the  thwart  next 

to  the  mast-thwart  where  he  is  sitting 
in  the  middle,  and  he  cuts  it  off  the 

same  length  as  the  thwart.  Then  he 
slits  open  one  side  of  it,  and  he  puts 
it  over  the  edge  of  the  thwart  towards 
the  bow  of  the  canoe.  That  is  where 

he  puts  down  his  paddle  when  he  har- 
poons the  porpoise.  I  think  that  is  all 

I  know  about  it. 

Wa,  he'8mis  g'itsla'  la'xa  o'dzaxsa 
qlE'lkwe  LE8wa  LELE'g'ikwa.  Wa,  la 

he  hants!a'lg'iwa8ya  o'dzaxse  nall'texsas 
klwa'xdzasasa  ale'wlnoxwe.  Wa,  he'-  15 

8mis  la  qlE'lx-sEmltextsosa  qlfi'lkwa. 

Wa,  he't!a  "mEgu'xsa  po'xunse  e'^k'le- 
texsa  la'xa  a'g-iwa8e.  Wa,  he'8mis  ax- 
8e'tso8sa  wa'wade  qa8s  8mE'ns8ideq  lax 

wa'sgEmasas  LEx'Egap!a8yas  k!wa'k'!t-  20 
nesE8was  kwawo'ya.  Wa,  le  t.'o'tslEnd- 

qexs  la'e  6nEma'sgEm  LE8wa  LEX'EXSC'. 

Wa,  le  kwagEno'dzEndEq  qass  qEpk'lo'- 
tlEndes  la'xa  8nE'lk'!ot!Enasyasa  LE- 
x'Exse'.  Wa,  he'Em  k'a'datsa  se'wayo-  25 
waxs  la'e  sa'yak'laxa  k'.'o'lotle.  Wa, 
lax-st!aakuSEm  8wl'slEn  qla'le  la'xeq. 

The  canoe  is  manned  by  the  harpooneer  and  his  steersman.  The  latter 

sits  on  the  port  side,  while  the  harpooneer  paddles  on  the  starboard  side. 

The  harpoon  lies  on  the  knees  of  the  harpooneer,  who  sits  so  that  there  is 

1  On  the  mast- thwart. 

3  In   the   very  bow  of  the  canoe. 
Just  in  front  of  the  mast-thwart. 
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room  enough  on  his  right  to  push  down  the  paddle  quickly.  Both  are  as 
quiet  as  possible,  because  the  ear  of  the  porpoise  is  very  keen,  and  it  is 
scared  away  by  the  slightest  noise.  Hunters  communicate  by  signs.  They 
paddle  with  deep  strokes,  and  throw  the  paddle  rapidly  in  a  wide  circle  through 
the  air,  letting  the  water  drip  off  in  a  fine  spray  far  away  from  the  canoe 

and  without  noise.  When  the  porpoise  comes  up  on  the  port  side,  the  har- 
pooneer  paddles,  and  the  steersman  steers  to  port  by  holding  his  paddle  in 
the  water  so  that  the  canoe  swings  around  slowly  and  without  noise.  Only 
when  the  canoe  is  headed  right  does  the  steersman  begin  to  paddle.  The 
harpooneer  directs  the  steersman  by  inclining  his  head  in  the  direction  that 
he  wants  to  take.  The  porpoise  must  be  ahead  and  a  little  to  the  left  to 
enable  him  to  hit  it. 

When  about  twelve  metres  away  from  the  porpoise,  he  shakes  the  canoe 
by  a  jerk  of  his  legs,  puts  down  his  paddle,  rises,  and  stands  with  the 
right  knee  bent.  Just  before  casting  the  harpoon  he  raises  himself  to  full 
height.  The  harpoon  is  always  held  first  a  little  towards  the  right,  because 
otherwise  the  porpoise  would  see  it.  He  tries  to  cast  the  harpoon  when  the 
porpoise  is  just  under  the  surface  of  the  water,  swimming  straight  ahead. 
Otherwise  it  will  hear  the  harpoon  and  turn  at  once.  When  the  harpoon  is 
cast,  it  is  held  so  that  the  longer  point  is  below.  After  being  thrown,  it 
turns  around,  and  generally  the  shorter  point  hits  the  animal.  As  soon  as 
the  harpoon  has  been  cast,  the  harpooneer  sits  down  and  steps  firmly  on  the 
bone  at  the  end  of  his  line.  The  line  runs  out  quickly,  and  soon  the  bladder 
falls  overboard.  Then  he  signals  his  steersman  to  back-water  by  pointing  the 
palm  of  his  hand  backwards;  and  at  the  same  time  he  must  take  the  direction 
of  a  point  of  land,  in  order  to  be  able  to  find  again  the  place  where  the 
porpoise  dived.  Generally  the  porpoise  rises  again  at  exactly  the  same  place 
where  it  went  down,  and  for  this  reason  the  canoe  is  backed  away.  When 
the  porpoise  dives,  the  line  is  paid  out;  and  when  the  canoe  is  far  enough 
away,  the  harpooneer  gives  a  jerk  downward,  which  is  a  signal  for  the  steers- 

man to  stop.  The  porpoise  generally  comes  up  so  quickly  that  it  reaches 
the  surface  before  the  float  comes  up  which  is  attached  to  the  middle  of  the 
harpoon-line.  As  soon  as  the  porpoise  emerges,  the  harpooneer  shakes  the 
canoe  again  as  a  signal  for  the  steersman  to  paddle  ahead.  Porpoises,  when 
wounded,  always  swim  about  in  a  circle.  The  harpoon-shaft  glides  back  along 
the  line  until  it  reaches  the  bladder.  The  hunters  paddle  up  to  the  bladder, 
and  the  harpoon-shaft  is  disengaged  and  is  put  down  in  the  bow  of  the  canoe. 
Then  the  harpooneer  begins  to  haul  in  the  line  outside  of  the  canoe,  letting  it 
fall  back  into  the  water.  When  the  canoe  comes  near  to  the  porpoise,  he 
lets  go  of  the  line,  and  both  men  paddle,  bringing  the  quarry  to  the  left  of 
the  canoe.  Then  he  stabs  it  with  the  harpoon-shaft  either  just  behind  the  head 
or  between  the  ribs.  The  stick  often  goes  right  through  the  body  and 
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pierces  the  lungs.  When  the  animal  has  received  a  deadly  wound,  it  swims 
along  in  short  jumps,  and  the  steersman  has  to  paddle  backward,  for  just 
before  it  dies  it  causes  a  whirl  of  the  waters.  Females  generally  drift  for 
some  time,  while  males  sink  at  once. 

As  soon  as  (the  harpoon-points)  enter 
the  porpoise,  they  come  off  from  the 

ends  of  the  prongs,  and  the  harpoon- 
shaft  comes  sliding  along  the  harpoon- 
line  until  it  reaches  the  bladder  in  the 

middle  of  the  harpoon-line.  That  is 
where  the  hunter  takes  hold  of  his 

harpoon-shaft  and  unties  the  ends  of 
the  guide-loop  at  the  neck;  and  he 
throws  the  bladder  into  the  water-,  and 
he  puts  the  harpoon  in  the  bow  of  the 

small  hunting-canoe,  placing  the  finger- 
holes  on  his  right  knee.  Then  he 

takes  up  his  hunting-paddle. 
Then  he  paddles  after  the  porpoise 

which  drags  the  harpoon-line,  going 
to  the  right  side.  As  soon  as  he 

approaches  it,  he  puts  down  his  paddle 

on  the  right-hand  side  of  the  canoe, 
behind  his  seat.  He  grasps  the  har- 

poon-shaft at  the  finger-holes  with  his 
right  hand,  and  holds  it  with  his  left 
hand  (a  little  beyond  the  small  of  the 
back  of  the  harpoon).  Then  he  stabs 

it  with  the  prongs,  harpooning  it  be- 
hind the  fins.  Sometimes  the  porpoise 

dies  right  off  when  he  hits  its  lungs. 
As  soon  as  it  is  dead,  he  puts  his 

fingers  into  the  blow-holes  and  pushes 
it  down  under  water.  Then  he  pulls 

it  up  and  into  his  small  hunting-canoe. 
Then  he  takes  the  harpoon  end  of  his 

harpoon-points  and  twists  them  when 
he  pulls  them  out.  Then  he  washes 
them,  so  that  the  blood  comes  off, 

and  he  puts  them  back  on  the  prongs 

of  his  harpoon-shaft,  and  then  he  listens 

Wa,  g-iTmese  la'bEta  la'xa  k'.'o'lo- 
tlaxs  la'e  lawa'  la'xa  o'ba8yasa  dzedze'- 

gume  qass  g-a'xe  k'!e'xutEna8ya  ma'- 
stowe la'xa  qte'lkwe  qa8s  g'a'xe  k'!a'- 

xaLEla  la'xa  po'xunse  lax  8nEgo'ya8yasa  5 
q.'E'lkwe.  Wa,  he'8mis  la  da'x-8ldaatsa 
ale'winoxwaxes  ma'stowe  qaes  qweTlde 
o'basyasa  t!ama'k'!Exawase.  Wa,  le 

ts!Ex8stE'ndxa  po'xunse  qa  k'a'dEg-Eyo- 
desa  ma'stowe  lax  a'g'iwa8yases  ale'-  10 

wats!e  xwa'xwaguma.  Wa,  le  k'a't- 
k-ax-ase  xa'bats!Exsdasyas  he'lk-otk-a- 
x*asyasexs  la'e  da'x'8idxes  ale'xusayuwe se'waya. 

Wa,   le  sa'sEyoxswldxa  la  do'xusEm-  15 
Lexa  qls'lkwe  k-.'o'lotla  lax  he'lk'IodEno- 

dzasyas.      Wa,    g'l'lemese    9nExwa'x-8id 
la'qexs    la'e    k'a'tlatexsases    se'wayuwe 

lax    he'lk'!otaga8yasa    xwa'kluna    la'xe 

gwaa'pletexsaxs  la'e  xapsto'dsx  xa'ba-  20 
ts!Exsdasyases  ma'stowe,  ylses  he'fk'lo- 
ts!anase.      WTa,     le    da'tases    gE'mxot- 
ts!anase    lax    (awa'goxLasa    ma'stowe). 

Wa,  laE'm  dze'gwaxsodExs  la'e  tse'xaxs 
la'e     sEx-8l'dEx    gti'nxa8yas    gE'lqlayas.  25 

Wa,  le  8nat8nF/mp!Ena  hebe'xs  la'e  lE8la' 
kMo'lotlaxs  la'e  qlabEkwe's  kwa'xwa. 

Wa,    g-fl8mese   teslaxs  la'e  gElxsto'- 
dEx  k'Ewa'sasexs  la'e  we'gunsaq  la'xa 
dE'msx'axs    la'e   ne'xostodEq  qass  nex-  30 

8a'lExseq    la'xes    ale'wasElEla   xwa'xwa- 

guma.   Wa,  le  da'x-8ldEx  ma'tslExLases 
LEg'Ekwe'  qass  sE'lx8wideqexs  la'e  ne'- 

xodEq.     Wa,  le  ts!o'x8wldEq  qa  lawa'- 

yesa  E'lkwa.    Wa,  le  xwe'laqa  axbs'nts  35 
lax  dzedze'gumases  ma'stowe.      Wa,  le 
xwe'laqa    he'lex-eldxa    k'.'o'lot.'e.      Wa, 
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again    for    porpoises.     As   soon   as  he  |  g-lTmese    mo'sgEtna    k'!o'lot!e    ale'wa- 

has  four  porpoises,  he  goes  home  nEmsexs  la'e  na'cnaku  la'xes  g-o'kwe. 

The  white  (?)  porpoises,  which  go  in  shoals,  are  hunted  at  night.  They 

do  not  dive  after  they  have  been  hit.  Since  they  are  very  large  and  active, 

the  hunter  selects  a  small  one,  which  he  harpoons.  When  holding  on  to  the 

line,  he  stems  his  feet  against  the  thwarts,  and  throws  himself  backward  in 

the  middle  of  the  canoe.  Sometimes  the  bailer  is  tied  to  the  line  as  a  drag. 

If  this  is  not  enough  to  decrease  the  rapidity  of  the  movements  of  the  animal, 

a  mat  is  rolled  up  and  tied  to  the  line.  If  this  is  still  insufficient,  paddles 
and  even  the  mast  of  the  canoe  may  be  used  as  drags. 

Generally  a  number  of  harpooneers  go  hunting  together.  The  one  who 

proposes  the  hunt  gets  a  seal  or  a  small  porpoise,  and  invites  the  other 

hunters  to  a  feast,  during  which  they  agree  upon  the  place  and  time  of  the 

proposed  expedition.  Generally  they  start  on  the  evening  following  the  feast. 

They  do  not  eat  before  starting,  and  take  no  provisions  along,  but  fast  from 
the  close  of  the  feast  until  their  return  from  the  hunt.  They  keep,  however, 

certain  plants,  wiwomaxLawe8,  k'lflk'las  ("tongue-on-ground"),  or  bark  of 
spruce-root,  in  the  mouth,  in  order  to  have  a  pure  breath. 

The  principal  places  where  the  Fort  Rupert  tribes  hunt  porpoise  are  the 

following.  The  place  where  they  generally  go  is  Qluk'llxste,  a  place  where 

there  is  a  large  eddy.  Other  places  are  MERC'S,  Ek'lix'6'ls,  Xsklu'ins  (west 
of  Duncan  Island),  La'qEkwa'we8  (west  of  Miles  Cone),  Gllsg-fltEm,  Ls'nxEsba 
(Christie  Passage).  In  all  these  places  are  eddies  frequented  by  porpoises. 
The  people  of  Newettee  are  allowed  to  hunt  at  all  these  places  also. 

When  the  harpooneers  go  out  together,  they  keep  time  paddling.  When 
they  discover  a  porpoise,  they  spread  out  in  a  circle  to  prevent  the  escape 
of  the  animal.  If  a  man  thinks  that  he  has  a  chance  to  hit  it,  he  gives  a 
signal  indicating  that  he  intends  to  make  a  start.  Then  all  the  others  stop, 
ready  to  cast  their  harpoons  if  the  porpoise  should  come  up  near  their  canoes. 
Whoever  gets  the  first  animal  must  distribute  it  among  all  the  others.  He 
goes  ashore  at  once  to  prepare  the  meat  for  a  feast. 

Dog-fish  are  caught  in  the  following  manner.  A  piece  of  salmon  is  tied 
around  a  stick  and  let  down  into  the  water.  Gradually  it  is  pulled  up  until 

the  dog-fish,  which  are  attracted  by  the  bait,  are  near  the  surface.  Then  the 
fish  are  simply  taken  by  the  tail  and  thrown  into  the  canoe.  Sometimes 
they  are  stabbed  with  poles  without  point. 

HERRING-RAKE.  Herring  are  caught  with  a  rake  consisting  of  a  long  flat 
pole,  in  the  narrow  end  of  which  a  large  number  of  teeth,  formerly  made  of 
bone,  but  more  recently  made  of  nails,  are  inserted  (Fig.  159).  The  rake  is 

made  of  red-pine  wood.  A  piece  about  two  fathoms  long  is  split  off  from 
the  standing  tree,  as  described  before  (p.  328).  Chips  are  placed  by  the  side 
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of  the    tree,    which    break   the   fall    of  the  piece  split  off.     The  latter  is  then 
split    with    wedges    into    two    equal    parts,    so    that    the    line  of  division  forms 
the    radius    dividing    into   two  halves  the  segment  that  has  been 
cut    off  from    the    tree.      Then    a    piece    a    little    more    than  one 
finger    thick    is    split    off  from    this  radial  surface.     This  strip  of 
wood    is    then    whittled    down    and    smoothed.     The  teeth  of  the 

rake    are    made    of  the  tibia  or  ulna  of  a  deer,  which  is  broken 

up    into    splints   by   being   hammered    lightly   at    one  end  until  it 
begins  to  crack.     Then  the  crack  is  followed  up  with  the  hammer 
until   the    bone   is   broken   up.     The  teeth  of  the  rake  are  three 

finger-widths   in    length.     They   are  rubbed  down  and  sharpened 
on  gritstone.    The  teeth  are  inserted  in  the  handle  in  the  following 
manner.     The    long  piece  of  wood  which  is  to  form  the  rake  is 
put    down    on    the    floor    of  the    house   edgewise,    being  held  on 

each    side  by   two   stakes.     Then  drill-holes  are  made  about  two 
finger-widths    apart    along    the    edge    of  the   rake,  and  the  teeth 
are  driven  in  by  means  of  a  piece  of  yew-wood.     Then  for  four 
nights   the    rake   is    smoked   over  the  fire,  and  every  morning  it 
is  rubbed  down  with  deer-tallow  to  make  it  brittle  and  so  as  to 
make  the  soot  adhere  to  it. 

The  herring  begin  to  run  about  the  first  week  of  March. 

When  catching  herring,  the  fisherman's  wife  sits  in  the  bow  of 
the  canoe,  facing  the  stern ;  while  the  fisherman  takes  his  position 
in  the  stern,  also  facing  aft.  The  woman  steers  and  paddles  the 
canoe,  which  moves  stern  foremost.  The  man  paddles  on  the 

left-hand  side  of  the  canoe  until  the  herring  are  reached.  Then 

he  puts  down  the  paddle,  takes  up  the  herring-rake,  and  draws 
it  towards  himself  along  the  right-hand  side  of  the  canoe  with 
the  same  motion  which  is  used  in  paddling.  Then  the  fish  that 

are  caught  on  the  points  of  the  rake  are  shaken  off  and  dropped 
into  the  canoe.  The  fishermen  claim  that  it  is  very  difficult  to 

lift  more  than  eight  fish  at  a  time,  and  that  when  there  are 
more  on  the  rake,  they  drop  them  back  into  the  water. 

When  a  fisherman  has  to  go  out  alone,  he  weights  the  bow 
of  the  canoe  down  with  stones,  so  that  it  draws  more  water  at 

the  bow  than  at  the  stern.  Then  he  paddles  forward  to  where 

the  herring  are,  and  rakes  them  in  in  the  same  way  as  de- 
scribed before. 

Herring  also  come  to  the  shore  during  the  months  of 

December  and  January.  The  arrival  of  a  shoal  of  herring  is  recognized  by 

the  eagles  flocking  towards  the  sea  and  picking  up  the  fish.  At  these  times 

the  herring  are  generally  driven  up  by  the  black  cod  and  other  large  fish, 
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and  swim  about  near  the  surface  in  circles.  At  this  time  the  fish  are  either 

caught  with  the  herring-rake  or  are  simply  dipped  up  in  baskets. 
SEALING.  -  -  Seals  have  sleeping-places,  which  they  use  according  to  the 

state  of  the  tide.  Near  Fort  Rupert  there  are  three  on  Deer  Island,  two  on 

Little  Island  (X\ve'gats!e)  just  outside  of  Deer  Island,  three  on  Dn'mxade, 
one  on  Peel  Island,  two  on  Ma'k-awlLe8.  The  one  at  the  north  end  of  the 

last-named  island  is  used  by  s'eals  at  low  water;  the  one  at  the  west  end,  at 
high  water.  The  seal-hunter  and  his  steersman  go  cautiously  to  the  nearest 
point  of  land,  then  the  harpooneer  gives  a  signal  to  the  steersman  to  paddle 
quickly.  When  he  gets  near  enough,  he  harpoons  the  largest  seal  that  he 
discovers,  and  hauls  in  his  line  as  quickly  as  possible.  He  tries  to  get  the 
seal  under  the  bow  of  the  canoe.  The  seals  turn  about  so  often  and  so 

quickly,  that  unless  the  line  is  hauled  in  rapidly,  it  gets  many  kinks.  There- 
fore the  harpooneer  tries  to  hold  it  tight.  When  the  seal  comes  up  to  breathe, 

he  tries  to  frighten  it  down  again,  so  as  to  drown  it.  Finally,  when  it  comes 
up  near  the  canoe,  he  strikes  it  on  the  head,  and  thus  kills  it. 

Hunters  use  a  call  for  seal,  which  is  a  guttural  sound  produced  by  a 

rapid  expulsion  of  the  breath  through  the  glottis,  the  mouth  being  closed. 
In  olden  times  seal-nets  made  of  cedar-withes  were  used,  but  no  detailed 
information  in  regard  to  them  could  be  obtained. 

Sea-lions  are  killed  while  basking  on  rocks.  The  hunters  try  to  approach 
them  unobserved,  and  strike  them  down  with  a  heavy  club  about  a  fathom 
long.  They  try  to  hit  them  first  on  the  occiput,  then  between  the  eyes. 
Sea-lion  meat  is  hardly  ever  eaten,  but  the  hide  is  used  for  making  thongs 
and  wedge-bags.  The  bristles  are  used  as  ornaments.  These  are  sometimes 
obtained  in  the  following  manner.  On  many  sea-lion  rocks  are  small  hollows 

into  which  the  dung  is  washed.  They  are  called  kwa'tse  ("chamber- vessel"). 
This  puddle  is  washed  out  and  filled  with  hemlock-branches  which  are  attached 
to  long  poles.  The  sea-lions  wallow  in  this  hole,  and  some  of  their  bristles 
are  caught  in  the  hemlock-branches. 

Like  the  porpoise-hunters,  sea-otter  hunters  go  out  together.  They  wear 
their  blankets  pinned  up  over  the  right  shoulder,  the  right  arm  being  naked. 
Hemlock-twigs  are  tied  in  their  hair,  or  a  bone  or  an  arrow  is  pushed  through 
the  hair  crosswise.  When  shooting,  they  have  one  arrow  ready  in  the  mouth, 
while  the  other  is  on  the  string.  The  steersman  sits  very  high,  that  he  may be  able  to  see. 



IX.  -      HUNTING  LAND-MAMMALS  AND  BIRDS. 

The    principal    method    of  hunting   land-mammals   is   by   means   of  traps. 
Bow  and  arrow  and  spear  are  not  used  extensively  for  this  purpose. 

TRAPS.  -       For    deadfalls  three  principles  of  release  are  in  use.     Most  of 
them    have   the    release   shown  in  Figs.    160,    161,  and   163,  while  the  release 

shown  in  Fig.  162 
is  rare.  The  first 

type  of  release  con- sists of  a  pole  (c) 

supporting  a  lever 

(d],  which  is  connect- 
ed by  a  thin  withe 

(e]  with  a  trigger  (/). 

In  baited  traps  (telku) 
the  bait  is  attached 

to  the  trigger,  which 
thus  serves  at  the 

same  time  as  bait- 

stick  (te'layu).  In 
the  unbaited  traps 

the  trigger  is  set 
free  by  the  animal 
when  it  steps  on  a 

board  or  pulls  on  a 
Deadfall  for  Bear  and  Small  Animals. 

string  (Fig.  163,  /).  As  shown 
in  the  illustrations,  the  trigger  is 
held  lightly  in  two  notches  of  a 
forked  branch,  and  the  movements  t 

of  the  animal  pull  it  out  of  the 
notches.  The  short  end  of  the 

lever  d  is  connected  by  a  heavy 

ring  of  cedar-bark  (»)  with  the  . 
beam  (z)  which  forms  the  deadfall. 

The  second  form  of  release 

is  shown  in  Fig.  164.  In  this 
trap  the  lever  d  served  at  the  same  time  as  a  trigger.  The  withe  «,  which 
connects  its  short  end  with  the  beam  of  the  deadfall,  is  bent  over  the  support 
c,  which  rests  on  the  two  posts  a  and  b.  The  ring  is  so  twisted  that  the 

[5°7l 

Fig.   161 
Double  Deadfall  for  Small  Animals. 
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lever    d,    when    released,    turns    with    its    long    end    forward    (in    the    position 
shown    in   the   illustration).     By  its  pressure  it  holds  the  trigger  /  in  position. 

Fig.  162  (,i£iO-     Deadfall  with  Post-Release. 

Kig-   I63  (vifs).     Deadfall  with  String-Release. 

Fi8-   l64  driri)-     Deadfall  for  Beaver. 

As   soon   as   the   animal   steps   on  the  trigger  /,  the  trigger  slips  down,  thus releasing  the  lever  d,  and  with  it  the  deadfall  i. 
Another   form    of  release    is   shown   in    Fig.   162.     Here   the   deadfall   is 
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supported  by  a  small  post  (d),  which  rests  on  a  trigger  (/).  The  lower  part 
of  the  post  d  is  rounded,  and  the  slightest  movement  of  the  trigger  /  causes 
it  to  slip  down.  The  end  of  /  is  baited ;  and  when  the  bait  on  /  is  touched, 
the  supporting  post  d  gives  way. 

The  deadfalls  are  either  heavy  roofs  which  fall  down  upon  the  animal 
and  crush  it,  or  they  consist  of  a  single  beam  which  strikes  a  base  beam. 

The  animal  is  either  strangled  or  crushed  between  these  two  heavy  poles. 
The  most  common  forms  of  the  deadfall  consisting  of  a  roof  are  shown  in 
Figs.  1 60  and  161.  The  first  of  these  has  the  bait  suspended  close  to  one 
side,  and  it  is  closed  by  a  fence  (0),  which  prevents  the  escape  of  the  animal 

towards  the  side.  In  the  illustration  that  portion  of  the  roof  situated  just  over 
the  bait  is  shown  cut  out,  in  order  to  make  the  arrangement  of  the  bait 
visible.  The  lever  of  this  trap  is  supported  on  a  post,  and  holds  up  the 
beam  i  in  the  same  way  as  shown  in  Fig.  161.  This  trap  is  used  for  both 
small  and  large  animals.  When  it  is  used  for  bears,  the  bait  is  always  placed 
on  the  side  to  the  left  from  the  entrance  to  the  trap,  because  the  bear,  it  is 

said,  always  takes  the  bait  with  its  right  paw,  which  puts  it  in  a  more  unfavor- 
able position  to  release  itself.  If  the  fence  were  at  the  right  side  of  the  bear, 

it  would  have  a  better  chance  to  break  through  and  thus  make  its  escape. 
For  smaller  animals  this  trap  is  often  doubled,  as  shown  in  Fig.  161.  It  will 
readily  be  seen  that  the  trap  there  represented  consists  of  two  symmetrical 
halves,  each  like  Fig.  160,  placed  side  by  side,  so  that  the  bait  is  in  the 

middle.  Its  name  (wa'xsanayaaku  telku  k'lE'lg'ayu)  indicates  that  it  is  considered 
by  the  natives  as  a  doubled  trap.  Sometimes  it  has  a  bottom  beam  on  which 
the  animal  is  crushed,  while  in  other  cases  the  weight  of  the  roof  alone  is 
sufficient  to  crush  it  on  the  ground.  All  these  traps  are  put  up  by  the  sides 
of  the  trails  of  the  animals.  The  baited  trap  Fig.  160,  when  used  for  minks, 

has  the  following  measurements:  the  lever  d  is  one  finger  long  when  the 
animal  is  to  be  strangled ;  it  is  made  one  span  and  four  fingers  long  when 

the  trap  is  to  crush  its  abdomen.  The  falling  beam  /'  is  made  four  spans 
long.  The  height  of  the  beam  i  where  it  leans  against  the  post  b  is  the 
height  of  the  fist. 

When  intended  for  raccoon,  the  beam  z,  where  it  crosses  the  post  b,  is 

one  span  high.  When  the  chest  is  to  be  crushed,  the  lever  is  made  one  span 

and  four  finger-widths  long ;  when  the  abdomen  is  to  be  crushed,  one  long 

span  and  one  short  span  long.  The  weight  placed  on  the  roof  is  about 

seventy-five  pounds. 

The  same  trap,  when  used  for  bears,  is  of  the  following  sizes.  The 

bottom  beam  m  is  about  15  cm.  thick,  a  tree  as  straight  as  possible  being 

selected.  It  is  about  two  fathoms  long.  The  falling  beam  i  has  the  same 

thickness.  The  posts  are  also  about  15  cm.  in  diameter.  At  the  place  where 

the  falling  beam  i  crosses  the  post  b,  its  height  is  the  same  as  the  shoulder 
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of  a  squatting  man.  The  lever  has  the  length  of  an  arm  from  the  point  of 
the  fingers  to  the  shoulder.  It  is  made  of  hemlock,  which  does  not  bend 
easily.  The  roof  is  made  of  trees  about  20  cm.  in  diameter,  split  in  halves. 
They  are  a  little  over  a  fathom  in  length.  Very  often  there  are  two  pairs  of 
guide-beams  (//)  instead  of  a  single  pair.  These,  as  well  as  the  posts  a  and  6, 

are  often  tied  together  on  top  with  cedar-withes  at  such  a  distance  that  the 
beam  i  will  fall  down  easily,  but  will  strike  exactly  on  top  of  the  bottom 

beam  m.  The  bait  used  for  the  bear-trap  consists  of  one  male  and  one  female 
salmon.  The  salmon-roe  is  broken  up  and  scattered  all  round  the  trap.  The 
salmon  is  put  on  the  bait-stick,  which  is  made  of  yew,  by  pushing  the  stick 

through  the  body  of  the  fish  close  to  the  backbone.  A  loop  of  cedar-twigs 
is  put  around  the  tail,  and  cedar-withes  are  pulled  through  the  eyes.  With 
these  the  bait  is  tied  to  the  bait-stick.  The  use  of  the  trap  shown  in  Fig.  163 

is  easily  understood  from  the  illustration.  It  is  called  "trap  with  release-line" 
(do'gwilk").  The  bottom  beam  m  and  the  release-string  are  carefully  covered, 
so  that  they  are  invisible,  and  the  whole  trap  is  put  up  in  the  trail  of  the 
animal  that  is  to  be  caught.  The  falling  beam  appears  like  a  fallen  log. 

The  release-string  /  is  made  of  spruce-root,  and  is  drawn  very  tight.  In  many 
cases  the  trap  has  two  such  release-strings,  —  one  running  to  the  post  a ; 
the  other  to  the  post  b.  In  running  along,  the  animal  is  sure  to  pull  one 

of  these  two  strings.  The  rule  in  making  a  bear-trap  of  this  kind  is  to  make 
the  release-string  /  so  tight  that  when  it  is  pulled  with  the  finger,  it  can  be 
pulled  up  to  a  point  three  finger-widths  from  the  falling  beam  and  three 
finger-widths  from  the  bottom  beam.  This  type  of  trap  is  used  also  for  land- 
otters,  for  which  a  single  and  very  tight  release-string  is  used.  The  falling 
beam,  where  it  crosses  the  posts  a  and  b,  is  one  span  high,  while  the  distance 
between  f  and  b  is  three  spans.  These  traps  are  put  up  preferably  next  to 
a  tree,  in  order  to  make  sure  that  the  animal  will  not  go  around  it.  Often 
the  lower  end  between  h  and  /  is  also  weighted  with  logs  and  stones. 

The  trap  shown  in  Fig.  164  is  set  up  in  the  water,  and  used  for  beavers. 
When  the  beaver  swims  along  and  comes  to  the  tree  b,  it  tries  to  crawl  across 
it ;  and  when  it  .touches  the  release  /,  the  falling  beam  comes  down.  For 
catching  swimming  beavers  a  net  is  sometimes  placed  between  /  and  b,  closing 
the  whole  opening  between  the  surface  of  the  water  and  the  bottom  beam. 

The  net,  which  is  made  of  spruce-root,  is  set  so  loosely,  that  when  the  beaver 
strikes  it,  it  pulls  out  the  trigger,  as  in  Fig.  163,  thus  releasing  the  fall- 

ing beam. 

Spring-traps  are  also  used  for  catching  bear,  deer,  and  for  small  animals 
as  well.  These  are  also  partly  baited,  partly  used  without  bait.  The  methods 
of  release  are  about  the  same  as  those  of  the  deadfalls.  In  the  spring-trap 

(xwe'dayu)  shown  in  Fig.  165  a  tree  is  bent  over,  and  is  held  in  position  by 
means  of  a  rope  made  of  twisted  cedar-twigs,  which  is  pulled  over  the  branched 
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stake.  The  loop  by  means  of  which  this  rope  is  attached  is  baited,  and  a 

noose  lies  just  under  the  bait.  As  soon  as  the  animal  pulls  at  the  bait,  the 

loop  is  released,  and  the  elasti- 
city of  the  tree  throws  up  the 

noose,  which  catches  either  the 
foot  of  the  animal,  or,  more 

frequently,  its  neck. 

The  type  of  trap  shown 

in  Fig.  1 66  is  commonly  used 

for  catching  deer.  The  release 
is  about  the  same  as  that  of 

the  beaver-trap  before  de- 
scribed. When  the  deer  steps 

on  the  small  platform  made  of 

sticks,  it  pushes  down  the  lower 

one  of  the  two  horizontal  poles. 

Thus  the  trigger  is  released ; 
...       .  Fig.   165  (5^).     Spring-Trap. the    tree,    which   is   bent   over, 

snaps  back ;  and  the  leg  or  neck  of  the  animal  is  caught  and  held  in  the  noose. 

The  release  in  the  trap  shown  in  Fig.  167  is  even  more  simple.  Here 

a  heavy  tree  is  placed  over  a  forked  support,  the  heavy  end  being  held  up 
by  a  long  pole, 

which  is  put  under 
it  in  such  a  way  that 
the  least  movement 

of  the  opposite  end 
throws  the  beam  off 

from  its  support. 
As  soon  as  the 

animal  tugs  at  the 

bait,  the  beam  is 
thus  released,  and 

H  of//  JL$  /«&  it  is  thrown  up. a  mL~  &m  i , ,   ̂ fes^ss^        A11  the  nooses 
'•7.  are  made  of  twisted 

cedar-twigs,  while 
the  stakes  of  the 

traps    are    made    of 
hemlock.     For  both 

Fig.   1 66  UH,).     Spring-Trap. 

spring -traps        and 

deadfalls,    fences  made  of  bushes  are  used  (iJa'yaqik"),  which  lead  the  animal 
towards  the  trap. 
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Deer  are  also  clubbed.  The  hunters  bend  down  branches  of  willows  or 

cedars  near  the  water,  and  some  of  them  hide  at  these  places.  When  the 
deer  come  along  and  browse,  a  number  of  drivers  imitate  the  howling  of 

F'g-  l67  (jUr)-     Spring-Trap  for  Deer. 

wolves  in  the  woods.  Then  the  deer  take  to  the  water,  where  they  are 
clubbed.  Deer-meat  is  not  eaten,  because  the  Kwakiutl  believe  that  it  makes 
one  forgetful. 

Bow  AND  ARROWS.  -     The  method  of  making  the  bow  has  been  described 
before  (p.  331).     The  length  of  the  bow  is  from  the  tip  of  the  finger  of  the 

Fig.   168  a Length,  114  cm.,  101  cm. 

left  hand  to  the  bend  of  the  right  elbow.     The  bowstring  is  made  of  twisted 
deer-skin  or  bear-guts.     In  olden  times  all  bows  had  turned  tips  (Fig.  168,  b\ 
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but  in  later  times  straight  flat  bows  were  much  used.  These  were  originally 
characteristic  of  the  tribes  on  the  west  coast  of  Vancouver  Island,  whose  bows 

are  narrow  at  the  tips  and  wide  in  the  middle,  while  the  Kwakiutl  bow  has 
a  round  grip  and  is  wide  and  flat  near  each  end.  The  back  is  sometimes 
slightly  keeled.  The  bows  of  the  west  coast  sometimes  have  a  number  of 
ribs  all  along  the  belly,  while  those  of  the  Kwakiutl  are  smooth. 

The  arrows  are  made  of  red  cedar.  The  shaft  is  three  spans  in  length. 
Arrows  for  hunting  small  game  (Fig.  169,  e)  have  straight  or  barbed  bone 

or  wooden  points.  All  sea-otter  arrows  have  barbed  points  (Fig.  169,  £,  af). 
The  specimens  in  the  collection  of  the  Museum,  all  of  which  were  recently 
made,  have  a  point  consisting  of  a  flat  bone,  which  is  inserted  in  the  end  of 

the  shaft.  The  splice  is  wrapped  with  spruce-root,  and  the  whole  joint  is  then 

Fig.  169.     Arrows,     a,  Bird-arrow;  c,  </,  Sea-otter  arrows  (length,  80  cm.). 

),  <* 

gummed  over.  I  do  not  know  whether  these  actually  represent  the  old  type 

of  sea-otter  arrows.  The  barbed  arrows  of  the  tribes  of  the  northern  coast 

of  British  Columbia,  which  have  their  barbs  also  on  one  side  only,  all  have 

detachable  points,  which  are  held  to  the  shaft  by  a  thin  line.  In  Fig.  169,  a 

and  b  represent  two  small  bird-arrows.  These  are  made  entirely  of  cedar- 

wood.  Instead  of  the  blunt  end,  which  is  commonly  used  by  all  the  neigh- 

boring tribes,  the  point  of  this  arrow  is  wrapped  with  a  kelp  line,  which  in 

one  specimen  forms  a  thick  end,  while  in  the  other  specimen  it  simply  serves 

to  weight  the  tip.  The  arrow  is  winged  with  two  feathers,  preferably  cormorant- 

feathers,  the  quill  of  which  is  split  and  scraped.  When  tying  on  the  feather, 

a  wrapping  is  first  applied  to  the  nock  of  the  arrow  by  pulling  a  piece  of 

spruce-root  through  the  nock  and  then  wrapping  from  the  nock  up.  At  a 

65  —  JESL'P    NORTH   PACIFIC    EXPED.,    VOL     V. 
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place  3  cm.  from  the  nock  the  feather  is  inserted,  which  is  laid  so  that  its 
tip  is  directed  towards  the  point  of  the  arrow.  Then  the  wrapping  continues 
for  about  2  cm.  more,  and  the  end  of  the  wrapping  is  tucked  under  the  last 
turn.  Then  the  feather  is  turned  over  towards  the  tip  of  the  arrow  and  laid 

along  the  shaft,  without  quite  touching  it,  however.  Then  the  quill-end  is 
wrapped  with  spruce-roots,  and  is  thus  held  to  the  shaft.  The  place  where 
the  quill-end  is  tied  is  not  quite  in  line  with  the  tip  of  the  feather,  which  is 
thus  given  a  slight  turn. 

Arrows   are    marked    by    being  wound  spirally  with  cedar-bark,  and  then 

F'g-  »7° Lasso. 
F'g-  '71  drifn)-     Model  of  Goose-Net. 

slightly  burned,  so  that  the  covered  places  appear  white  on  a  dark  background. 
Each  man  uses  a  definite  number  of  turns,  which  thus  serve  as  property-marks. 
Sometimes  bits  of  quill  wedged  into  the  shaft  near  the  point-end  serve  the 
same  purpose.  It  is  said  that  bone  points  were  also  provided  with  property- 
marks,  but  I  have  not  seen  any  of  these. 

Bow   and   arrows   were   carried   in   wooden    boxes.     One   of  these  in  the 
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Museum  is  made  of  two  pieces  of  cedar-wood.  The  whole  box  is  130  cm. 
long,  8  cm.  wide,  and  6  cm.  high.  The  box  itself  is  made  of  one  piece  of 

cedar-wood,  the  corners  of  which  are  square  on  the  outside,  and  hollowed 
out  from  the  inside  so  that  the  walls  are  quite  thin.  The  top  fits  over 

this  like  the  top  of  a  pill-box.  It  is  held  to  the  box  by  means  of  a 
string,  which  passes  through  a  hole  in  one  end  of  the  bottom,  where  it 
is  knotted  in,  then  up  through  a  hole  in  the  corresponding  end  of  the 
top,  over  the  top  to  the  other  end,  and  down  through  two  holes,  being 
knotted  again  under  the  box.  The  box  is  charred  all  over;  but  while 

being  charred,  it  was  evidently  wrapped  with  spirals  of  cedar-bark  at 
each  end  and  in  the  middle,  wherefore  it  appears  now  decorated  with 
some  light  stripes.  The  top  is  hollowed  out  in  the  same  way  as  the 
box.  It  is  chamfered  all  round. 

Besides  these,  round  wooden  quivers  were  used,  closed  at  one  end 
and  open  at  the  opposite  end,  which  sometimes  widened  a  little.  These 

were  made  of  two  pieces  of  cedar-wood  hollowed  out  on  the  outside  and 
then  fitted  together. 

In  shooting,  the  bow  is  held 
horizontally.  The  bowstring  is 

pulled  with  the  first  and  second 
fingers,  the  arrow  resting  between 
these  fingers,  and  the  hand  being 
under  the  bowstring.  If  the  nock 
of  the  arrow  is  not  good,  the 
arrow  is  held  with  thumb  and 
first  finger. 

LASSO.  —  In  hunting  moun- 

tain-goat the  lasso  is  used.  This 
is  made  of  a  stout  cedar-branch 
which  is  twisted  near  the  end. 

The  tip  of  the  branch  is  made 
into  a  loop  (Fig.  1 70),  which 

passes  around  the  stout  end  of 
the  branch.  The  hunter  watches 

on  a  narrow  mountain-goat  trail, 
and  lassos  the  animals  as  they 

pass  by.  This  method  of  hunting 
is  referred  to  in  several  of  the  Fig.  173 Fie 

Bird-Spear.     Nootka. 
172  (irKh)-     Gull  and  Eagle  Snare.     traditions    from    Knight    Inlet.1 

HUNTING    BIRDS.  —  When    catching    geese    (pa'qa),    a    fire   is   built   on  a 
clay-covered    board    placed   in    the    stem   of  the  canoe.     The  steersman  sits  in 

'  See  Vol.  Ill  of  this  series,  p.  36. 
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front  of  the  fire,  and  holds  in  his  mouth  a  stick  to  which  a  mat  is  attached. 

This  serves  as  a  screen,  by  means  of  which  the  geese  are  kept  in  the  light, 
and  the  canoe  in  the  dark.  When  the  hunters  approach  a  flock  of  geese 
from  a  distance,  they  first  screen  and  uncover  the  fire  a  few  times.  At  first 
the  geese  are  scared  away  by  the  glare  of  the  light,  but  gradually  they  get 
accustomed  to  it.  Then  the  canoe  approaches  quickly  and  cautiously.  As 
long  as  the  geese  are  kept  in  the  light,  they  cannot  see  the  dark  canoe,  and 
it  is  possible  to  come  quite  near  to  them.  They  always  swim  in  a  direction 
at  right  angles  to  the  rays  of  the  light.  One  of  the  hunters  stands  quietly 
in  the  bow  of  the  canoe  and  holds  a  net  (Fig.  171),  which  is  about  two 
metres  square,  with  meshes  about  10  cm.  wide,  and  is  stretched  tightly  over 
a  frame.  It  has  a  handle,  with  which  it  is  thrown  over  the  birds.  When 

the  net  falls  over  the  flock  of  birds,  the  hunters  paddle  quickly  so  as  to 
bring  the  canoe  over  the  net.  Then  they  take  hold  of  the  geese  and  twist 
off  their  heads.  Wet,  dark  nights  are  best  for  this  kind  of  hunting. 

Ducks  are  caught  in  snares  baited  with  herring-roe,  and  set  under  water 
at  places  where  the  birds  feed.  The  hunters  watch  the  snares  from  platforms 
that  are  erected  on  the  beach.  When  the  snares  are  full,  the  drowned  ducks 

are  gathered  in. 
A  special  device  (Fig.  172)  is  used  for  catching  eagles  and  gulls.  This 

consists  of  a  pointed  stake,  on  the  top  of  which  bait  is  placed,  and  which  is 
weighted  down  on  the  lower  end  so  that  it  floats  upright  just  on  the  surface 
of  the  water.  A  number  of  elastic  twigs  are  inserted  near  the  upper  end, 
and  around  the  tips  of  these  a  snare-string  is  expanded.  When  the  bird  tries 
to  take  the  bait,  the  string  slips  off  from  the  twigs  and  closes  over  its  feet. 

Sometimes  birds  are  hunted  with  a  many-pointed  spear  (Fig.  173),  which 
is  attached  to  a  handle  similar  to  the  harpoon-shaft.  It  seems  that  this  device 
is  used  particularly  by  the  Nootka,  but  it  seems  that  it  has  also  been  adopted 
to  a  certain  extent  by  the  Kwakiutl. 



EXPLANATION  OF  PLATES  XXXVII-LII. 

PLATE  XXXVII. 

Fig.     i.     Village  at  Salmon  River. 
Fig.     2.     Village  at  Newettee. 

PLATE  XXXVIII. 

Fig.     i.     Head-Ring  of  Red  Cedar-Bark  of  TEwi'x-islak",  with  Feather.     Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox". 
Cat.  No.  TJf^     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  19.) 

Fig.     2.     Head-Ring  of  Red  Cedar-Bark  of  TEwI'x-i8lak",  with  Feather.     Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox". 
Cat.  No.  T|4T.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  7.) 

Fig.     3.     Head-Ring   of   Red  and  White  Cedar-Bark   of  K-!a'lamin.     Tribe,   Dza'wadEenox". 
Cat.  No.  ¥}|s.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  38.) 

Fig.     4.     Mask   representing  Double-Headed   Sea-Monster.     Tribe,  Qwe'q'sotlenox".     Length, 
60  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJ|^.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  210.) 

Fig.     5.     Mask  representing  the   Bull-Head.     Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".     Length,  118  cm.    Cat. 
N°-    T»1T-       (See  Vo1-   HI,   p.    210.) 

Fig.     6.     Mask  representing  Raven  of  the  Sea.     Tribe,  Gwa'waenox".     Length,  82  cm.     Cat. 
No.  -j-jfj.     (Compare  Plate  L,  Fig.  7;  see  also  Vol.  X,  p.  71,  line  2.) 

Fig.     7.     Mask  representing  Devil-Fish.    Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".    Length,  54  cm.    Cat.  No. 
(See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  226.) 

Fig.     8.     Mask  of  Speaker  of  No'aqaue9.    Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".    Length,  32  cm.    Cat.  No. 
(See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  226.) 

Fig.     9.     Mask  of  Fisherman.     Tribe,  Qwe'q'sotlenox".     Length,  26  cm.     Cat.  No.  ¥J?j.     (See 
Vol.  Ill,  p.  226.) 

Fig.  10.     DEntsleq.     Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".     Length,  270  cm.     Cat.  No.  -jjjj.     (See  Vol.  Ill, 
P-  231-) 

PLATE  XXXIX. 

Fig.     i,  a-f.     Mask  of  Ghost,  with  Mouthpieces.     Tribe,  He'Jtsaq".     Length,  41  cm.     Cat. 
Nos.  T||T  a,  b;  T|$r  a-d.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  426.) 

Fig.     2.     Mask  representing  Woodman.     Tribe,   He'ltsaq".     Length,  30  cm.     Cat.  No. 
(See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  429.) 

Fig.     3.     Neck-Ring  of  Ghost-Dancer.     Tribe,    He'ttsaq".     Length,   62  cm.     Cat.   No. 
(See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  427.) 

Fig.     4.     Dzo'noqlwa  Mask.     Tribe,  He'ttsaq".     Length,  30  cm.    Cat.  No.  rj|T.    (See  Vol.  Ill, 
P-  43I-) 

Fig.     5.     Double- Headed    Wolf's    Mask    of   Yaxstal.      From    Gwa'yastEms.     Length,   45  cm. 
Cat.  No.  7>|T. 

Fig.     6.     Mask   representing  Laughing-Goose.     Tribe,   Dza'wadEenox".     Length,  23  cm.     Cat. 
No.  T|JT.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  84.) 

Fig.     7.     Diver  Mask.     Length,  51  cm.    Cat.  No.  ̂ IT- 

PLATE  XL. 

Fig.     i.     Whale  Mask.     Tribe,  Gwa'waenox".     Length,  221  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^JT.    (See  Vol.  X 
p.  70,  line  32.) 

Fig.     2.     Sea-Otter   Carving.     Tribe,  Gwa'waenox".     Length,    170  cm.     Cat.   No.  ̂ |T.     (See 
Vol.  X,  p.  70,  line  38.) 
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Fig.    3.     Mask  representing  a  Woman  with    Deformed   Head,  captured  by  the  A\vik-!enox", used  in  the  Laolaxa.     Length,  33  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJj}»- 

Fig.     4.     Mask   representing   Merman.     Tribe,    He'ltsaq".     Length,    34  cm.     Cat.   No.   ̂ \lv. 
(See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  436-) 

Fig.     5.     Shark  Mask   of  cna'lanokumg-iclak".     Tribe,   Gwa'waenox".     Length,    157  cm.     Cat. 
No.  ,ify.     (See  Vol.  X,  p.  70.) 

Fig.     6.     Killer- Whale  Mask  for  Winter  Dance.    Tribe,  Koskimo.    Length,  66cm.    Cat.  No.  T|Jf. 

Fig.     7.     Killer-Whale    Mask   for   Potlatch   Dance.      Tribe,    Ma'maleleqala.      Length,    85  cm. Cat.  No.  ,|{T. 

PLATE  XLI. 

Fig.     i.     Mask    representing    the    Heavenly    Bird   K'!enk-!o   (Kulele)   [?]    Tribe,    Haxwa'mis. Length,  100  cm.     Cat.  No.  ,JJi- 

Fig.     2.     Crane  Mask.     Length,  98  cm.     Cat.  No.  Ti£T. 

Figs.  3-5.     Mask  representing,  outside,   Bull-Head;   inside,   Raven;   inside   of  Raven,  a  man. 

Tribe,  Gwa'waenox'.     Length,  89  cm.     Cat.  No.  *  JTT-_  (See  Vol.  X,  p.  71,  line  2.) 

Fig.     6.     Mask   representing  Kwe'xag'ila.     Found  in   a  cave  at  O'8qumla.     Length,   53  cm. Cat.  No.  TJfr. 

Fig.     7.     Mask  of  the   Thunder-Bird   Ha'das.     Found  in  a  cave  at  O'8qumla.    Tribe,  LaLasi- qwala.     Length,  42  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJfj. 

Fig.     8.     Dawn  Mask  (Nax-nak-agEml).   Tribe,  Nago'mg-ilisala.    Length,  43  cm.    Cat.  No.  j^£7. 
(See  Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895,  p.  484.) 

Fig.     9.     Mask   representing   Wak-as   (Goose  Island).     Tribe,   A8wI'L!edEx".     Length,   36  cm. 
Cat.  No.  y|^.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  422,  line  4.) 

Fig.  10.    War-Dance  Mask  (Hawl'nala'l).     Tribe,  A8wI'L!edEx".     Length,  34  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^T. 
Fig.  ii.    Mask  LElqa'lagEmt  of  TslElqwala'Ma.     Length,  36cm.     Cat.  No. -,{$-,.     (See  Report of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895,  p.  665.) 

PLATE  XLII. 

Fig.     i.     Mask  representing  Se'xapalis.     Tribe,   Koskimo.     Length,  33  cm.     Cat.   No.   T{|T. 
(See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  389,  line  2.) 

Fig.     2,  a,  b.     Skull  Rattles.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  22  cm.     Cat.  Nos.  ̂ J|F,  ̂ li-     (See 
Vol.  Ill,  p.  385,  line  40.) 

Fig.     3.     Mask  of  Yaxstal.     From  Gwa'yastEtns.     Length,  28  cm.     Cat.  No.  ,JJS. 
Fig.     4.     Mask  of  Tsix-sl'wala's  Daughter,  the  Wife  of  Qlo'moqwa.   Tribe,  No'lowidEx".    Length, 

29  cm.     Cat.  No.  y^'s- 
Fig.     5.     Mask  of  Sex-sewalik'.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  31  cm.     Cat.  No.  T{|5.     (See  Vol. 

Ill,  p.  389,  line  2.) 

Fig.     6.     Mask  representing  the  Forepaw  of  a  Grisly  Bear.   Tribe,  Haxwa'mis  (Kulele).    Length, 15  cm.     Cat.  No.  Tjfsa. 

Fig.     7.     H5'x"hoku  Mask.    Tribe,  Gwasila.     Length,  107  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.     8.     Wolf's  Head.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  65  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.     9.     First  Head-Ring  of  Hayalik'alah    Tribe,  Ma'maleleqala.    Length,  29  cm.    Cat.  No.  • 
Fig.  10.     Head-Ring  of  Hayalik'alal.     Tribe,  Qlo'moyue.     Length,  29  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.  ii.     Killer- Whale  Mask  (TEguxste).    Tribe,  Na'k!wax-dasx".    Length,  49  cm.    Cat.  No. 
Fig.  12.     Wolf  Mask.     Length,  28  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJ|r. 

Fig.  13.     Mask    representing   Knee-Cap    of  Grisly   Bear.     Tribe,  Koskimo.      Length,   33  cm. Cat.  No.  -jiff. 

PLATE  XLIII. 

Fig.     i.     \Vhale  Dish  obtained  by  ApSL.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  84  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.     2.     Dish  representing  Finback  Whale.    Tribe,  Koskimo.    Length,  122  cm.    Cat.  No. 
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Fig.  3.  Killer-Whale    Dish    (8na'lanokumg'i8lak").      Tribe,    Gwa'waenox".      Length,    73  cm. Cat.  No.  ̂ £T. 

Fig.  4.  Whale  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  64  cm.     Cat.  No.  ̂ }-"j. 
Fig.  5.  Killer-Whale  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  145  cm.     Cat.  No.  ̂ g. 

Fig.  6.  Ladle.     Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox".     Length,  186  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.  7.  Ladle.     Tribe,  Gwasila.     Length,  85  cm.     Cat.  No.  99?^. 

Fig.  8.  Ladle.     Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox".     Length,  142  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.  9.  Wolf  and  Eagle  Dish.     Tribe,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  57  cm.     Cat.  No. 

Fig.  10.  Sea-Otter  and  Eagle  Dish.     Tribe,  Na'k!wax-da8x".     Length,  47  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.  n.  Sea-Otter  Dish.     Tribe,  Na'k!wax'dasx".     Length,  44  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJ£V 
Fig.  12.  Si'siuL  Dish.     Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox".     Length,  79  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.  13.  Killer-Whale  Dish.     Length,  148  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^JF. 

PLATE  XLIV. 
• 

Fig.     i.     Seal  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  85  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^f. 
Fig.     2.     Sea-Eagle  Dish.     Length,  62  cm.     Cat.  No.  T-}4T  (?)• 
Fig.     3.     Young-Seal  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  69  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.     4.     Seal  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  62  cm.     Cat.  No.  ̂ f?3  a,  b. 
Fig.     5.     Double-Headed  Wolf  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  166  cm.     Cat.  No. 

Fig.     6.     Sea-Eagle  Dish.    Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox".     Length,  88  cm.     Cat.  No.  ,JJT. 

Fig.     7.     Large  Shallow  Dish  (Sax-sak).    Taken  in  war  from  the  A8wik-8enox°.     Length,  143  cm. Cat.  No.  T|fT. 

Fig.     8.     Grisly  Bear  Dish.     Tribe,  DEna'x-dasx".     Length,  64  cm.     Cat.  No.  ff|JT. 
Fig.     9.     Bladder  Dish.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  28' cm.     Cat.  No.  ̂ jjy. 
Fig.  10.     Pipe,  used  with  Many  Stems.    Tribe,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  18  cm.     Cat.  No.  T{|7. 

Fig.  ii.     Dish   representing  Devil-Fish,  and  belonging  to  Hadaho.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length, 
1 88  cm.     Cat.  No.  -STTT^)- 

Fig.  12.     Large    Dzo'noqlwa    Dish    with   Face,    Small   Dish   representing   Breasts   and   Navel. 
Length,  259  cm.     Cat.  No. 

PLATE  XLV. 

Fig.     i.     Grave  Monument  representing  HoVhok".    Tribe,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  335  cm.     Cat. 

No.  9\%.     (See   Vol.  Ill,  p.   271;  cf.  Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for 
1895,  Plate  III,  opposite  p.  336.) 

Fig.     2.     House-Post  of  Le'laxa.      Tribe,   Nagomg-ilisala.      Length,  457  cm.     Cat.  No.  7J|y. 

(See  Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Musem  for  1895,  p.  414.) 

Fig.     3.     Part  of  House-Beam  used  as  Grease-Trough.    Tribe,  Nimkish,  Alert  Bay.     Length, 
304.7  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^ST- 

Fig.     4.     Speaker's    Post.     Tribe,  Nagomg-ilisala.     Length,    289.2  cm.     Cat.  No.  ,J|T.     (See 
Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895,  p.  379). 

Fig.     5.     House-Post  representing  Sea-Lion.     Tribe,  Nagomg-ilisala.     Length,  365.3  cm.     Cat. 

No.  7r£T.     (See  Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895,  p.  379.) 

PLATE  XLVI. 

Fig.     i.     Large  Carving  representing  Caricature  of  Speaker.    Tribe,  Koskimo.    Length,  
228.5  cm. 

Cat.  No.  T{,,. 

Fig.     2.     Mask  representing  Speaker.     Length,  152.3  cm.     Cat.  No.  9J£T. 

Fig.     3.     Mask  representing  Chief  NExneg'ilitso.    The  head-ornament  repr
esents 

headed  serpent.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  106.6  cm. 

Fig.     4.     Figure   representing  Chief  throwing  away  Property  in   Potlatch. 
Length,  152.3  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJjT. 

Fig.     5.     Figure  used  for  ridiculing  Chief.     Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".     Length,  
152.3  cm. No. 
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Fig.     6.    House-Post  representing  the  Thunder-Bird.    Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".    Length,  319.8  cm. 
Cat.  No.  ,',V     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  247;  also  Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum 
for  1895,  Plate  XXII,  opposite  p.  414.) 

Fig.     7.     House-Post  of  Qwe'q"sot!enox".     Length,   350.3  cm.     Cat.  No.  'J,\.     (See  Vol.   Ill, 
p.   247;  also  Report  of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895,  Plate  XXII,  oppo- site p.  414). 

Fig.     8.    Figure   representing  Chief  Speaker.     Used  in  Potlatch.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length, 137  cm.     Cat.  No.  ,Jfv 

Fig.     9.    Figure   representing   Copper-Breaker.     Used  at  Potlatch.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length, 281.8  cm.     Cat.  No.          . 

PLATE  XLVII. 

Fig.     i.    Figure  representing  the  Speaker  of  Qamalag-iglak".     Tribe,  Na'k!wax-dasx".     Length, 122  cm.     Cat.  No.  9Jfj. 

Fig.     2.     Figure  used  in  Potlatch,  symbolizing  the  Greatness  of  the  Chief,  the  Child  in  the  Arms 
of  the  Figure  representing  the  Size  of  other  Chiefs  as  compared  to  the  One  who 

gives  the  Feast.     Tribe,  K"kwa'kum,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  103  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^|j¥. 
Fig.     3.     Figure  representing  Chief's  Attendant  killing  Slaves  and  breaking  Coppers.     Tribe, 

tau'itsis.     Length,  152  cm.     Cat.  No.  ¥|s-j. 

Fig.    4.    Figure  of  Chief's  Speaker,  used  at  a  Potlatch.     Tribe,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  125  cm. 
Cat.  No.  ,»«T. 

Fig.     5.     Carving   representing  the   Sun.     From   the  Top  of  a  House-Pole.     Tribe,  Si'sinle8. Length,  87  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^7. 

Fig.     6.     Figure  representing  the  Counter  of  Blankets  holding  a  Copper.     Tribe,  Gwa'waenox". Length,  147  cm.    Cat.  No.  f\\(. 

Plate  XLVIII. 

Fig.     i.     Eagle  from  Top  of  a  House-Pole.     Tribe,  Nago'mg'ilisala.     Length,   89  cm.     Cat. 

NO.  ¥«T.  ' 
Fig.     2.    Eagle  from  Top  of  a  House-Pole.     Tribe,  Nago'mg'ilisala.     Length,   89  cm.     Cat. 

Fig.     3.     Raven  Carving  from  Top  of  House-Pole.     Tribe,  tau'itsis.     Length,  72  cm.     Cat. 
NO.  ,«•,. 

Fig.     4.     Carving  representing  Grisly  Bear  holding  a  Copper.    Tribe,  Koskimo.    Length,  165  cm. Cat.  No.  ¥Jf  ,. 

Fig.     5.     Carving   representing  Chief's  Speaker  distributing  Property  and  holding  a  Copper 
under  his  Arm.    Tribe,  DEna'x'da8x".     Length,  104  cm.     Cat.  No.  -j^f-,-. 

Fig.     6.     Carving  representing  Grisly  Bear.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  176  cm.     Cat.  No.  - 

PLATE  XLIX. 

Fig.     i.     Mask  representing  OJo'moqwa.     Tribe,  No'lowidEx".     Length,  38  cm.     Cat.  No.  - 
The  ornaments  of  the  mask  are  developed  in  the  style  characteristic  of  Haida 

and  Tsimshian  carvings.  The  tail  of  OJo'moqwa  (a  sea-spirit)  is  represented  by 
the  face  over  the  forehead  of  the  mask.  Arms  and  hands  are  represented  to  the 
right  and  left  of  the  forehead;  legs  with  the  attached  fins  and  feet,  to  the  right 
and  left  of  the  cheeks;  and  the  fins,  under  the  chin.  In  this  way  the  representation 
resembles  that  of  the  sea-spirit  of  the  Haida. 

Fig.     2.    Mask  representing  OJo'moqwa.    Tribe,  A8wi'L!edEx".    Length,  75  cm.    Cat.  No.  T-J5T. 
The  feet  are  represented  to  the  right  and  left  of  the  forehead  ;  while  the  fins, 

developed  in  the  form  of  raven-beaks,  are   shown   to  the  right  and  left  of  the 
cheeks.     A  design  representing  the  devil-fish  is  shown  over  the  forehead,  which 
is  surrounded  by  a  revolvable  carving  representing  the  killer-whale. 
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PLATE  LI. 

Mask   representing   Owner-of-Southeast-Wind   (Mr.ia'lanuk").     Tribe,  Na'k!wax'da8x". 
Length,  34  cm.     Cat.  No.  Tf|9.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  pp.  35°-353-) 

Mask   representing  the  Double-Headed  Serpent.     Tribe,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  186  cm. 
Cat.  No.  Tfjfj.     (See  Vol.  X,  p.  no.) 

The  face  in  the  middle  represents  the    "man   in  the  middle  of  the  serpent," 
with  his  two  plumes;  at  each  end  are  plumed  serpent-heads  with  movable  tongues, 
which  by   means  of  strings  can  be  pulled  back  and  out.    The  two  sides  of  the 
mask   can   be  folded  forward  and   backward.     Used  in  the  winter  dance  in  the 

pantomimic  representation  of  the  Mink  legend. 

Mask   representing   the  Earthquake  (Xwa'exwe).     Tribe,   Qwe'q°sot!enox".     Length, 
46  cm.     Cat.  No.  ̂ $j. 

Originally  a  mask  of  the  Comox.    Obtained,  according  to  tradition,  by  Tle'sEmg'it 
(Vol.  Ill,  pp.  236  et  seq.).     The  protruding  eyes,  nostrils,  and  the  lolling  tongue, 
are  characteristic  of  the  mask.    The  three  bird-heads  on  top  are  generally  raised 
on  neck-like  straight  supports. 

Nightmare-Bringer   Nest   Mask   (Hamanekwi'la  O_E'lxasEmt).     Tribe,  Dza'wadEenox". 
Length,  86  cm.     Cat.  No.  v\'r.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  p.  99,  line  34.) 

Laughing  Mask  (DEda'MalEm}),  for  Lao'laxa  Dance.    Tribe,  A8wl'L!edEx".     Length ; 
49  cm.     Cat.  No. 

Mask  of  Wasp-Dancer.     Said  to  belong  to  the  Qa'wadeleqala.     Length,  27  cm.     Cat. 
No.  f^Tf.     (See  Vol.  X,  pp.  36  et  seq.) 

and  4.     Thunder-Bird  Mask  of  8na'lanokumg-i8lak",   Open  and  Closed.    Tribe,  Gwa'- 
waenox".    Length,  44  cm.     Cat.  No.  ,J?j-     (See  Vol.  X,  p.  79  [?].) 

Grisly  Bear  Mask.     Tribe,  Koskimo.     Length,  35  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJJ,. 

Ma'dEm  Mask  of  8na'lanokumg'ielak".    Tribe,  Gwa'waenox".     Length,  46  cm.     Cat. 
No.  -jjf.j-.     (See  Vol.  X,  pp.  77  et  seq.) 

TslElqualotela  Mask.    Tribe,  Koskimo.    Length,  40  cm.    Cat.  No.  T{fT.    (See  Report 
of  the  U.  S.  National  Museum  for  1895,  pp.  665  et  seq.) 

Mask  representing  Raven  of  the  Sea.     Tribe,  Gwa'waenox".     Length,  82  cm.     Cat. 
No-  Tilts-     (Compare  Plate  XXXVIII,  Fig.  6;  see  also  Vol.  X,  p.  71,  line  2.) 

Grisly  Bear  Mask  (?).     Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".     Length,  39  cm.     Cat.  No.  -A8- 

Figs,    i  and  2.     Wolf  and  Raven  Mask,  Open  and  Closed.     Tribe,  OJo'moyue.     Length,  46  cm. Cat.  No.  T|^. 

Worn  in  potlatch   dance  by  the  clan  Yaai'x-agame8,  representing  the  ancestor of  the  clan. 

Figs.   3  and  4.     Double    Mask    representing  the   Ancestor   of  the   Clan    (Tsletsehvalagame8), 
Closed  and  Open.    Tribe,  Nimkish.     Length,  58  cm.     Cat.  No.  T^T. 

Fig.     5.     Mask  representing  8na'lanokumg-i8lak".     Tribe,  Gwa'waenox".     Length,  42  cm.     Cat. 
No.  ,ffjj.     (See  Vol.  X,  pp.  60  et  seq.) 

The  two  faces  are  supposed  to  represent  the  person  in  different  moods. 

Fig.     6.     Raven   Mask  (Gaswe').     Used  in  the  Laolaxa  Dance.     Tribe,  No'lowidEx".     Length, 
84  cm.     Cat.  No. 

PLATE  LII. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

i. 

Benumbing    Mask"    (Do'lEmx-itlla).     Tribe,    Aswl'L!edEx".      Length,   30  cm.      Cat. 
No.  TJJV     (See  Vol.  Ill,  pp.  43^  et  seq.  [?].) 

2.     Mask  of  Tsla'qame8.     Tribe,  Qwe'q"sot!enox".     Length,  60  cm.     Cat.  No.  -jjfj.     (See 
Vol.  Ill,  pp.  165  et  seq.) 

Apparently  the  wings  of  this  mask  represent  tail  and  fins  of  the  killer-whale. 
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Fig.     3.     Dzo'noqhva  Mask.     Tribe,  Kwakiutl.     Length,  32  cm.     Cat.  No. 
Fig.     4.     Mask    representing   Whale   and  Thunder-Bird.     Tribe,   Kwakiutl.     Length,    172  cm. 

Cat.  No.  T^T.     (See  Vol.  Ill,  pp.  312  et  seq.) 

Fig.     5.     Dog   Mask   for  the  Walas8axaa'k".     Tribe,   Dza'wadEenox".     Length,   58  cm.     Cat. 
No.  T|fT.     (See  Vol.  X,  p.  42.) 

Fig.     6.     Grisly   Bear  Mask.     Tribe,   Dza'wadEenox".     Length,   67  cm.     Cat.  No.  TJ£5.     (See Vol.  Ill,  pp.  25  et  seq.) 
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